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CHAPTER 1

Jenni Lauwrens

1 Plotting a course

Gabrielle Goliath’s ‘This song is for ...’ (2019) (displayed on the cover of 
this book) is an interdisciplinary artwork that combines a pre-recorded 
musical performance projected onto two large screens with vinyl text 
applied to the walls of  the exhibition space. While this work has travelled 
extensively across the globe, I encountered it at the Standard Bank Art 
Gallery in Johannesburg in September 2019. The emotive sound of  a 
familiar song captivated me even before I had walked up the stairs to 
the main gallery. At the same time, I noticed that the beautiful tune was 
interrupted by an annoying repetition similar to when a vinyl record 
gets stuck. Both intrigued and mildly irritated, when I entered the main 
room upstairs I was confronted by two enormous screens that displayed a 
musical ensemble performing the familiar song I had heard. Other songs 
I recognised later included REM’s ‘Everybody hurts’, Sia’s ‘Unstoppable’ 
and Rachel Platten’s ‘Fight song’. The videos themselves jerked repetitively, 
just as the music did. 

With a visual frame of  reference to help make sense of  the oddly 
disjointed music, it soon became evident that the interruption was not at 
all accidental. Searching for more clarity, I moved deeper into the gallery 
to read the texts on the walls. Each block of  text recounted a horrific 
ordeal of  sexual abuse and rape. Whilst some accounts were detailed 
and elaborate, others were brief, leaving my imagination to flesh out 
the details. The discordant music that played while I read the sickening 
stories cloaked the gallery in a sombre, almost chilling, atmosphere. One 
could not leave the exhibition unaffected. The combination of  sensual 
voices, evocative (yet unsettling) music, carefully constructed images (in 
which stark colour and high-definition close-ups were key elements) and 
poignant stories elicited affective responses in those who encountered the 
work. Some people sat on the cushions placed in front of  the screens, 
listening intently to the music; others sat on benches placed in front of 
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the narratives so that they could contemplate each painful word. I noticed 
their glum expressions and soft whispers and slowly became overwhelmed 
by the solemn ambience in the gallery. 

The arts can potentially provide us with comfort and encouragement, 
inspiration and stimulation. However, they may also challenge and shock 
us, leading to discomfort and unease as in ‘This song is for ....’ (2019). 
In other words, the arts rub up against our bodies, sometimes literally, at 
other times metaphorically, sometimes comfortingly and at other times 
awkwardly. This volume is about the body and aesthetic experience. It 
takes the body as its methodological starting point and insists that an 
encounter with the arts – which, in this volume, includes visual art, visual 
culture, photography, film, music, performance, the digital arts and design 
– is not merely a meaning-making event but also a deeply-felt bodily 
experience. The contributors to this volume recognise that the meanings 
that arise from encounters with the arts often result from intimately-felt 
somatic effects.  

In research on the arts in the Global North, bodily modes of 
engagement between creators, the artworks or performances they produce 
and their viewers or audiences, is a topic that has attracted increasing 
attention over the last decade. A prominent example is Francesca Bacci 
and David Melcher’s book titled Art and the senses.1 In that publication 
the authors bravely included essays by ‘scientists, architects, art historians, 
a cultural anthropologist, musicians, visual artists, a chef, [and] a 
choreographer’, among others.2 At the beginning of  the second decade 
of  the twentieth century, Art and the senses provided an overview of  the 
status of  what, at that time, was a burgeoning field of  enquiry. However, 
with its strong focus on sensory perception and Western art and culture, 
the volume included no contributions by (South) African scholars or any 
topics that dealt specifically with the arts in (South) Africa. Moreover, 
apart from isolated and dispersed research on this topic in the South 
African academic landscape, no volume has yet attempted to open up a 
dialogue around embodiment and the arts with a particular focus on the 
South African context. This volume, titled Embodiment and the arts: Views 
from South Africa thus redirects the earlier conversation opened up by Art 

1   F Bacci & D Melcher (eds) Art and the senses (2011) 1-7.

2   Bacci & Melcher (n 1) 1.
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and the senses to focus on the South African context and revitalise those 
debates by foregrounding insights gained from the latest research in the 
field.

In South Africa, scholarship on this topic, until recently, has tended 
to be rather scattered with discursive analyses of  the arts enjoying the 
spotlight. A notable exception is Catherine F Botha’s volume African 
somaesthetics: Cultures, feminisms, politics.3 As Botha rightly notes in her 
introduction, the volume is ‘unique in bringing together original research 
on the body in African cultures, specifically interrogating the possibilities 
of  the contribution of  a somaesthetic approach in the context of 
colonization, decolonization, and globalization in Africa’.4 

African somaesthetics undoubtedly makes a valuable contribution to 
scholarship in a field that, as yet, is under-theorised in the African context. 
Embodiment and the arts: Views from South Africa offers an extension of  the 
debates and perspectives opened up by Botha’s publication. However, 
apart from its specific focus on South Africa rather than Africa, this volume 
takes a different path in at least three other significant ways. First, instead 
of  delimiting the discourse to somaesthetics, our point of  entry is a wider 
range of  methodologies (to which I return later).5 Second, the publication 
traverses topics relating to a broader range of  what we consider to be 
‘the arts’. These include visual art, music, performance, film, the digital 
arts and design. Moreover, whereas African somaesthetics addresses dance, 
but not music, Embodiment and the arts: Views from South Africa includes 
music but not dance. Finally, in response to the effects of  the COVID-19 
pandemic on arts practice and experience since 2020, some of  the chapters 
in this volume specifically deal with the arts in digital environments. This 
in itself  sets the volume apart from any other in this field. Embodiment 
and the arts: Views from South Africa no doubt will complement African 

3   CF Botha (ed) African somaesthetics: Cultures, feminisms, politics (2020). 

4   Botha (n 3) 2.

5    The American pragmatist, Richard Shusterman, is regarded as the father 

of  somaesthetics. He set out the parameters of  this field in R Shusterman 

‘Somaesthetics: A disciplinary proposal’ (1999) 57 The Journal of  Aesthetics and 

Art Criticism 299. Whilst a somaesthetic approach to aesthetic experience finds 

conceptual links with the body-centred methods we employ in this volume, 

our focus is not on art as a form of  self-examination and self-cultivation as 

Shusterman’s approach emphasises.
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somaesthetics and will contribute to the newly-developing discourse in 
the field of  embodiment, sensory experience and the arts on the African 
continent.

While the scope of  this volume is broad in terms of  what is catego-
rised as ‘the arts’, the theoretical and methodological approach is narrow 
in that it takes the embodiment of  both the producer of  the arts and the 
audience/spectator/viewer/participant/experiencer seriously.6 The con-
tributors frame their arguments around theoretical paradigms that begin 
with the lived body – as both the domain of  enquiry and research conduit 
– in order to understand how meanings are forged and how identities are 
produced in the encounter with the arts. To this end, the authors ground 
their explorations in subjective lived experience, with phenomenology, 
hermeneutic phenomenology, embodied perception, ecological psychol-
ogy, and insights gained from the cognitive sciences, to name only a few, 
framing their arguments. In this way, all the writers draw attention to 
the textures of  embodiment and of  being in the world as a valuable and  
significant way in which to understand the arts. 

In the Western rationalist tradition that still pervades much academic 
scholarship on the arts today, scientific objectivity still is often prioritised 
over enquiries that focus on embodied and sensory experiences, emotions 
and feelings. The denial of  the importance of  bodily knowledge in 
academic scholarship is much larger than the arts, of  course, and stems 
from a denigration of  the body in Western philosophy and in social 
thought. Henri Lefebvre writes that ‘Western philosophy has betrayed ... 
abandoned [and] denied the body. The living body, being at once “subject” 

6    Settling on the most suitable term to use when referring to the subject of 

aesthetic experience is not always easy. Audience/spectator/viewer/participant/

experiencer might be accurate in some instances and reductive in others. 

Interestingly, French philosopher Mikel Dufrenne avoids referring to ‘viewers’ or 

‘audiences’ at all, both of  which privilege sight and hearing respectively. Instead, 

based in a phenomenological methodology that recognises that the whole body 

is involved in aesthetic experience, Dufrenne uses the term ‘perceiving subjects’ 

to draw attention to the aesthetic transactions that take place when people 

are actively engaged in appreciative experience of  the arts. M Dufrenne The 

phenomenology of  aesthetic experience (1973) trans ES Casey 443. Along the same 

lines, Amelia Jones argues that the term ‘experiencer’ aptly ‘evokes all levels of 

interpretive engagement’. A Jones Material traces. Performativity, artistic ‘work’ and 

new concepts of  agency (2015) 22.
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and “object” cannot tolerate such conceptual division, and consequently 
philosophical concepts fall into the category of  the “signs of  non-body”.’7 
Lefebvre, of  course, is criticising the Cartesian paradigm according to 
which the body is misunderstood as a mere instrument assisting the mind 
in producing knowledge about the world. According to this approach the 
‘brain in a vat’ is unaffected by an experiencing, feeling body.8

Our actual experience of  living in the world is multifaceted and 
multidimensional. It involves directly-felt sensations combined with 
memories of  past experiences and the ideas we bring to these encounters. 
In other words, memory and the intellect combine with sensory stimuli to 
‘make sense’ of  our experiences. In the body-centred approach this volume 
takes, we deliberately set out to challenge the assumption that embodiment 
and sensory experiences are beyond the domain of  a serious appreciation 
for, and understanding of, the arts. The emphasis on experiential forms 
of  knowledge production is rooted in the ‘corporeal turn’,9 the ‘affective 
turn’,10 the ‘ontological turn’11 and the ‘sensual revolution’.12 Although 
each of  these theoretical approaches takes a somewhat different track, the 
literature that has resulted from these turns in the social sciences and the 
humanities centres on corporeal experience in the social world. Following 
this route, the chapters in this volume investigate how the body (of  the viewer 
and/or the artist) is solicited, performed, represented and experienced in 
particular encounters with the arts and what effects and possibilities these 
experiences might allow. In this sense, the underlying foundation of  our 
approach is based in a conception of  aesthetic experience as active and 
engaged rather than passive and disinterested. I shall shortly return to the 
way in which aesthetic experience can be understood as active. For now, 
however, I want to discuss the notion of  embodiment in more detail.

7   H Lefebvre The production of  space (1991) 407 (emphasis in original).

8    See Lakoff  & Johnson’s critique of  the Western philosophical tradition and their 

model of  the embodied mind in G Lakoff  & M Johnson Philosophy in the flesh: The 

embodied mind and its challenge to Western thought (1999). 

9   M Sheets-Johnstone The corporeal turn: An interdisciplinary reader (2009).

10   B Massumi ‘The autonomy of  affect’ (1995) 3 Cultural Critique 83.

11   C Hemmings ‘Invoking affect’ (2005) 19 Cultural Studies 548.

12    D Howes ‘Introduction’ in D Howes (ed) Empire of  the senses: The sensual culture 

reader (2005) 1.
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2 Embodiment

The anthropologist Thomas Csordas distinguishes between body – as 
‘a biological, material entity’ – and embodiment – as the ‘indeterminate 
methodological field defined by perceptual experiences and the mode 
of  presence and engagement in the world’.13 But is it necessary to make 
such a distinction? Does the separation of  body and embodiment not 
simply invert the arbitrary Cartesian dualism of  ‘pure mind’ over ‘simple 
sensation’?14 Instead, we consider body to be at once embodiment without 
separating sensory experience from emotion and cognition. This means 
that embodiment acknowledges both the material body and the body’s 
orientation in the environment – physically, psychically, emotionally, 
cognitively and intellectually. This spatial or environmental dimension 
of  embodiment includes one’s actions, moods, perceptions, personal 
experiences and the cultural contexts and personalities that shape 
them. The cultural embeddedness of  somatic experience is thus taken 
as a given. As Csordas has argued, somatic modes of  attention can be 
defined as ‘culturally elaborated ways of  attending to and with one’s 
body in surroundings that include the embodied presence of  others’.15 
Embodiment, therefore, refers to the condition of  both being and having 
a body. Film scholar Vivian Sobchack explains the condition of  the lived 
body as ‘at once, both an objective subject and a subjective object: a sentient, 
sensual and sensible ensemble of  materialized capacities and agency that 
literally and figurally makes sense of, and to, both ourselves and others’.16 

Approaching the arts from the perspective of  the lived body (thus, 
as simultaneously an objective subject and a subjective object) recognises 
that the boundaries between mind and body, subject and object, self  and 
other are indeterminate. Moreover, considering viewers and audiences of 
the arts as at once sentient, sensual and sensible means taking the ways 
in which embodied subjects make sense of  the arts seriously. However, 
philosophical aesthetics has not always held the experiences of  an 
embodied spectator in high regard. 

13   TJ Csordas ‘Somatic modes of  attention’ (1993) 8 Cultural Anthropology 135. 

14    A Berleant ‘Aesthetic embodiment’ Paper presented at the meeting of  the 

American Philosophical Association, Boston, MA, December 2003, http://www.

autograff.com/berleant/pages/recentart6.html (accessed 16 December 2017).

15   Csordas (n 13) 135 (my emphasis).

16   V Sobchack Carnal thoughts: Embodiment and moving image culture (2004) 2.
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3 Aesthetic embodiment 

The history of  philosophical aesthetics by no means is straightforward, 
and the following brief  excursion into some of  its founding tenets does 
not attempt to be comprehensive. Nevertheless, for the purpose of 
situating the main stance taken in this volume, it is necessary to highlight 
a few important points that have led to what generally is understood as 
modern aesthetics. Whilst the philosopher, Alexander Baumgarten (1714-
1762), coined the concept of  aesthetics in the mid-eighteenth century, he 
ironically is also one of  the lesser-known figures in the aesthetic discourse 
that developed towards the end of  that century. In the two volumes of 
Aesthetica (1750/1758) Baumgarten appropriated the classical Greek 
concept of  aesthesis which refers to sensory perception. Aesthesis denotes 
the experience of  ‘objects of  sensory knowledge in general’,17 and not 
only those objects designated as ‘art’ or that are deemed to have aesthetic 
value. Thus, Baumgarten drew attention to the ‘unity-in-multiplicity 
of  sensible qualities’ which amounted to aesthetic awareness based on 
sensory perception and not intellection.18 Avoiding the intellectualisation 
of  aesthetic perception, Baumgarten did not regard sensory experience 
as inferior to the clear and ‘distinct ideas’19 of  the intellect as modern 
aesthetic philosophy would later suppose. Instead, he drew attention to 
the ‘importance of  feelings, imagination and sensory experience’20 in 
aesthetic perception. Following subsequent philosophical approaches 
that intellectualised aesthetic perception, the idea of  aesthetic experience 
mostly continues to hinge on the notion of  a rational, distanced and 
suitably-detached individual who is able to enjoy a ‘pure aesthetic 
experience’ by ‘exercising the proper form of  judgement’21 through the 
faculty of  sight ‒ and hearing in the case of  music ‒ and not the other 

17    J Rée ‘The aesthetic theory of  the arts’ in P Osborne (ed) From an aesthetic point of 

view: Philosophy, arts and the senses (2000) 58.

18   D Howes ‘Hearing scents, tasting sights’ in Bacci & Melcher (n 1) 167.

19   Howes (n 18) 168.

20    P Duncum ‘Visual culture and an aesthetics of  embodiment’ (2005) 1 International 

Journal of  Education Through Art 11.

21   Howes (n 18) 168.
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bodily senses.22 For David Howes, modern aesthetics ultimately amounts 
to the ‘disincarnation of  aesthetics’.23 We could put it differently and say 
that modern aesthetics has tended to anaesthetise experience by privileging 
sight and hearing and avoiding other bodily experiences, such as taste, 
smell and touch altogether. Moreover, because theatre and dance ‘played 
to more than one sense at once’24 they posed too much of  an intellectual 
conundrum to be considered appropriate for aesthetic debate. 

In contrast, the body-centred interpretative approach we follow here 
highlights experiential forms of  knowledge production and the role of  the 
whole body in the experience of  the arts. This means that we pay just 
as much attention to sensory perception as we do to the meanings that 
arise from reflecting on particular aesthetic encounters. Following Arnold 
Berleant, I refer to our approach as one that prioritises an aesthetic of 
embodiment. Aesthetic embodiment highlights the interactions between 
people and their environments. Berleant supports a ‘participatory model’ 
of  aesthetic experience that transcends all division between subjects and 
objects.25 In other words, he considers the conscious body and the world 
to be bound up with each other in a continuity of  experience. Accordingly, 
‘every vestige of  subjectivity disappears and the irreducible continuity of 
person and place becomes the fundamental term in grasping the meaning 
of  environment’.26 Furthermore, Berleant contends that experience – not 
only aesthetic experience but also our experience in the world – is always 
immediate and direct. This does not mean that such experience is cut off 
or separated from other ‘modes of  the human realm’27 such as the social, 
political and moral, for these are the modes through which direct experience 
is mediated. In other words, mediated experience simultaneously is direct 
experience. Without suggesting that the arts encounter is not a mediated 

22    Immanuel Kant’s theories of  aesthetic perception occupy an ambiguous position 

in the discourse of  aesthetics. Whilst rejecting Baumgarten’s notion of  pure 

sensory knowledge, Kant did not completely discount sensible intuition in his 

conception of  the relation between the faculties of  sensibility, understanding 

and reason. See P Osborne From an aesthetic point of  view (2000) for a nuanced 

interpretation of  Kant’s ideas regarding aesthetic perception.

23   Howes (n 18) 168.

24   As above.

25   A Berleant Art and engagement (1991) 89.

26   As above.

27   Berleant (n 25) 208.
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one then, the research focus in this volume is on the direct experience of 
the arts. Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht refers to this type of  experience as ‘a 
presence-based relationship’ to the arts.28 In taking the material ‘presence 
effects’29 of  the arts seriously, like Berleant, Gumbrecht is interested in 
the environment or space in which human subjects and material objects 
meet. This means that the ontological character of  art – exploring what 
art shows, rather than what art says – is given attention when we take an 
approach that is embedded in aesthetic embodiment. 

4 The sensorium

Just as this volume takes an interdisciplinary approach to the arts, it also 
takes an intersensorial approach to sensory perception. This is in contrast 
to the Aristotelean formulation of  sensory experience, according to which 
sensory information is processed along discrete channels with each sense 
organ ‘assigned to a specific object of  perception’.30 Moreover, Aristotle 
assumed that humans possess only five senses – sight, hearing, smell, 
taste and touch − and that these are hierarchised in order of  importance.31 
While each sense is unique with regard to the information each processes, 
contemporary research in psychology and philosophy takes a far broader 
approach.32 Actual lived experience is multisensory in that our brain 
combines different sensory inputs  and combines this information with our 
own personal history, memory and culture.33 Moreover, it is now accepted 
that the perception of  space, movement and temperature count among the 
senses meaning that ‘there is no exhaustive list of  the number of  senses’.34 

28   HU Gumbrecht Production of  presence: What meaning cannot convey (2004) xv.

29   As above.

30   R Jütte A history of  the senses: From antiquity to cyberspace (2005) 38.

31    Jütte (n 30) 39. Note that sight and hearing – which were assumed to give rise to 

objectivity – vie for the top rung in this hierarchy. See Jonas’s discussion of  sight 

and hearing as ideally distancing senses in H Jonas ‘The nobility of  sight: A study 

in the phenomenology of  the senses’ (1954) 14 Philosophy and Phenomenological 

Research 507. 

32    P Duncum ‘An eye does not make an I: Expanding the sensorium’ (2012) 53 

Studies in Art Education 183.

33   Bacci & Melcher (n 1) 1.

34   Duncum (n 32) 184.
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Since the senses operate as parts of  perceptual systems,35 and since 
the senses are now understood to work in consort,36 it is more accurate to 
refer to ‘the human sensorium’ than to sensory perception. The sensorium 
refers to ‘the total character of  the sensory environment which together 
includes sensation, perception, and the interaction of  information 
about the world around us’.37 At various times and in different contexts, 
different sensory modalities come to the fore more strongly or recede into 
the background. Some scholars now argue that our experience of  the 
world is synaesthetic as the input received from various sensory stimuli 
quickly mix and blur.38 Even if  not all experience is synaesthetic (at least 
in the scientific view that regards synaesthesia to be pathological), much 
contemporary literature in sensory studies stresses that all experience is 
at once multisensory, intersensory, or cross-modal which means that our 
senses are understood to be interconnected and working together.39 Our 
perception, therefore, is at once ‘a variable blend of  visual-spatial-haptic-
kinaesthetic-proprioceptive-interoceptive-auditory-emotional modes. The 
word may suggest boundaries, but the senses do not live within them.’40 Of 
course, experiential encounters with the arts, understood through aesthetic 
embodiment and the workings of  the sensorium, might exceed linguistic 
expression. Therefore, the contributors to this volume use carefully-
selected methods to bring their insights to light.

5 Too deep for words?

Humans possess an innate ‘desire to make sense of  things’.41 Sobchack 
describes this as our ‘sense-ability’,42 or our ability to make sense of  both 
our subjective sense perception as well as the objective representation of  our 

35   See JJ Gibson The senses considered as perceptual systems (1966).

36   Duncum (n 32) 186.

37   Duncum (n 32) 183.

38   S Ede ‘Foreword’ in Bacci & Melcher (n 1) xvi. 

39    Duncum (n 32) 183; S Pink ‘Multimodality, multisensoriality and ethnographic 

knowing: Social semiotics and the phenomenology of  perception’ (2011) 11 

Qualitative Research 261; Howes (n 12) 9.

40   R Driscoll The sensing body in the visual arts: Making and experiencing sculpture (2020). 

41   Ede (n 38) xi.

42   Sobchack (n 16) 7.
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lived body. However, validating how meanings emerge carnally from the 
encounter with the arts is not an easy task. For, how do we express aspects 
of  our experiences that are indistinct, diaphanous, or simply inarticulable? 
Since bodily experiences are mostly intuitive and unconscious, how do we 
communicate those feelings that are too deep for words? In her foreword 
to Art and the senses, Siân Ede acknowledges that although expressing the 
nuances of  ‘the felt physiological experience’ of  an object in language is 
complex, it is not impossible.43 She explains that 

[w]e translate the input from discrete sense organs into a blur of 
embodied sensation and, because we are more than unself-conscious 
diatoms or zoophytes, we bring or ‘bind’ a range of  associations 
acquired from memory to make sense of  the prelinguistic experience, 
translating it more reflectively into what emerges as thought, and 
eventually even into self-conscious awareness of  thought ...44 

For this reason, phenomenology provides a useful theoretical approach 
for researching embodiment and the arts. As Don Ihde succinctly notes, 
phenomenology is ‘a philosophical style that emphasizes a certain 
interpretation of  human experience and that, in particular, concerns 
perception and bodily activity’.45 One of  the ways in which phenomenology 
might usefully describe those aspects of  experience that are difficult to 
articulate is through the use of  metaphor. Metaphorical or imagistic 
language can be used to great effect in this case because it helps to ‘come 
closest to an adequate description of  our lived-body experience’ for which 
appropriate words are not always ready at hand.46 

In film studies where embodiment is a key topic of  concern, the 
American film and media scholar Vivian Sobchack is often cited.47 
Sobchack’s analysis of  embodied encounters between films and viewers 

43   Ede (n 38) v.

44   As above.

45   D Ihde Technology and the lifeworld: From garden to earth (1990) 21.

46    J Hanich Cinematic experience in horror film and thrillers: The aesthetic paradox of 

pleasurable fear (2010) 43.

47    See for instance Hanich (n 46); T Elsaesser & M Hagener Film theory: An 

introduction through the senses (2015); J Barker The tactile eye: Touch and the cinematic 

experience (2009).
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relies heavily on ‘autobiographical and/or anecdotal experience’ as a 
starting point.48 Her method is explicitly personal and subjective and she 
qualifies this stance as follows:49 

Grounding broader social claims in autobiographical and 
anecdotal experience is not merely a fuzzy and subjective substitute 
for rigorous and objective analysis but purposefully provides 
the phenomenological – and embodied – premises for a more 
processual, expansive, and resonant materialist logic through which 
we, as subjects, can understand (and perhaps guide) what passes as 
our objective historical and cultural existence.

The existentialist branch of  phenomenology, which has its roots in the 
mid-twentieth century work of  Martin Heidegger and Maurice Merleau-
Ponty, assists in circumventing a reductive and essentialist account of 
subjective experience and embodiment by emphasising that the personal 
is always socially and historically mediated. According to existential 
phenomenology, the carnal body-subject is always embedded in a specific 
historical and cultural context which informs experience.50 Thus, a 
phenomenological approach seeks to understand the meaning of  a given 
experience as it is lived in a particular context by a subject who is not 
a trans-historical spectator looking down on the world from a distanced 
vantage point. It is useful then to distinguish between ‘individualism’ and 
subjectivity; the latter being ‘a socially mediated process that is always a 
collective enterprise, “external” to the self  while it mobilizes the self ’s 
in-depth structures’.51 Phenomenology, therefore, is not a non-critical 
celebration of  human individuality; instead, this philosophical approach 
recognises the social and intersubjective character of  individual life.

Owing to their embeddedness in the social and cultural contexts in 
which the research was conducted, I must point out that the chapters 
submitted to Embodiment and the arts: Views from South Africa were written 
against the backdrop of  a pandemic that swept across the globe with far-
reaching effects. Owing to COVID-19, a number of  themes relating to this 

48   Sobchack (n 16) 6.

49   As above.

50   M Merleau-Ponty & JF Bannan ‘What is phenomenology?’ (1956) 6 Cross Currents.

51   R Braidotti Metamorphoses: Towards a materialist theory of  becoming (2002) 7.
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broader context are either explicitly confronted or linger just beneath the 
surface of  some of  the contributions. These include personal experiences 
of  pain, fear, loss, turmoil, isolation, intimacy and compassion. Similarly, 
some authors take the consequences of  digitality on arts practice and 
experience into account by critically engaging with the new practices 
that were initiated as a result of  restrictions on peoples’ movement and 
ability to hold gatherings in 2020 and 2021. Some of  the submissions are 
intimate expressions of  the authors’ personal awareness of  the fragility and 
vulnerability of  their own bodies and those of  their loved ones. Many of 
the chapters were conceived and written amidst constant and unexpected 
disruptions that threw the authors’ usual routines out of  kilter. I point this 
out as a defining characteristic of  the chapters gathered in this volume 
because I want to express my gratitude to the authors for their tenacity in 
seeing the project to its end despite the hardships that many of  us endured.

6 Overview of chapters

This volume is divided into four parts. Each part brings together 
scholarship that reflects on a particular aspect of  embodiment and the arts. 
In Part 1, the authors explore important terms and concepts that relate 
to embodiment. Marc Duby’s chapter ‘Enactive cognition in improvising 
musical ensembles: A South African perspective’ provides a deeper 
discussion of  some of  the concepts I touched on in this chapter. Duby 
takes us through the literature on embodied cognition that emerged as a 
challenge to Cartesian cognitive science. Thereafter, he discusses various 
conceptions of  4E cognition, whose four pillars – embodied, extended, 
enactive and embedded – are valuable concepts in understanding how 
human beings come to know the world. In considering how enactive 
cognition might be applied to musicking, Duby draws on his own 
experiences while teaching and managing ensembles. He finds that the 
paradigm of  enactive cognition can enrich the ways in which musician-
researchers interpret and report on their research-based arts practice as 
creative outputs. 

Part 2 focuses on sensory scholarship in the arts. In ‘Sight/Site-
specific recording: Embodiment and absence’ Marc Röntsch continues 
the investigation into musical ensembles by analysing the embodied 
relationship between musicians and their instruments, and musicians and 
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their environment. More specifically, Röntsch is interested in ensemble 
performances that take place in the digital realm where performers are 
denied the opportunity to make music with other people and where 
the sense of  connection with fellow performers as well as audiences is 
compromised. Using a self-reflexive methodology, he analyses a recording 
project undertaken virtually during 2020 where both the performance 
site and the deployment of  sight were complicated. Röntsch explores 
how embodiment is experienced in the digital realm when interpersonal 
musical communication and intimacy are absent.

My chapter, titled ‘The art of  touch in remote online environments’, 
picks up on the theme of  (dis)connection in digital environments. 
Drawing on views from selected philosophers, psychologists, media and 
communication theorists, as well as designers and artists, I explore the 
ramifications of  going online to connect with others. I ask the following 
questions: What forms of  touch are afforded by digital communication 
technologies? To what extent might the digital screen be considered an 
interface for embodied interaction? How are embodied perception and 
touch presented, performed and experienced in selected remote digital 
environments? Finally, I draw some conclusions about the future of  touch 
in the digital landscape, particularly as these ideas find expression in the 
work of  South African visual artists. 

From (dis)embodied experiences in virtual environments, to sensory 
deprivation in outer space, the next chapter considers what happens to 
human embodiment and sensory experience in interstellar voyages and in 
the habitation of  exoplanets. In her chapter titled ‘Outer space and sensory 
deprivation (or why is outer space so bland?)’ Amanda du Preez draws 
together research in the space and astronautical sciences, documentation 
and testimonies from people who have been in outer space, fictional 
cinematic representations of  outer space, and philosophical ruminations 
on Martin Heidegger’s notion of  the fourfold. Weaving together fact and 
fiction, she explores varied accounts of  what outer space smells, tastes and 
looks like, as well as how the vestibular senses of  movement, balance and 
proprioception are affected in deep space travel. 

In ‘The typographic sensorium: A cross-modal reading of  letterforms’ 
Kyle Rath brings us back down to earth and to typography, in particular. 
Linking with the previous discussions of  the sensory dimension (or lack 
thereof) of  virtual environments and outer space in the preceding chapters, 
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Rath interprets the visceral effects and communicative value of  a variety 
of  sense-based letterforms. In so doing, he challenges the dominant 
(modernist) understanding of  typography as primarily a neutral tool by 
means of  which one can convey the content of  language. Instead, Rath 
discusses an extensive and impressive range of  recent experiments with 
letterforms to show how they connote different (sensory) meanings. 

In Part 3, each contributor thinks through the materiality of  the 
photographs and artworks they analyse.  In ‘A haptic and humanising 
reading of  the subjects of  studio portraits and asylum photography in 
colonial South Africa’ Rory du Plessis interprets a selection of  photographs 
through a haptic and sensory lens. Challenging the ‘lovelessness’ implicit 
in the ways in which South Africa’s colonial photographic archive has 
typically been analysed, Du Plessis draws our attention not only to the 
intimate, tactile relationships represented in these images, but also to 
how the photographs themselves were displayed, handled, fondled 
and caressed by their owners. By imagining himself  in the image, and 
by enacting a ‘gesture of  care’ in his approach, Du Plessis formulates a 
reading that is sensitive to the materiality of  the images as fragile objects 
and that imaginatively empathises with the embodied experiences of  the 
people they represent. 

The next chapter continues the focus on the multisensory, material 
dimension of  art and visual culture. In ‘Athi-Patra Ruga’s politics of 
disorientation: Queer(y)ing threads’ Adéle Adendorff  explores Athi-
Patra Ruga’s fascination with embroidery and its potential for subversion. 
Through a close, phenomenologically-informed reading of  a selection 
of  works by the artist, embroidery is positioned as a carnal activity that 
simultaneously is highly gendered. Adendorff  shows how the artist’s 
use of  slanted stitches weaves narratives that challenge – or disorient 
– socially condoned norms of  gender and sexuality. In this way, she 
proposes that Ruga queries embroidery by queering its material, temporal 
and spatial dimensions, thereby imagining a future where acceptance and 
understanding of  those considered to be ‘out of  line’ might be possible. 

Sikho Siyotula’s chapter titled ‘Seeing an image at the University of 
Pretoria’s Africana collection in context’ reflects on Charlotte Firbank-
King’s Ethnic map of  Southern Africa (1990). Siyotula shows how the 
location of  this poster behind several layers of  security that includes 
booms, gates, biometric scanners and guards, serves to control the body’s 
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movements and access to a very particular visualisation of  South African 
peoples. She then draws connections between the general inaccessibility 
of  the artwork in the educational complex, the socio-political context of 
the time when it was created, and the subject matter it portrays. While 
a cursory interpretation of  the image might conclude that it represents 
ethnic belonging and the right to space, in a closer, embodied examination, 
Siyotula reveals the problematic ways in which the picture visualises and 
performs certain fictions about ‘tribe’ and tradition. 

In Part 4, the embodiment of  performance and composition take 
centre stage. Èmil Haarhoff, Marth Munro and Marié-Heleen Coetzee 
discuss the concepts of  embodiment and bodymindedness more closely 
in order to understand why actors sometimes experience anxiety when 
performing fictional characters. In their chapter titled ‘Navigating 
dissonance: Bodymind and character congruency in acting’ the authors 
assess the multi-bodied processes involved when actors ‘enflesh’ fictional 
characters. These processes, they argue, might be hindered when there is 
a disconnect between the actor (as bodyminded being) and the imagined 
bodymind of  the character resulting in the actor experiencing tension or 
distress. The authors maintain that by actively heightening bodymind 
awareness, actors can effectively avoid dissonances, thereby improving the 
believability of  their character representation as well as their own well-
being. 

While Haarhoff  et al take a theoretical approach to actor training 
programmes, Wium and Lewis take a qualitative and quantitative 
approach. Their chapter, ‘Advocating the importance of  nonverbal 
communication in multimodal actor training’ reports on the findings 
of  a study that investigated performance training strategies to enhance 
embodied acting. The authors argue that focusing on the training of 
posture, gesture, spatial relationship and breathing patterns affords 
actors the skills to communicate emotion, thought and feeling as they 
interpret and perform a fictional character. Their research shows that the 
implementation of  nonverbal communication strategies in actor training 
programmes (instead of  only cognitive acting methods) greatly improves 
performers’ ability to understand and convincingly express emotion, 
thought and meaning when portraying fictional characters.
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Miles Warrington extends the focus on gesture in performance in his 
chapter titled ‘Embodied composition ontologies, process and technology: 
Gesture heuristics and creative potential in music’. Warrington closely 
analyses the intersection between human-computer-interaction (HCI) 
and musical expression. As a composer of  electroacoustic music, he relies 
on digital technology to perform his craft and in this chapter he analyses 
selected compositional models in order to shed light on how electronics 
informs musical thought, compositional processes and ideation. 

While the topics addressed in this volume primarily focus on South 
Africa, the theoretical approach taken in these discussions is not uniquely 
applicable to the South African arts. In the Global North there already is 
a robust scholarly interest in the ways that meaning is produced through 
the embodied knowledges of  spectators, audiences, participants and 
researchers. But even so, bodily modes of  attention, feeling, emotion, 
affect and the sensorial (especially taste, touch and smell) tend to inhabit a 
‘theoretical blindspot’52 in research in the humanities and social sciences. 
Instead, critical perspectives on the arts – such as semiotics, ideology, 
myth, discourse analysis, feminism and postcolonialism – are often 
deemed to be more acceptable analytic lenses owing to their assumed 
objectivity. In South Africa, in particular, there still is a deep suspicion of 
research that draws on the subjective and personal accounts of  an author. 
In this volume, however, some contributors bravely confront rather than 
avoid their own personal interpretation of  their subject matter, drawing on 
their own lived experiences of  the phenomena they analyse.

Notwithstanding (or, perhaps precisely because of) the subjective 
nature of  their arguments, the authors do not aim to sidestep the cultural, 
political, economic and temporal contexts within which the arts are 
produced, performed and experienced. The very fabric of  the subjects 
addressed in this volume is uniquely South African in so far as it reflects 
the ways that South African situatedness is different from that of  the 
Global North. The legacies of  colonialism and apartheid are inscribed 
onto the bodies of  South Africans and resurface in the representation of 
racial, ethnic, sexual and gendered identities. These, combined with the 
everyday lived experience of  violent crime and horrific abuses of  power 
against the vulnerable, are topics that find expression in the photographs, 

52   S Best Visualizing feeling. Affect and the feminine Avant-Garde (2011) 1.
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artworks, compositions, actor training programmes, research-informed 
arts and experimental music practices, designs, and advertisements that 
are discussed here. In as much as these issues affect the arts themselves, 
this unique context also grounds the authors’ analyses, whether or not their 
accounts are based in the ‘autobiographical and anecdotal’53 or otherwise 
personal and subjective. As my discussion of  Goliath’s installation at 
the start of  this chapter attempted to show, we may identify with other 
people’s (sometimes traumatic and horrifying) experiences because we 
somatically, emotionally, intellectually and cognitively participate in the 
intersubjective experience of  being human.   

Finally, the national lockdowns imposed on South Africans as a result 
of  the COVID-19 pandemic not only brought the human need for touch, 
intimacy and face-to-face contact into sharper relief, but also meant that 
the livelihoods of  many artists hung in the balance as live performances and 
exhibitions were cancelled. Already recognised as a struggling industry,54 
the arts were pushed to a precipice in 2020 and 2021 with those fortunate 
enough to do so forging ahead on online platforms. However, while the 
pandemic is a global phenomenon, the way in which South Africa, as 
a developing country, is inscribed into what Manuel Castells called the 
‘network society’ differs greatly across the varied socio-political and 
economic South African landscape.55 From unreliable connectivity and, 
for some, unaffordable data, to load shedding and inadequate (and fickle) 
funding for the arts,56 it became very clear that artists in South Africa do 
not have access to the same support systems as their global counterparts 
do. Having been conceptualised and carried out during this tumultuous 

53   Sobchack (n 16) 6.

54    Mark Heywood, the editor of  Maverick Citizen, notes that even before the 

pandemic struck, the arts were ‘already broken’ (S Hoek ‘State of  the arts. How the 

pandemic affected SA’s art and culture scene’ Daily Maverick 2021, https://www.

dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-02-24-state-of-the-arts-how-the-pandemic-

affected-sas-art-and-culture-scene/ (accessed 13 April 2022).

55    M Castells The rise of  the network society: The information age: Economy, society and 

culture (2000).

56    Artists were severely affected by the maladministration of  the grants offered by the 

National Arts Council in 2020. See K Masweneng ‘National Arts Council hauled 

to court as artists continue to picket’ Timeslive 2021, https://www.timeslive.co.za/

news/south-africa/2021-04-01-national-arts-council-hauled-to-court-as-artists-

continue-to-picket/ (accessed 13 April 2022).
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time in our history, we are confident that our research makes a valuable 
contribution to current discourse on embodiment and the arts in South 
Africa.
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CHAPTER 2

Marc Duby

1 Introduction

The activity of  performing music or ‘musicking’1 seems a prima facie 
case for confirming theories of  embodiment. The notion of  musicking, 
according to Small, emphasises the idea of  musical performance as an 
activity,2 whereby the embodied activities of  singers and instrumentalists 
create perturbations in a transmitting medium (that is, they move air in 
producing sounds which correspond with their bodily actions). For Small, 
these concerted musical activities also enact social relationships but the 
starting premise which animates his notion of  musicking argues that the 
very possibility of  music’s coming into being as organised sound rests on 
embodied musical actions. 

Taking the lived body as a starting point, I argue that musical 
performance (on a continuum from structured to improvised) has much to 
gain from theories of  embodied cognition, not merely for understanding 
performance itself, but in accounting for the varieties of  gestures, glances, 
and extra-musical cues that inform performance: in short, how musicians 
communicate in the moment. In addition, musicians’ engagements with 
their chosen instruments can be addressed from the viewpoint of  ecological 
psychology (especially Gibson’s work on affordances)3 as well as from 
its more contemporary framing in cognitive archaeology (Malafouris’s 

1   C Small Musicking: The meanings of  performing and listening (1998).

2   For Small (n 1), ‘if  musicking is indeed an aspect of  the language of  biological 

communication, then it is part of  the survival equipment of  every human being. 

To music is not a mere enhancement of  spare-time enjoyment but is an activity 

by means of  which we learn what are our ideal social relationships, and that is as 

important for the growth of  an individual to full social maturity as is talking and 

understanding speech’ (210). 

3   JJ Gibson The ecological approach to visual perception: Classic edition (2015).
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material engagement theory for instance)4 and anthropology.5 These 
various approaches, I argue, provide rich methodologies and practical 
resources for drawing together strands from areas where phenomenology 
and the cognitive sciences intersect, such as how enactive cognition plays 
out in musical performance. 

Scholars have further noted the cognitively demanding character of 
expert performance. The question arises as to which framework from 
cognitive science best captures the nuances of  the musicking process, 
when considered from the viewpoints of  musical activities which establish 
relationships. The chapter is divided into three main sections. The first 
section discusses the emergence of  embodied cognition as a new paradigm 
within cognitive science in contrast to cognitivism, the middle section 
provides a brief  overview of  4E cognition, while the third considers 
aspects of  enactive cognition as relevant to musical performance. 

2 The promise of embodied cognition 

To be human, indeed to be living, is always to be in a situation, a 
context, a world.6 

In recent times a new paradigm has emerged within cognitive science to 
challenge the tenets of  cognitivism, or what Sasha Bem and Huib Looren 
De Jong (Table 1) term ‘classic computationalism’.7 These authors 
establish three main stages in the advancement of  knowledge in cognitive 
science, computationalism (in which the mind is broadly conceived of  as 
an information-processing device), connectionism (in which changes to 
synaptic weightings account for developmental activities such as learning), 

4   L Malafouris How things shape the mind: A theory of  material engagement (2013).

5   T Ingold Lines: A brief  history (2007); T Ingold Making: Anthropology, archaeology, art 

and architecture (2013).

6   FJ Varela, E Thompson & E Rosch The embodied mind: Cognitive science and human 

experience (1991) 59.

7   S Bem & HB de Jong ‘Modern approaches to mind (2): The brain-based view: 

Neurophilosophy, connectionism and dynamicism’ in S Bem & HB de Jong (eds) 

Theoretical issues in psychology: An introduction (2006) 181.
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and finally dynamicism,8 which draws from systems theory and notions 
of  creature-environment couplings to propose a new understanding of 
cognitive processes. Also known as Cartesian cognitive science,9 classical 
computationalism proposes a self-contained mind bounded by the skull and 
places the emphasis on symbol-processing and manipulation as key forms 
of  mental activity. Buoyed by advances in early computer technology, its 
dominant analogy took the form of  ‘the mind as computer’, with inputs 
and outputs and modules for processing data. Placing the emphasis on 
skull-bounded mental processes, computational cognitivism exalts mental 
processes to the exclusion of  the body.10

Classical 
computationalism

Connectionism Dynamicism

Formal, syntactical 
rules, symbols

Weights and activation 
patterns

Smooth mutual 
adaptation

Preprogrammed, no 
real development

Self-organisation, learning 
through adapting weights

Coupled co-evolving 
systems, developing 
over time

Brittle program rules Graceful degradation 
under damage

Evolving through 
state space, circular 
causality, continuous 
adaptation

Structured, language-
like architecture, 
concatenating discrete 
symbols

‘Associationism’, 
structure dependent on 
environmental regularities

Development in 
time

8  As Leman and Maes describe it: ‘The recent results suggest that a new way of 

understanding music perception is based on our understanding of  a dynamic 

action-perception system that is associated with sensing, movement, cognition and 

emotion. Basically this dynamic system determines complex meaning formation in 

relation to body and environment’; M Leman & P-J Maes ‘Music perception and 

embodied music cognition’ in L Shapiro (ed) The Routledge handbook of  embodied 

cognition (2014) 86. 

9   MA Rowlands The new science of  the mind: From extended mind to embodied 

phenomenology (2013).

10   Clearly, this account does not make room for embodied musical (or other) activity.
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Classical 
computationalism

Connectionism Dynamicism

Productivity and 
systematicity through 
compositional 
architecture

Functional 
compositionality 

Trajectory through 
state space

Functionalism, 
autonomy for 
psychology

Reductionist (more or less) 
brain-like cognition

Emergent properties 
of  organism-
environment system, 
and development

Folk psychology 
vindicated

Folk psychology eliminated

Representations are 
symbolic structures 

Representations are 
activation patterns 

No representations 
needed – no 
satisfactory 
account of  inner 
representational 
states 

Solipsism, self-
contained mind

Representations are 
products of  interaction 
with environment

Body, mind and 
world part of  a 
single system

Table 2.1: Three approaches to mind11 

Louise Barrett characterises this approach to cognition as based on 
‘the processes by which sensory inputs are transformed, manipulated, 
augmented, and used to give rise to motor outputs, with the implicit 
assumption that these processes took place solely in the brain’.12 The 
transformations and manipulations of  the computationalist project largely 

11   Bem & De Jong (n 7) 181.

12   L Barrett ‘The evolution of  cognition: A 4E perspective’ in A Newen, L de Bruin 

& S Gallagher The Oxford handbook of  4E cognition (2018) 719. Barrett goes on to 

say that ‘[t]here is a distinctly anthropocentric tinge to this definition, grounded as 

it is in the cognitive revolution, which aimed to model (or even recreate) human 

intelligence via the use of  computers’.
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depend on combinations of  representations13 and rules.14 The picture 
that emerges is the classic ‘brain in a vat’ conception, which privileges 
mental operations over all else including putative connections between the 
cognising organism and its environment. 

For scholars working in the new embodied cognition paradigm, 
numerous problems arise with cognitivism’s self-contained nature of 
mind and its emphasis on representations and formal syntactical rules, 
from which any considerations of  bodily activity are expunged. While 
cognitivism remains the dominant paradigm in cognitive science to this 
day, challenges to its supremacy have come from several quarters, with 
the classic text ‘The embodied mind: Cognitive science and human experience’15 
presenting one of  the earliest arguments for an enactive approach 
and explicitly paying homage to Merleau-Ponty’s contribution to the 
embodiment discourse.16 

In many ways, theirs is among the first concerted efforts to expose 
the fault lines of  hidden Cartesianism underlying the cognitivist project.17 
As is well known, the famous dictum of  Descartes, Cogito, ergo sum (1637) 
establishes a fundamental distinction between thought as res cogitans (a 
thinking thing, as in the human mind) and the material object as res extensa 

13   Rowlands defines representations as follows: ‘Mental representations are typically 

regarded either as brain states or higher-order functional properties realized by 

brain states. Since, on either interpretation, mental representations are things 

that are to be found in the brain, and only in the brain, their manipulation 

and transformation are also processes that occur in the brain’; Rowlands (n 9) 

1082/5565. See also A Chemero ‘An outline of  a theory of  affordances’ (2003) 15 

Ecological Psychology 181; A Chemero Radical embodied cognitive science (2011).

14   Rowlands (n 9). 

15   Varela et al (n 6).

16   ‘For Merleau-Ponty, as for us, embodiment has this double sense: it encompasses 

both the body as a lived, experiential structure and the body as the context or 

milieu of  cognitive mechanisms’; Varela et al (n 6) xiv (emphasis in original).

17   Phenomenology as espoused by Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty antedates this 

by half  a century or so. ‘Several phenomenological philosophers, most notably, 

Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger, took exception to the subjectivistic slant of 

Husserl’s initial program of  phenomenology. Merleau-Ponty specifically saw 

that phenomenological philosophies were in a position to reject the objective–

subjective dichotomy that plagues traditional philosophical thought.’ H Heft 

Ecological psychology in context: James Gibson, Roger Barker, and the legacy of  William 

James’s radical empiricism (2001) 116.
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(an extended thing or material substance).18 Alert to the consequences of 
this distinction, Varela and others depict ‘the Cartesian anxiety’ as playing 
out in a state of  persistent instability: ‘By treating mind and world as 
opposed subjective and objective poles, the Cartesian anxiety oscillates 
endlessly between the two in search of  a ground.’19 

Adopting a non-reductionist approach, their critique of  Cartesian 
dualism considers cognition as grounded to a large degree in species-
specific biological capabilities:20

Cognitivist architectures had moved too far from biological 
inspirations; one does not wish to reduce the cognitive to the 
biological, but the most ordinary tasks are done faster when 
performed even by tiny insects than is possible when they are 
attempted with a computational strategy of  the type proposed in 
the cognitivist orthodoxy.21  

This conception, as espoused by Varela et al,22 is as far from Cartesian 
dualism as can be imagined. It is not a pre-given static environment, 
but subject to change to which creatures must respond from moment to 
moment (as environmental features transform over various time-scales)23 
and replete with information, with which various species interact in 
accordance with their sensory capacities. What underpins these various 
responses is the idea of  action-perception cycles,24 mechanisms which 
enable creatures to act upon and in turn be acted on by environmental 

18   ‘Cartesian metaphysics is the fountainhead of  rationalism in modern philosophy, 

for it suggests that the mathematical criteria of  clarity, distinctness, and logical 

consistency are the ultimate test of  meaningfulness and truth. This stance 

is profoundly antiempirical.’ https://www.britannica.com/topic/Western-

philosophy/The-rationalism-of-Descartes (accessed 24 June 2021).

19   Varela et al (n 6) 141.

20   Barrett (n 12) 77 refers to such interactive capabilities as drawing on ‘reliably 

recurring developmental resources’, emphasising the mutuality of  the relationships 

between organisms and their environments. 

21   Varela et al (n 6) 86.

22   As above.

23   These transformations might take place in a specific creature’s life span or more 

broadly as a species evolves.

24   JM Fuster The neuroscience of  freedom and creativity: Our predictive brain (2013).
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factors. Fuster defines these cyclic processes as follows:25  

A flow of  environmental signals gathered by sensory systems 
shapes the actions of  the organism upon the environment; these 
actions produce environmental changes, which in turn generate 
new sensory input, which informs new action, and so on. This 
circular flow of  information operates in the interactions of  all 
animal organisms with their environment. 

   
In these various senses, the world is not objectively ‘out there’ and human 
minds ‘in here’. For these authors, enactive cognition (discussed more ful-
ly below) takes into account the mutual influence between organisms and 
their environments, in a changing world that is always under construction 
and revision. This move away from computationalism is essential ‘to de-
termine the common principles or lawful linkages between sensory and 
motor systems that explain how action can be perceptually guided in a 
perceiver-dependent world’.26 

In a somewhat different context, referring to the metaphorical 
dimension of  human language, the cognitive linguists Lakoff  and Johnson27 
argue that Descartes reaches three conclusions that extend beyond the 
confines of  the cogito, as follows: The ability to reason is crucial to defining 
what being human means, the mind exists independently from the body 
(that is, it is disembodied), and finally that our humanity has nothing to 
do with our bodily existence. As an alternative to Descartes’s dualism,28 

25   Fuster (n 24) 90.

26   Varela et al (n 6) 173.

27   G Lakoff  & M Johnson Philosophy in the flesh: The embodied mind and its challenge 

to Western thought (1999) 401. It is worth noting that they reach these conclusions 

from a linguistic perspective and that their conception of  ‘embodied realism’ does 

not explicitly invoke theories of  perception-action cycles or enactivist conceptions.

28   For Rowlands (n 9) 300/5665, ‘dualism is still almost certainly one of  the most 

reviled philosophical views ever invented’. Evidence suggests that this judgment 

may be premature, since for Lakoff  and Johnson the Cartesian anxiety is alive 

and well. As Lakoff  and Johnson (n 27 463) state it: ‘Our brains and minds do not 

operate using abstract formal symbols that are given meaning by correlations to an 

allegedly mind-independent world that comes with categories and essences built 

in.’ For these writers, the metaphysical residue of  Cartesian rationalism remains a 
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Lakoff  and Johnson propose ‘embodied realism’,29 an approach which 
‘relies on the fact that we are coupled to the world through our embodied 
interactions’. They maintain that embodied realism (and its associated 
concepts) does away with the mistaken subject-object distinction of 
Descartes’s argument and restores value to the idea of  intersubjectivity as 
connected to the world we experience as human subjects. 

Perspectives from phenomenology,30 ecological psychology31 
and neuroscience32 underpin the new paradigm, by definition an 
interdisciplinary undertaking. The following section provides a brief 
overview.

3 4E cognition: A brief overview 

Commonly known as 4E cognition, incorporating as it does aspects of 
embodied, extended, enactive, and embedded mind, this new paradigm 
seeks to explore alternatives to classic computationalism. It aims to take 
into account our situated condition in the world and proposes thereby 
to examine what takes place outside controlled laboratory conditions, so 
respecting tenets of  ecological validity. For Michael Anderson:33

[T]his new approach focuses attention on the fact that most real-
world thinking occurs in very particular (and often very complex) 

dominant, if  submerged, driver of  the classic cognitive project. 

29   Lakoff  & Johnson (n 27) 93.

30   M Merleau-Ponty Phenomenology of  perception 2002; M Heidegger Being and time 

trans J Macquarrie & ES Robinson (2008).

31   JJ Gibson The senses considered as perceptual systems (1968); Gibson (n 3); JJ Gibson 

‘Observations on active touch’ (1962) 69 Psychological Review 477. 

32   M Ratcliffe ‘Phenomenology, neuroscience, and intersubjectivity’ in HL Dreyfus 

& MA Wrathall (eds) A companion to phenomenology and existentialism (2006); 

MS Gazzaniga, RB Ivry & GR Mangun Cognitive neuroscience: The biology of  the 

mind (2002); PJ Marshall ‘Relating psychology and neuroscience: Taking up 

the challenges’ (2009) 4 Perspectives on Psychological Science 113; Fuster (n 24);  

A Graziano & JK Johnson ‘Music, neurology, and psychology in the nineteenth 

century’ in E Altenmüller et al (eds) Music, neurology, and neuroscience: Historical 

connections and perspectives (2015) 216; Chemero (2011) (n 13).

33   ML Anderson ‘Embodied cognition: A field guide’ (2003) 149 Artificial Intelligence 

91.
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environments, is employed for very practical ends, and exploits the 
possibility of  interaction with and manipulation of  external props. 
It thereby foregrounds the fact that cognition is a highly embodied 
or situated activity – emphasis intentionally on all three – and 
suggests that thinking beings ought therefore be considered first and 
foremost as acting beings. 

Researchers working in post-computationalist paradigms have identified 
four central pillars of  cognition respectively as embodied, embedded, 
extended, and enactive (commonly known as 4E cognition).34 Proponents 
of  embodied cognition (such as Shapiro and others)35 claim that cognition 
requires embodiment, because of  its grounding in unfolding relationships 
between bodies and worlds. Laura Malinin understands the embedded 
thesis as claiming that ‘people exploit features of  the physical and social 
environment to increase cognitive capabilities.’36 Extended cognition, in 
turn, suggests that cognition extends outward from the embodied mind 
to incorporate devices that enhance creaturely capabilities37, such as tools 
and prostheses to facilitate and enhance environmental interactions. 
Finally, enactive cognition places the emphasis on creaturely actions in the 
world, how ‘people implicitly understand how settings provide resources 
for thinking-in-action’.38

Embedded cognition proposes some form of  relationship or dynamic 
coupling between organism and Umwelt, so sharing some concerns with 
situated cognition.39 Extended cognition also takes account of  organism-

34   This is not to say that 4E cognition presents a united front in responding to the 

challenges of  computationalism. 

35   Shapiro (n 8). See also CP Sobel & P Li The cognitive sciences: An interdisciplinary 

approach (2013).

36   LA Malinin ‘Creative practices embodied, embedded, and enacted in architectural 

settings: Toward an ecological model of  creativity’ (2016) 6 Frontiers in Psychology 

5.

37   For Aizawa, ‘[r]ather than causal dependency relations between cognitive 

processes and environmental processes, extended cognition postulates a 

constitutive dependence between cognitive processes and processes in brain, body, 

and environment. Cognitive processes are realized, not just in the brain, but also in 

the body and world.’ K Aizawa ‘Extended cognition’ in Shapiro (n 8) 31.

38   Malinin (n 36) 5.

39   P Robbins & M Aydede The Cambridge handbook of  situated cognition (2009).
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environment coupling, implying thereby that theories of  cognition might 
include ways in which organisms deploy tools as intermediaries in the 
realisation of  their tasks. For Varela and his colleagues,40 ‘the enactive 
approach consists of  two points: (1) perception consists in perceptually 
guided action and (2) cognitive structures emerge from the recurrent 
sensorimotor patterns that enable action to be perceptually guided’. 
From this definition, enactivist conceptions of  cognition postulate a close 
relationship between perception and action and further propose that 
cognitive structures are emergent, in the sense that ‘collective phenomena 
are collaboratively created by individuals yet are not reducible to individual 
action’.41 Such structures, it follows, must needs be malleable to adjust to 
varying, moment-to-moment changes in the available information to be 
able to adapt to such changes on the fly.

As different research projects assign various degrees of  emphasis to 
these four aspects, the distinctions between them in practice are not clear-
cut. Rowlands argues that the new paradigm can effectively be reduced 
to only two aspects: embodied and extended. Given the importance of 
the idea of  embodiment as a foundational critique of  Cartesian cognitive 
science, embodiment itself  (the fact that living organisms are embodied) 
seems crucial to this claim. 

Rietveld and colleagues42 have pointed to the need to recognise ‘the 
ecological’ as a potential fifth element, so that it becomes possible to 
speak of  5E cognition. In so doing, they point to contributions made to 
the discourse on cognition by ecological psychologists such as Gibson.43 
For these thinkers, perception is direct, and the senses are ‘systems 
for perception’,44 as opposed to passive receivers of  sense data. Barrett 
understands Gibson’s notion of  ‘a perceptual system’ as involving ‘the 
entire nervous system because it requires the whole body to pick up 

40   Varela et al (n 6) 173.

41   RK Sawyer ‘The mechanisms of  emergence’ (2004) 34 Philosophy of  the Social 

Sciences 266.

42   E Rietveld, D Denys & M van Westen ‘Ecological-enactive cognition as engaging 

with a field of  relevant affordances: The skilled intentionality framework (SIF)’ in 

Newen et al (n 12) 40. 

43   Gibson (n 3); Gibson (n 31).

44   Barrett (n 12) 96.
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information, not just the sense receptors’.45 One might argue that Rietveld 
and colleagues’ claim is redundant, since a specific ecological niche 
always already requires perception-action couplings for engagement as 
per the tenets of  extended and enactive cognition. It seems to me that 
these various conceptions of  4E cognition (as briefly outlined above) 
suffice, since embodiment presupposes interactions subject to specific 
environmental features.

The logical step forward from this conception rests on what is 
available to a specific organism within its Umwelt,46 ‘the world as it is 
experienced by a particular organism’,47 understood as that organism’s 
immediate environment. Ecological psychologists such as Gibson speak 
of  ‘ecological niches’, within which questing animals are on the move, 
actively seeking out information, and interacting with what is available 
to their specific sensoria. From this picture emerges an ongoing and 
intertwined connection between perception and action, strikingly different 
from the empiricist portrayal of  the senses as mere information receivers. 

Gibson’s much-debated notion of  affordances (defined as ‘what 
[a given environment] offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, 
either for good or for ill’) provides the pathway, or the very grounds of 
possibility, for the intertwining of  perception and action. Affordances 
as action possibilities play out in reciprocal relationships between 
creatures and their respective Umwelten. Gibson’s direct realism implies 
that meaning arises through these relationships of  reciprocity and do not 
require intermediate stages of  interpretation by way of  representations.48 
Through perception-action cycles,49 animals actively engage with their 
environmental surroundings, sometimes modifying such niches for a 

45   Barrett (n 12) 97.

46   J von Uexküll A foray into the worlds of  animals and humans, with a theory of  meaning 

trans JD O’Neil (2010). 

47   Von Uexküll (n 46) 80.

48   With respect to notions of  ecological validity, ‘Gibson believed that the study 

of  perception, in artificial laboratory settings, of  impoverished stimuli devoid 

of  content, misled scientists into thinking that internal inference – cognitive or 

computational processes, in today’s terminology – was necessary to mediate 

between the reception of  light and the perception of  the world.’ V Bruce &  

Y Tadmor ‘Perception: Beyond Gibson’s (1950) direct perception’ in MW Eysenck 

& D Groome Cognitive psychology: Revisiting the classic studies (2015) 27.

49   Fuster (n 24).
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better fit between the affordances at hand or under foot, so to speak.
It is important in this regard to note how affordances vary according 

to the individual creature’s ability to pick out salient information from its 
niche. ‘A leaf  … can afford pulling to a worm, blowing to a person who 
knows how to handle a leaf  blower, and collecting to a child.’50 The worm 
uses the same leaf  differently, then, from how the operator of  the leaf-
blowing tool and the child do; in other words, the leaf  affords different 
affordances to the various organisms which come across it.51 

As Clark states it:52 

Human minds, it can hardly be doubted, are at the very least in 
deep and critically important contact with human bodies and with 
the wider world. Human sensing, learning, thought, and feeling 
are all structured by our body-based interactions with the world  
around us. 

At first glance, this seems like an uncontroversial definition of  embodiment. 
With respect to ‘the world around us’, though, we have already seen how 
Varela and his colleagues have called the apparently objective status of  this 
world into question. The ever-present danger is the temptation to fall back 
into the Cartesian anxiety by proposing a world out there with perception 
and cognition playing out in the confines of  the human skull, and action 
subservient to the commands of  an imaginary central processing unit.

While acknowledging the porosity and interconnectedness of  the 
various E’s in question, and further that scholars do not necessarily 
agree on such definitions, the following section considers to what degree 
concepts from enactive cognition might be applied to the collective, goal-
directed actions of  musical ensembles.53

50   E Rietveld & J Kiverstein ‘A rich landscape of  affordances’ (2014) 26 Ecological 

Psychology 327.

51   ‘This relational way of  thinking about how affordances are specified is beneficial. 

It helps to clarify how the same objective environment can furnish different 

meanings for different perceivers.’ JW Krueger ‘Affordances and the musically 

extended mind’ (2014) 4 Frontiers in Psychology 2. 

52   A Clark ‘Embodied, embedded, and extended cognition’ in K Frankish &  

WM Ramsey (eds) The Cambridge handbook of  cognitive science (2012) 275.

53   M Duby ‘Minds, music, and motion: Ecologies of  ensemble performance’ (2020) 

Music and Practice 6.
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4 Musicking and enactive cognition 

The purpose of  this section is to consider how concepts from enactive 
cognition might be brought to bear on musicking. It’s worth noting at the 
outset how enactivist debates have changed over time since the landmark 
publication of  The embodied mind (1991), as do Ward and others. They 
identify ‘three semi-distinct currents of  enactivist theorising’ (369), as 
follows: autopoietic, sensorimotor, and radical enactivism.54 As before, 
each of  these strands reflects different theoretical claims and warrants; 
they are nonetheless united  with respect to placing the emphasis on action 
as fundamental to cognition. A growing body of  literature emanates 
from research on specifically musical aspects of  the embodied cognition 
paradigm.55 These writings cut across the boundary lines of  traditional 
musicology and are inter-disciplinary by definition, providing evidence 
that some scholars are thinking laterally across, as opposed to within, such 
boundaries. Van der Schyff  and Schiavio, for instance, ground cognition 

54   D Ward, D Silverman, & M Villalobos ‘Introduction: The varieties of  enactivism’ 

(2017) Topoi 36. For these authors, ‘[t]he “autopoietic strand” of  enactivist theorising 

emphasises and develops [the] attempt to ground cognition in the biodynamics of 

living systems’, whereas its sensorimotor counterpart ‘is usually presented as a 

way of  explaining the intentional and phenomenal characteristics of  perceptual 

experience rather than a general account of  the mind’ (369 370). Finally, radical 

enactivism is ‘an attempt to improve and unify anti-representationalist approaches 

to cognition’ without necessarily competing with these earlier accounts (372).  

55   EF Clarke Ways of  listening: An ecological approach to the perception of  musical meaning 

(2005); WL Windsor & C de Bezenac ‘Music and affordances’ (2012) 16 Musicae 

Scientiae 102; M Duby ‘Affordances in real, virtual, and imaginary musical 

performance’ in M Grimshaw-Aagaard, M Walther-Hansen & M Knakkergaard 

(eds) The Oxford handbook of  sound and imagination (2019) 97; JW Krueger ‘Music as 

affective scaffolding’ (2018a) Music and Consciousness II: Philosophical, Psychological, 

and Cultural Perspectives 1; JW Krueger ‘Musical worlds and the extended mind’ 

(2018b) in Proceedings of  a Body of  Knowledge – Embodied Cognition and the Arts 

Conference CTSA UCI 8-10 December 2016 1; JW Krueger ‘Doing things with 

music’ (2011) 10 Phenomenology and the Cognitive Sciences 1; A Schiavio et al 

‘Enacting musical emotions. Sense-making, dynamic systems, and the embodied 

mind’ (2016) Phenomenology and the Cognitive Sciences 1; D van der Schyff  &  

A Schiavio ‘Evolutionary musicology meets embodied cognition: Biocultural 

coevolution and the enactive origins of  human musicality’ in A Nikolsky (ed) The 

evolution of  music (2020).
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firmly in what we might term ‘the embodied biocultural,’ proposing that 
such a move calls for a fresh approach to musical cognition:56

The biocultural approach sees (musical) cognition as an emergent 
property of  situated embodied activity within a developing socio-
material environment. Because of  this, it requires a rather different 
view of  cognition than the information-processing model associated 
with an adapted (modular) brain.57 

Consider the need for responsiveness in goal-directed action: ‘In order to 
achieve their goals, expert agents – eg, athletes – must be able to control 
their actions, responding in an appropriate manner to the demands and 
contingencies of  the situation.’58 No less than athletes, musicians must 
also adjust their embodied actions to respond appropriately as the music 
emerges. 

As someone who has spent a lifetime engaging with musical 
instruments, I firmly believe that these ‘tools of  the trade’ offer much 
more than they are generally given credit for. Musical instruments afford 
possibilities to make creative contributions to the emergent sonic landscape 
under construction, as it were. As Rietveld and Kiverstein59 state it: 

What our view of  affordances opens up is that an animal’s 
engagement with an affordance always involves the exercise of 
an ability in a specific context. We argue that the affordances the 
environment offers are dependent on the abilities available in a 
particular ecological niche. 

This view acknowledges the reciprocity between animals and affordances 
within specific niches and suggests that maximising the potential benefits 
of  such affordances depends on the animal’s grasping such possibilities 
according to its abilities. Recall the discussion of  the multifaceted 

56   This grounding of  cognition in creaturely biology reflects some concerns of 

the Santiago school of  Varela and his colleagues (what might be termed early 

enactivism).

57   Van der Schyff  & Schiavio (n 55).

58   M Segundo-Ortin & M Heras-Escribano ‘Neither mindful nor mindless, but 

minded: Habits, ecological psychology, and skilled performance’ (2021) Synthese 2. 

59   Rietveld & Kiverstein (n 50) 326.
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affordances of  the leaf  above and how these varied according to the 
perspective and sensory capacities of  those engaging with it. In the 
context of  musical performance, musical instruments and voices provide 
more complex analogues of  the simple piece of  vegetation in question 
insofar as they ‘speak back’ to the musician, providing direct immediate 
feedback on the outcomes of  the performers’ actions. Instruments are 
sometimes treated metaphorically as ‘voices’, so that the contrabassist Ray 
Drummond can plausibly speak of  ‘finding your voice on your chosen 
instrument’.60

Much of  what follows is grounded in my own lived experience of 
managing ensembles of  novices in teaching situations as well as working 
with experts in professional settings as a jazz performer. I argue that 
aspects of  4E cognition and the literature on affordances together provide 
a framework for understanding the differences which emerge from such 
settings.

Changes in environmental settings also play their part. I observed over 
time that moving a student ensemble from the more or less comfortably 
familiar setting of  the rehearsal room to a different live venue produced 
a new set of  challenges for the participants. A less familiar venue tended 
to introduce new challenges for the ensemble to negotiate,61 since the 
very nature of  the available sensory information was transformed as a 
consequence. A simple example is that of  sightlines. 

In the rehearsal room, the locations of  the various performance 
accoutrements (piano, drum set, bass and guitar amplifiers, and so on) 
were relatively fixed. The monitor speakers in fixed positions in this 
venue also necessitated minimal adjustments of  seating or standing 
positions for the performers. These circumstances changed significantly 
when the ensemble performed elsewhere as participants in the final year 

60   Presentation JazzUV festival, Xalapa, 2011.

61   While the recital venue provided some aspects close to an actual live gig, there 

were some controlled conditions with respect to audience interactions, such 

that opportunities for feedback (applause) were limited to formal opportunities 

(conclusions of  pieces), much like the circumstances of  Western art music 

performance. It was not unknown for the audience to respond spontaneously to 

a particularly apt turn of  phrase, but in general performance conditions reflected 

the formalities of  the concert hall, not exactly laboratory conditions but perhaps 

approaching more closely the requirements of  ecological validity.
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recitals. Sometimes the individual musicians could not see each other 
due to compromised sightlines, unforeseen in the rehearsal but a glaring 
problem in the heat of  live performance. Unobstructed sightlines mean 
that participants can easily draw from extra-musical cues to guide and 
manage their own contribution to the music as it emerges, and problems 
seem more likely to ensue when these are missing or compromised by 
environmental circumstances.62

All things being equal, the better prepared ensembles responded more 
adequately to unforeseen changes, so demonstrating resilience in the 
face of  such changes and adapting more successfully when things went 
awry. It became apparent that the transition between different venues was 
a significant complicating factor. To address this, my colleagues and I 
decided to adapt the rehearsal schedule to allow the participants more 
time to adjust to the different circumstances of  the recital venue. 

Once the ensemble players had sufficient time to acclimatise to the 
new venue and complications of  sightlines and monitoring had been 
addressed, they did seem to play with more confidence. In fairness, the 
initiative of  allowing more time in the less familiar venue was rather to 
eliminate – or at least minimise as far as possible – unforeseen distractions 
to provide the performers with the best possible circumstances for carrying 
out their tasks. These examples are intended to demonstrate how local 
changes in environmental circumstances can affect group tasks in the 
context of  musical performance (for better or worse). 

Scholars have acknowledged the complex cognitive demands of 
expert musical performance, among these Brown, Zatorre, and Penhune. 
They observe how 

[p]erforming music requires experts to retrieve musical information 
from long-term memory and continuously plan their ongoing 
performance in their working memory system. Performing music 
also requires experts to initiate and control complex movements 
and to monitor outcomes or feedback from those movements to 
make adjustments if  needed.63 

62   Undoubtedly the higher risk involved in exit-level performance could not be ruled 

out as a complicating factor, so that the participants naturally enough experienced 

higher than normal stress levels in executing their tasks. 

63   RM Brown, RJ Zatorre & VB Penhune ‘Expert music performance: Cognitive, 

neural, and developmental bases’ in E Altenmüller et al (eds) Music, neurology, and 

neuroscience: Evolution, the musical brain, medical conditions, and therapies (2015) 59.
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I agree with them that expert musical performance implicates long-term 
memory, planning, complex movements, and monitoring. At the same 
time, it seems that any musical performance (by experts or novices re-
gardless) must also draw from a similar skill set. If  so, then the difference 
between experts and novices may be one of  degree rather than absolute 
quality. Considered in developmental terms, it takes time and a considera-
ble amount of  devotion for novices to become experts and here experience 
undoubtedly plays a vital part. As Di Paolo & Thompson64 describe it:

Given that sense-making is an embodied process of  active regulation 
of  the coupling between agent and world, social interaction – 
through patterns of  bodily coordination and breakdown –  opens 
the possibility of  this process being shared among the interactors. 
This shared form of  sense-making is what is meant by ‘participatory 
sense-making’. It happens to various degrees, from orientation of 
individual sense-making (someone draws our attention to an aspect 
of  the world we have ignored) to joint sense-making (a piece of 
work is literally created together through a process that would not 
be possible by the individuals involved on their own). 

Returning to the fledgling ensembles, I observed how some participants 
became fixated on the sheet music to the exclusion of  other useful visual 
information even when they were familiar with the musical structure. 
On other occasions, the musicians might fix their gaze on their chosen 
instrument as if  for reassurance that the layout of  the instrument had 
not somehow mysteriously changed since last they looked at it. These 
anecdotal observations seem trivial enough on the face of  it but point to 
how variations in immediate surroundings can unsettle the novice performer. 

Work by Malafouris65 and Ihde & Malafouris66 in relation to what 
Malafouris terms Material Engagement theory suggests that ‘things’ (such 

64  E Di Paolo & E Thompson ‘The enactive approach’ in Shapiro (n 8) 75. 

65   L Malafouris How things shape the mind: A theory of  material engagement (2013); 

L Malafouris ‘Mind and material engagement’ (2019) 18 Phenomenology and 

the Cognitive Sciences; L Malafouris ‘Thinking as “thinging”: Psychology with 

things’(2020) 29 Current Directions in Psychological Science 3.

66   D Ihde & L Malafouris ‘Homo Faber revisited: Postphenomenology and material 

engagement theory’ (2019) 32 Philosophy and Technology 195.
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as musical instruments) are more influential in learning and development 
than they might appear at first glance. Far from mere objects, things 
decidedly play a material role in shaping cognition. On the face of  it, expert 
performers appear to be more resilient (in the language of  systems theory, 
more impervious to perturbations in the immediate environment) and 
novices more easily distracted, at least partly because experts have devoted 
more time to developing understandings of  their musical instruments of 
choice. 

It is hard to imagine what a classic computationalist might make of  such 
interactions, since such aspects of  embodied behaviour are by definition 
irrelevant to their project. For instance, what role might representations 
play in such undertakings? Chemero67 draws from Gibson’s concept of 
direct realism to propose an approach (Radical Embodied Cognitive 
Science) (RECS) which aims to eliminate representations altogether 
as mental ‘intermediaries,’ on which concepts are based both classic 
computationalism and connectionism, the second pillar of  Table 1.

When embodiment is understood enactively, reaction time for high-
speed decisions seems to preclude representational intermediaries. For 
example, Segundo-Ortin and Heras-Escribano68 draw from Papineau’s 
work on the sport of  cricket, in which the time for the batsman to respond 
to the approaching ball ranges from 0,4 to 0,8 seconds. Papineau claims 
that within this brief  window only ‘automatic and reflex-like’ responses 
to changing environmental circumstances are possible. Such responses 
dispense with representations because there is insufficient time for 
conscious decisions to be mulled over. Carvalho and Nolfi69 cite two 
examples (navigating a city’s environment and the game of  baseball)70 to 
confirm that such activities can also be realised by heuristic methods.

67  Chemero (2003) (n 13); Chemero (2011) (n 13).  

68   Segundo-Ortin & Heras-Escribano (n 58) 4.

69   JT Carvalho & S Nolfi ‘Cognitive offloading does not prevent but rather promotes 

cognitive development’ (2016) 11 PLoS ONE 1.

70   ‘For example, moving around in a city does not necessarily require an elaborate 

representation of  the city’s layout. The ability to recognize a limited number of 

turning decision points combined with the ability to just follow the street between 

decision points might suffice. Similarly, baseball players do not need to estimate 

the trajectory of  the flying ball to be intercepted through complex calculations. 

They can simply adjust their running speed so as to maintain the relative angle 

between their eyes and the ball constant.’ Carvalho & Nolfi (n 69) 1.   
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Similarly, a musical piece executed at a fast tempo seems likewise to 
preclude the possibility of  representations. When the virtuoso electric 
bassist Jaco Pastorius executes Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy at a very brisk 
tempo,71 one is hard pressed to consider intervening representations as 
constituting or influencing this execution. In general terms, one wonders 
what size and shape putative motor-representations might take and 
whether or not they are strictly necessary or even possible under such 
circumstances. 

According to Donald,72 an exogram represents a memory record 
‘stored outside the nervous system’. He lists ‘clay tablets, papyri, printed 
books, government archives or electronic data banks’ as typical examples. 
Their purpose is to allow for limited memory (engrams) to be off-loaded 
onto an external storage system for convenience and to facilitate cognitive 
off-load. It seems fair likewise to characterise musical scores as such. In 
the recital venue, it was customary for accompanists to consult musical 
scores as mnemonic reminders of  the formal and structural elements of 
the music in question.

Two related questions emerge: Do jazz performers who negotiate 
scores depend on an imaginary mental picture, or road map, of  the score 
when improvising on the form of  the piece? While the score as exogram 
provides a snapshot for ease of  reference, it also seems possible that 
improvisers may utilise other phenomena such as memory, entrainment, 
which assists in synchronising collective musical action, or extra-musical 
communicative cues73 such as a soloist indicating a handover to his or 
her successor, gestures of  approval or otherwise, which since these are 
embodied responses once again do not figure in classic accounts of 
cognition. 

71   J Pastorius Word of  mouth (1981).

72   M Donald ‘The exographic revolution: Neuropsychological sequelae’ in  

L Malafouris & C Renfrew (eds) The cognitive life of  things: Recasting the boundaries 

of  the mind (2010) 71.

73  On memory and music, see, for instance, B Snyder Music and memory (2001),  

RI Godøy & H Jorgensen Musical imagery (2001). On musical entrainment, see  

M Clayton et al ‘Interpersonal entrainment in music performance: Theory, 

method, and model’ 38 Music Perception (2020); and regarding musical and other 

gestures, see E King & A Gritten (eds) Music and gesture (2006) and E King &  

A Gritten (eds) New perspectives on music and gesture (2016). On musical embodiment 

in general, see M Lesaffre et al The Routledge companion to embodied music interaction 

(2017).
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One ought also not neglect the wide variety of  traditional musical 
practices which do not utilise scores to coordinate concerted musical 
actions. How would putative mental pictures arise in such instances 
in the absence of  a master score? For Chemero’s RECS, any and all 
representations are surplus to requirements in keeping with the tenets 
of  Gibsonian direct realism.74 In fairness, this raises a concern as to 
instances where symbol manipulation seems intrinsic to thought, such as 
mathematics, chess, and other symbolic systems. 

5 Conclusion 

The uncritical valorisation of  4E approaches in the humanities 
might be improved by more critical reflection on the challenges 
that emerge from these applications–both with respect to how the 
scientific perspectives of  4E might be legitimately (or illegitimately) 
used in the humanities, and how the humanities might broaden the 
perspectives of  4E (and cognitive science generally).75 

The recognition of  research-informed practice in the arts in South 
Africa as manifested in creative outputs76 presents practitioners with 
new opportunities to bring forth the varieties of  knowledge informing 
their work. Applications for creative outputs require an accompanying 
annotation with the purpose of  explicitly relating practice to research.  
The re-evaluation of  cognition proposed by researchers working in the 
new paradigm provides practitioners with a robust framework within 
which to frame their creative work in a real-world setting. The broader 
contexts of  cognitive archaeology and anthropology can in turn inform 
inquiries as to how makers engage with their materials of  choice in 
mutually transformative encounters. 

These concerns, as I have proposed, point to multi-disciplinary 
frameworks which encompass real-world actions by practitioners as a point 

74   Chemero (2011) (n 13).

75   J Carney ‘Thinking avant la lettre: A review of  4E cognition’ (2021) 4 Evolutionary 

Studies in Imaginative Culture 86.

76   BE Nzimande Government Gazette (28 April 2017). Higher Education Act 101 of 

1997 Section 3 Policy on the Evaluation of  Creative Outputs and Innovations 

Produced by South African Public Higher Education Institutions, 2017 .
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of  departure. I have argued that that musicology and musicking can both 
be enriched by taking on board critical tenets of  4E cognition as grounded 
in dynamic embodied action in real-world settings, in musicking’s case 
cognitively extended through the deployment of  instruments, so affording 
ecological validity if  not clear-cut solutions to describing creative processes. 
The classic computational paradigm, which effectively disregards 
embodied activity, leaves no room for explorations of  practitioners’ 
engagements with their chosen materials. A thoroughgoing engagement 
with the new paradigm of  4E cognition (in this case, enactive cognition) 
seems to provide a better fit for describing such encounters but, as Carney 
warns, needs a critical stance so that the challenges emerging from the 
new paradigm are kept in mind. In this regard, the tenets of  ecological 
validity suggest moving the field of  inquiry from the research laboratory 
to a situation more accurately reflecting real world conditions, such as the 
recital venue. Under such circumstances, 4E cognition, for all that it is 
not a unified field, may enable the practitioner-researcher to maintain ‘a 
middle path between the Scylla of  cognition as the recovery of  a pregiven 
outer world (realism) and the Charybdis of  cognition as the projection of 
a pregiven inner world (idealism)’.77 
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SIGHT/SITE-SPECIFIC RECORDING: 
EMBODIMENT AND ABSENCE

CHAPTER 3

Marc Röntsch

‘You and I impact each other. Our relationship shapes the possible
meanings of  this performance, this writing’1

‘My stories are ways of  closing my eyes’2 

1 Introduction

There is a strange dissonance in my musical praxis centred around the 
visual aspect of  music. My introduction to music through learning the 
guitar was as much visual as it was aural. Reading music – the visual 
practice of  seeing musical symbols and denoting meaning therefrom – was 
as informative a part of  my early musical engagement as was the aural 
aspect. This proved to be a strength in my professional music career as I 
made the move from classical guitar into jazz and contemporary guitar 
playing. The ability to sight-read became an asset in musical theatre, 
background music gigs and session work where numerous and extensive 
rehearsals are rarely possible, affordable or desirable. 

Playing rock music in my own bands in dingy Cape Town rock/metal 
clubs, I discovered a proclivity to intentionally deny myself  sight through 
closing my eyes and playing by touch. In describing the process of  writing 
without seeing, Derrida might as well be describing playing music with 
one’s eyes closed. He writes:3 

It is as if  a lidless eye had opened at the tip of  the fingers, as if  one 
eye too many had just grown right next to the nail, a single eye, 

1   C McRae ‘Becoming a bass player: Embodiment in music performance’ in  

B Bartleet & C Ellis (eds) Music autoethnographies: Making autoethnography sing/

making music personal (2009) 142.

2   F Kafka Conversations with Kafka trans G Rees (1971) 61. 

3   J Derrida Memoirs of  the blind: The self-portrait and other ruins trans PA Brault &  

M Naas (1993) 3.
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the eye of  a cyclops or one-eyed man. This eye guides the tracing 
or outline: it is a miner’s lamp … the prosthesis of  a seer who is 
himself  invisible.

Vincenze and Poggi have produced research that catalogues how ‘eye 
closing behaviours’ express and communicate. In creating a catalogue of 
such physical markers, they describe one such category as ‘eyes closed 
while thinking. While concentrating we often close our eyes for a few 
seconds, to isolate ourselves out of  the surrounding space: This is the cut 
off   …’.4 This is a productive description of  my embodied experience in 
music making and the manifestation of  this kind of  self-blinding: a cut off. 

This form of  temporary self-blinding was not a mechanism to 
engage the aural through the denial of  the visual, but rather to engage 
an immediacy of  emotion. I felt myself  more present with my eyes 
closed, the intimate act of  sharing my music with an audience sheltered 
behind my eyelids, reconnecting with the musical moment in which I 
was participating. Closing my eyes, therefore, focused my mind on the 
present: on the sound being made by myself  and fellow musicians in that 
exact moment. It was not an action of  focusing senses, but focusing time. 
I found myself  wishing I could do the same in my musical avenues where 
sight was needed, knowing full well that this was not possible because of 
the centrality of  the visual within these musical spaces.

Sight – and/or the intentional deprivation thereof  – thus has shaped 
my approach not only to experiencing music, but in a very real way to the 
creation thereof. I use the term ‘blinding’ intentionally: It is a term that 
acknowledges the agency and control I have over my sight. It is a term 
that – unlike blindness – acknowledges that my experience of  sightlessness 
is self-inflicted and can end whenever I decide. It is a state of  being that 
starts and ends when I require it, rather than a permanent fixture. This 
distinction is important, and echoes the delineation of  black and white 
punks expressed by Duncombe & Tremblay:5 

4   L Vincze & I Poggi ‘Communicative functions of  eye closing behaviours’ in  

A Esposito et al (eds) Analysis of  verbal and nonverbal communication and enactment. 

The processing issues (2011) 399.

5   S Duncombe & M Tremblay (eds) White riot: Punk rock and the politics of  race (2011) 

19.
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Ultimately, however, a White punk can take off  the leather jacket 
and shave off  the mohawk, and ... integrate back into society’s 
mainstream … For White punks, like all the bohemians before 
them, being an outsider is a choice made by themselves, perhaps 
more existentially profound for being so, but nonetheless still a 
choice. 

Thus, while a white punk could shed their otherness, for black punks the 
liminality of  race was a fixture they could not shed.

Venter questions whether ‘sound and music could help redress the 
continuous investment of  landscape in visual epistemology’.6 Here, Venter 
is questioning whether in understanding intellectual notions of  landscape, 
the visual should not give way to the aural. However, my embodied 
processes in this project ask a somewhat different question, namely, can 
the intentional absence of  sight of  the performer reflect the absence of  his 
musical co-conspirators? Do his closed eyes reflect the distance between 
him and his musical interlocuters? 

This chapter utilises a self-reflexive methodology to explore my 
embodied experiences in a virtual recording project ‘The Minuet Suite: 
Bach reimagined’. This methodological framework has been a productive 
mechanism in the fields of  music embodiment and artistic research 
to foreground the experiences of  the performer in the creative act. In 
encountering my own experiences of  this project and the unique historical 
context in which it occurred, the dual themes of  blinding and absence 
emerged. This chapter therefore questions the role of  sight and (un)
intentional blinding within music praxis, as well as the intimacy of  the 
relationship between musicians in an ensemble context. These questions 
dovetail with questions of  music creativity across virtual and digital spaces, 
an important discourse considering the consistent evolution of  music praxis 
towards digital spheres. This chapter documents my embodied experience 
of  absence in the recording of  ‘The Minuet Suite: Bach reimagined’. This 
absence takes many forms: the absence of  the other musicians involved 
in the recording; the historical moment of  absence caused by COVID-19; 
and the absence of  the visual aspects of  music performance. Through 

6   C Venter ‘Negotiating vision: Listening with the eyes and hearing landscape 

critically’ (2015) 34/35 SAMUS: South African Music Studies 387. 
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exploring the embodied positionality of  the performer in this interesting 
crossroads of  absence, this chapter reads the performance of  the Bach 
Suite as a one of  loss and isolation. Examining how visual cues inform 
jazz performance practice, and how my own preferences err towards an 
intentional blinding, sight becomes a central philosophical framework 
for considering the absence of  interactions between musicians in digital 
performance projects. Through the embodied knowledge of  my own 
experiences in this process, this chapter engages with the performative 
element of  creating music under these circumstances. Further, this 
research engages with the notions of  the visual in jazz performance, and 
what occurs in the performer when the visual aspect of  collaborative 
music praxis is removed. Through self-reflexive vignettes such as the one 
which opens this chapter, I explore the experiences of  such a collaborative 
project through the lens of  embodiment and artistic research.

2 Background

On 23 March 2020, in light of  the fast-spreading COVID-19 pandemic, 
South African President Cyril Ramaphosa addressed the country, and 
announced a 21-day national lockdown in order to curb the spread of  the 
virus.7 In a follow-up address on 1 May 2020 Ramaphosa announced the 
country’s ‘COVID-19 Risk-Adjusted Strategy’, with five levels of  lockdown, 
the highest being Alert Level 5. The banning of  public gatherings under 
these lockdown levels highlighted the precarity of  many South African 
musicians, for whom performance fees were integral to their economic 
survival. The lockdown further showed the vulnerable position of  South 
African musicians, with little financial support from government or private 
enterprise (a point further belaboured by the alleged mismanagement of 
relief  funds for musicians within the National Arts Council).8 The sudden 
eradication of  public performances resulted in musicians globally seeking 
alternative and largely digital mechanisms for performing, engaging 

7   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LegaUR1A0Jg&ab_

channel=EyewitnessNews (accessed 28 June 2021).

8   K Masweneng ‘National Arts Council hauled to court as artists continue to 

picket’ 1 April 2021, https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2021-04-

01-national-arts-council-hauled-to-court-as-artists-continue-to-picket/ (accessed 

29 June 2021).
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supporters, disseminating their music and ultimately earning an income. 
In the years leading up to the COVID-19 pandemic, of  course, musicians 
were encouraged to utilise digital platforms as alternative outlets for 
engagement and revenue, but the pandemic moved this from a potential 
fertile ground to an essential practice. 

One such digital performance was curated by the collaborative and 
experimental performance platform Biblioteek Productions. The ‘20/20 
Entertainment in Containment’ concert series presented 20 ‘Classical 
inter-disciplinary’ performances of  20 minutes each. Tickets for the 
online event were sold online, and ticket holders were provided with login 
details to access the content. The concert series challenged musicians 
to create content that – while rooted in Western art music – was inter-
disciplinary and fused multiple genres. As part of  this series, the Hot Club 
of  Cape Town9 presented a concert on 7 August 2020 entitled ‘The Minuet 
Suite: Bach reimagined’.10 The group performed three works by Johann 
Sebastian Bach, namely, Minuet II from ‘Klavier Suite in G Minor’ BWV 
822; Minuet BWV Anh II 116 from Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach; 
and Minuet BWV, Anh II 114/Anh III 183. In keeping with the band’s 
musical inclinations and the call for the fusing of  genres from the concert 
series, these three Bach minuets were re-arranged in a jazz-manouche 
style, the sub-genre of  jazz popularised by Romany gypsies in France in 
the 1930s, most notably by guitarist Django Reinhardt.11 In re-applying 
these minuets to a musical format suitable for this musical modality, 
reharmonisation was used, with the original keys being eschewed for the 
more Romany-sounding minor versions. In the ensemble were performers 
Daniel Zachariah Franks (violin, double bass, oud and mandolin); Elton 
Goslett (seven-string guitar); and myself  (guitar). 

9   This name is derived from arguably the most well-known jazz manouche band, 

the Quintette du Hot Club de France active from 1934 to 1948 featuring renowned 

violinist Stéphane Grappelli and the central figure of  jazz manouche guitar playing 

Django Reinhardt. The Hot Club of  Cape Town began playing together in 2016, 

with Röntsch joining the band in 2020, being made an official member shortly 

after ‘The Minuet Suite: Bach Reimagined’.

10   This digital concert is available as an unlisted YouTube video at https://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=NQ0Sjeac3hM.

11   M Dregni Gypsy jazz: In search of  Django Reinhardt and the soul of  swing (2008) 4.
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Because of  the social distancing requirements of  the lockdown, the 
three musicians were unable to rehearse or perform together, meaning 
that each individual musician recorded and filmed themselves in their 
own homes. Unlike other musical performances – whether in recording 
sessions or live concerts – this method of  the creation of  musical content 
has embedded therein a sense of  absence. The physical presence of  musical 
collaborators is denied, and the absence of  this tangibility, or the sense 
of  making music with other people, defines how I consider the notion of 
absence in this chapter. 

3 Embodiment and artistic research

The act of  terminologically locating ‘embodiment’ is a process of  engaging 
across disciplinary lines. Precursory searches on platforms such as Google 
Scholar and YouTube show that this term is utilised within a broad range 
of  scholarly discourses, including cognitive sciences, anthropology, 
sociology, politics and the arts. Beyond the limited world of  academia, 
embodiment has found its way into TedTalks as well as having its own 
YouTube channel, aptly named ‘The embodiment channel’.12

The terminological fluidity of  embodiment thus displays its 
malleability: It can be shaped and recontextualised to fit within a wide 
array of  interpretations that are trans-disciplinary in nature. In light of 
the flexibility of  the term ‘embodiment’, a productive mechanism for 
understanding a conceptual framework of  embodiment that allows for 
intellectual malleability would be that of  Gibbs, who writes:13

People’s subjective, felt experiences of  their bodies in action provide 
part of  the fundamental grounding for language and thought. 
Cognition is what occurs when the body engages the physical, 
cultural world and must be studied in terms of  the dynamical 
interactions between people and the environment. Human 
language and thought emerge from recurring patterns of  embodied 
activity that constrain ongoing intelligent behaviour. We must not 

12   https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfgLCTiNzVpIeL_j7Icxh8w (accessed  

8 June 2021).

13   RW Gibbs Embodiment and cognitive science (2005) 9.
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assume cognition to be purely internal, symbolic, computational, 
and disembodied, but seek out the gross and detailed ways that 
language and thought are inextricably shaped by embodied action.

Thus, in locating the discourse of  embodiment into the arts, this chapter 
aligns notions of  embodiment with the field of  artistic research, using 
Borgdorff ’s notions of  ‘non-conceptual’ or ‘embodied knowledge’ as an 
intellectual springboard.14 Borgdorff  argues that these forms of  knowledge 
are held by a practitioner, which in turn are activated in the creative 
moment. Klein argues that ‘to have an artistic experience means to have a 
look from outside of  a frame and simultaneously enter into it’,15 and this 
dual position affords different knowledges. This position is also held by 
Cobussen,16 who considers the inherently physical act of  music making 
as having embodied and tacit knowledge, and thus artistic practice is ‘an 
articulation of  the non-propositional forms of  knowledge and experience 
in and through the creation of  art’.17 

Artistic research has become the catch-all term for disciplines and 
methodologies previously named practice-led, practice-informed or 
practice-based research. The term is intentionally broad so as to allow 
as wide a scope as possible for what can be considered artistic research. 
In this regard Kjørup (2011) argues for an approach to artistic research 
as pluralistic, rather than singular and narrow. This pluralistic and open 
understanding of  artistic research allows for new forms of  enquiry and 
knowledge to be embraced, and encourages the exploration of  new 
paradigms of  understanding.  

While approaches in artistic research are encouraged to be diverse, 
a general understanding of  the philosophical underpinnings of  the 
discourse is provided by Candy, who wrote that artistic research is 
‘original investigation undertaken in order to gain new knowledge partly 

14   H Borgdorff  The conflict of  the faculties: Perspectives on artistic research and academia 

(2012) 47.  

15   J Klein What is artistic research? https://gloriagduran.com/wp-content/

uploads/2012/11/Klein-ON-ARTISTIC-RESEARCH.pdf) (accessed 15 June 

2021).

16   M Cobussen ‘The Trojan horse: Epistemological explorations concerning practice-

based research’ (2007) 12 Dutch Journal of  Music Theory 18.

17   Borgdorff  (n 14) 122.
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by means of  practice and the outcomes of  that practice’.18 Thus, artistic 
research concerns itself  with practice as not only knowledge-generating, 
but knowledge itself, an approach to understanding art through the 
methodological praxis of  the artist, and the non-conceptual knowledge 
imbedded therein. 

Artistic research can thus be seen as a reaction against the historical 
split in institutional thought between theoretical and practical knowledge. 
Through artistic research, practice and theory are integrated and are 
dialogical, and ‘unite[s] the artistic and the academic in an enterprise 
that impacts both domains’.19 In the discipline of  music, artistic research 
philosophy holds that the distinction between performer and researcher, 
or composer and researcher, is non-existent. Stolp argues that artistic 
research places the performer as a ‘self-reflexive entity’20 and that through 
practice is able to reflect upon and critique their praxis in order to attain 
new or different understandings of  music. Thus, in music studies such an 
approach integrates the performance and research elements which have 
historically been separated in music education. 

This philosophical disentangling of  disciplinary lines, those between 
practitioner and researcher, performer and musicologist, and so forth, 
mirrors the call for inter- and trans-disciplinarity present in the post-
modernist turn in humanities study. The link between embodiment and 
artistic research here is quite clear: Both align the unique position and 
experiences of  the body with unique opportunities for meaning making 
and knowledge production. If  embodiment seeks to overturn the mind-
body dualism,21 then artistic research seeks similar dismantling of  intellect-
practice binaries. 

In the context of  music research, Clayton & Leante argue that 

18   L Candy Practice-based research: A guide. Creativity and cognition studios report 2006-

V1.0 (November) 3, https://www.creativityandcognition.com/resources/PBR%20

Guide-1.1-2006.pdf  (accessed 10 June 2021).

19   H Borgdorff  ‘The production of  knowledge in artistic research’ in M Biggs & 

H Karlsson (eds) The Routledge companion to research in the arts (2011) 44.

20   M Stolp ‘Practice-based research in music: International perspectives, South 

African challenges’ (2012) 32 SAMUS: South African Music Studies 80.

21   M Clayton & L Leante ‘Embodiment in music performance’ in M Clayton,  

B Dueck & L Leante (eds) Experience and meaning in music performance (2013) 264.
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[a]t a phenomenological level, music cognition is embodied in 
the primary sense that it relates to the production of  sound either 
within bodies or through the action of  bodies on external sound-
producing objects, as well as through our conscious experience of 
being in time with others. But it is also embodied in that we make 
sense of  music through metaphors derived from our general bodily 
experience of  the world as well as through our specific bodily 
experiences of  engaging with music.22  

The notion of  music as an embodied experience is further discussed by 
McRae, who applied an autoethnographic methodology to documenting 
his learning the electric bass guitar. McRae argues that the physical tactile 
nature of  music instruments ‘are connected to and with our experience of 
the world at an embodied level, and these connections shape the ways in 
which we know the world and are in the world’.23 

It is not only the musician’s relationship with their instrument that 
engages a form of  embodiment, but it is also the connection with their 
environment. Wöllner states that ‘[e]xperiences of  sound and music … 
are genuinely multimodal by evoking vivid connections to bodily and 
spatial representations’,24 a position mirroring Clayton & Leante who 
write that ‘[m]usical performance and cognition are therefore “embodied” 
in multiple senses … musical experience are likely to be shaped by the 
structure of  our bodies and by our experience of  interacting with our 
environment’.25  

What is evident, therefore, is that exploring the embodied relationship 
between a musician and their instrument and environment leads to a 
rich scholarly discourse of  understanding the music-making moment. 
This chapter expands on this discourse, seeking to access the embodied 
knowledge of  performing beyond standard music-making environments, 
where the physicality of  ensemble playing is disrupted through distance, 
and reconstructed through technology and digitality. 

22   Clayton & Leante (n 21) 266.

23   McRae (n 1) 136.

24   C Wöllner ‘Introduction: Structured sounds in bodily and spatial dimensions’ in 

C Wöllner (ed) Body, sound and space in music and beyond: Multimodal explorations 

(2017) 2. 

25   Clayton & Leante (n 21) 275.
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4 Jazz ensemble playing

In understanding the unique nature of  the embodied experience of 
creating the ‘The Minuet Suite: Bach reimagined’ requires contextual 
understanding of  how musical information is communicated, both 
through written scores and verbal/nonverbal cues, to the musicians. Of 
course, there is no singular blueprint that all jazz ensembles follow in 
communicating musical instructions to performers, yet the methodology 
described below is a fairly ubiquitous approach. 

A performance will start with one band member setting the tempo 
and count the rest of  the ensemble in, and the band will then play the 
‘head’ (the melody) once or twice through. This is followed by a series of 
solos from various band members, and then the head is repeated. In many 
jazz contexts the players work off  a lead sheet. This is a single line of 
music with the melody written out and chords written above the relevant 
beat in the bar. From this, one instrument will play the melody, harmonic 
accompaniment provided by the chordal instruments, and the bass player 
will improvise a walking bassline from the chord changes. 

While this practice might seem straightforward, there are a number 
of  contextual decisions that musicians will make during a performance 
that vary. For example, if  there are two chordal instruments in the 
ensemble (that is, two guitars, a guitar and a piano, and so forth) both 
players will listen to one another and revoice chords so as not to clash in 
similar registers. The bass player will also take into account the range of 
the chordal and melodic instruments in constructing their bass line, again 
so as to avoid a musical texture that is overly dense in a single register. 
Information centred around tempo and structure usually is also dependant 
on the performance and communicated during the performance. 

As can be seen, much of  the musical information that the performer 
utilises in their creating is visual, but it is not all expressed on paper. 
Musical gesture is an integral part of  jazz performance praxis, from the 
tempo being set, to rhythmic rubato, to structural considerations around 
who solos and for how long. The role of  gesture within the realisation 
of  a musical performance is a key concept in the understanding of  the 
practical make-up of  a performance. Jensenius describes the nonverbal 
mechanisms that musicians use to communicate as ‘music-related body 
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motion’,26 with Clayton & Leante stating that ‘[t]he movements of  our 
bodies are not only functional in terms of  sound production: gesture also 
frequently accompanies sound production in ways that appear analogous 
to speech-accompanying gesture’.27 

Thus, there is the emergence of  two modes of  communication of 
musical instructions to the performers: that which is inscribed in the score/
lead sheet, and that which is expressed through the ‘music-related body 
motion’ of  the performers. While both of  these modalities rely on sight, 
the latter further relies on time: It requires the musicians to be producing 
sound at the same moment to communicate an immediate instruction. 

It is the conflation of  all of  these forms of  communication – along 
with a series of  other factors – that make playing music with other people 
exhilarating. McCaleb writes that ‘[ensemble] music performance can be 
magic. Those playing share a connectedness and intimacy that surpasses 
many other social interactions.’28 In jazz performance, improvised solos 
provide the player with an opportunity to express their unique musical 
voice, and this often is where much of  the more obvious musical intimacy 
takes place. The quoting of  well-known musical material, or the use 
of  established licks in the solo, allows the performers to ‘speak’ to one 
another and their audience through their instrument, and this mutual 
exchange of  social energy is a part of  the ‘magic’ of  which McCaleb 
speaks. It is these connections that draw so many people to engaging with 
music beyond listening and towards making these connections that excite 
people sufficiently to dedicate their lives to the performance and creation 
of  music despite its undoubted emotional and economic challenges. It is 
this connection with others in the moment of  unified sounding of  music 
that has informed my own career decisions, directed my research and 
made it impossible for me to do what so many other musicologists in my 
field have done: abandon music performance.

Yet it is these precise interactions and connections that a global 
lockdown has denied musicians; interactions denied to myself  and my 
two colleagues in performing ‘The Minuet Suite: Bach reimagined’. While 
certain logistical pre-arrangements could bypass the practical issues – 

26   AR Jensenius ‘Exploring music-related micromotion’ in Wöllner (n 24) 9.

27   Clayton & Leante (n 21) 273.

28   JM McCaleb Embodied knowledge in ensemble performance (2014) xvii.
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tempos could be set before recording began, structures pre-arranged, 
endings decided on rather than improvised – the connection between 
the three musicians was compromised. The sense of  unity that ensemble 
playing provides the musician replaced with loneliness: a loneliness 
compounded and exacerbated by the pressure of  a lockdown and the fear 
of  COVID-19. In a sense, our performance of  this project was a capturing 
of  this loneliness – a project that recorded in history one of  the strangest 
historical moments of  the twenty-first century.

5 Blinding

I cannot close my eyes while I play – I need to read the music. However, 
to focus before I begin, I keep them closed and feel my chest rise and 
deflate with air. My ground-floor flat in Kenilworth has been transformed 
into an ethereal space: All lights are off  except for the fairy lights hanging 
on the wall behind me. With my eyes closed, the light reflects into my 
vision which now is dark maroon. I find this more soothing than the 
blackness of  closed eyes in a completely darkened room. The maroon hue 
means that there is activity, there is life. After weeks of  lockdown-induced 
disconnection, the feeling of  life is reassuring. 

It is the third night of  filming and recording for the Bach project, 
and the deadline is very tight. I have been brought on last minute due to 
someone else dropping out, and I need to complete this recording tonight. 
My wife Claire acts as sound engineer/videographer/producer. Herself 
a musician forced into digitality due to the lockdown, she sees this as an 
opportunity for her to familiarise herself  with the audio/visual gear she 
has bought to transition her career into virtual spaces. I am recording the 
third Minuet – arguably the most well-known, although somewhat twisted 
and deformed in its rearrangement into its parallel minor. However, I 
really like that it is in G minor, rather than the original’s relative minor of 
E minor. Somehow this seems more transgressive, more interesting.

I let my hollow-body guitar hang on my shoulders, and dangle on my 
arms. The muscles around the thumb on my left-hand throb: a constant 
reminder of  a hand injury I sustained in my undergraduate years, and one 
that ultimately put an end to my arguably misplaced aspirations of  being 
a solo concert classical guitarist. 

This injury of  course aptly demonstrates how the playing of  a musical 
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instrument is a bodily art: one that leaves scars, callouses, and torn and 
contorted muscles. Playing an instrument is an embodied experience, 
because it is of  the body. McRae writes about his experience playing bass 
guitar: ‘I now know differently about my body.’29 

I am struggling with this minuet, particularly my solo. I am losing 
my place in the form of  the piece – a problem normally abated in live 
performance by visual cues. As a result I am not sure when my solo needs 
to stop, and the 3/4 time signature is making it somehow harder for me to 
find my place. I enlist Claire to add a further role to her title: conductor. 
When the final eight bars of  my solo come, she gives me a signal, and then 
counts down to the final bar of  my solo. It is when I play improvised solos 
that I mostly want to close my eyes, to choose my blinding. These are the 
musical moments in which I want to be the most present, as these are the 
ones where I wish most to express my individuality – where I want to say 
something unique through this hollow-body guitar.

6 On absence

Throughout this chapter I have alluded to the relationship between 
performers in live and recorded music contexts – how gesture and prior 
knowledge of  praxis contribute to a unified musical performance. Yet 
what I have omitted is the relationship between the three performers 
of  ‘The Minuet Suite: Bach reimagined’. Zak argues that the ‘social 
relationships’ between members of  a recording project ‘contribute to the 
outcome of  the recording project’,30 and how these social interactions 
are (or are not) embodied in the performance is of  importance. I count 
Daniel and Elton as two close friends with whom I have often performed 
and almost exclusively with positive outcomes. The warmth of  our inter-
personal relationships can be seen in re-watching the recording of  ‘The 
Minuet Suite: Bach reimagined’ concert. Yet this relationship is not as 
much seen in the performances themselves, but in the discursive sections 
that book-end the minuets, where the three of  us discuss the music and the 
project. Jokes made that Bach’s composition of  both dance and church 
music made him the eighteenth century version of  Skrillex and Hill Song 

29   McRae (n 1) 137.

30   A Zak The poetics of  rock: Cutting tracks, making records (2001) 163.
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(dubbed by myself  as ‘Skrillong’) and the entire project being sponsored 
by ‘coffee’ (a reference to all three of  the musicians’ fondness for the 
beverage) display an intimacy that, sadly, is not present in the musical 
performances.

The fact that the video presents less musical intimacy between 
performers is of  little surprise considering the context in which it was both 
conceived and created. The entire premise of  site-specific performance is 
that the location of  a work’s performance impacts and shapes the work 
itself.31 In the context of  recording studios, Jude Brereton writes that 
‘[i]f, as many musicians would agree, the performer, the sound of  the 
instrument and the sound of  the room are actually three symbiotic aspects 
of  one whole, then recording inherently captures only one small part 
of  the musical performance’.32 The process of  recording music already 
is one of  imitation of  intimacy, or compensation for a lack thereof. 
Recording studios – be they large-scale established studios or make-
shift home studios – by design are sites of  isolation, intimacy, and often 
fear.33 Recorded music is often accused of  lacking the excitement of  live 
performance, where inter-musician intimacy is supplanted by the need for 
the most accurate take. For a band to be recorded playing together requires 
a large enough room and extensive equipment to prevent sound bleed, so 
most studios recommend recording each individual musician separately, 
further relocating the desired outcome from communal expression to the 
performance precision of  the individual. 

This isolation is exacerbated in virtual recording projects such as ours. 
Taking place during South Africa’s COVID-19 lockdown meant that not 
only could we not record together, but all the creative decisions around 
form, solos, and so forth were also conducted virtually. This meant that 
in addition to the musical and creative acts being recreated in virtual 
spaces, so too were the interactive relationships.34 As much as this can be 

31   N Kaye Site-specific art: Performance, place and documentation (2000) 1. 

32   J Brereton ‘Music perception and performance in virtual acoustic spaces’ in 

Wöllner (n 24) 219.

33   P Thompson & B Lashua ‘Getting it on record: Issues and strategies for 

ethnographic practice in recording studios’ (2014) 43 Journal of  Contemporary 

Ethnography 749.

34   G Hajdu ‘Embodiment and disembodiment in networked music performance’ in 

Wöllner (n 24) 257.
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simulated digitally, aspects of  the inter-personal musical communication 
and intimacy were not re-created in this digital space and in revisiting the 
video recordings, this unfortunately is evident. This absence is embedded 
into the fabric of  project with the creative output reflecting not only the 
absence of  a musical interaction between band members, but an interaction 
with others intentionally limited during a pandemic.  

The collective praxis of  music making can be understood as a means 
through which group identity and social bonding are manifested.35 
Further, it is not only the practice of  creation, but the spaces in which 
said creation occurs, that inform and shape the performance, as Taylor, 
Raine & Hamilton argue: ‘[T]he spatial attributes – the cultural and 
physical aspects – of  other music spaces are intricately linked to the 
musical practices that they house’.36 In this sense, ‘The Minuet Suite: Bach 
reimagined’ falls outside of  both the social and spatial aspects typically 
associated with a recording project. The ability to ‘play off ’ one another – 
utilising the tacit presence and playing of  other musicians to inform your 
own musical decisions – was removed entirely. The intimacy of  musical 
interlocutors being removed creates a void in the interactive nature of  a 
project of  which the music is historically and ideologically linked to the 
very notion of  inter-musical banter. ‘The Minuet Suite: Bach reimagined’, 
therefore, is a reflection not only of  the musical malleability of  Bach’s 
music to be shaped beyond its eighteenth century context, but also a 
reflection of  a total absence: musical, social and spatial. 

Beyond the above-mentioned absences, such a project can also be 
considered a manner of  history telling. Taylor writes that ‘[p]erformances 
function as vital acts of  transfer, transmitting social knowledge, memory, 
and a sense of  identity’.37 Thus, the performance of  this absence may be 
seen as a way of  embodying and communicating the social absence felt 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, it can also be seen very much 
as a product of  its time: a reflection of  the global feeling of  absence in the 
historical moment of  2020 and the early reactions to COVID-19.  

35   KE Onderdijk, F Acar & E van Dyck ‘Impact of  lockdown measures on joint music 

making: Playing online and physically together’ (2021) 1 Frontiers in Psychology 2. 

36   IA Taylor, S Raine & C Hamilton ‘COVID-19 and the UK live music industry: A 

crisis of  spatial materiality’ (2020) Journal of  Media Art Study and Theory 231. 

37   D Taylor The archive and the repertoire: Performing cultural memory in the Americas 

(2007) 2.
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot from the concert with performers in isolation. 
(Screenshot by author)

7 Conclusion

This chapter has engaged with the intersecting notions of  site-specific 
music performance, and the conceptual shifts that physicality place on the 
performer and their practice. These sites need not be a physical, geographic 
or ontological site necessarily, but could be extended to a historic site, 
or the site of  a moment in history. The initial considerations I had in 
conceiving of  this chapter were centred around physicality and time: 
what were the embodied experiences of  musicians partaking in a virtual 
recording project, and how did these align or cascade into the notions of 
creativity during a global pandemic. 

While these are interesting questions, and ones that I believe I have 
engaged with (although by no means thoroughly answered), other factors 
began to emerge through the consideration of  my body in this project. 
What was the role of  sight in my artistic praxis? Why did I have a desire 
for temporary blinding, and how was my praxis altered and reconstructed 
through the removal of  the visual interaction with musicians, a removal 
over which I had no control? What did the absence of  the presence of  my 
interlocuters mean to the conversation?

An interpretive parallel can be drawn between my own self-blinding 
and the lack of  the physical presence of  my band mates in the recording 
process. Both speak to absence, to the vulnerability of  the musical moment, 
heightened by the microscopic precision of  recording praxis. I wish to 
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hide behind my eyelids but miss the visual cues and camaraderie inherent 
in ensemble performance. However, more than anything, exploring my 
bodily experience within this project reflected a need I had for control 
during a historical period of  minimal power and agency over one’s life. I 
wanted to choose the moments that I could retreat into blinding, and the 
moments that I could interact visually with fellow musicians. I sought a 
centralised control over my own musical praxis, and over my life.

As I hit the final chord of  this final minuet, I hold my body completely 
still. Another trope of  live performance: holding one’s body completely 
still after the final chord has decayed allows for the musical moment to 
be all too briefly held. It is a tension that you as the performer choose to 
release, a moment of  emotional manipulation on your audience, making 
them wait for you to relax your body so they may cease listening. 

I break the tension as I so often do – with humour. For the first time 
in the project I look directly at the camera and give a wide smile and 
thumbs up. For me this is the opposite of  my performance blinding – it 
is an obvious and deliberate acknowledgment that there is an audience 
observing me. I close my eyes to deny their presence – to capture the 
selfishness of  my relationship with music. This moment – that was kept 
in the final cut of  the project – is an acknowledgment that this music is 
existing in a realm beyond myself  and my musical interlocuters. It is the 
moment that the audience are brought into my life, into my home, into my 
vulnerability – not blocked out by my eyelids.  
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THE ART OF TOUCH IN REMOTE  
ONLINE ENVIRONMENTS

CHAPTER 4

Jenni Lauwrens

1 Introduction

When COVID-19 rapidly spread across the globe in 2020, and people were 
either encouraged or forced to self-isolate and stay at home, for many the 
only way to ‘keep in touch’ with family, friends, peers and colleagues was 
via virtual environments. Digital platforms – such as Skype, WhatsApp, 
Google Meets, Zoom, House Party and Microsoft Teams, among others 
– quickly became the only means by which people could ‘reach out’ to 
one another. As the physical boundaries of  touch were being redrawn and 
aggressively (re)policed in public spaces and, as ‘staying in contact’1 with 
loved ones and colleagues was increasingly operationalised through digital 
technologies, traffic on the digital superhighway increased markedly.2 
Although many people were already well acquainted with that road, 
activities usually conducted in face-to-face environments soon migrated 
to the digital realm. 

At the same time, through strategic advertising campaigns, many 
mobile network companies in South Africa promised that their networks 
provided opportunities for seamlessly sustaining both leisure and work 
activities online by using catchphrases that highlighted ‘being together’ 
and ‘staying connected’ while on the internet. Thus, through tactical (and 
metaphorically tactile) marketing strategies, online ‘connectivity’ was 

1   The phrases ‘keeping in touch’, ‘reaching out’ and ‘staying in contact’ allude to 

actual physical touch or tactility whilst in the presence of  another person. I use 

them metaphorically here to refer to the sense of  togetherness which many people 

search for in remote digital environments. 

2   As early as mid-April 2020, mobile network companies in South Africa recorded 

increases in data consumption of  between 30% and 40%; N Dludla ‘UPDATE 

1 - South Africa’s Vodacom sees 40% jump in data usage as people stay at home’ 

Reuters 2020, https://uk.reuters.com/article/health-coronavirus-safrica-vodacom-

grp/update-1-south-africas-vodacom-sees-40-jump-in-data-usage-as-people-stay-

at-home-idUKL5N2C432 (accessed 10 August 2020).
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quickly presented as the basis of  a new form of  staying connected with 
others. With reference to theorists on touch and digital communication, 
as well as visual examples of  advertisements, prototypes, images on social 
media platforms and artworks, I investigate the following questions that 
arise from this situation: What forms of  touch are afforded by digital 
communication technologies? How is our embodied experience of 
sociality being transformed by digital networked communication? To what 
extent might the digital screen be considered an interface for embodied 
interaction? How are these ideas explored by a selection of  South African 
artists? In short, this chapter explores how embodied perception and touch 
are presented, performed and experienced in remote digital environments, 
and draws some conclusions about the future of  touch in the digital 
landscape, particularly as these ideas find expression in the arts. 

I begin by immediately trying to put my finger on the significance of 
touch for being human, and briefly demonstrate the cultural construction 
of  acceptable (and unacceptable) forms (and sites) of  touch. I show that 
while the boundaries of  touch have been strictly redrawn owing to the 
global COVID-19 pandemic, the sense of  touch has never been free from 
some or other form of  ideological policing. Thinking about touch as 
multiple or ‘manifold,’ as Mark Paterson puts it,3 assists in giving shape 
to these discussions as well as those that follow. Thereafter, I reflect on 
Edward Casey’s4 and Sherry Turkle’s5 ruminations on how technologically 
mediated conversations impede deep dialogical engagements with others, 
ultimately leading to an inability, or reduced capacity, for empathy. The 
work of  two South African artists, Jenna Burchell and Magdel Fourie (now 
Van Rooyen), who have reflected on this very dilemma, powerfully and 
insightfully illustrate these arguments. Their artworks hint at the promise, 
but ultimate failure, of  remote digital communication technologies to 
facilitate a deep or intimate feeling of  presence between families and loved 
ones online. 

In the next section I briefly reflect on selected developments in haptic 
technologies that have attempted to facilitate the sense of  ‘presence’ or ‘co-
presence’ in digital environments. Finally, I try to grasp what the future of 

3   M Paterson The senses of  touch: Haptics, affects and technologies (2007) 3.

4   ES Casey ‘Going wireless. Disengaging the ethical life’ in R Wilken & G Goggin 

(eds) Mobile technology and place (2013) 175.

5   S Turkle Reclaiming conversation (2015).
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touch might hold in digital environments, based on insights I draw from a 
recent artwork produced by the South African artist, Katherine Bull and 
the French artist, Emmanuel de Montbron. These artists explore how 
connection between individuals may be produced by creatively applying 
what Laura Marks6 refers to as ‘haptic visuality’.

2 The significance and boundaries of touch

Touch is not only central to the ways in which we come to understand the 
world around us, but it is central to being human. In Western societies, 
the story of  King Midas is the ur-myth of  touch. Having long desired that 
everything he touched would turn to gold, when Dionysius grants him the 
ability to do so, Midas soon realises that his wish is more of  a curse than a 
blessing. Unable to confine his touch to only those things he wants to turn 
golden, and because human interaction with the world is fundamentally 
tactile, soon, and to his dismay, everything around him turns to gold. The 
poignant message of  this myth is that being human means that we are 
always already touching, whether voluntarily or not. 

While touch is fundamental to being human, in everyday socio-
cultural practices the boundaries of  what is regarded as acceptable and 
unacceptable touch are continuously renegotiated according to our values, 
beliefs and attitudes.7 For instance, we use ritualised forms of  touch when 
we greet others, show compassion, or establish bonds between ourselves 
and other people.8 But touch is complex and also risky, involving both 
embraces and stabbings, and healing and hand-to-hand combat. Moreover, 
at different historical moments, the boundaries of  touch in private and 
public spaces are configured differently. Being ‘the deepest sense’ (as the 

6   LU Marks The skin of  the film: Intercultural cinema, embodiment, and the senses (1999).

7   In 2020 Wellcome Collection launched a new study that explores people’s 

attitudes towards touch in various contexts. Entitled The touch test, the online 

questionnaire collects information about the similarities and differences in 

respondents’ perceptions of  touch; Wellcome Collection ‘Wellcome Collection 

and BBC Radio 4 to explore the nation’s attitudes towards touch’ 2020, https://

wellcomecollection.org/pages/XiW7tRQAACQA9k4C (accessed August 2020). 

8   Notice how the elbow bump was viewed as a safer alternative to a handshake 

during the pandemic. 
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title of  Classen’s book indicates),9 the cultural meanings assigned to touch 
stretch into the past and remain alive in modern social practices. It would, 
therefore, be inaccurate to suggest that touch was not regulated and 
policed before COVID-19 entered our touchscape.10 For example, what 
is culturally regarded as acceptable and unacceptable adult-child touch 
– such as where and when breastfeeding, or sleeping with one’s child, 
are condoned – depends on different ideological positions.11 Equally, 
culturally endorsed views on masculine and feminine identities shows 
that touch is deeply gendered.12 Far from being natural, our ideas about 
touch are deeply embedded in ‘a historical, power-laden context’.13 Touch, 
being crucial to embodied existence, therefore is multifaceted and open to 
diverse interpretations.

To complicate matters even further, touch is not confined to a single 
organ in the body. Paterson14 identifies two forms of  touch: exteroceptive 
and interoceptive. Exteroceptive (or cutaneous) touch is felt on the surface 
of  the skin. This form of  touch is direct and concerns the sensations we 
experience in our everyday embodied ‘tactile-spatial’ encounters.15 One 
could suggest that, as exteroceptive touch became increasingly regulated 
in public spaces owing to COVID-19, many people progressively became 
suspicious of  physical touch, only doing so if  mediated by hand sanitiser, 
disinfectants or rigorous hand-washing, as recommended by the World  
Health Organisation (WHO).16 But there is more to touch than the 

9   C Classen The deepest sense: A cultural history of  touch (2012).

10   Touchscape is a term that I borrow from Ian Borer (2013) who uses it to describe the 

ways in which people feel and understand a city based on their bodily engagement 

with and movement in it; MI Borer ‘Being in the city: The sociology of  urban 

experiences’ (2013) 7 Sociology Compass 965.

11   See JO Halley Boundaries of  touch. Parenting and adult-child intimacy (2009).

12   C Classen The book of  touch (2005) 3.

13   Halley (n 11) 165.

14   Paterson (n 3).

15   Paterson (n 3) 2.

16   In an interim recommendation published on 1 April 2020, the WHO stated that 

the COVID-19 virus is transmitted through respiratory droplets or direct contact. 

The document states that contact transmission occurs through the mucosa 

of  the mouth, nose or eyes when touched by contaminated hands. The WHO 

recommended the use of  alcohol-based hand rubs and regular hand washing 

with soap and water. In this way, the hands – one of  the vehicles of  cutaneous 
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physiological functions that allow us to feel pressure, temperature, pain 
and movement (or contract a virus). Apart from exteroceptive touch,17 
Paterson also identifies deep or interoceptive touch. Being inward-oriented, 
this form of  touch is more difficult to describe than immediate, cutaneous 
touch, which comes down to mere sensation. Instead, interoceptive touch 
includes the affective and emotional, and leans toward the metaphorical. 
As Paterson explains,18 touch is then also ‘a sense of  communication. It 
is receptive, expressive, can communicate empathy. It can bring distant 
objects and people into proximity.’ 

While our sense of  exteroceptive touch was restricted in public spaces 
in light of  the global pandemic, digital communication technologies were 
quickly presented as offering the means by which to metaphorically ‘keep 
in touch’. Released in April 2020, Vodacom’s advertisement entitled 
Vodacom Together | # StayConnected (Figure 4.1) coupled the ideas of  a 
stable internet connection with ‘coming together’ to ‘learn’, ‘celebrate’, 
‘move’, ‘cook’, ‘relax’, ‘work’ and ‘play’.19 While the popular 1969 Beatles 
hit Come together plays in the background, the audience sees, among others, 
images of  a teacher reading to a child, a toddler presumably taking her first 
steps, a young girl blowing out birthday candles on a cake, and a woman 
doing yoga, with all these activities conducted in front of  a computer 
or cell phone screen on which we see other people usually smiling in 
response. Thus, a Vodacom data subscription would presumably allow 
South Africans to ‘stay connected’ and ‘be together’ in a metaphorical 
sense. It is the deeper – or interoceptive – form of  touch that is advocated 
by Vodacom in this advertisement, because apparently ‘even when we 
can’t be close, we can be together’.20 

touch – quickly became the instruments of  possible contamination and infection. 

World Health Organisation Interim recommendation 1 April 2020, https://www.

who.int/docs/default-source/inaugural-who-partners-forum/who-interim-

recommendation-on-obligatory-hand-hygiene-against-transmission-of-covid-19.

pdf  (accessed 10 August 2020). Other forms of  social touch (hugging, kissing and 

handshaking) were also restricted as a result of  COVID-19.

17   Paterson (n 3) 15.

18   Paterson (n 3) 1.

19   The advert can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLRmNwseqT8.

20   Vodacom SA 2020 Vodacom Together|#StayConnected, https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=HLRmNwseqT8 (accessed 10 August 2020).
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Figure 4.1: Vodacom Together | #StayConnected. 2020 (Screenshot by 
author)

Being online is the basis of  these forms of  connection and ‘being together’. 
However, connection – or accessing the sense of  touch in its interoceptive 
form – in the digital sphere, to a large extent at least, remains a metaphorical 
dream rather than a reality. As I will show in the following section, for 
some critics and artists the superhighway of  digital communication offers 
merely the illusion of  connection and, paradoxically, in these situations, 
togetherness remains mostly out of  reach. 

3 Out of touch

While it is not a novel observation that digital technologies assist in 
establishing and maintaining intimate social relationships at a physical 
distance, it does appear that this situation has been accelerated by the social 
impact of  the pandemic. Carlos Velasco and Marianna Obrist21 argue that 
‘the pandemic appears to be changing the game entirely’. While many 
people had never imagined going online to attend a funeral, a birthday 

21   C Velasco & M Obrist ‘Life after corona and the digitisation of  human 

experiences’ BI Business Review 2020, https://www.bi.edu/research/business-

review/articles/2020/04/life-after-corona-and-the-rapid-digitisation-of-human-

experiences/ (accessed 10 August 2020).
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party, an exhibition opening, or to take a game drive, these, and many 
other social activities, have become part of  what is widely being referred 
to in the media as ‘the new normal.’22 Despite the inequalities inherent 
in the digital communication economy, especially in developing countries 
such as South Africa, the increased digitisation of  human experience and 
the seamless integration of  offline and digital worlds into ‘a sort of  mixed 
reality’23 appears to have taken place.24 As a consequence, it is necessary to 
interrogate what embodied perception means in light of  the rise of  these 
new technologies in our everyday lived experience.

Casey25 notes that, at first glance, digital communication and, in 
particular, mobile technologies, offer people communication that is 
unencumbered by the wires, plugs and other baggage that bind us to 
particular places. This means, however, that ‘there are fundamental 
features of  embodied existence that suffer neglect in a wireless world’.26 
For instance, our experiences of  ourselves, other people, as well as the 
environments that surround us, are profoundly affected when we use 
mobile technologies to ‘be together’. Being in the same place as another 
person allows us to experience and read the nuances of  both their facial 
and bodily expressions. These are all aspects that constitute the presence of 
another person. ‘Being in the presence of  a person’, Casey argues,27 leads to 
intricate and deep dialogue that ‘simply cannot be experienced otherwise’. 
Moreover, according to Casey,28 even in those situations where we are 
able to see the other person’s facial and bodily expressions on a screen, 
the ‘range of  dialogical interaction’ allowed in such situations is limited. 
The lack of  ‘corporeal presence’ when people chat via video conferencing 

22   See Bryan Keogh’s summary of  what ‘the new normal’ might look like. B Keogh 

‘Coronavirus weekly: Balancing a “new normal” while keeping COVID-19 in 

check’ The Conversation 2020, https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-weekly-

balancing-a-new-normal-while-keeping-covid-19-in-check-138577(accessed  

10 August 2020).

23   Velasco & Obrist (n 21).

24   According to Velasco and Obrist (n 21) ‘mixed reality’ refers to the everyday use of 

digital technologies that provide access to the internet, such as cellular phones and 

computers.

25   Casey (n 4) 175.

26   As above.

27   As above.

28   As above.
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restricts the ‘subtle cues’ that come with face-to-face interactions.29 These 
cues may include ‘breathing and speech patterns, skin tones, nervous 
energy, placidity, and so forth’.30 It would also include silences, or what is 
communicated when nothing is said. ‘Keeping in touch’ via cell phones 
and other remote communication devices is an experience that Casey 
finds lacking because the presence of  the other person is absent. In this 
sense then, and according to Casey’s position on the matter, when we 
communicate with others via digital devices, we are unable to experience 
Paterson’s interoceptive form of  touch.31 Put simply, we are ‘out of  touch’ 
with others. 

Turkle32 similarly maintains that when children use text instead of 
face-to-face conversation, they do not learn social skills such as listening, 
negotiating and empathising with others, as well as the joy that comes 
with being understood by others. Living in a state of  constant distraction, 
children learn a variety of  new skills, such as ‘phubbing’ which is the ability 
to keep eye contact with one person while texting another on your cell 
phone. Turkle poignantly notes:33 ‘I saw that computers offer the illusion 
of  companionship without the demands of  friendship, and then, as the 
programs got really good, the illusion of  friendship without the demands 
of  intimacy.’ Like Casey, Turkle34 regards face-to-face encounters with 
others as the event where conversation is learnt. It is via those encounters, 
when we are fully present to each other, that we experience vulnerability, 
because we are unable to edit what we have written; online we are able to 
endlessly craft a particular version of  ourselves. Moreover, we discover 
ourselves, as we listen not only to others, but also to ourselves in open-
ended conversations. According to Turkle,35 instead of  conversation being 
the ‘talking cure’, owing to our new always online technologies, we have 
been ‘cured of  talking’ and have entered into ‘a crisis of  empathy’.  

Turkle36 is especially concerned that social media technologies are 

29   As above.

30   As above.

31   Paterson (n 3).

32   Turkle (n 5) 10-11.

33   Turkle (n 5) 17.

34   Turkle (n 5) 19.

35   Turkle (n 5) 13 21.

36   Turkle (n 5) 24.
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leading to an inability to identify with another person’s feelings. Although 
technology allows us to be present in each other’s lives when it would 
be impossible to do so in reality, Turkle37 finds that ‘we are somehow 
more lonely than before’ and ‘our children are less empathetic than they 
should be for their age’. As the title of  her book indicates, Turkle38 believes 
that we need to reclaim conversation, which involves acquiring the skills of 
‘speaking and listening with attention’.39 In other words, Turkle and Casey 
agree that being present to others in an onscreen environment is quite 
different from being in the presence of  another person in real time. As a 
communication interface, the digital screen fundamentally transforms our 
embodied experience of  sociality. When the corporeal self  is replaced by a 
virtual self, the other’s ‘actual ambience’ is profoundly altered.40

The promise, but ultimate failure of  remote communication 
technologies to facilitate a deep sense of  presence for those who are 
physically or geographically far away, is the focus of  the works of  South 
African artist Jeanna Burchell Family portrait41 and Muted btwn us.42

37   Turkle (n 5) 26.

38   Turkle (n 5) 29-30.

39   Turkle’s argument is also relevant to private voice notes sent on WhatsApp, video-

messaging and video calls which are not quite the same as face-to-face dialogue. 

According to Turkle (n 5) 251, ‘we underestimate how much we learn and read 

and take in of  each other’s breathing and body language and presence in a space 

.... Technology filters things out .... Breathing the same air matters.’

40   Casey (n 4) 176.

41   Burchell, J Family portrait nd, https://www.art.co.za/jennaburchell/family-

portrait.php (accessed 27 October 2021).

42   J Burchell Muted btwn us, art.co.za (nd), https://www.art.co.za/jennaburchell/

muted.php (accessed 27 October 2021).
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Figure 4.2: Jenna Burchell, Family portrait, 2007. Interactive sound 
installation. 3500mm (w) x 5000mm (d) x 3000mm (h). Stilts, rope, 
postcolonial chairs, frame, telephones, custom circuitry. Courtesy of  the 
artist.

Family portrait represents the artist’s family, who are scattered across the 
globe (Figure 4.2). The installation consists of  two chairs of  which the 
legs are tied to rickety stilts. A telephone is placed on each chair in lieu 
of  a person, who would in any case struggle not to fall off  these raised 
seats. Real bodies clearly are not comfortably part of  this portrait setting. 
Another telephone hangs on the wall inside a frame. On one side, a 
massive frame surrounds the installation and the audience is asked to step 
inside and answer the telephones. Once inside, a telephone rings and when 
answered, a pre-recorded voice is heard. When one puts down the receiver, 
another telephone immediately rings. The voices play at random and 
express a variety of  emotions, ranging from frustration and desperation 
to anger as they struggle to communicate with the participant. The 
telephones allude to the various communication technologies – including 
digital networks – that keep families and friends ‘in touch’ with one 
another across the globe. It is clear, however, that, like Casey and Turkle, 
Burchell considers effective communication over these networks to be 
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limited. The stark atmosphere produced by the crisp, white room adds to 
the sense that communication between the members of  this scattered and 
detached family is less than warm and satisfying. Interestingly, the viewer-
participant actively contributes to the performance of  the artwork as their 
bodily presence is needed to begin the ‘conversation’. Thus, audience 
participation highlights the role of  embodied presence and exteroceptive 
touch in the communication of  the concept of  the work.

Figure 4.3: Jenna Burchell, Muted btwn us, 2009. Stilts, rope, postcolonial 
chairs, frame, pedestal, television, video. 2000mm x 2000mm x 2000mm. 
Courtesy of  the artist.

The theme of  the difficulties of  communication and, more specifically, the 
‘decay of  ... conversation between two individuals crossed over a hyper-
real space such as the cell phone, internet, skype etc’ is continued in Muted 
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btwn us (2009) (Figure 4.3).43 The tall unbalanced chairs reappear in this 
work, but the telephones have been replaced by two television sets that 
are painted white. Each television plays a video comprising a lost signal 
pattern, white noise, interspersed by short instances where one can see a 
mouth on one screen and an eye on the other. The mouth tries to speak, 
and the eye shows subtle emotional expressions, but there is nothing to 
confirm that the one is directly reacting to or interacting with the other. 
Although the videos play for approximately one minute, they are not the 
same length. Careful timing of  the videos allows them to play in-sync 
with each other once every hour.44 In neither of  the artworks can one see 
the other person’s facial and bodily expressions; the depth of  meaningful 
‘dialogical interaction’45 is therefore restricted. The corporeal presence of 
those communicating in the works is replaced instead by the prominence 
of  their absence, thereby restricting the ambience and possibility of 
empathetic engagement enabled by face-to-face conversations. The 
exchange of  ‘subtle cues’46 that comes with direct communication is 
thoroughly denied. 

Figure 4.4: Magdel Fourie, Concrete conversations, 2010. Perspex, 250mm x 
1200mm x 180mm. Courtesy of  the artist.

43   As above.

44   As above.

45   Casey (n 4) 175.

46   As above.
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In an effort to make the presence of  her geographically distant father 
tangible, in Concrete conversations,47 Magdel Fourie (now Van Rooyen) 
transforms the sound wave recording of  their Skype conversation into 
physical form (Figure 4.4). Pieces of  perspex, carefully cut to the length of 
the matching sound wave and placed side by side, create an architectural 
form that casts a shadow reminiscent of  a cityscape on the wall behind 
it. Placed side by side, and when viewed from an angle, the shadows 
of  the two cityscapes (representing the cities in which the artist and her 
father reside) overlap, possibly suggesting their togetherness through the 
communication medium. However, the shadow and the overlapping of  the 
forms remain ephemeral, and hence the connection of  father and daughter 
is not guaranteed. Similarly, the transparent perspex can only hint at the 
residues of  a conversation, a fleeting memory of  what once was a tangible 
relationship. It also hints at the struggle of  connecting through remote 
communication technologies, where stable connections often break down 
to the extent that conversations on digital platforms are often marked by 
broken sentences and interrupted exchanges. This failed attempt at fully 
‘replac[ing] the concrete other’48 and rendering the intangible memory 
of  a remote digital conversation tangible, is but another example of  the 
seeming inability of  remote digital communication technologies to afford 
satisfying experiences of  being in the presence of  corporeal others. Instead, 
as Turkle49 agrees, digital communication technologies only lead to a loss 
in our ability to empathise with another person. 

4  Holding hands over the internet: Telepresence,  
co-presence and the promise of digital touch

In light of  the examples discussed in the previous section, which 
emphasise the loss of  close contact in digital environments, or the sense 
of  being ‘out of  touch’ with others, it is worth noting that the word 
‘digital’ is derived from the Latin digitalis, which means ‘of  the finger’ or 
‘a finger’s breadth’.50 Paradoxically then, from the start, the digital realm 
was (idealistically perhaps) envisioned as relating to tactility and directly 

47   Fourie, M WayStation. Something pauses (Catalogue 2011) (unpublished).

48   Casey (n 4) 176.

49   Turkle (n 5) 24.

50   K Paulsen Here/there: Telepresence, touch and art at the interface (2017) 121.
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to the body. In the history of  robotics, the term ‘telepresence’ was coined 
to refer to ‘the sense of  presence at a distance’.51 Coined by the co-founder 
of  MIT’s Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Marvin Minsky, telepresence 
denoted the computer’s ability to recreate the physical sensation of  touch 
for ‘teleoperators’ by means of  feedback actuators,52 or force-feedback 
devices.53 Telepresence, therefore, enables an actual experience of  ‘being 
in touch’, rather than a metaphorical one, with computers being used to 
‘translate feel into feel’ by means of  haptic sensors.54 

Kris Paulsen explains that ‘touch is the primary sense that distinguishes 
telepresence from simple telecommunication’. In order to be ‘telepresent’ 
to another place or person, in the sense that Minsky uses the term, one 
has to be able to physically interact with the remote environment, and 
even change it. In 1993 the artist-engineers Ken Goldberg and Richard 
Wallace presented a device named Data Dentata, or the Datamitt, at the 
SIGGRAPH conference. This mitt was a metal wire-wrapped tube that 
contained touch sensors and haptic actuators that allowed users to ‘hold 
hands over the internet’.55 One user placed their hand over a rubber ball 
inside the mitt. If  another user, at another computer, squeezed the ball 
in her Datamitt, the sensors in the Datamitt of  the other user would be 
triggered and activate a soft squeeze on that user’s hand. In this way, a 
modem became the medium for physical contact, as each user could 
return the gesture telekinetically and literally hold hands over the internet. 

One should, however, not forget that although Minsky’s conception 
of  telepresence is grounded in touch, he did not conceive of  telepresence 
as necessarily an embodied experience. In his Society of  the mind56 Minsky 
asks what the human is and how it works. He comes to the conclusion 
that the agents that constitute the human mind are like components of  a 
computer programme. Minsky imagines that if  each brain cell that makes 
up the society of  the mind is replaced with a computer chip, although 
impractical, that machine would, for all intents and purposes, be the same 

51   Paterson (n 3) 127.

52   M Minsky ‘Telepresence’ Omni Magazine 1980, http://web.media.mit.

edu/~minsky/papers/Telepresence.html (accessed 27 October 2021). 

53   Paterson (n 3) 131.

54   Minsky (n 52).

55   Goldberg as quoted in Paulsen (n 50) 123.

56   M Minsky Society of  the mind (1986).
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as a human being. In this transhumanist hypothetical dream, a conscious 
mind could be transferred into a non-human entity, thereby overcoming 
the biological body. Like Jean Baudrillard57 and Hans Moravec,58 Minsky’s 
transhumanist conception of  technology follows the liberal humanist 
notion that technology allows the mind to be set free from the body which 
can (and should) be discarded. 

The term ‘telepresence’ was later adapted by Kim et al,59 who contend 
that ‘copresence’ is the feeling of  being with another person albeit via a 
computer interface. Copresence might then also be described as ‘mediated 
social touch’ or ‘a sense of  presence of  a distant other’.60 The goal of  haptic 
technologies is to enhance this sense of  copresence. In military training 
and surgical simulation, haptic technologies, which engineer touch 
experiences across distance, have been in development since the 1950s.61 
From wearable gloves to hand-held devices, haptic technologies work at 
the levels of  the finger, hand, arm, and the whole body. Not surprisingly, 
they have also become popular in recreational spheres such as internet sex 
and video games, and are a fast-growing feature of  multimedia design and 
research. The main goal of  such haptic technologies is to engender a sense 
of  presence – a sense of  touch – that is missing from virtual activities. 

David Parisi62 takes a more sceptical approach to the way in which 
touch has been positioned as ‘lacking’ in the digital realm. He argues 
that in the twenty-first century, marketers working for digital technology 
corporations, such as Nintendo, Apple, Hewlett Packard and Immersion 
Corporation, produced the perception that digital touch interfaces were 
‘uniquely qualified to alleviate’ the sense of  touch that had allegedly 
‘been forgotten, left behind, and marginalized by a media interfacing 
schematic overdependent on audio-visual technologies’.63 By means 

57   J Baudrillard The ecstasy of  communication trans Schutze & Schutze (1988). 

58   H Moravec Mind children: The future of  robot and human intelligence (1988).

59   J Kim et al ‘Transatlantic touch: A study of  haptic collaboration over long distance’ 

(2004) 13 Presence: Teleoperators and Virtual Environments 335.

60   A Haans & W Ijsselsteijn ‘Mediated social touch: A review of  current research and 

future directions’ (2006) 9 Virtual Reality 149 153.

61   For a brief  overview of  the engineering and development of  haptic technologies in 

the USA, see Paterson (n 3) 130-131.

62   D Parisi Archaeologies of  touch: Interfacing with haptics from electricity to computing 

(2018) 9.

63   As above.
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of  advertisements that emphasised that ‘Touching is good’, ‘Touching 
is believing’, and that one could ‘Touch the future’, the perception was 
created that ‘the cultural sensorium [was] in a state of  urgent crisis’, 
leading to the manufacturing of  a desire for reconnecting to the lost sense 
of  touch by means of  digital interfaces.64 The construction of  a haptic 
subject thus was closely intertwined with a marketing strategy aligned 
to a burgeoning business centred on ‘communicating tactile sensations 
through mobile touchscreens [thereby] providing fresh infusions of 
capital into the computer haptics project’.65 Although their goals are not 
the sale of  touchscreen devices in particular, this criticism may be lodged 
against the mobile service providers that I discussed above, whose main 
aim currently is to attract customers seeking ‘connection’ by capitalising 
on the lack thereof  in our offline realities owing to social distancing and 
isolation. However, Parisi66 also notes that such advertisements merely 
promise a quest ‘after an elusive Holy Grail of  touch interfacing’, which 
is only hinted at in the designs he mentions. Whether or not Parisi is 
correct that the emphasis in marketing campaigns on a so-called ‘alleged’ 
lack of  touch in the digital realm has produced a haptic subject cannot 
be answered here. Suffice it to restate that Casey and Turkle, as well as 
Burchell, Fourie (now Van Rooyen) and others (discussed below), base 
their arguments – and their creative productions – on a deeply-felt sense of 
lack of  copresence in digital communication environments. 

5 Chasing the Holy Grail of touch 

The IN-TOUCH project at UCL’s Knowledge Lab led by Prof  Carey 
Jewitt is but one example of  the search for actual tactile engagements in 
online environments. In other words, whether or not consumer capitalism 
has master-minded the construction of  haptic subjects, and despite the 
promise of  digital touch that haptic technologies afford, people do appear 
to feel ‘out of  touch’ when they communicate with others online. This 

64   As above.

65   Parisi (n 62) 10.

66   Parisi (n 62) 3.
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lack of  connection is confirmed by Jewitt et al,67 who identify what 
they describe as ‘a sensorial paucity, and the desire for more felt digital 
experiences that reconfigure, in particular, the place of  touch’ in the digital 
realm. 

The researchers asked apprentice professionals in the design of 
future digital communications to build a prototype for ‘a device, system 
or environment for remote personal communication through “touch”’.68 
This ‘speculative’69 research uses a rapid prototyping approach, in which 
the participants designed 10 objects ranging from a haptic chair to a tactile 
emoticon, and from a mood ball to a touch-cape. The designers used a 
range of  differently textured materials that would stimulate a particular 
response to touch in the user. Jewitt et al70 report that in their conversations, 
the participants ‘consistently commented on the ‘“lack”, the “not enough-
ness” of  digital remote communication, notably in relation to the absence 
of  touch’. The prototypes they designed thus attempted to imagine ‘a 
“tactile and sensory” interface designed to respond to users who feel 
“disconnected” via the distancing emotionally stripped out technologies’.71 
The research by Jewitt et al72 highlights the material differences between 
human touch and machinic touch, ‘with the former valued as soft, warm, 
flexible and reactive, and the later (sic) devalued as the opposite’. Despite 
their concerns over the potential of  digital touch to be inappropriate, fake 
or inauthentic, and the possibility that it may easily lead to ‘disillusion and 
disconnection’, overall the participants regarded digital touch ‘as having 
potential to support new forms of  connection and attachment, including 
changing boundaries between bodies, shareable touch-experiences, and 
more porous fluid boundaries between technology and the body’.73 Jewitt 
et al74 thus speculate that digital touch – of  the kind that the participants 

67   C Jewitt, K Mackley & S Price ‘Digital touch for remote personal communication: 

An emergent sociotechnical imaginary’ (2019) New Media & Society, https://doi.

org/10.1177/1461444819894304 (accessed 27 October 2021).

68   Jewitt et al (n 67) 8.

69   Jewitt et al (n 67) 6.

70   Jewitt et al (n 67) 12.

71   Jewitt et al (n 67) 15.

72   Jewitt et al (n 67) 17.

73   Jewitt et al (n 67) 18.

74   As above.
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designed – may potentially lead to a sense of  copresence in digital 
communication. Their research points to a desperate search for ways to 
reconnect with touch in a realm considered to be lacking in both presence 
and ambience as described by Casey, and a desire to foster situations 
where empathy can be practised or (re)learnt in the digital sphere.

6 Haptic visuality and the memory of touch

Whereas the example I discussed above utilised haptic technologies to 
generate exteroceptive touch experiences in remote digital communication, 
the following two examples use images to activate both exteroceptive and 
interoceptive touch. In other words, instead of  literally feeling in touch 
with someone on the other side of  a digital device, these examples trigger 
deeply-felt tactile experiences by means other than the skin. While still 
exemplifying the search for the Holy Grail of  touch in the digital sphere, 
their tactics are different, and perhaps more effective. 

Autonomous Sensory Meridian Response (ASMR) videos are 
becoming increasingly popular on Instagram and YouTube. ASMR videos 
show moving images of  touch and texture paired with evocative sounds. 
Soap that is being crunched, paint being mixed, and nails tapping on a 
hard surface are all popular subject matter. The moving images, and/
or the sounds that accompany them produce tingling, static-like bodily 
sensations, specifically across the skull and down the back of  the neck, 
in ‘those capable of  experiencing it’.75 These euphoric sensations are 
usually accompanied by intense feelings of  relaxation. From an aesthetic 
point of  view, ASMR videos on Instagram usually show close-ups, use 
prominent lines, and show little depth, with anonymised body parts often 
appearing alongside striking and colourful patterns. In a further visual nod 
to the sense of  touch, many of  these videos specifically include hands. 
The arousing images onscreen combined with depicted hands leave the 
sensual traces of  touch. Jennifer O’Meara argues that ‘[i]n these ways, 
hand-focused ASMR videos can be viewed as an alternative to various 
prototypes developed by hardware companies and computer scientists 

75   EL Barrat & NJ Davis ‘Autonomous sensory meridian response (ASMR): A flow-

like mental state’ (2015) 3 PeerJ 1, https://doi.org/10.7717/peerj.851  (accessed 

27 October 2021).
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with a view to providing touchscreens with the sense of  tactile variability 
and satisfaction they currently lack’.76

By staging hypnotic and arousing images that evoke touch, ASMR 
videos solicit a form of  looking that has been termed ‘haptic visuality’.77 
Laura Marks78 uses this term to draw attention to a tactile way of  looking 
at images that connects the viewer with the image. Haptic images activate 
the memory of  touch (as well as the other senses) and, thus, appeal to 
the audiences’ embodied knowledge. Marks79 suggests that ‘haptic images 
invite the viewer to respond to the image in an intimate, embodied way, 
and thus facilitate the experience of  other sensory impressions as well’.

Figure 4.5: Katherine Bull and Emmanuel de Montbron, Towards Telepathy, 
2017. Digital video still. Courtesy of  the artists. (Screenshot by author)

Although Marks’s arguments centre on film, I suggest that haptic 
visuality might be a promising way in which to connect with others in 
digital environments. To my mind, it is an interesting alternative to 
the ‘speculative’ haptic prototypes being explored by Jewitt et al.80 My 
argument can be illustrated through a close analysis of  a collaborative 
artwork by South African artist, Katherine Bull, and French artist, 
Emmanuel de Montbron, entitled Towards telepathy (2017) (Figure 4.5). 

76   J O’Meara ‘Touchscreens, tactility, and material traces: From avant-garde artists to 

Instagram ASMRtists’ (2019) 8 NECSUS: European Journal of  Media Studies 241.

77   See Marks (n 6).

78   Marks (n 6) xi.

79   Marks (n 6) 2.

80   Jewitt et al (n 67).
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This work, I argue, employs modes of  haptic visuality to connect both 
the artists to each other as well as to the audience. The artwork is a two-
channel video that plays for three minutes and 30 seconds. The two artists, 
one based in Cape Town, South Africa and the other in Paris, France, 
engaged in a long-distance ‘conversation’ over the course of  a few months. 
The conversation was conducted using two modes: video and text. Using 
their mobile phones, each day the artists shot videos of  scenes from their 
daily lives. They then sent a short – one to two second – clip from the 
video to their distant collaborator via their shared blog. The other artist 
responded by making a video and uploading a short clip to the blog. At 
the same time, they kept a dream journal and posted extracts from the 
journal – written accounts of  their dreams – on the blog. At the end of  the 
‘conversation’ the artists shared all the content they had gathered through 
their videos and dream journals. Then each artist independently created 
a collage based on all the material they had collectively gathered so that 
a parallel dialogue was shown through images and text. The two videos 
were placed side-by-side to form the final two-channel video artwork that 
was exhibited at Gallery Momo as part of  the exhibition Closer than ever 
curated by Michaela Limberis.81

It is interesting to note that the videos they sent to each other showed 
only fleeting movement and fragments of  daily experiences that were 
sometimes unclear. To some extent, these poignant images represented 
the alleged ‘unrepresentable’ sense of  touch via their ‘visceral effects’,82 
transferring the presence of  one artist to the other. The tactile memory of 
presence is conveyed via the visual image. It could be suggested that all the 
examples I discussed in this section act as vehicles that trigger memories 
of  past experiences with others. While never able to entirely stand in for 
the presence of  another, they can thus be considered conduits for the 
creation of  a sense of  copresence, even if  this experience is always ever 
flickering and transient, rather than concrete or tangible. Towards telepathy, 
however, more poignantly and, perhaps more effectively, suggests, contra 
Casey and Turkle, that embodied connection may be possible – even if 
only imaginatively – in the realm of  digital communication. In this work, 

81   Art Meets TV 2017. The video is available at https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=kYpxL4swgnA.

82   Marks (n 6) xvii.
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it is precisely the mobile phone that brought the artists ‘closer than ever’ 
and into each other’s daily lives and dream worlds. 

In 2020 Limberis requested that the artists reflect on their previous 
long-distance collaboration in light of  the COVID-19 pandemic. In 
particular, she asked them to reflect on what it means to ‘connect’ using 
digital technology. In the reflection, Closer than ever (again), Bull comments 
on their choice of  using a mobile phone, which she describes as a ‘kind 
of  prosthetic extension of  us,’ but in this case, ‘using it a bit differently 
to communicate through fragments of  ... video’.83 De Montbron adds 
that he ‘was always thinking about the project because [they] had to film 
[their] surroundings’.84 In response, Bull remarks that ‘the other person 
becomes present as well with your (sic) all day, and at night sometimes 
when you’re dreaming as well ...’.85 In this way the artwork, via digital 
communication technologies, appears to have engendered a kind of 
copresence, or interoceptive touch, between these two artists that, despite 
avoiding actual touch altogether, encouraged a very deep and meaningful 
mode of  interaction.

7 Conclusion

In this chapter I have not paid attention to the various modes of  actual, 
or exteroceptive, forms of  touch that are enabled by touchscreens, mobile 
phones and other mobile devices. Equally, I have not been able to touch 
on the ways in which mobile devices themselves have become an integral 
part of  our daily routines, our being-with-others and being together. 
These indeed are avenues that would be relevant in a consideration of 
embodiment and digital communication technologies. However, these are 
routes that have already been taken by others and were of  less interest to 
me in making this particular argument. Instead, for the sake of  economy, 
I have confined this discussion to a consideration of  the ways in which 
both a lack of, and a promise of, touch are represented, performed and 
experienced in various examples from visual and digital culture that 

83   Art Meets TV 2020 ‘Closer than ever (again)’ Katherine Bull & Emmanuel  

de Montbron, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TlFm4cNr4pc (accessed  

27 October 2021).

84   As above.

85   As above.
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seek to either highlight or overcome tactile deficiency in remote digital 
communication. 

The screen, as Paulsen notes,86 ‘is where we all now increasingly live, 
act, fight, love, and touch’. As I have argued throughout, mobile digital 
communication technologies promise the possibility of  being constantly 
connected and in touch, even if  people are physically dislocated from 
one another. People use a mix of  technologies to keep in touch with 
others and to create what Jewitt et al87 refer to as ‘different senses of  “co-
presence” across relationships’. As I have tried to show, the visual image 
plays a powerful role in the communication of  touch and connection with 
others in our everyday use of  digital technologies. Cultivating the use of 
haptic images, instead of  networks and hashtags on social media, may 
indeed give rise to more connected social interactions in remote digital 
communication environments. The future of  touch in the digital landscape 
will depend on our ability to imaginatively reconstruct our memories of 
actual touch in digital environments. For some this task might be difficult, 
but for those who actively seek the presence of  others in the digital realm, 
the creation of  copresence with another person may be a deeply rewarding, 
although time-consuming, journey. Its success, of  course, will depend on 
the amount of  time and effort that we are willing to invest in it.
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OUTER SPACE  AND  
SENSORY DEPRIVATION  

(OR WHY IS OUTER SPACE SO BLAND?)

CHAPTER 5

Amanda du Preez

1 Introduction

In truth, the question ‘Why is outer space so bland?’ may be misleading. 
We cannot experience outer space first-hand, which means that when 
we travel in outer space, we do so through an artificial and controlled 
environment in a spacecraft or mediated through a spacesuit. It is not as 
if  you can stick your head out of  the spacesuit’s visor and smell outer 
space or directly touch space debris. We cannot walk unaided in outer 
space, neither touch nor smell the final frontier directly. All our senses, 
except perhaps for the sense of  sight, are interceded by technological 
means and conflated into a bland experience of  sameness, even dullness. 
Readers may well ask how I know that outer space is bland when what 
we can experience of  the event is mediated, harnessed, armoured and, 
at best, indirect contact. My analysis will rely on the available research, 
documentation and testimonies of  those who have been in outer space, 
as well as fictional and imaginary fantasies of  what outer space is like. 
My assessment of  outer space’s dullness does not mean that it has no 
authentic smell, taste or does not have an existential and sensory reality. 
Instead, it suggests that humans are not yet equipped to immerse ourselves 
unprotected and unmediated in the full sensory experience of  the event. 

We are, however, well-equipped to live and have a sensory-rich 
experience on the planet where we are currently homed, namely, Earth. 
In fact, Hannah Arendt already stated in The human condition that ‘earth 
is the quintessence of  the human condition’, adding that the ‘earthly 
nature’ may be unique in the universe to provide humans with a habitat 
where they can move and breathe unaided.1 I find this such a profound 
realisation, namely that Earth may be the only place in the universe where 
we as humans can move and breathe (mostly freely) and have unmediated 

1   H Arendt The human condition (1958) 6 2.
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sensory experiences.2 Thus, the blandness of  outer space is related to the 
mediated nature of  the experience, first and, second, to the ill-equipped 
human constitution for the adventure and the inhospitality of  the extreme 
outer space environment.

If  we accept that embodiment is a requirement for being human, what 
happens to embodiment and our sensory experiences in outer space? What 
is the impact of  life post-earth on the astronaut’s body, physiologically 
and psychologically, and phenomenologically, one may add? My concerns 
are not necessarily shared in the dominant discourses on the subject 
since science (and here I include aerospace medicine, molecular and 
cellular biology, material science and engineering, radio-biology, space 
and astronautical science) is very confident that the stressors placed on 
human embodiment are merely temporary hurdles that will eventually be 
overcome. As Charles L Limoli observes, for instance, about the pertinent 
problem of  cosmic radiation:3 

Although I agree that cosmic radiation is a difficult and challenging 
issue for deep-space travel, it is by no means a ‘deal breaker’. It 
is ‘merely’ an engineering problem, albeit a hard one. In the late 
1800s, some assumed that powered flight for humans would not 
be possible. Given the numerous examples from the natural world, 
others instead saw human flight as an engineering challenge that 
could be overcome.

For my exploration, outer space refers primarily to travelling in deep 
space or interstellar space missions and acclimatising to extra-terrestrial 
terrains and exoplanets. Also, as already hinted at, my analysis relies on 
selected research in space and astronautical sciences, as well as cinematic 
and imaginary representations of  the sensory realm and outer space. I 
mix fact and fantasy. In other words, I will work through literature, data, 
rhetoric, research findings and images to make some suggestions and 
interpretations about the human sensory state in outer space. 

2   When I state unmediated, it does not imply that our sensorial experiences on 

earth are not mediated through embodiment, language and symbols, and even 

technologically, but the encounter differs significantly from outer space.

3   J Kelly ‘Cosmic can-do’ (2017) 6 Scientific American 316.
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2 On blandness

The term ‘bland’ has the Latin blandus in its origins, which means something 
with an ‘unclear origin’.4 This seems correct if  related to outer space 
intuitively, for space constitutes vast and unclear origins. Synonymous with 
bland are ‘flat’, ‘flavourless’, ‘tasteless’, ‘savourless’, ‘vapid’, ‘unexciting’ 
and, importantly, ‘unstimulating’. At first, it may appear impossible that 
outer space can be all these things, and unstimulating probably is the most 
unlikely. Yet, read any astronaut’s diary, and the monotony of  confined 
space in microgravity jumps from the pages.5 

However, this is not the complete picture, for the sense of  awe and 
sublimity exists with the drab monotony and, here, the almost religious 
experience of  looking back at Earth comes to mind. The ‘overview effect’, 
as coined by White, is described as 

a cognitive shift in awareness reported by some astronauts and 
cosmonauts during spaceflight … It refers to the experience of 
seeing firsthand the reality that the Earth is in space, a tiny, fragile 
ball of  life, ‘hanging in the void’, shielded and nourished by a paper-
thin atmosphere. The experience often transforms astronauts’ 
perspective on the planet and humanity’s place in the universe.6 

We thus have a description of  a sublime experience in the overview 
effect with definite sensory repercussions. However, for purposes of  my 
analysis I will steer clear of  the overview effect when exploring the sensory 
realm in outer space as this chapter does not include a discussion on the 
experience of  the sublime and the somatosensorial implications thereof. I 
acknowledge that despite the blandness of  outer space, there are magisterial 
opportunities to be exposed to awe and sublimity.7 The focus nevertheless 

4   The Sage’s English dictionary and thesaurus (2020).

5   See for instance the autobiographies of  B Aldrin Magnificent desolation: The long 

journey home from the Moon (2009) and S Kelly Endurance: A year in space, a lifetime of 

discovery (2017).

6   F White The overview effect: Space exploration and human evolution (2014) 2.

7   For more discussion on the sublime and religious experience of  the overview 

effect, see DL Weibel ‘The overview effect and the ultraview effect: How extreme 

experiences in/of  outer space influence religious beliefs in astronauts’ (2020) 11 
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is on the mediated and ‘artificial’ controlled context presupposed by deep 
space missions and the simulation of  earthly sensorial experiences.

Extended space travel, also described as the ‘perfect boring situation’,8 
calls for design and engineering strategies, from specially-designed habitats, 
comforting interiors, to the immersion and overlay of  other realities to 
curb the blandness.9 It is often proposed that immersive virtual reality 
(VR) ‘should be considered a plausible measure in preventing mental 
state deterioration in astronauts’.10 One of  the immersive VR strategies 
is to expose astronauts to simulated natural settings, and it seems as if 
‘early results are promising, showing that a short amount of  time spent 
exposed to a natural VR environment can reduce levels of  stress … and 
improve concentration and cognitive function on long space missions’.11 
Here the fictional Holodeck featured in the Star Trek series pre-empts 
contemporary research into the recreational role of  VR during deep space 
travel. Finding a more recent filmic example of  how an immersive natural 
environment may operate is available in Ad Astra (2019, Director: James 
Gray). In this regard, the intrepid space traveller, Major Roy McBride 
(Brad Pitt), is sent to a ‘comfort room’ on the Moonbase after failing his 
psychological evaluation (Figure 5.1). McBride realises that his legendary 
space pioneering father is still alive, and his emotions flare up. He is 
submerged in a space filled with images and sounds of  nature. We see 
huge colourful flowers and fields of  green vegetation gently swaying in 
the wind, the sound of  birds and insects in the background, followed by 
dramatic waves rushing to shore. The immersive experience aims to calm 

Religions 418. 

8   As aptly reflected in the titles of  research from several space related institutions: 

See R Peldszus et al ‘The perfect boring situation – Addressing the experience of 

monotony during crewed deep space missions through habitability design’ (2014) 

94 Acta Astronautica 262.

9   For the design of  space crafts and interiors, see AM Sequin ‘Engaging space: 

Extraterrestrial architecture and the human psyche’ (2005) 56 Acta Astronautica 

984; V Martinez ‘Architecture for space habitats. Role of  architectural design in 

planning artificial environment for long time manned space missions’ (2007) 60 

Acta Astronautica 588; TS Balint & HL Chang ‘Pillow talk – Curating delight for 

astronauts’ (2019) 159 Acta Astronautica 228.

10   See for instance N Salamon et al ‘Application of  virtual reality for crew mental 

health in extended-duration space missions’ (2018) 146 Acta Astronautica 119.

11   Salamon et al (n 10) 119.
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and centre McBride again. The choice of  scenery and soundscapes is 
also determined because they are archetypal, ‘What was the first sound 
heard? It was the caress of  the waters … the sea …’, just as the ‘wind, like 
the sea, possesses an infinite number of  vocal variations’, notes Schafer.12 
Furthermore, ‘no sound in nature has attached itself  so affectionately to the 
human imagination as bird vocalisations’.13 The intricate interwovenness 
of  humanity with earthly soundscapes and landscapes is affirmed in the 
scene, for only in ‘returning’ McBride to Earth can he be restored to 
become ‘operative’ again.

Figure 5.1: Scene from Ad Astra (2019, Director: James Gray) with Major 
Roy McBride (Brad Pitt) immersed in a ‘comfort room’ on the Moonbase 
after failing his psychological evaluation. (Screenshot by author)

In contrast to natural sound and landscapes, the environment of  prolonged 
space missions is often compared to the habitation of  submarines and bases 
in Antarctica, identified as ‘isolated and confined environments (ICEs)’. 
Most of  us had a foretaste of  the definite consequences of  isolation 
and confinement during the recent and ongoing COVID-19 pandemic 
lockdown. Life in a submarine or on a polar base indeed is extreme and 
analogous to outer space. However, Suedfeld warns that even though these 

12   RM Schafer The soundscape. Our sonic environment and the tuning of  the world [1977] 

(1994) 15 21.

13   Schafer (n 12) 29.
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ICEs share similarities, they are not mere imitations of  one another. In 
other words, postulations about outer space made from polar expeditions 
should be compared in terms of  the ‘experiences within environments 
rather than of  environmental characteristics’.14 Suedfeld thus pushes 
the research of  how humans behave in ICEs back to human (sensory) 
experiences. It is not enough to look at the environment and then postulate 
predictions about human behaviours. It is more prudent to start from the 
human experience that leads to certain behaviours. This means that the 
Mars500 mission also partially addressed the environment and experience 
interrelated connections since the project was still undertaken on Earth.15 
Dealing with the harsh environment in outer space thus corresponds to 
other ICEs, but it also poses unique challenges. Some of  these challenges 
remain unknown and will become known only once experienced.

What we are left with are predictions and postulations. In this regard, 
the reports on extended stays in outer space document psycho-social 
problems such as depression, extreme feelings of  isolation, sleeplessness, 
loneliness, and even cognitive decrement.16 Inseparable from the psycho-
social implications is the physical toll on the bodies of  astronauts. All the 
physical impacts will not be dealt with here, but I will rather apply my 
attention to the senses of  vestibular movement and balance, as well as 
to the sense of  proprioception, after which I will address the impact of 
microgravity on sensory awareness. Before these are addressed, I offer a 
few pointers about how the senses of  smell, taste and sight are depicted 
and reported in outer space. 

14   P Suedfeld ‘Antarctica and space as psychosocial analogues’ (2018) 9-12 Reach 4.

15   The Mars500 mission comprised of  a 520-day long simulation of  a round trip 

to Mars: ‘After going through an intense selection process, 6 individuals from 

various countries lived and worked for several months in a pressurized facility 

in Moscow, Russia, mimicking as close as possible the conditions of  real space 

flight’. See DA Urbina & C Romain ‘Symposium keynote: Enduring the isolation 

of  interplanetary travel’ (2014) 93 Acta Astronautica 374.

16   See in this regard N Kanas ‘From earth’s orbit to the outer planets and beyond: 

Psychological issues in space’ (2011) 68 Acta Astronautica 580.
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3 What does outer space smell, taste and look like?

The sense of  smell has recently been discussed on many online platforms 
inquiring about what outer space smells like. Reportedly cosmic odours 
are ‘not an especially appealing bunch [as] many are austere and harsh’.17 
What is noteworthy in sensing outer space is that ‘the smells of  Earth 
will always be our reference points’.18 Outer space scents are related to 
earthly base tones and, therefore comparisons with ‘seared steak’, welding 
fumes, gasoline, gunpowder and strangely metallic aromas are often used 
to describe the smells.19 Once again, it is not as if  the astronaut can open 
the latch of  the spacecraft and take a deep breath – the sense of  smell 
can only be activated in a delayed manner or as an after-thought. The 
olfactory sense is stimulated once astronauts return from a spacewalk and 
a distinct smell fills the re-compression airlock. The strange smell clings, 
particularly to their spacesuits, gloves and helmets. 

Figure 5.2: Crew members eating pre-prepared dried food in Stowaway 
(2021, Director: Joe Penna). (Screenshot by author)

17   H McGee ‘What does outer space smell like?’ Wall Street Journal 2020, https://

www.wsj.com/articles/what-does-outer-space-smell-like-11603512060 (accessed 

1 August 2022).

18   As above.

19   See for instance L Schiffman ‘What does space smell like? Popular Science 

2011, https://www.popsci.com/science/article/2011-01/fyi-what-does-space-

smell/ (accessed 1 August 2022); ‘The smell of  outer space’ (nd), https://

sfumatofragrances.com/blogs/news/the-smell-of-outer-space (accessed 1 August 

2022). 
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When we turn to the sense of  taste, the correlation with ‘flavourless’, 
‘tasteless’ and ‘savourless’ becomes even more evident. In the recent 
Stowaway (2021, Director: Joe Penna) the character of  Zoe Levenson 
(Anna Kendrick) playfully dishes up dinner and says: ‘We’re sorry, you 
missed the filet mignon, but this is the next best thing. We think this is 
spaghetti.’ She hands her fellow astronaut a flat envelope container to 
eat with chopsticks (Figure 5.2). According to Astronaut Foods, space 
food consists of  ‘a mixture of  low moisture, freeze dried, pre-cooked or 
canned foods. Since there is no refrigerator in space, the food must be 
shelf  stable.’20 The pre-prepared lifeless food is unappetising at best and, 
in addition, astronauts lose some sense of  taste and smell:21 

Lack of  gravity causes astronauts’ mucus to float around in their 
bodies rather than draining through their noses, creating congestion 
and often making them feel as though they have a head cold. As a 
result, astronauts suffer from a stuffy nose and lose some of  their 
sense of  smell, making everything taste bland.

One may probably grin and bear the blandness for a week or two, but an 
unending version of  this for months and years must border on torture or 
a considerable compromise at least. There are concerns in the literature 
about astronauts’ undereating as they typically consume only 80 per cent 
of  their daily calorie requirements when in space.22 The only sense that 
does not seem to be receding is that of  sight. Virilio remarks the following 
about the prominence of  vision during space travel:23 

Other than the view, there is no physical or physiological contact. 
No hearing, no feeling in the sense of  touching materials, with 

20   See ‘Space food 101: What astronauts really eat in space?’ Astronaut Foods 2018, 

https://astronautfoods.com/blogs/news/space-food-101 (accessed 1 August 

2022).

21   A Waldman & B Standeford What’s it like in space? (2016) 60 (my emphasis).

22   See in this regard AJ Taylor et al ‘Factors affecting flavor perception in space: 

Does the spacecraft environment influence food intake by astronauts?’ (2020) 19 

Comprehensive Review in Food Sciences and Food Safety 3439.

23   A Ujica & P Virilio ‘Toward the end of  gravity II’ trans S Ogger & BW Joseph 

(2003) 10 Grey Room 65.
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the exception of  an actual Moon landing. Thus, the conquest of 
space, of  outer space –  isn’t it more the conquest of  the image 
of  space? Everything is perceived by means of  the eyes. The 
main information for the cosmonaut or astronaut is the images, 
because the other senses are unable to give any significant extra 
or contradictory information. Vision supercedes touch, smell, even 
movement through space –  even in a space suit or on excursions 
outside the ship. The individual is totally scopic. Thus, the question 
… is how to live with a perception of  the world limited to visual 
space, limited to vision to the detriment of  all the other senses? 
What sort of  loss do we suffer in that case?

Although Virilio’s concerns are justified and, in many respects, the 
astronaut is reduced to a solipsistic all-seeing entity that cannot touch, 
taste or smell properly, human vision, as the other senses, also is physically 
compromised in outer space. In fact, substantial evidence exists that 
astronauts’ sense and perception of  the distance and size of  objects 
are altered in microgravity and during long-duration missions.24 These 
alterations in sight lead to distortions and misperceptions and accordingly 
‘represent potentially serious operational consequences’.25 It is therefore 
proposed that robotic and telerobotic operations will increasingly have to 
compensate for these human oversights. Other forms of  visual impairment 
also occur due to the central and headward flow of  fluids in microgravity,26 
which leads me to deduce that although sight perhaps may be the less 
hindered or obstructed within space missions, it also is failing.

 

24   G Clément et al ‘Distance and size perception in astronauts during long-duration 

spaceflight’ Life (Basel) 13 December 2013 535.

25   As above.

26   See in this regard K-I Iwasaki et al ‘Long-duration spaceflight alters estimated 

intracranial pressure and cerebral blood velocity’ (2021) 599 Journal of  Physiology 

1067.
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4 Falling down or falling up?

In space faring, the astronaut no longer is ‘falling down’, but it is more 
correct to state that he or she is ‘falling up’,27 as the reference axis to 
any gravitational localisation has been disconnected. This is confirmed 
by the artist Louise Wilson’s description of  her limited microgravity 
experience during parabolic flights: ‘Your organs are lifted up and feel 
they are now temporarily located in your mouth. You are not floating 
but falling upwards.’28 In fact, astronauts must make a conscious decision 
about which way is ‘up’ while habituating space stations, for instance.29 
Reconnecting with the etymological roots of  bland, Story Musgrave, also 
known as the ‘dean of  astronauts’, describes the indeterminate state of 
falling both up and down as ‘the twilight zone’. He notes: ‘You don’t know 
where earth is, it could be in any direction. You also don’t know where the 
shuttle is around you. You are not touching anything … You go into the 
twilight zone …’30

Figure 5.3: Scene from Approaching the unknown (2016, Director: Mark 
Elijah Rosenberg), with Captain Stanaforth subjected to sensory 
deprivation. (Screenshot by author)

27   P Virilio The futurism of  the instant: Stop-eject (2010) trans J Rose 52.

28   LK Wilson ‘Naïve subjects: Intra-actions and gravitational states’ (2017) 7 Virtual 

Creativity 47.

29   Waldman & Standeford (n 21) 30.

30   Academy of  Achievement ‘Story Musgrave interview’ last modified 22 May 1997, 

http://www.achievement.org/autodoc/page/par0bio-1 (accessed 23 September 

2021).
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A similar representation comes in Approaching the unknown (2016, 
Director: Mark Elijah Rosenberg) when stoic Captain William D 
Stanaforth (Mark Strong) on a mission to Mars reflects in his diary: ‘I 
can’t tell I’m moving.’ The film focuses on Stanaforth’s ‘progression’ 
into solitary confinement as his sense of  time, space and place becomes 
increasingly distorted (Figure 5.3). The speed at which he travels has 
no phenomenological meaning because absolute acceleration has the 
unintended consequence of  ‘polar inertia or immobile inertia’,31 meaning 
that the faster we move, the less we have a sense of  moving. Furthermore, 
Stanaforth has also by this time lost sight of  Earth, and the so-called ‘Earth-
out-of-view phenomenon’ becomes a reality for him.32 Disconnected, he 
can no longer relate the speed at which he travels to the gravitational axis of 
Earth, and he becomes his own referential axis – the centre of  the cosmos. 
By appropriating Virilio’s notion of  ‘extraplanetary emancipation’,33 it 
can be suggested that the world no is longer before Stanaforth but now is 
behind him. Whereas the reference axis used to be centred outside the self 
towards Earth, it has now shifted inside as ‘protruded man [turns] into a 
planet’ onto himself.34  

Stanaforth’s vestibular movement and balance sense has also been 
compromised.35 The vestibular sense provides humans with the much-
needed information about where our heads and body are in relation 
to one another in space. It also aids us in staying upright when we sit, 
stand and walk. Yet, for Stanaforth, as for all astronauts, ‘up’ and ‘down’ 
have no specific meaning, except in the predetermined sense that we are 
engineered as perpendicular and bipedal beings – on Earth, at least. In 
addition, astronauts’ sense of  proprioception also is often debilitated; in 

31   P Virilio The great accelerator (2012) trans J Rose 65.

32   In fact, we have no conclusive evidence of  how humans will react to this 

phenomenon. As Kanas observes, ‘the psychosocial impact of  a permanent 

divorce from the home planet is unclear’; N Kanas ‘From earth’s orbit to the outer 

planets and beyond: Psychological issues in space’ (2011) 68 Acta Astronautica 580.

33   P Virilio Open sky (1997) trans J Rose 131.

34   Virilio (n 33) 129.

35   See in this regard BK Lichtenberg ‘Vestibular factors influencing the biomedical 

support of  humans in space’ (1988) 17 Acta Astronautica 203; AP Mulavara et 

al ‘Vestibular-somatosensory convergence in head movement control during 

locomotion after long-duration space flight’ (2012) 22 Journal of  Vestibular Research: 

Equilibrium and Orientation 153.
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other words, their sense of  where body parts are relative to each other 
is disturbed.36 Astronauts frequently lose sense and sight of  their limbs. 
They may fall asleep only to wake with a startle realising that they have 
no sense of  their arms or legs until they wilfully command their limbs to 
move. This connection between limbs, however, is quickly forgotten when 
they fall asleep again.

Therefore, the dialogue between Stanaforth and his fellow astronaut, 
Captain Emily Maddox (Sanaa Lathan), on her way to join him in setting 
up a future colony, is significant. He relates a dream to her: ‘I had a dream 
that I was falling. Ironic, don’t you think?’ She quickly responds: ‘It is not 
a dream. You are falling’. We may read Maddox’s response to implicate 
a more mythological and even religious sense of  falling. After all, being 
human is to have an aptitude for falling, it seems. The tale of  the falling man 
perhaps is best foretold in Ovid’s myth of  Icarus. Accordingly, ‘the story of 
Icarus has often been accepted as the foundation myth of  the aeronautic 
and astronautic adventure’.37 The most dominant force in determining the 
preconditions and directions for falling naturally is the invisible force of 
gravity. In what follows, the role of  gravity on somatosensorial experiences 
is explored.

5 Gravity mimicked

During the launch into space, astronauts go from gravity (1g) to an 
increase in g-forces three to five times more than normal gravitation (3g) 
to reach escape velocity and break ‘free’ from the Earth’s atmosphere 
and gravitational pull. It is only when the ‘second cosmic velocity’ of 
approximately 11,2 kilometres per second is achieved that microgravity 
is experienced. This dramatic escape from Earth’s pull is often depicted 
in film. In Stowaway (2021, Director: Joe Penna) we hear the ground 
controller exclaiming, ‘Good break. Good break’ as the Kingfisher 
spacecraft launches into escape velocity. Earth is depicted as an entity that 
grips and binds, and one needs to move at an exasperating speed and with 

36   Helpful in this regard is D Riva et al ‘Postural muscle atrophy prevention and 

recovery and bone remodelling through high frequency proprioception for 

astronauts’ (2009) 65 Acta Astronautica 813.

37   J Arnould God, the moon and the astronaut: Space conquest and theology (2016) trans  

D Cowlsey 100.
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great force to get beyond this grasp. In other words, when depicted in 
fiction, there always is a sense of  escape and freedom, even relief, after the 
gripping g-forces diminish into microgravity. This is also true for Stowaway 
as we see how the astronauts’ bodies go from the forceful and noisy 
torment of  g-forces to the sudden serenity and lightness of  microgravity 
(Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4: Scene from Stowaway (2021, Director: Joe Penna). Zoe 
Levenson’s (Anna Kendrick) choker can be seen drifting in microgravity 
and softly makes a noise as it collides with her visor. (Screenshot by author)

If  the expedition is lengthy, travelling to Mars, for instance, the spacecraft 
should preferably be designed in such a way as to recreate gravity 
employing artificial gravity. Artificial gravity is ‘generated by steadily 
rotating the structure about its central axis to continually accelerate the 
station’s occupants [and] creates a (centrifugal) force … which is perceived 
by the occupant as “gravity”’.38 However, artificial gravity currently is 
restricted to science fiction because of  the tremendous cost and the size 
requirements of  a spacecraft that could accommodate such a centrifugal 

38   Sequin (n 9) 984.
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system.39 What it means in terms of  the analysis here is that deep space 
faring will require that Earth’s pull is mimicked so that astronauts can go 
about their daily tasks. The reason is simply that one of  the most critical 
challenges facing the outer-spatial body is the low level of  gravity or 
microgravity.40 For instance, the body is stretched during long missions 
as the spine straightens out without the compression of  gravity. Human 
bodies, muscles, bones, cells and even moods respond and correspond to 
terrestrial gravity:41 

Life on Earth has evolved over the past three and a half  billion years 
in an unchanging gravitational field. In that context, it shouldn’t be 
a surprise that so much of  our physiology appears to be defined 
by, or dependent upon, gravity. Take gravity away, and our bodies 
become virtual strangers to us.

The altered gravitational state and somatosensory changes do not end 
once astronauts land, for instance, on Mars. Recent research proposes 
that astronauts may not even be able to set foot on the new planet ‘due 
to the loss of  proprioception or the sense of  movement’.42 In fact, it is 
anticipated that 

39   See in this regard R Feltman ‘Why don’t we have artificial gravity?’ Popular 

Mechanics 23 May 2013, https://www.popularmechanics.com/space/rockets/

a8965/why-dont-we-have-artificial-gravity-15425569/ (accessed 1 August 2022); 

B Brookshire ‘Staying grounded in outer space requires artificial gravity’ Science 

News for Students 4 May 2021, https://www.snexplores.org/article/staying-

grounded-in-space-requires-artificial-gravity (accessed 1 August 2022).

40   The available research on the topic is vast and I list only recent references to 

stem cells: K Singh et al ‘Microgravity: A paradigm to understand the stem cells 

behavior and function’ (2018) 9-12 Reach 5; the impact on genes: L Buravkova 

et al ‘Microgravity effects on the matrisome’ (2021) 10 Cells 2226; reproduction: 

M Boada et al ‘Microgravity effects on frozen human sperm samples’ (2020) 37 

Journal of  Assisted Reproduction and Genetics 2249.

41   K Fong Extreme medicine. How exploration transformed medicine in the twentieth century 

(2014).

42   A Tennant ‘Walking on Mars: UC research helps astronauts take first steps’ Uncover 

November 2018, https://www.canberra.edu.au/uncover/news-archive/2018/

november/helping-astronauts-walk-on-mars (accessed 1 August 2022). For the 

research findings, see A Marchant et al ‘The effect of  acute body unloading on 

somatosensory performance, motor activation, and visuomotor tasks’ (2020) 11 

Frontiers in Physiology 318. 
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[if] astronauts make it to Mars, when they disembark from the 
spaceship, even if  their bones and muscles are at full performance 
levels, their proprioception will be lacking, which will result in them 
falling over, so we want to try and help them reorient themselves.43 

In essence, there is not a cell in the human body, nor a physiological 
process, left untouched or unchanged by long-term space travelling. 
The only redeeming factor perhaps is the return to Earth which in most 
instances can reverse the apparent physiological effects but not necessarily 
the psychological forces that are unleashed.44 It is suggested that mortality 
is not so much the problem but the condition of  ‘astronaut morbidity’45 – a 
general sense of  unwellness and malaise. The human body’s inability to 
clear the build-up of  toxins and a resultant auto-immune effect is identified 
as the main culprits in the ‘greatly increased morbidity’ detected among 
astronauts.46 Suppose we link the increased morbidity to the overall analysis 
that outer space may be more unappealing than expected. In that case, the 
state of  morbidity likewise is described as being ‘depressed’, ‘agitated’, 
‘nonresponsive’ and ‘ungroomed’.47 Thus, not only is the environment 
bland, but astronauts may also turn dull.

6 Unfolding within the fourfold

The expansive exploration into deep space and the habitation of  exoplanets 
are not postulated as a probability but, as already noted, it is stated as 
certainty. The only aspect that raises concern is the weakest link in the 
process, namely, the human which requires considerable re-engineering. 

43   Tennant (n 42). 

44   Reports of  astronauts returning to earth as changed beings abound and not 

always in the negative. Although depression, lethargy and alcoholism have been 

mentioned as post-space occurrences, renewed universalism and spiritualism 

have also been documented. A renewed sense of  appreciation for life on earth is 

reported.

45   See FA Cucinotta et al ‘How safe is safe enough? Radiation risk for a human 

mission to Mars’ (2013) 8 PLoS ONE e74988; M Li et al ‘Hindlimb suspension and 

SPE-like radiation impairs clearance of  bacterial infections’ (2014) 9 PLoS ONE 

e85665.

46   Li (n 45) 11.

47   Li (n 45) 3.
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Human life and existence are reduced to a mathematical and mechanised 
problem, which Arendt describes as follows:48 

And, indeed, among the outstanding characteristics of  the modern 
age from its beginning to our own time we find the typical attitudes 
of  homo faber: his instrumentalisation of  the world, his confidence 
in tools and in the productivity of  the maker of  artificial objects; 
… his conviction that every issue can be solved and every human 
motivation reduced to the principle of  utility; his sovereignty, 
which regards everything given as material and thinks of  the 
whole of  nature as of  ‘an immense fabric from which we can cut 
out whatever we want to resew it however we like’ his equation of 
intelligence with ingenuity.

Arendt’s reading of  the instrumentalisation of  humanity can be corroborated 
with Heidegger’s unpacking of  the machination (Machenschaft) of  reality 
and the later development of  the enframing (das Gestell) that reveals reality 
as a standing reserve (Bestand).  Heidegger’s idea of  machination can be 
understood ‘as a world-historical disclosure of  being, as a metaphysical 
constituent of  an entire epoch of  planetary being … by making everything 
from the earth to ourselves orderable for its own overpowering, circular 
and self-strengthening power of  manipulation and mastery’.49

In addition to how machination and technological universalism reveal 
the world, Heidegger proposes the fourfold (das Geviert) as the gathering 
and revealing of  our worldly existence in its ‘utter relationality’.50 The 
fourfold is the gathering or intersection of  earth and sky, mortals and 
immortals (divinities) and it is in this relationality that things are unfolding 
and opening. In short, the four consist of  mortals or human beings who 
‘are called mortals because they can die’; the immortals or divinities as ‘the 
beckoning messengers of  the godhead’; the Earth as ‘the building bearer, 
nourishing with its fruits, tending water and rock, plant and animal’; and, 
finally, the sky which ‘is the sun’s path, the course of  the moon, the glitter 

48   Arendt (n 1) 305.

49   M Joronen ‘Dwelling in the sites of  finitude: Resisting the violence of  the 

metaphysical globe’ (2011) 43 Antipode 1128.

50   AJ Mitchell ‘The fourfold’ in BW Davis (ed) Martin Heidegger. Key concepts (2014) 

208. 
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of  the stars, the year’s seasons, the light and dusk of  day, the gloom and 
glow of  night, the clemency and inclemency of  the weather, the drifting 
clouds and blue depth of  the ether’.51 None of  the four can be reduced to 
the other; in other words, they remain themselves in the gathering and 
revealing because ‘each member forms a bridge by which the thing relates 
to the world’.52

One of  the significant aspects that Heidegger stresses about the 
revealing that takes place in the openness created by the fourfold is that 
the event of  the revealing cannot be reduced to ‘the moulds of  total 
revealing’.53 In other words, how the revealing occurs cannot be predicted, 
manipulated or calculated. Accordingly, Earth resists complete calculation 
and revealing and cannot be known fully. The same goes for the other 
elements in the fourfold, namely, the mortals, immortals and the sky. Just 
as we cannot know either the Earth or the human completely – although 
forms of  revealing take place (for instance, knowledge about the human 
and Earth is available) – there is also the ‘resistance of  concealment’.54 

The following aspects become important if  I can transpose the 
interaction between revealing and concealment to outer space journeys. 
For deep space travel, we need to make assumptions about both the human 
and the Earth. Thus, by planning and plotting existence in outer space, 
we must act as if  we know the Earth entirely and as if  it has revealed 
itself  to us without any concealment. Also, we need to assume that we 
similarly know the endless malleability of  humanness when dislodged 
from earth and death. In other words, we need to act and plan as if 
the unfolding of  human existence between the force field of  earth, sky, 
mortals and immortals is fully revealed to us. The fourfold also needs to 
be severed from one another into separate knowable entities. This is the 
type of  knowing that das Gestell presupposes, or rather, this is how reality is 
revealed through technological enframing. The way the world is unfolding 
in the fourfold event differs considerably from technological enframing 
because although it creates an opening, it does not create transparency. 

51   M Heidegger Poetry. Language. Thought trans A Hofstadter (1971) 176.

52   Mitchell (n 50) 215.

53   M Joronen ‘Heidegger, event and the ontological politics of  the site’ (2013) 38 

Transactions of  the Institute of  British Geographers 634.

54   As above.
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Of the four, the mortal humans ‘are in the fourfold by dwelling’.55 
Furthermore, ‘mortals dwell in that they save the earth’, understood not 
only as preserving or saving from danger but also to set it ‘free into its 
own presencing’.56 Here Heidegger counters technological interventions: 
‘To save the earth is more than to exploit it or even wear it out. Saving 
the earth does not master the earth and does not subjugate it, which is 
merely one step from spoliation.’57 Thus, for Heidegger, the Earth will not 
be saved through the Gestell and its workings but rather in allowing for the 
revealing of  the Earth, in relation to the sky, as it unfolds in the drama of 
mortals and divinities. He adds: ‘Mortals dwell in that they receive the 
sky as sky. They leave to the sun and the moon their journey, to the stars 
their courses, to the seasons their blessing and their inclemency; they do 
not turn night into day nor day into a harassed unrest.’58 However, our 
existence unfolds differently in outer space since our relation to earth and 
sky shifts, just as our relation to mortality and immortality also alters. 
The fourfold implodes as the horizon just becomes sky, and the prospects 
of  mortals become immortality. Even more, mortals receive the Earth as 
divinities from up in the heavens. If  I can interpret what Heidegger also 
suggests here in terms of  outer space travel: Beyond the Earth’s horizon, 
the human can no longer receive the sky as sky, but the sky now becomes 
the ground(ing). In other words, as the Earth recedes from view, the human 
ground turns to only sky, and Earth is received as sky, and sky is received 
as Earth. No longer do Earth and sky mirror one another as different and 
yet relational; in deep space the one disappears into the other’s horizon.

Tellingly once again, in the reflections of  Stanaforth in Approaching 
the unknown, as a hubristic being who has lost sight of  Earth completely, 
he perceives himself  as immortal divinity when landing on Mars. We hear 
him considering: ‘Nothing has ever lived here. Nothing has ever died here. 
Maybe I’ll live forever.’ Stanaforth may assume that his new habitat will 
unfold in relation to sky, as it did on Earth. He may even assume it is the 
same sky, but this is a new unfolding and the ground he stands on is not 
the Earth.

55   Heidegger (n 51) 148 (emphasis in original).

56   As above.

57   As above.

58   As above.
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7 Conclusion

The expansion into outer space is a reality that increasingly immerses human 
embodiment into controlled and mediated technological environments. 
The context of  Earth where our sensorial experiences have a particular 
pattern is challenged and altered. In the above discussions, references are 
made to how smell, taste and sight are impacted in the new context of 
space faring. Although the discussion did not deal much with touch and 
sound, the indications are that these senses also are highly mediated and 
lulled in deep space travel. The senses of  vestibular movement, balance 
and proprioception are disoriented and even dramatically impacted. In 
addition, the confused understanding of  up and down and the experience 
of  microgravity are significant factors in adapting human embodiment 
to the new environment. The key lens through which the senses were 
analysed here, namely, blandness, allowed some insights into the challenges 
and obstacles awaiting humans in interstellar voyages and habitation 
of  exoplanets. It is suggested that the overwhelming sense of  blandness 
that befalls space travellers may philosophically and phenomenologically 
be related to the revealing of  the fourfold as put forward by Heidegger. 
When exchanging the unfolding of  the interface of  Earth, sky, mortals 
and divinities for a new frontier, our sense of  being in the world is unfirm 
and, along with it, our sensorial reality.
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THE TYPOGRAPHIC SENSORIUM:  
A CROSS-MODAL READING OF 

LETTERFORMS

CHAPTER 6

Kyle Rath

1 Introduction: Function(s) of type

Anyone living in a post-industrial society consumes and interacts with 
typography1 daily, albeit often unconsciously. For many of  us, typography 
primarily is a linguistic or lexical tool; a vehicle by which we can express 
the content of  language – ‘a carrier of  words’.2 Be it on signage, billboards, 
packaging, a website or digital interface, wayfinding systems or as ink 
marks on the pages of  a book or Kindle, we often gauge the usefulness of  a 
typeface3 in terms of  the degree to which it makes written content legible.   

Many typographers, too, think of  type as a ‘neutral’ medium that, 
when applied, should not interfere with the reading experience. The 1930s 
modernist type critic, Beatrice Warde, for example, argues that letterforms4 
should act as ‘crystal goblets’, transparent vehicles that transport the 
intention of  the copy or text.5 Modernist designer Emil Ruder furthers 
this view:

Typography has one plain duty before it, and that is to convey 
information in writing … The text must be clearly legible. The 
“mass of  text” on the page must be measured to make it possible 
for the reader to take it in without undue effort.6 

1   ‘Typography’ is an umbrella term for the study of  letterforms, typefaces and the 

practical selection and application of  type in layout. 

2   S Hyndman Why fonts matter (2016) 25.

3   ‘Typeface’ refers to a family of  letterforms that together showcase a unified 

structural composition.

4   ‘Letterform’ describes the unique visual, audible, tactile, smell or flavour 

articulation of  a typeface. I make use of  this term to reference non-linguistic 

communicative properties of  typography.

5   B Warde ‘The crystal goblet’ Paper presented at the British Typographers’ Guild, 

London (1930).

6   E Ruder Typographie trans D Stephenson (2001) 23 27.
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Their views are indicative of  a much broader modern design philosophy 
that still permeates today. Indeed, the use of  Helvetica, Din, Gotham 
and other similarly ‘neutral’ fonts has become ubiquitous across a sea of 
‘clean’ designs in fields ranging from branding to advertising and in the 
flat design aesthetic that dominates digital interfaces today (Figure 6.1).7 

Figure 6.1: Examples of  the use of  ‘clean’ typefaces in branding design 

On the other hand, an extensive body of  thought8 suggests that typography 
functions as a communicative artefact in its own right – that letterforms are 
inherently connotative, ideologically rhetorical structures. The argument 
is that letterforms reflect and orchestrate a generation of  cultural themes, 
symbolic connotation and philosophic ideologies. Why, for example, may 
some typefaces be read as more lighthearted or whimsical than others? 
Others as having masculine or feminine attributes? Why do some signal 
protest and others elegance? The very idea that, when opening a type 

7   K Rath ‘The rhetoric of  neutrality. Again. Revisiting Kinross in an era of 

typographic homogenisation globalisation’ (2020) 1 Image & Text 33.

8   S Heller Iron fists: Branding the 20th century totalitarian state (2008); S Heller & 

G Anderson Type speaks (2021); H Stöckl ‘Typography: Body and dress of  a text – 

A signing mode between language and image’ (2005) 4 Visual Communication 76; 

T van Leeuwen ‘Towards a semiotics of  typography’ (2006) 14 Information Design 

Journal + Document Design 139.
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menu, we are presented with an endless array of  typeface options suggests 
that they must, at least to some degree, connote differently.9

As designed objects, typefaces are narrative structures with 
interconnected meanings, generated by their material form. Michael Rock 
argues that typefaces should be seen as structural markers, suffused with 
historical and nostalgic evocation. He argues that letterforms serve as rich 
iconic markers of  cultural accomplishments and underpinning ideological 
tenets of  any one time in a historical design landscape; as graphic imprints 
of  a specific ethos of  a specific culture, and at a specific time.10 

For example, nothing says high-end luxury, elite fashion, glamour and 
opulence quite like classic Roman typefaces such as Bodoni or Didot on 
the covers of  Vogue and Elle magazines (Figure 6.2). With markedly strong 
visual contrast, where sharpened fine lines are juxtaposed with thickened, 
heavier ones, the typefaces exemplify the Victorian pursuit of  detailing, 
precision and adornment, facilitated by technological advancement 
at the turn of  the eighteenth century.11 On the other hand, fifteenth 
century German-designed blackletter types, Fraktur, Textura, Rotunda and 
Schwabacher, endemic throughout German wartime history,12 convey a 
pungent reek of  nationalism and heritage as they enwrap German alcohol 
brand labels today (Figure 6.3). Ironically, even Helvetica’s ‘neutral’ 
letterforms cannot escape connotation. On the one hand, its decidedly 
geometric and ‘clean’ structure, and particularly its prevalent use in 
graphic design13 has garnered it ‘celebrity status’ as a designer’s font. On 
the other hand, specifically because of  its (over) use in communication 

9   S Garfield Just my type. A book about fonts (2010) 14.

10   M Rock ‘Typefaces are rich with the gesture and spirit of  their era’ in M Bierut et 

al (eds) Looking closer: Critical writings on graphic design (1994) 122.

11   R Jubert Typography and graphic design: From antiquity to the present (2006) 90-94; 

S Heller Stylepedia (2006) 321-322. 

12   During the Napoleonic wars of  1803-1815, the Franco-Prussian war of  1870, World 

War I and, perhaps most notoriously, at the hand of  Joseph Goebels during World 

War II, in order to instil a renewed faith in German policy, German nationalists 

looked to Blackletter, and particularly Fraktur, as propagandist symbols of  purity 

for German identity. Heller (n 8) 49.

13   The documentary film, Helvetica, for example, explores the proliferation of 

Helvetica in design spheres; from subway information graphics, branding and brand 

paraphernalia, to textile design, motion graphics and poster design. G Hustwit 

(dir) Helvetica (2007). 
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design, Helvetica also is often playfully perceived as a safe and somewhat 
boring typeface. As typographer Stefan Sagmeister describes it: 

If  I see a brochure, with lots of  white space and six lines of  
Helvetica … the overall communication that says to me is “do not 
read me, because I will bore the shit out of  you”.14

Since its first mechanical implementation in the Gutenberg Bible (c 
1450) the perceived function of  typography has vacillated tremendously. 
Whether viewed as a purely semantic/linguistic device, graphic imprints 
of  an era, as defining geographic and spatial bounds, patriotic and 
nationalistic insignia or as badges of  technical proficiency, the answer as 
to the ‘function’ of  typography is almost entirely dependent on the context 
and era in which the question is posed.15

However, there is another way in which type communicates. As a 
collection of  uniquely-composed structural nuances, a typeface’s features 
convey – often intuitively and experientially – their own distinctive essence. 
That is, over and above the more measurable conceptual references they 
invoke, they trigger within us visceral, multisensory responses.16   Central 
to this chapter is a focus on a relatively recent turn to what I refer to as 
‘the typographic sensorium’. Following Walter Ong’s concept of  ‘the 
sensorium’ – that our sensory instruments, sight, sound, touch (including 
kinaesthesia), smell and taste inform what we know by means of 
experiential learning and intuitive response to our world,17 I investigate 
the notable uptake in a sensory approach to the analysis and design of 
letterforms. In doing so, I analyse noteworthy letterform experiments that 
explore the interplay and communicative value of  specific sense-based 
letterforms.

14   Sagmeister in Hustwit (n 13). 

15   Heller & Anderson (n 8) 10 12.

16   E Lupton & A Lipps The senses: Design beyond vision (2018) 10; Heller & Anderson 

(n 8) 12.

17   WJ Ong ‘The shifting sensorium’ in D Howes (ed) The varieties of  sensory experience: 

A sourcebook in the anthropology of  the senses (1991) 28.
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Figure 6.2: Left, Vogue Paris magazine cover with logomark set in Bodo-
ni Bold (November 2008). Right, Elle Romania magazine cover with logo-
mark set in Didot (November 2011)

Figure 6.3: Left, Jägermeister label and logo design by Guther Claussen (c 
1930). Typeface set in Blackletter variant. Right, Windhoek logo, designer 
unknown (c 1970). Typeface set in Blackletter variant
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2 Design and the typographic sensorium 

As embodied beings, we lick, lift, touch, sniff, drop, play, balance and 
hear elements that constitute our surroundings as a means of  discovering 
and sensually mapping our physical environment. That is, before we even 
begin to negotiate our world intellectually, we invoke a visceral response to 
it.18 For example, when we engage with something unfamiliar – an oddly 
shaped fork, a peculiarly textured seat or a strange new interface design – 
our brain fires neurons as it searches our internal memory database to link 
it in some way to a prior experience of  a similar phenomenon. We focus 
our attention on the disparity between the new stimuli and what we have 
previously encountered.19

At this point we begin to make cross-modal or synaesthetic20 
associations; our sensory perceptions merge as we try to negotiate more 
complex sensual stimuli; colours change what we feel, sound alters what 
we see and smell determines what we taste.21 Of  particular interest here is 
Ong’s concept of  ‘the sensorium’ – a Gestaltian-phenomenological view 
that considers the entire sensory apparatus as an operational complex; 
the shifting or cross-modal relationships between the senses and how they 
inform what we know by means of  experiential learning and intuitive 
response to the world.22 Ong argues that we communicate with our entire 

18   DJ Gromala ‘Towards a phenomenological theory of  the visceral in the interactive 

arts’ PhD thesis, University of  Plymouth, (2007) 3 27.

19   Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 10.

20   To clarify, synaesthesia is a specific neurological condition that results from cross-

wiring in the brain where any given sensory sensation is experienced in response 

to stimulation of  another sense. Synesthetes may associate colours with different 

months of  the year, as an example. Neurologists Richard Cytowic and David 

Eagleman argue, however that we are all, to a degree, synesthetes since we all 

make inter-sensory connections several hundred times a day. R Cytowic & D 

Eagleman Wednesday is indigo blue (2009) 246. 

21   C Spence, D Senkowski & B Röder ‘Crossmodal processing’ (2009) 198 

Experimental Brain Research 107.

22   Ong (n 17) 1.
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body and adds that our sensory instruments; sight, sound, touch (including 
kinaesthesia), smell and taste overlie one another.23 

In the case of  a spiralar fork, in addition to wondering what its shape 
reminds us of  in visual terms, we might consider what it tastes like. What 
sound would a chair, made of  oasis floral foam, make if  you were to sit 
on it? What might a haptic menu feel like if  we were able to lift it from 
a mobile phone screen? Here, we perceive meaning through synesthetic 
pathways as senses trigger and amplify other senses until we are able to 
forge a new synaptic memory.24 

In colour theory, too, it is long established that in addition to its 
symbolic function, colour also evokes different emotive responses. Colour 
grading in photography or film, for example, might help induce a sense 
of  fear or tension or help convey a sense of  lightheadedness or romance 
in different stills or scenes. Without having attributed a particular colour 
to any of  the descriptions above, one already has a sense of  what these 
colours might be. 

The instinctual, associative effects of  colour are also hardwired into 
our evolution.25 For example, fruits such as apples and tomatoes turn red 
when ripe, and so we tend to associate red with sweetness. Foods that have 
expired turn brown and blacken, and so our sense of  taste has evolved to 
associate these colours with bitterness and burnt flavours, to help turn us 
off  of  these foods. These associative effects are also frequently exploited 
in advertising and packaging design. As early as 1935, researchers found 
that consumers associate abstract qualities such as ‘cheapness’ and 
‘dignity’ with the colour of commodities.26 A more recent study27 examines 
the combined influence of  packaging shape and colour on consumer 
expectations concerning milk desserts. The researchers found that, 

23   Ong notes that the sensorium is not limited to the realm of  social anthropology, 

cognitive or neurological biology. Interestingly, Ong also makes particular mention 

of  typography, as visually perceived marks of  sound, as one such site. Ong (n 17) 9.

24   Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 10. 

25   Hyndman (n 2) 103.

26   G Schillebi ‘An experimental study of  the appropriateness of  colour and type in 

advertising’ (1935) 19 Journal of  Applied Psychology 652.

27   G Ares & R Deliza ‘Studying the influence of  package shape and colour on 

consumer expectations of  milk desserts using word association and conjoint 

analysis’ (2010) 21 Food Quality and Preference 930.
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without having seen or tasted desserts contained within six containers, 
participants28 deemed yellow containers to contain sweet desserts, whereas 
desserts in white and black packaging were presumed more likely to be 
plain, sour, bitter or tasteless.     

In this way, design extends the realm of  the senses.29 Sensory design 
confronts that body; it activates sight, touch, sound, smell, taste and our 
sense of  movement so that designed texts gain meaning predominantly 
due to our embodied experience of  them.30 As an artifact of  graphic 
design, typography too is communicative in an essential way.31 That is, as 
a collection of  material characters, we engage with letterforms through our 
senses and so they are also subject to cross-model or sensory exploration.32 

However, it was not until the 1970s and 1980s, in reaction to the 
notion of  transcendental universality in typeface design held by modernist 
typographers, that the more visceral aspect of  letterforms was investigated 
in terms of  deconstructionist design practice, philosophy and discourse,33 
but by the late 2000s and into the 2010s, the influence of  post-modern 
letterform experimentation had waned. The arrival of  the iPhone in 2007 
and the introduction of  ‘flat design’ for Windows 8 and iOS 7 interface 
platforms in 2012 and 2013, respectively,  sparked a significant trend in 
design, where designers tend to gravitate once again to ‘neutral’ letterforms 
a la Helvetica.34 

Relatively recently, however, pockets of  experimentation have (re)
emerged that look to letterforms as embodied instruments. That is, 
designers are again exploring the interplay between the visceral and 
experiential communicative value of  sense-based letterforms. I now 
proceed to investigate this uptake by analysing noteworthy experiments 
that explore the interplay and communicative value of  sense-based 

28   It is worth noting that Ares and Deliza’s study (n 27) was conducted in Montevideo, 

Uruguay; 39% of  the 105 participants were male and 61% were female, ranging in 

age from 18 to 77 years old.

29   C Baumann ‘Foreword’ in Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 6.

30   Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 9 18.

31   J Drucker ‘Imitations of  immateriality: Graphical form, textural sense, and the 

electronic environment’ in E Bergmann (ed) Reimagining textuality: Textual studies 

in the late age of  print (2002) 153. 

32   Hyndman (n 2) 26 102.

33   Jubert (n 11) 379-384.

34   Rath (n 7) 24.
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letterforms specifically. That is, I am interested in the appearance, sound, 
taste, texture, movement and smell of  letterforms. It is worth mentioning 
that, although human experience is intersensory, as acknowledged above, 
in the sections that follow I explore each modality separately as a matter 
of  convenience only.  

2.1 Sight: Type as image

Typography, as Ellen Lupton famously put it, is ‘what language looks 
like’.35 Owing to its linguistic function, typography, more so than any other 
form of  design, is predominantly perceived as a visual communication 
device. The very term ‘typographic’ (type and graphic) suggests a strong 
connection between type and imagery. It certainly is the case that most 
typographic design, at least in the West, is predominantly ocularcentric; 
we ‘look’ at letterforms and, as designers, are taught to create, almost 
exclusively, for the visual.36 

Indeed, the image quality of  type has long since served a pivotal role in 
even the most basic forms of  communication. Hieroglyphics, ideographics, 
rock art and even contemporary dingbats are but a few examples of  the 
first appearance of  writing, where the link between image and type is 
clear; typography serves as a way of  visualising ideas pictorially.37 

Centuries later, and despite the introduction of  more ‘abstract’ Latin 
characters, typographers continue to make use of  pictures and illustrations 
as a way to refer to identifiable concepts, actions or emotions more 
directly. Countless typefaces borrow graphic features from imagery and 
import them into the domain of  letterforms since they are already laden 
with connotation (Figures 6.4a-6.4d). We interpret the visual properties 
of  letterforms by considering their connotative value, derived from or 
reminiscent of  our physical experience of  materially similar phenomena. 
Trummel38 explains that in perceptual experience, the abstract visual 
stimulus of  a letterform creates a structural skeleton that helps determine 

35   E Lupton Thinking with type (2004) 8. 

36   Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 13.

37   R Barthes Image music text trans S Heath (1977) 155.

38   P Trummel ‘Rhetoric and typography: Creative interaction in modern 

communication’ (1988) 31 Transactions on Professional Communication 123.
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the referential connotative role. Van Leeuwen39 refers to this as a kind of 
metaphorical perception of  letterform connotation, a concept he borrows 
from Lakoff  and Johnson’s conceptual metaphor theory.40 That is, when 
we make sense of  letterforms metaphorically, we interpret one domain 
of  experience in terms of  a different domain. In metaphorical terms, we 
might say that the pictorial features of  Thornface look like natural defensive 
mechanisms. The typeface’s ‘T’, for example, is arguably reminiscent of  a 
thorn or spike.41 Since natural defensive mechanisms connote themes such 
as danger, defence, discomfort (a ‘thorny issue’) or sharpness or treachery 
the letterforms also inherit these concepts.

Figure 6.4a-6.4b: Left, Anthropomorphic alphabet, designed by Peter Flotner 
(1540). Right, Thornface, designed by Jan Erasmus (1997)

When describing letterforms in this way, we typically demarcate these 
texturally by their degree of  similarity or difference.42 We might describe a 
typeface as more masculine or feminine, softer or harder, quieter or louder, 
more or less energetic, sensual, delicate, and so on. Take, for example, the 
forms of  ‘g’ in Figure 6.5. Across all three, certain structural conventions 
indicate that we may read them as ‘g’s’ in a linguistic sense. At a glance, 
however, it is apparent that the structural nuances of  each communicate 
differently. Certain organic shapes unique to the letterform on the far 
left may register as more playful, organic or elegant in comparison to 
the stricter geometry of  the other two. We can also differentiate the 

39   Van Leeuwen (n 8) 146.

40   G Lakoff  & M Johnson Metaphors we live by (1980).

41   J Erasmus Intrigue. The graphic designer’s code (2007) 71.

42   Van Leeuwen (n 8) 139.
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geometrically-constructed letterforms even further. Owing to the thicker 
shapes and dominant horizontal orientation created by the shortened 
descender and ear of  the middle letterform, it appears sturdier, heavier 
and more ‘dependable’ when compared to its thinner, more delicate and 
‘precise’ partner on the right.

Figure 6.5: Illustrating difference in distinctive features of  ‘g’ type 
letterforms (2016). Reproduced by the author

Here, Van Leeuwen refers to the ‘distinctive features’ of  letterforms that 
describe their ‘visual patterns of  recognisability’. Increased weight, for 
example, increases salience and appears ‘assertive’ or ‘solid’, while its 
opposite seems ‘timid’ or ‘flimsy’. Wider typefaces seem to provide room 
to breathe or move, while condensed forms appear cramped and restrictive 
of  movement. Leaning letterforms connote movement in contrast to their 
static counterparts whereas a letterform’s horizontal or vertical orientation 
may suggest ‘heaviness’ or ‘lightness’ respectively. Curvature appears 
‘soothing’, ‘soft’, ‘maternal’ and ‘organic’, while angularity comes across 
as ‘abrasive’, ‘technical’ or ‘masculine’. Moreover, letterforms that are 
disconnected might appear ‘unfinished’ or ‘organic’ whereas the contrast 
and consistency between regular and irregular forms of  a typeface appear 
either formal or ‘novel’.43 It is these unique visual shapes and structures 
evident in the structural makeup of  letterforms that elicit connotation 

43   Van Leeuwen (n 8) 147-150.
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metaphorically, experientially and viscerally; we decode the distinctive 
features of  each primitive shape.44

Fowkes’s typeface experiment illustrates a more systematic delineation 
of  these descriptive visual qualities (Figure 6.6). In her experiment Fowkes 
demonstrates a step-by-step mapping of  shared visual characteristics 
between illustration and typography, unpacked in two parts. In the 
first, she selects and matches two typefaces – Organics Elements and 
Velvet – with illustrated characters based on her visceral perception of 
the characters’ distinctive features. The dramatic contrasts in shape 
thickness along with the sharp, whip-like curvature in the embellishments 
of  Organics Elements appear to mimic the meticulous, mischievous and 
perky nature of  the character on the left. On the other hand, the heavier 
and perplexed demeanour of  the second character is emphasised by the 
bulkier, elongated structures unique to Velvet. In the second part of  her 
experiment Fowkes dislocates the distinctive features from the respective 
letterforms. From these she crafts abstract typographic ‘symbols’ that serve 
as mimetic snapshots of  the essential essence shared by each character 
and its respective typeface. For instance, the symbol created for the first 
character seems to share an energetic, sharp and upward slant to its form. 
In contrast, the simplified, angular and thick form of  the second tends 
to communicate heaviness, dejection and disbelief. The second part of 
the experiment acts as a corollary or retrospective motivation of  the first 
since the linguistic quality of  each typeface is completely abstracted by 
this point.

44   Trummel (n 38) 121; Stöckl (n 8) 78 81.
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Figure 6.6: Character and letterform pairing exercise, designed by Megan 
Fowkes (2014). Typography set in Organic Elements (left) designed by 
Nerys Evans and Velvet (right) designed by Michael Jarboe

2.2 Touch: Type as haptic and kinaesthetic

Where sight is a dominant sensory language (in the West), touch is our 
first. Before we open our eyes at birth we are already interfacing with 
the material world through touch.45 Babies who struggle to develop a 
sophisticated sense of  touch have enormous difficulty developing vital 
social connections with their caregivers. In addition, for many of  us our 

45   B Mau ‘Designing live: A new medium for the senses’ in Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 22. 
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sense of  touch or proprioception46 is also usually the final sense to endure 
as we age. 

Touch also allows us to communicate at times when sight is not 
available to us. For example, early sea traders typically tallied their traded 
goods by carving tactile lines into wooden planks that, even under low 
light conditions, could be ‘felt’ and counted.47 A computer joystick, mouse 
or remote are other examples of  similar touch-based communication. 
Those who are deaf-blind also communicate with their family and friends 
through social-haptic processes, using a grammar of  touch through 
pressure, speed, location and motion.48     

In typographic terms, any mention of  touch-based type design must 
surely start with Samuel Gridley Howe’s Boston Line Regular, a tactile 
atlas font designed and developed in 1835 at the Perkins institution for the 
blind and developmentally disabled (Figure 6.7). At first glance, the font 
appears strange since the letterforms do not seem to follow a consistent 
stylistic structure. For one, the font is a mixture of  upper and lowercase 
letters. The bowls of  the b, c, E, f, G, p, q, s and y appear curved, while 
those of  the a, d and o are pinched. The b is also uniquely ‘condensed’ 
and is the only letter where the bowl is not fully connected to its stem. 
In addition, the crossbars of  the h, n and r are angled while those of  the 
G and t remain straight. Moreover, some characters, including the c, G 
and s spout serifs – with the u having a peculiar curve to it – while the 
rest are without. This strange amalgamation is intentional – each form 
is distinctive enough to the touch of  a blind person, making it uniquely 
legible.49

46   Proprioception is a form of  touch and refers to a sense of  awareness of  our own 

bodily location, posture and movement, as well as communication to others 

around us. Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 39.

47   Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 165.

48   R Palmer & R Lahtinen ‘History of  social-haptic communication’ Paper presented 

at the 4th European Deafblind Conference, Finland, 1996.

49   Later, in 1852, Boston embossed line letter would be replaced by Louis Braille’s Braille 

forms – a character set based on a system of  raised dots in a six-dot grid – because, 

while the former was reasonably easy to learn to read, for blind users, learning to 

‘write’ them proved more challenging. Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 165-167.
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Figure 6.7: Boston Line Regular, designed by Samuel Gridley Howe (1835). 
Image courtesy of  the Perkins School for the Blind

When we touch, we perceive objects haptically. Receptors in our skin, 
the body’s largest organ, are able to gather hyper-detailed data about the 
objects with which we engage – data that we otherwise could not detect 
through the eyes alone – and relay to the brain a sense of  motion, pressure, 
pain, heat and resistance.50 That is, while we might be able to identify 
‘texture’ through sight, it is not always possible to detect how cold or hot 
an object might be if  not through touch. 

For user-interface designers, haptic technology introduces a level of 
physicality to interface design that, from the 1980s to the 2000s, seemed 
strictly virtual. At the time, it appeared that our only access to the digital 
world was through a mouse cursor or keyboard. Today, thanks in part to 
the rapid uptake in smartphones, more and more designers in the field 
of  interface design are engaging the illusion of  touch as a way to help 
naturalise interaction with the screen through haptic responsiveness. 
Designers use sounds, vibrations, textures, responsive animation 
and gesture-based interactions to make digital interfaces seem more 

50   JJ Gibson The senses considered as perceptual systems (1983) 97.
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‘touchable’.51 As interaction designer Josh Clark explains, ‘[w]e now 
touch information itself: we stretch, crumple, drag, flick it aside.’52 

Designer Nick Mills’ identity design for Strike media – a South 
African mobile marketing agency – encapsulates a sense of  haptic design 
in typographic terms (Figure 6.8). For the design of  the wordmark, Mills 
draws inspiration from common touchscreen interactions – tapping, 
swiping, squeezing, pinching – and creates an animated wordmark where 
each letterform is expressed as a gestural motion.53 The S, for example, 
animates from a double tap at either end of  the form, with a curved 
swipe connecting the two, while the E forms from three separate straight 
gestures. Mills’s wordmark also illustrates the unique, often interdependent 
relationship between touch and movement; a tactile-kinaesthetic sense. 
Unlike the ocular system with which we can explore an environment but 
not physically alter it, touch also is performatory; we use our touch organs 
to feel but also to exact change through movement.54

Figure 6.8: Identity design for Strike media, designed by Nick Mills (2017). 
https://www.nick-mills.com/strike-identity (accessed 12 December 2020) 

51   Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 41.

52   J Clark Designing for touch (2015) 7.

53   For an animated presentation, see https://www.nick-mills.com/strike-identity 

(accessed 19 March 2020).

54   Gibson (n 50) 99. 
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Like Mills, designers Pretorius and Ramos also invoke kinaesthesia to 
form the structure of  their typeface, MoveMent. For the shape of  the 
letterforms, Pretorius and Ramos tracked the movement of  dancer Andile 
Vellem as he recited the alphabet through dance, along vector paths.55 In 
transcribing Vellem’s movement to the letterforms, the designers also 
considered ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ movement – a punching action or a 
slow bend of  the arm, for example. For MoveMent Direct, quick and 
contained movements transcribed letters with straight lines, whereas 
MoveMent IndIrect is informed by slow and flexible movement, 
producing letters with curved shapes (Figure 6.9).

Figure 6.9: Movement, designed by Noel Pretorius and María Ramos 
(2018). Illustration of  the difference between ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ motion 
informing Movement’s letterforms.  https://www.nmtype.com/movement/ 
(accessed 14 March 2021)

55   For an animated presentation, see http://www.nmtype.com/movement/ 

(accessed 19 March 2020).
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2.3 Sound: Type as wave-form 

Next to sight, our sense of  hearing has enjoyed arguably the most robust 
inquiry, discursively speaking. One reason may be that roughly 88 per 
cent of  our sensory learning is achieved through sight and sound, while 
touch, smell and taste combined account for the remaining 12 per cent.56 
Like sight, sound also plays a vital role in our survival since it alerts us 
to danger; the hiss of  a snake or cry of  a vulnerable infant is sometimes 
heard before the threat is seen. Moreover, we often assign tactile and 
visual descriptions to sounds in order to make sense of  them. We might 
describe a sound as ‘bright’ or ‘dull’, for example, or perhaps experience 
sounds as soft, hard, coarse or piercing.57 This sort of  classification is 
borne from a dominant strand of  research into sound-image mapping 
known as phonology – a long-established discursive field of  enquiry that, 
from its conception around 1700,58 looked to linguistics as a means of 
describing sound-meaning relationships.59 Scientists, musicians, linguists, 
poets and writers alike discovered that the sounds of  words can feel a 
certain way (sharp or muffled, for example). The letter p in words such as 
pip or pop, for example, sounds ‘explosive’.60 Consonant sounds b, g or d in 
words such as ‘brood’ or ‘grand’ connote slowness, while fricative, higher 
frequency sounds f, v, s and z in words such as zip and fizz suggest speed. In 
documenting these phonetic discoveries, scientists turned to visual form 
as a vehicle for transcription by interpreting the acoustic value attached 
to shape. Experiments conducted using ‘inscriptional’ apparatuses could 
produce shapes when affected by sound. For example, in 1787 Ernst 
Chladni found that two distinct shape-patterns were created as he ran a 
violin bow against the edge of  various glass plates. Edourd-Leon Scott 
de Martinville’s invention of  the photautograph (1857) evidences similar 

56   Hyndman (n 2) 102.

57   Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 47-48.

58   As a discursive field, phonology originates from the eighteenth century. However, 

the practice of  sound-image mapping dates back to as early as Pythagorus (c.571-

495 BD) who discovered numerical relationships that determine tones of  a music 

scale. A few centuries later (mid-1400s) sounds once again were documented 

visually in Hangul, the Korean alphabet.  

59   J Drucker The visible word (1994) 15.

60   T van Leeuwen ‘Typographic meaning’ (2005) 4 Visual Communication 140.
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transcriptions, only this time by way of  vocal recording.61

Several other cognitive psychological studies have yielded practical 
examples of  intuitive sound-image mapping. In 1947 for example, Köhler 
identified intuitive constraints in the way that sounds may be mapped onto 
visual forms.62 His experiment presented two otherwise non-figurative 
shapes – one rounded, one spikey – to an undisclosed number of  English-
speaking subjects. Along with the shapes, he verbalised two nonsense 
words; ‘Maluma’ and ‘Takete’. Köhler then asked participants to pair the 
respective shapes with the word they found instinctually more appropriate. 
Köhler found that a vast majority of  subjects assigned the deeper, slower 
sounding ‘Maluma’ to the rounded shape and ‘Takete’, a higher pitched 
sound, to its spiky counterpart (Figure 6.10).

Figure 6.10: Illustration from the ‘Maluma’ and ‘Takete’ experiment, 
conducted by Wolfgang Köhler (1947)

Today, sound-shape mapping is also frequently employed in sound-based 
letterform designs. A type-based study conducted in 2005 by Peter Cho, 

61   When a subject speaks into the photautograph’s funnel-shaped collecting chamber, 

an elastic membrane and stylus at the opposite end of  the chamber leave a graphic 

trace on a steadily moving strip of  paper. Drucker (n 59) 13. 

62   W Köhler Gestalt psychology, an introduction to new concepts in modern psychology 

(1947) 224-225. 
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for example, explores sound-image relationships similar to Köhler’s.63 
Cho’s study takes the form of  a reactive installation where participants 
vocalise various phoneme sounds into a microphone that are then digitally 
transcribed by reactive sound filaments. As they are recorded, the sounds 
appear to bend and distort the shape of  screen pixels according to patterns 
that are produced by the sound waves. The resulting typeface, Takeluma – 
adapted from Köhler’s Takete/Maluma – illustrates how similar types of 
sound materialise in visually similar shapes (Figure 6.11). For example, 
high or low-pitched vowels result in forms that are either tall and thin or 
wide and rounded, respectively.

Figure 6.11: Takeluma, designed by Peter Cho (2005). Courtesy of  Peter 
Cho

Zheng’s LOOK/HEAR exhibition, on the other hand, captures sound-
image mapping in letterforms, not through vocalised sound, but 
fluctuating environmental sounds. For her exhibition she recorded nine 
distinctive sounds from five different sonic environments in New York – a 
cafe, an office, a park, a street and a subway station. To transcribe each 
environment to letterforms, Zheng created a modular, two-dimensional 
square grid, repeated over nine layers, in three-dimensional space. Each 

63   P Cho ‘Takeluma: An exploration of  sound, meaning and writing’ MA dissertation, 

UCLA, 2005.
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layer, composed of  15 by 15 points, is dedicated to transcribing one of 
nine sounds in each environment – a car, a coffee mug, footsteps, a siren, 
a tweeting bird, and so on. In visualising the sounds, as each increase in 
volume or pitch, the size and shape of  each point are affected. Softer, 
low-pitched sounds mimic rounder shapes whereas higher pitched sounds 
take on angular forms that increase in accordance to volume. Dull thuds, 
on the other hand, are represented by heavier rectangular shapes. When 
viewed together, the nine layers appear to fuse and create totally unique 
shapes at any moment in the recording (Figure 6.12). What makes this 
project particularly interesting is that owing to the dynamic nature of  each 
scene, Zheng illustrates how letterforms can reflect the changing quality 
of  sound. In choosing to visualise each scene through letter form, Zheng 
gives shape to type.64

64   R Zheng ‘Look/hear’ MA dissertation, Maryland Institute College of  Art, 2016. 

For an audible presentation, see https://www.ranzhengdesign.com/look-hear 

(accessed 18 March 2020).
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Figure 6.12: LOOK/HEAR typographic exhibition, designed by Ran Zheng 
(2016). Above, visualisation of  sounds according to volume or pitch and 
the size and shape. Below, dynamic ‘O’ letterform designs. Courtesy of 
Ran Zheng
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Where Zheng constructs letterforms from sound, Dutch designer Just 
Van Rossum, on the other hand, is interested in the sounds letterforms 
make.65 In a fascinating turn, and almost as if  to provide a corollary 
to Zheng’s experiment, Van Rossum takes a more analytical view of 
letterforms; interpreting them through a Fourierian harmonic transform. 
That is, by defining the coordinates of  letterform shapes on an oscilloscope66 
and then processing them in the form of  a synthesised soundwave, Van 
Rossum is able to demonstrate noticeable audible differences between 
identical characters set in different typefaces. Remarkably, letterforms set 
in rounder fonts such as Arial Rounded produce notably softer, warmer 
sounds when compared to harsher, higher frequency waves produced 
by more angular types such as Trixie or Jesus Loves You, for example 
(Figure 6.13). The difference is also noticeable when comparing characters 
of  the same typeface family, set in different weights. Helvetica Bold, 
for example, produces a louder, more abrupt sound when compared to 
Helvetica Regular.

Figure 6.13: Soundwaves representing ‘S’ forms from Arial Rounded Bold, 
Times New Roman Regular, Trixie Plain and Jesus Loves You (2021). Image 
courtesy of  Just van Rossum, compiled by the author

65   For an audible presentation, see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1y1w5dvT5-I 

(accessed 19 March 2020).  

66   An oscilloscope is an electronic test instrument that produces varying signal 

voltage waves based on a calibrated two-dimensional plot of  one or more graphical 

planes.
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2.4 Olfaction: Type as scent and taste

Of all our senses, smell is the most sophisticated. In addition to being 
able to detect at least one trillion distinct scents, a disproportionately 
large number of  genes – roughly 1 000 of  a total of  30 000 available to the 
human body – encode for scent via the olfactory system. The olfactory 
system is also largely responsible for how we interpret taste through our 
‘taste cortex’ – the area of  our brain that creates sensory maps. The process 
of  chewing releases volatile, aromatic compounds that, as we exhale, pass 
out of  the mouth and to receptors located at the top of  the nasal cavity 
where their molecules are transmitted to the limbic system – the seat 
of  emotion and memory in our brain.67 It would therefore, seem vitally 
important for designers and marketers to note that the limbic system is 
also where an estimated 85 per cent of  our decision-making processes 
occur. That is, smell often is linked to an emotionally-significant memory 
and by triggering these memories – a phenomenon known as the Proust 
Effect – designers can forge powerful associative bonds with their designed 
products.

Throughout her TypeTasting workshops, Hyndman explores the 
potency of  scent as a marketing tool, and in particular, how letterform 
may be accessed as a way to engage the senses. In one such workshop, 
two identical bottles of  scent are labelled ‘Scent A’ and ‘Scent B’ using 
two distinctly different typefaces, Didot Italic and Compacta SH Bold Italic, 
respectively (Figure 6.14). After smelling each, over 200 participants 
were asked to rate, following a ten-point scale, the masculinity or 
femininity of  each. Despite each container containing precisely the same 
scent, Hyndman reports that Scent A was described as decidedly more 
feminine, whereas Scent B was described as exhibiting more masculine 
notes.68 Hyndman’s results show a difference of  nearly 14 points so that 
although only two typeface options were provided for review, her findings 
demonstrate at least that difference in letterform invokes ‘difference’ (to 
some degree) in associative scents.

67   A Jasper & N Wagner ‘Smell’ in Lupton & Lipps (n 16) 54.

68   S Hyndman ‘Type alters what you smell’ It’s nice that (2017), https://www.

itsnicethat.com/features/sarah-hyndman-multisensory-typography-how-to-draw-

type-and-influence-people-200417-1 (accessed 15 June 2019).
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Figure 6.14: Scent-typeface associations. Findings from the TypeTasting 
experiment, conducted by S Hyndman (2017)

It is interesting, therefore, that despite the evidence for the potency 
of  smell-based modalities, the vast majority (roughly 80 per cent) of 
design is geared toward the visual, yet less than a quarter of  our brain is 
involved in processing what we see.69 One reason for the slow uptake of 
scent-based design is because scents are fleeting so that while they may 
induce extremely potent visceral responses initially, we struggle to draw 
lasting concepts of  them.70 Moreover, unlike our other senses, our sense 
of  smell has no descriptive vocabulary of  its own, at least in most Western 
languages. In describing smells, we borrow from sight, touch and taste 
– something may have a floral note or it might smell woody or sour, for 
example. 

In contrast to the trillion scents we are able to distinguish, our tongues’ 
receptors or ‘taste buds’ differentiate just five channels, namely, salty, 
sour, bitter, sweet and umami. However, this limited chemical capacity 
of  taste arguably is also its strength. As Zuker points out, having only 
five basic taste receptors means that, unlike smell, scientists have a better-
defined understanding of  each.71 While Zuker refers to understanding in 
the biological and chemical sense, we are developing a far more robust 
understanding of  flavour in typographic design too.  

69   Hyndman (n 68).

70   Jasper & Wagner (n 67) 52.

71   Quoted in A Katsnelson ‘From the tongue to the brain’ (2015) Columbia Medicine, 

http://www.columbiamedicinemagazine.org/features/spring-2015/tongue-brain 

(accessed 19 April 2020).
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Indeed, several qualitative and quantitative studies have been 
conducted on the associative ‘flavour’ that certain words and letterforms 
convey. In a study conducted by Lewis, for example, two groups of 
participants were asked to read from one of  two identically-worded menus 
– set in either Courier or Lucida Calligraphy – describing ‘rich 
and creamy’ tomato soup. After consuming identical portions of  tomato 
soup, each group was asked to rate the richness and creaminess of  their 
soup. Lewis found that groups who initially read the menu set in Lucida 
Calligraphy were 64 per cent more likely to score the soup higher in 
terms of  the criteria.72

Elsewhere, Velasco et al73 assess how rounded versus angular typefaces 
in packaging design convey information about the predicted sweetness 
or sourness of  a product. For the study, 12 identical receptacles, each 
featuring ‘eat me’ on the label, were shown to over 100 participants who 
were then asked to rate what flavour of  food – bitter, sweet, salty or sour 
– they thought each package might contain. Only the typeface, in which 
the wording was transcribed, changed between each of  the 12 receptacles. 
The researchers found that typefaces seven to 12 were rated more bitter, 
salty and sour than one to six, with three and four rated as the sweetest 
and seven consistently rated as the most sour and bitter tasting (Figure 
6.15). The authors explain that the reason for this is likely biological. Our 
amygdala – the area of  the brain where fear is registered – is triggered 
by, among other things, facial expression. Threatening emotions tend to 
distort the face and create angular, jagged shapes of  the mouth, around the 
eyes and forehead. Non-threatening facial expressions, on the other hand, 
present in rounder, more symmetrical features. As a result, we tend to 
favour curved shapes – a phenomenon known as contour bias. However, it 
is also possible to argue that an element of  experiential learning is evident 
here – typefaces such as Candice are ubiquitous with gelato and other 
confectionery brands, for example.

72   D Lewis The brain cell: When science meets shopping (2013) 47-48.

73   C Velasco et al ‘The taste of  typeface’ (2015) 6 i-Perception 1.
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Figure 6.15: The taste of  type. Illustration of  mean findings of  perceived 
typefaces bitterness, saltiness, sourness and sweetness (2015), Velasco et 
al (n 75)

3 Conclusion

Letterforms extend the senses. They communicate in ways that bridge our 
senses and help connect us to our world and to one another. A typeface 
is not simply a set of  characters but a sensory body that injects and can 
be injected with cross-modal connotation. Its forms are audible, visual 
and tactile. They move us as they themselves move. They are flavourful 
and scented. They are all of  these things separately and often at the same 
time. The more digital and distant our world becomes, the more we crave 
a sense of  meaningful connection.74 Unfortunately, the propensity for 
complexity in design has drastically shifted to a tendency toward ‘flatness’ 
and, with it, a gravitation once again to ‘clean’ letterforms. Designers at 
both tertiary and professional level opt for hygienic control over their work 
– we are obsessed with smoothness and so seek out ‘clean’ typefaces that 
can function in any context and for any audience, without appealing to 

74   Mau (n 45) 23.
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any particular one. We seek typefaces that hide their appearance.75

On the other hand, designers often simply do not have an established 
creative process for the integration of  type in multisensory design. 
Our design practice is built for the image and so the abstract nature of 
letterforms renders type less obviously communicative in comparison to 
pictorial media such as photography or illustration, for example. Apart 
from the few designers who have indeed developed an awareness of 
the complexities of  sensory type, our vocabulary for talking about and 
teaching it is limited to a handful of  adjectives, such as ‘masculine, organic 
or elegant’. 

Without suggesting that a sensory approach to letterform design 
is better or worse than other, well-established approaches, I maintain 
that there is value in thinking of  typography as a complex synaesthetic 
modality. It not only opens up a whole area of  inquiry and research 
into the rhetorical power of  sensory type, but also develops our ability 
to understand and synthesise complex, diverse inputs into the form of  a 
single, immersive and compelling communicative medium: the letterform. 
When more than one sense is stimulated at any one time, the experience 
can become intensified and understanding is considerably more effective. 
Sensory type is also functional in this sense. When trying to identify the 
richest, creamiest soup among a sea of  brands, or having to distinguish, 
at a moment’s notice, highway signage from a Dolce and Gabbana 
advertisement, absorbing letterforms through multiple senses speeds up 
our ability to judge situations and to react quickly when necessary. 

To suggest, as Warde does, that for typography to be functional it 
should be void of  decoration/ornamentation is a bit like proposing that 
for clothing to be professional, it must be grey. Letterforms are indeed a bit 
like ornaments: when they speak to us we take in not only what they say 
from the words they inscribe, but also from their tone of  voice, their body 
language and from the clothes they wear.

75   Rath (n 7) 25-26.
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CHAPTER 7

Rory du Plessis

1 Introduction

In this chapter I explore haptic and sensory interpretative strategies to 
underscore the humanness of  black subjects who were photographed during 
colonialism. The first half  of  the chapter is dedicated to the photographic 
studio portraits that form part of  Mofokeng’s (1997) The Black Photo 
Album / Look at Me: 1890-1950. The photographs were commissioned by 
black subjects and depict genteel and gracious portraits of  the sitters. A 
prominent feature of  the haptic reading is how the embraces enacted by 
the sitters provide a horizon to interpret their humanness: The sitters are 
bonded to one another in care, camaraderie and love. The second half  of 
the chapter turns to patient photographs of  black subjects at the Orange 
Free State Asylum, circa 1900s. The asylum’s photographs marked the 
status of  each patient as a clinical case to be classified, described, and 
compared with other cases. As a means to counter the conceptualisation 
of  the photographed subjects as dehumanised clinical cases, I develop an 
interpretative strategy for the photographs that provides an awareness of 
the humanity of  the sitters, as well as establishes an embodied, empathetic 
and compassionate relation between the sitters and us.

2 The Black Photo Album

In a first-year Visual Culture Studies module at the University of 
Pretoria, I present a study unit dedicated to the history of  photography 
in South Africa. In the large auditorium assigned to the module, I 
project a photograph that fills a cinema-sized screen. At first sight of  the 
photograph, the students gasp in awe. They are mesmerised by the dignity 
of  the sitters, they are enraptured by the sartorial splendour on display, 

A HAPTIC AND HUMANISING  
READING OF THE SUBJECTS OF  

STUDIO PORTRAITS AND ASYLUM 
PHOTOGRAPHY IN COLONIAL  

SOUTH AFRICA
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and the poise and posture of  the sitters leave the students flabbergasted. 
The students have encountered one of  the photographs that form part of 
Mofokeng’s (1997) The Black Photo Album / Look at Me: 1890-1950. For the 
racially-diverse student body in the module, this encounter is momentous 
as it broadens their consciousness of  art history: Instead of  the customary 
canon of  colonial photographs that depict stereotyped and stigmatised 
‘native tropes’, the students have witnessed the existence of  honorific 
citizen portraits of  black subjects produced during colonialism.1 

Mofokeng’s The Black Photo Album presents photographs of  black 
working and middle-class families commissioned from 1890 to 1950. 
Mofokeng sourced the photographs from families located in the interior 
provinces of  South Africa. In the homes of  the families, the photos were 
displayed in various ways – some were part of  a family’s treasured photo 
albums, others were passed down from deceased relatives, and a fair share 
took centre stage on the walls of  the family’s homestead. The majority 
of  the photos are characterised by Victorian photographic portrait 
conventions, evidenced in terms of  the dress and posture of  the sitters, the 
composition of  the photograph, as well as the use of  props and painted 
backdrops. While such photos are a ‘creation of  the artist insofar as the 
setting, the props, the clothing or pose are concerned’,2 the sitters of  the 
photos are unique individuals, each of  them with their own story to tell. 
The names of  the sitters and the stories that their lives witnessed are 
integral to Mofokeng’s work.3

The photos and the accompanying biographical research of  the sitters 
presented in The Black Photo Album offers a potent means to redress the 
visual representation, as well as the history of  black subjects during the 
colonial and apartheid eras.4 In terms of  visual representation, black 
subjects have been dehumanised by being framed as exotic ethnographic 

1   For further discussion of  how tertiary students in South Africa respond to 

representations of  race in photography, see P Hayes ‘The uneven citizenry of 

photography: Reading the “political ontology” of  photography from Southern 

Africa’ (2015) 89 Cultural Critique 173.

2   S Mofokeng ‘The black photo album/look at me: 1890-1900s’ (1996) 4 Nka: Journal of 

Contemporary African Art 54.

3   Mofokeng (n 2) 56.

4   D Newbury ‘Photographic histories and practices in Southern Africa’ in G 

Pasternak (ed) The handbook of  photographic studies (2020) 412. 
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curiosities, debased as specimens of  natural history, as well as portrayed 
as automatons for toilsome labour on the mines.5 To put it succinctly, 
black South Africans have had their ‘pasts visually shallowed out’ by the 
ruling powers that ‘officially pushed’ them into the above representational 
categories. Underpinning these racialised representational categories is 
the dissemination of  an iniquitous portrait of  black subjects to be enslaved 
and subjugated under imperial and apartheid rule. Mofokeng’s works 
serve as a ‘counterimage’6 to the aforementioned categories by presenting 
photographs that underscore a sitter’s acts of  self-fashioning to be a 
declaration of  their individuality and a poignant petition to claim their 
rights to full citizenship:

In commissioning portraits, these men and women were not merely 
creating mementos. They were staking claims to forms of  identity 
and culture, to ways of  being in the world, that the keepers of  South 
Africa’s racial order sought to reserve for whites. In donning these 
clothes and holding these props, they were not only displaying 
bourgeois respectability, but also asserting urbanity, modernity, 
pride against a society that sought to consign them to a static past. 7

In terms of  redressing the history of  black subjects in South Africa, 
Mofokeng’s The Black Photo Album is praised for offering the viewer a 
‘sense of  black complexity in racialised discourse’.8 Mofokeng’s research 
into the history of  the sitters revealed how individuals and their family 
units had ‘challenged the hegemony of  the government’s racist policies’.9 
To this end, Mofokeng’s work contributes to commemorating the lives of 
citizens who engaged in acts of  agency to resist racial discrimination. By 
documenting the sitters’ biographies, by seeing them as people ‘possessing 
a history, identity and desire’,10 the photos in Mofokeng’s works are a 

5   A Butchart The anatomy of  power: European constructions of  the African body (1998).

6   TM Campt Image matters: Archive, photography, and the African diaspora in Europe 

(2012) 5.

7   S Mofokeng & JT Campbell The black photo album/look at me: 1890-1950 (2013).

8   O Enwezor ‘Reframing the black subject ideology and fantasy in contemporary 

South African representation’ (1997) 11 Third Text 30.

9   Mofokeng (n 2) 56.

10   Enwezor (n 8) 30.
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memorialisation of  the black proletariat who sought to reject the world 
view dictated by colonialism and apartheid and instead carve out a life 
lived with dignity and pride.

The Black Photo Album has received much scholarly attention, but it 
is only Campt’s research that has offered an in-depth engagement with 
the haptic dimensions of  this body of  work.11 Seeking to build upon 
Campt’s engagement, and informed by Edwards’s scholarship,12 I offer a 
haptic and sensory approach to Mofokeng’s The Black Photo Album. One 
of  the focus areas I explore entails the way in which the family photos 
‘are tactile objects meant to be grasped, held, displayed, and circulated 
among loved ones’.13 In scouting for the photos of  which his work is 
composed, Mofokeng narrates how some families regarded the photos 
as ‘coveted … treasures, displacing totems in discursive narratives about 
identity, lineage and personality’.14 As a valuable and cherished object of 
devotion, it is likely that the family members often touched the photos. 
The tactile encounter with the photo would possibly take place during 
celebrations, momentous occasions, and solemn times of  mourning. The 
photos would be passed around to be held in the hands of  an intimate 
‘interpreting community’.15 While interacting with the photo, one hand 
would be holding the photo; the other could be tracing the outline of  the 
sitter’s body and face as a tactile gesture to appreciate the uniqueness of 
the person. 

Thus far, the encounter with the photo has been visual and tactile, 
but once family members start sharing stories of  the sitters, they 
experience oral and affective registers. The verbalisations inspired by the 
photo are dynamic and each beholder enunciates shifts in story telling. 
In this way, the photos allow ‘stories to emerge in socially interactive 
ways that would not have emerged in that particular figuration if  the 
photograph had not existed’.16 The stories from each beholder bring 
into being different responses from the audience: The stories can be a 

11   TM Campt Listening to images (2017).

12   E Edwards ‘Thinking photography beyond the visual?’ in JJ Long, A Noble & E 

Welch (eds) Photography: Theoretical snapshots (2009) 31.

13   Campt (n 6) 18.

14   Mofokeng (n 2) 54.

15   Edwards (n 12) 44.

16   Edwards (n 12) 42.
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lament or a lullaby, a serenade or a sensational scandal, an ode or an 
odyssey, with each one rousing the listener to respond in a corresponding 
feeling, emotion and action.17 Therefore, in the intimate viewing circle 
of  the photos, by listening to the ‘polyphonic’ stories tendered by loved 
ones,18 in caressing their countenance on the photo, the beholders become 
open to a wellspring of  ‘sensate, embodied, and affective engagements’.19  

Figure 7.1: Santu Mofokeng’s (1997) The Black Photo Album / Look at Me: 
1890-1950. © Santu Mofokeng Foundation. Courtesy of  Lunetta Bartz, 
MAKER, Johannesburg 

A second focus area I explore is the predominance of  touch that 
features in the photos. In one of  the photographs, I am enthralled by the 
encompassment of  embraces (Figure 7.1). A father is seated, with his son 
standing nestled between his legs; the son returns the touch by placing his 
hand on his father’s knee. In the centre of  the image is a mother seated 
with a baby on her lap. The mother’s pose and her solicitously soft touch 

17   As above.

18   As above.

19   Campt (n 6) 44.
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is reminiscent of  the Renaissance genre of  Madonna and child paintings. 
In this view, the mother’s touch is venerated as altruistic and enshrines 
the life of  the new-born child to be swaddled in sanctity. On the left, what 
appears to be three siblings and their father are united by a gentle and 
gracious touch. Thus, it is through the ‘tactility of  corporeal contact’20 that 
the sitters in the photo are able to assert and revere their bonds of  kinship. 

In the ‘touches of  demonstrative affection’21 we are provided with a 
horizon to interpret the humanness of  the sitters: Outside of  the photo 
frame, the touch of  the sitters may have entailed dimensions of  care for 
one another, support for one another, as well as a commitment to one 
another’s personal growth and well-being. In this perspective, the touch 
of  each sitter is a testimony of  their humanness, as well as an expression 
of  love.22 It is paramount to acknowledge that the sitters’ expressions 
of  love occurred during a heinously inhumane time in which their very 
humanity was denounced by the ruling colonial and apartheid powers. 
For Oliver, love entails ethical and political dimensions: ‘ethical in the 
sense of  engendering obligations to each other, and political in the 
sense of  engendering the possibility of  working-through our histories of 
discrimination and oppression’.23 In this formation, the love expressed by 
the sitters can be regarded as an act of  agency. They chose to love in order 
to extend communion and caring to each other, as well as to cultivate 
camaraderie that is invested in their collective freedom from domination. 
By following this line of  reasoning, I become engulfed with an acuity for 
the sitters as sensitive souls, sacred selves and appreciate that their lives 
were resolutely meaningful as they chose to love: ‘The living body is a 
loving body, and the loving body is a speaking body. Without love we 
are nothing but walking corpses. Love is essential to the living body and 
it is essential in bringing the living body to life in language through the 
testimony of  love.’24

20   Campt (n 6) 40.

21   Campt (n 6) 100.

22   Instead of  considering the depicted touches as simply indicative of  Victorian 

posing conventions, I follow Margaret Olin’s theorisation that photography entails 

adopting socio-cultural conventions and genres to perform or enact a relationship 

with others. M Olin Touching photographs (2012).

23   K Oliver ‘The look of  love’ (2001) 16 Hypatia 75.

24   Oliver (n 23) 74.
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In evoking and expressing love, the photographs are set apart from 
the photographic archive of  South Africa where the focus, according to 
Jamal, has been on a ‘perversely mutinous denial of  love – a fascination 
with lovelessness … Therefore, to state that South African photography 
remains overdetermined by the legacies of  colonialism and apartheid is, 
frankly, an understatement.’25 Echoing Jamal’s conclusions is Newbury 
who pronounces that owing to colonialism and apartheid being the 
‘dominant framing narrative’ in discourses of  South African photography, 
the photographic archive of  the country is assumed to be ‘simply a 
repository of  conflict and trauma’.26 In this way, Mofokeng’s work calls 
attention to the features in the photographic archive that are overlooked, 
namely, ‘human identity, spirituality and responsibility’.27 The Black 
Photo Album thus can be regarded as an invitation for us to explore the 
photographic archive of  South Africa as a ‘space of  imaginative world 
making and creative renewal’.28 I take up this invitation by investigating the 
photographs of  the Orange Free State Asylum with the aim to engender 
an awareness of  the humanity of  the pictured subjects.

3  Interpreting photographs from the Orange Free State 
Asylum, c 1900

If  the haptic analysis of  the studio portraits of  The Black Photo Album has 
underscored the humanness of  the sitters, can a haptic and humanising 
interpretative strategy be developed to similarly interpret colonial 
photographs produced for the purpose of  cataloguing and objectifying 
black subjects? For Campt, it is precisely such visual material that ‘grapples 
with the recalcitrant and the disaffected, the unruly and the dispossessed’29 
to which we should turn our analytical attention. While photographs of 
black prisoners and mineworkers have received a substantial degree of 
academic attention,30 there are a plethora of  photographs from colonial 

25   A Jamal ‘Billy Monk: Love in a loveless time’ (2013) 21 Image & Text 68.

26   Newbury (n 4). 

27   Mofokeng & Campbell (n 7). 

28   Newbury (n 4).

29   Campt (n 11) 3.

30   For example, see L Rizzo Photography and history in colonial Southern Africa: Shades 

of  empire (2019).
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institutions that depict objectified and dehumanised black subjects that 
have only recently received academic attention.31 One example is the 
network of  lunatic asylums that operated in the country during the late 
nineteenth century. The photographic records of  this asylum network 
presents an opportunity for scholars to offer a critical and creative 
approach to developing ‘an awareness of  and appreciation for patients as 
individual subjects’.32 

The photographic records of  the country’s asylum network were 
largely accepted to consist only of  archived casebook photographs and 
photographs submitted to the colonial office. Thus, it is of  immense 
interest that a collection of  approximately 120 glass plate negatives of  an 
asylum’s patients were donated to a private collector, Carol Hardijzer.33 
The name and location of  the asylum remained a mystery, but after 
Hardijzer granted me access to the collection, I was able to establish 
that the photographs were taken at the Orange Free State Asylum (OFS 
Asylum) circa 1900s.34 This finding is ground-breaking, as the collection 
constitutes the only visual record of  the asylum’s patients.

Contextualising the photos and providing a detailed history of  the OFS 
Asylum is riddled with pitfalls, as the country’s archives contain a meagre 
collection of  documents that pertain primarily to its administration (the 

31   For example, Michaela Clark has pioneered the analysis of  clinical photography. 

M Clark ‘Patients, power and representation: Clinical photographs in focus’ (2019) 

54 de arte 59. 

32   R du Plessis ‘Beyond a clinical narrative: Casebook photographs from the 

Grahamstown Lunatic Asylum, c 1890s’ (2015) 29 Critical Arts 89.

33   C Hardijzer ‘Early 20th century asylum photography in South Africa’ 2017, http://

www.theheritageportal.co.za/article/early-20th-century-asylum-photography-

south-africa (accessed 20 February 2021). 

34   The Orange Free State Asylum opened in Bloemfontein in 1884. It was later 

renamed the Bloemfontein Mental Hospital and thereafter the Oranje Hospital. 

It is still operational today and is now known as the Free State Psychiatric 

Complex. Two pieces of  evidence provided a means to identify the asylum as well 

as establish the approximate time period that the photographs were taken. First, 

one of  the photos bears the stamp of  the ‘OFS ASYLUM’ thereby identifying the 

institution as the Orange Free State Asylum. Second, when text is depicted in the 

photographs it is in English rather than in Dutch – the official language of  the 

former Boer Republic of  the Orange Free State. This means that the photographs 

can be dated from 1900 when the British authorities took over control of  the 

asylum during the Anglo-Boer War.
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appointment and resignations of  attendants, stock tacking, staff  payments 
and repairs to buildings). Even more disconcerting, we are unable to 
provide biographical details of  the photographed subjects – their age, 
occupation, marital status, next of  kin – as the casebooks of  the asylum 
are not archived. The absence of  the asylum’s casebooks also means that 
we do not have access to additional information that was captured therein, 
namely, a basic outline of  a patient’s life history, as well as a second-hand 
account of  their experiences at the asylum. Although we have lost access 
to the biographical details and life stories of  the subjects, we can explore 
the photographs to gain an awareness of  the humanness of  the sitters. To 
do so, I offer an interpretative strategy for the photos of  black subjects that 
is primarily informed by Campt’s haptic reading of  photography.35 Campt 
calls for us to understand photographs by adopting a practice of  listening 
to them. This entails ‘looking beyond what we see and attuning our senses 
to the other affective frequencies through which photographs register. It 
is a haptic encounter that foregrounds the frequencies of  images and how 
they move, touch, and connect us to the event of  the photo.’36

The practice of  listening to images thus invites us to dialogue with 
the photographs, to be open to the feelings produced by the photos, as 
well as to develop an embodied and empathetic connection between 
the sitter and us. It is imperative to highlight that the discussion of  my 
affective attachment to the photographs necessitates ‘putting oneself  in 
the narrative’.37 I therefore detail the personal stories of  how and why the 
photographs affected me,38 as well as narrate how each interaction and 
encounter with the photos ‘produced points of  critical reflection, insight, 
and interrogation’.39 

The adoption of  Campt’s practice of  listening to images also offers 
a novel approach to interpreting images that lack supporting documents 

35   The asylum’s patient population consisted of  a heterogeneous mix of  individuals 

in terms of  race, sex and class. The photographic collection reflects the diversity 

of  the asylum’s patient body. For the purposes of  this study, I have delimited the 

investigation to three photographs of  black male subjects. 

36   Campt (n 11) 9 (emphasis in original).

37   E Stańczyk ‘The rebelling orphan: Adopting the found photograph’ (2018) 18 

Feminist Media Studies 1041.

38   Campt (n 11) 72.

39   Campt (n 6) 20.
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and for which the biographical details of  the sitters are missing. For 
these images, Campt calls for us to be open to how they reverberate in a 
‘polyphony of  quietly audible questions’ that resonate with other related 
bodies of  photography.40 In this way, the interpretation of  a set of  photos 
that lacks textual contextualisation can be aided by tracing the echoes that 
reverberate in other sets of  photographs that are anchored by bodies of 
text. In pursuing Campt’s approach, my thoughts and contemplations of 
the OFS Asylum’s photographs are informed by my work on the country’s 
asylums – in particular, the Grahamstown Lunatic Asylum.41 Thus, while 
the negligible archived records of  the asylum and the scarce scholarship 
of  the asylum’s history offer only a basic contextualisation of  the images, 

42 the photos of  the OFS Asylum became readable and understandable 
to me by reflecting on the visual and textual discourses of  the country’s 
asylums. To substantiate how the material from different asylums can be 
used to ‘probe a related set of  queries’,43 I provide a basic sketch on the 
connections shared between the OFS Asylum and the country’s asylums.

In the scant sources pertaining to the history of  the OFS Asylum, 
it is glaringly apparent that the asylum segregated black patients from 
whites and offered black subjects inferior facilities and lower standards of 
care. For example, male black patients were issued with clothing that was 
found to be unsuitable and inadequate44 and they were accommodated in 
wards that were built and fitted at a lower cost than the wards reserved 
for white patients.45 Moreover, several reports indicate that the negligence 
and inattentiveness of  the staff  resulted in the accidental deaths of  black 
patients.46 Racial discrimination and segregation was not unique to the 

40   Campt (n 11) 33.

41   R du Plessis Pathways of  patients at the Grahamstown Lunatic Asylum, 1890 to 1907 

(2020). For a comprehensive overview of  the country’s asylum network, as well as 

detailed case studies of  specific institutions, see J Parle States of  mind: Searching for 

mental health in Natal and Zululand, 1868–1918 (2007); S Swartz Homeless wanderers: 

Movement and mental illness in the Cape Colony in the nineteenth century (2015).

42   As far as I could ascertain, the history of  the asylum has only been investigated by 

M Minde ‘History of  mental health services in South Africa. Part IV. The Orange 

Free State’ (1974) 48 South African Medical Journal 2327.

43   Campt (n 11) 33.

44   Free State Archives Repository (Bloemfontein), file CO 616_2235_1.

45   Minde (n 42).

46   National Archives Repository (Pretoria), file CS 996_20981_1. 
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OFS Asylum, but was a key feature of  the country’s asylum network. This 
feature was a product of  the ‘emergence of  a racist colonial psychiatry, 
which characterised the black insane as more primitive, childish, and 
inaccessible to care than their white counterparts’.47 To this end, the highest 
level of  care, treatment and resources were earmarked for white patients. 
Black subjects were housed in under-resourced wards that operated like a 
workhouse in which the central thrust was daily drudgery with a reduced 
diet scale. The dispensation of  minimal standards of  care to black subjects 
resulted in a high number of  injuries, accidents, deaths and infections. 
For example, at the Fort Beaufort Asylum - a facility reserved for black 
patients - the staff  battled to keep the patients and the asylum clean and 
sanitary, leading to recurrent outbreaks of  infectious diseases, as well as 
enteric fever, typhoid, and tuberculosis becoming endemic threats in the 
wards of  the asylum. Moreover, the asylum’s reduced diet scale resulted in 
scurvy being a disease that was common among the patients.48 

3.1 First encounter 

My first encounter with the collection was in March 2021 when I visited 
Hardijzer at his home in Johannesburg that holds his vast archive of  South 
African photographs.49 While seated at a table, Hardijzer carefully places 
the boxes of  the glass plate negatives before me. He asks if  I have handled 
glass plates before. I answer nervously, ‘no’. He responds by instructing 
me on the proper handling of  the plates and advises extreme care as they 
are very fragile and are at risk of  cracking and breaking. I tremble in 
trepidation. The prospect of  breaking one of  the plates makes my heart 
palpitate, sending waves of  molten lava dashing through my arteries. 
Hardijzer offers me a coffee and leaves me alone to view the delicate and 
infinitely precious objects. My gut instinct is to wait for him to return and 
ask him to handle the plates for me. Nevertheless, my curiosity gets the 
better of  me and I lean forward to pick up the first plate. 

47   S Swartz ‘The black insane in the Cape, 1891-1920’ (1995) 21 Journal of  Southern 

African Studies 403.

48   Du Plessis (n 41).

49   Hardijzer holds one of  the largest private photographic collections in South Africa. 

He has extensively investigated the photographs in his collection and the results 

thereof  appear in over 60 articles he has authored for the Heritage Portal website. 
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Along the edges of  the plate, I place my fingers to gently hold it to 
the light in order to see the figures depicted therein. Hence, before I can 
experience the image component of  the plates, I experience the plates as 
‘real physical objects’ that can be apprehended through sight as well as 
‘through embodied relations of  smell, taste, touch and hearing’.50 The 
glass is cold to the touch and if  I exert too much force, the plate will crack. 
From the stack of  plates that are boxed before me, every time I pick one 
of  them up, my ears are pierced by the sound of  scratching glass. This is 
profoundly different from the sounds that usually accompany the viewing 
of  images: Instead of  the velcro-like sounds that emanate from turning the 
pages of  a photo-album, the sound of  the plates is filled with suspense that 
I may shatter it or unwittingly scratch away at the image. Thus, generated 
by the senses of  touching and hearing, the experience of  interacting with 
the plates is enmeshed with the frailty of  the medium, fears of  breaking 
the plates, as well as the embrace of  handling practices that underscore 
treating each plate with care and respect. 

Figure 7.2: Glass plate negative of  patients at the OFS Asylum. Courtesy 
of  Carol Hardijzer

50   E Edwards & J Hart ‘Introduction: Photographs as objects’ in E Edwards & J Hart 

(eds) Photographs objects histories: On the materiality of  images (2004) 1. 
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To see the images contained on the plates requires finding the correct 
type of  light. Some plates demand a bright light source and thus I hold 
them up to a window that is bathed in bright sunlight. A fair share of 
plates seek a softer light and necessitate that I move around the room until 
the images become perceptible. Like a divining rod, these plates guide me 
through the room to reveal the light source that makes seeing the image 
possible. One of  the first plates I view has a crack that runs horizontally 
across the surface (Figure 7.2). I pause over the plate and begin ruminating 
if  my touch will be the final one that results in the shattering of  the plate 
and the eventual loss of  the image. Cradling the plate between my two 
fingers, I hold it to the light. The image that comes into view depicts two 
subjects standing in front of  a stark background. Both are shirtless but one 
does have a jacket on. Their names are etched into the surface of  the plate. 
The etching of  the subjects’ names at the bottom of  the plate pinpoints 
that the developed photos were used in the asylum’s casebooks to identify 
the patients. 

On the glass plate negatives, the faces of  the subjects remain 
indecipherable. No matter how much I manipulate the plate, the faces 
remain elusive and enigmatic. Although I battle to clearly see the faces of 
the subjects, my fingers and hand are clearly visible behind the glass plate 
and my gaze is conspicuously reflected on the front side of  the plate. Thus, 
in the process of  viewing the plate, I become self-aware of  my corporeality 
and gaze. In being confronted by my corporeal presence and gaze, I 
meditate on how the viewing of  the plate positions me as a curator, in the 
sense of  ‘one who cares for’51 the plate as a physical object, as well as for 
the subjects imaged on the plate. The frailty of  the plates requires me to 
adopt a gentle touch with fingers spanned as a safety net over the corners 
of  the object. But, what about my gaze? What type of  look can I adopt 
as a ‘gesture of  care’52 for the pictured subjects? At the very least, I can 
begin by recanting a clinical conception of  the subjects as ‘scientific and 
dehumanized specimens of  the pathologizing gaze’,53 and turn instead to 

51   D Newbury ‘Going and coming back: Curating the post-apartheid archive’ 

in C Morton & D Newbury (eds) The African photographic archive: Research and 

curatorial strategies (2015) 160.

52   L Stevenson ‘Looking away’ (2020) 35 Cultural Anthropology 8.

53   K Watson ‘Precarious memory: Eudora Welty and the Mississippi State Lunatic 

Asylum (2020) 12 Eudora Welty Review 70.
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a form of  looking that seeks to witness the ‘singularity of  another being’.54 

3.2 Second encounter

On my second visit to Hardijzer we photographed the negatives and with 
the use of  photo-editing software, we were able to convert the negatives 
into digital positives. Consequently, for the first time in many decades, 
the image component of  the plates became visible. I became transfixed 
with the images and began documenting recurrent tropes. Throughout the 
collection, the subjects are arranged to face the camera and set against 
a plain background. These tropes are part of  the mug shot genre of 
photography that was the genre of  choice for the asylum’s casebooks.55 
Nevertheless, there are many tropes in the photographs that do not 
conform to the mug shot genre. Unlike mug shots, which concentrate 
solely on the face of  the subject, the photographs extend to the torso of  the 
subjects and sometimes even the whole body. Additionally, the subjects 
were photographed in groups rather than each subject undergoing a 
solitary confrontation with the camera. 

The identification of  the tropes that stray from the mug shot genre 
allow us to comprehend that the photograph printed from the glass plate 
negative was extensively modified before it was pasted in the casebooks. 
To reduce expenditure on photography, a common practice in the 
country’s asylums was to take a photograph of  a group of  patients.56 
Consequently, to photograph a group of  patients within the dimensions of 
the plate necessitated the inclusion of  their bodies. Once the photographs 
were developed, it is likely that a staff  member was tasked to create mug 
shots for each patient by cutting the photograph to amputate the subject’s 
head from their body. In sum, the image depicted on the plates offers an 
expansive view that is not visible in the casebooks: While the casebook 
mug shots are tightly concentrated on isolated profiles of  the patients, the 
plates represent the subject to have a body. 

In the discussion that follows I offer a twofold investigation of  the 
depiction of  the subject’s body on the plates. First, we have the means 

54   Stevenson (n 52) 8.

55   Du Plessis (n 32). 

56   See also KDB Rawling ‘Visualising mental illness: Gender, medicine and visual 

media, c 1850-1910’ PhD thesis, Royal Holloway, University of  London, 2011. 
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to examine and interpret the ‘embodied experiences of  being a patient’ 
at the asylum.57 Second, the inclusion of  a subject’s body allows us to 
explore whether the subject engaged in body language and self-fashioning 
as a means to refuse being framed as clinical objects for identification, 
inspection and categorisation. This interest draws upon Campt’s call for 
us to engage in the ‘paradoxical capacity of  identity photos to rupture the 
sovereign gaze of  the regimes that created them by refusing the very terms 
of  photographic subjection they were engineered to produce’.58 Along 
these lines, while it is evident that a photographer captured the patients 
before a plain background, insisted on a frontal positioning, and likely 
instructed them to look into the camera, we must also consider how the 
patients may have attempted to ‘exploit extremely limited possibilities 
for self-expression’59 – for example, their dress, posture, pose and facial 
expressions – in an effort to ‘enunciate quiet but resonant claims to 
personhood’.60 Thus, in engaging with images, we are implored to 
interpret how the subjects may have refused their status as clinical objects 
and instead attempted to ‘reconfigure their status as subjects’.61 

Figure 7.3: Patients of  the OFS Asylum. Courtesy of  Carol Hardijzer

57   KDB Rawling ‘“The annexed photos were taken today”: Photographing patients 

in the late-nineteenth-century asylum’ (2021) 34 Social History of  Medicine 261.

58   Campt (n 11) 5.

59   Campt (n 11) 59.

60   Campt (n 11) 65.

61   Campt (n 11) 60.
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A common feature in the photos of  black subjects is that they wear 
clothes that are oversized, that are shabby, tattered and torn, and that 
are soiled, filthy and grubby. Even more alarming is the fact that some 
patients are photographed naked while others are only partly clothed: 
bare-chested or draped in a blanket that covers their bodies. This alarming 
fact is restricted to photographs of  black men. Stated differently, across 
the race and gender spectrum of  the photographed patients of  the OFS 
Asylum, it is only black men that are captured naked or in various states 
of  undress. In Figure 7.3 (the digital positive of  Figure 7.2) both men are 
shirtless. The subject on the left wears a jacket that is dreadfully defiled 
and darkened in dirt and appallingly grungy with missing buttons. The 
subject on the right wears a frayed pair of  pants that do not fit him. Eastoe 
proposes that photographs can provide a glimpse of  the ‘care practices’62 
offered by an asylum to its patient body. Following this line of  argument, 
the rotten and rancid dress worn by the black subjects, as well as the 
instances of  undress, can be seen as a product of  the asylum’s limited 
interest in their care and attention. The dress worn by the black subjects 
activates an affective response in me. I consider how the patients must 
have felt wearing dirty clothing. I ponder how their skin may have recoiled 
in abjection by dressing in clothes that were soiled in stains and reeking 
in odours. To feel the gelatinous grime of  a dress rubbing off  onto one’s 
skin, to feel one’s skin chafe on the parts of  fabric that are congealed with 
dirt, transforms the daily ritual of  dressing to be an encounter that exposes 
the subjects to mortifications of  their self-image and was marred in tactile 
feelings of  revulsion and repugnance. 

In Figure 7.3 the subject on the right captivates me. The subject is 
posed with his hands behind his back while gazing directly at the camera. 
Although this pose and gaze could denote an act of  submission to the 
photographic encounter, I regard it to constitute an act of  refusal. Standing 
bare chested before the camera, the subject is not able to assert his character 
via dress but rather by pose. The subject asserts a dignified character by 
folding his arms behind his body. In this pose, the subject is set apart from 
stereotypes of  insanity that depict sufferers to be animalistic, violent and 
engaged in depravities.63 In this reading, the subject refuses to be captured 

62   S Eastoe Idiocy, imbecility and insanity in Victorian society: Caterham Asylum, 1867–

1911 (2020). 

63   R du Plessis ‘Photographs from the Grahamstown Lunatic Asylum, South Africa, 

1890-1907’ (2014) 40 Social Dynamics 12.
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by the photographer as an unclothed and ignominious individual. Through 
the act of  refusal, an alternative account of  the subject becomes visible;64 
an account that focuses our attention on the subject declaring a dignified 
self-image. 

While writing this chapter, I have been in the Free State during one 
of  its arctic-like winters. I experience gale force winds that pound my 
body and frosty nights that make my flesh shiver. On most evenings I am 
awoken by the cold and seek to cocoon myself  in ever more blankets to 
keep the painful polar chills at bay. When I experience the harsh sting 
of  the cold, I wonder about the black subjects depicted in the photos. 
With limited articles of  clothing and items of  dress that are unravelling 
and falling apart, how did they withstand the hardships of  winter nights 
that make the body ache in pain and coil up like a contortionist? These 
questions haunt me and have a bearing on my thought pattern: When I 
encounter the tortures of  sub-zero temperatures that seize the nights like a 
plague, I express empathy and compassion for the photographed subjects, 
who endured the cold in an institution that did not prioritise their care and 
comfort. 

To be mindful of  the embodied experiences of  the patients, I consider 
the sounds that bodies make. How did their breathing sound during the 
cold nights they endured? Did glacial gusts of  wind contribute to breathing 
that was shallow and laboured, to exhales that were a caterwauling hissing 
accompanied by turbulent shivers? Initially, at the beginning of  2021, I 
did not consider the sound of  an ill body when I pondered this image. By 
mid-2021 a change in my temporality influenced my engagement with the 
image.65 My partner and I tested positive for COVID-19 on 11 June 2021. 
A few days later my partner was rushed to the hospital as he was battling 
to breathe. The days preceding my partner’s hospitalisation entailed 
witnessing the fast pace at which his body was seized by the virus and 
how his breathing had become distressingly shallow – it was as if  he was 
slowly being asphyxiated. Sitting at the bedside, I monitored his health by 
listening to his breathing. Every inhale and exhale was taxing on his body 
and produced a corporeal lament in the lungs: Muffled and shallow inhales 
were met by exhales that sounded like tumultuous choking. Once we 

64   Campt (n 11) 5.

65   Campt (n 6) 34.
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recovered, I returned to this study by viewing Figure 7.3. On this occasion 
I was confronted by thoughts about ill bodies and their care at the OFS 
Asylum. The casebooks of  the Grahamstown Lunatic Asylum guided 
these thoughts where we observe that the doctors focused their attention 
on the sound of  the patient’s body: The beat of  the heart was examined 
at regular intervals; breathing sounds indexed the health of  the lungs; and 
the pulse was monitored for thuds that were neither elevated nor excessive. 
To return to the image under investigation, I am conscious of  the bodies 
of  the subjects. I now recognise that the health of  a subject’s body matters 
just as much as the health of  the subject’s mind. I now comprehend and 
appreciate the subjects to have bodies that ‘sound the alarm’ when they 
are ill, suffering, or at the crossroads of  demise. Moreover, I contemplate 
how patients may have complained to the staff  about their somatic stories 
of  suffering, as well as communicated corporeal stories of  restored health. 
My ponderings thus provide me with a richer appreciation for how a 
‘patient’s personal experience of  their body – its illnesses, its accidents, 
its unexpected and often distressing defects’66 is an essential aspect in 
considering their lives at the asylum. 

In Figure 7.4 the subject is dressed in civilian clothing rather than 
wearing the standard clothing issued by the asylum to the patients. The 
subject may have elected to wear a shirt and waistcoat as an act of  refusing 
to present his self-image as that of  a patient. Instead of  wearing a uniform 
that brands him as an inmate of  the asylum, the subject wears clothing 
that brings into view a self-identity that is civil and genteel. Thus, despite 
his clothing being tattered and torn, it still serves as an example of  the 
‘limited and often compromised resources’ by which the ‘dispossessed 
reconfigure their status as subjects’.67 Stated differently, he may have had 
a limited wardrobe of  civilian clothing that bore the scars of  frequent use, 
but this did not deter him from devoutly committing to attempts to secure 
a status of  a subject who is worthy of  reverence. 

66   J Wallis Investigating the body in the Victorian Asylum: Doctors, patients, and practices 

(2017) 14. 

67   Campt (n 11) 60.
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Figure 7.4: Patient of  the OFS Asylum. Courtesy of  Carol Hardijzer

The subject’s raised hand could be a gesture to the people behind the 
camera to cease their operations, to wait, or to signal his refusal of  the 
photographic encounter. Viewing this gesture presents an opportunity 
to explore how it may have been accompanied by the subject’s voice. 
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In the moment before or after the photo was captured, the subject may 
have voiced his refusal, pleaded with the photographer, or attempted to 
negotiate the terms of  the photographic encounter. Once we concede that 
this photograph exists ‘within sound’, we must take into account ‘the 
sound of  voices, spoken or sung, in rising and falling rhythms, tones and 
volumes’.68 I wonder if  the subject turned to his native tongue – maybe 
Sotho – to articulate his discontent with the photographic encounter. 
Did he stand up to the photographer by voicing himself  in a stern yet 
respectable manner? The sound embedded in this image affects me. In 
voicing his objection to the photographer, I am struck by the subject’s 
steadfast strength of  character. The courage it took him to look into the lens 
of  the camera and, with conviction, to raise his voice and hand to convey 
his discontent, is an act that fills me with feelings of  admiration. However, 
concurrent to these feelings, I am also gripped in fear. I realise that the 
subject’s act of  resistance posed several risks to him. In particular, the 
asylum staff  would perceive his act of  resistance to constitute misconduct 
and improper behaviour. To correct his behaviour, the asylum staff  would 
submit him to a regime of  discipline and punishment. In attuning myself 
to the possible utterances voiced by the subject, I am thus filled with tears 
of  tribute and fears of  penance. 

In Figure 7.5, owing to an error in the development of  the glass 
plate negative, two images are visible on the plate: first, a relatively clear 
image of  black subjects; second, a blurry negative of  white subjects. The 
superimposed images are a product of  a technical fault, but this accident 
proves to be immensely valuable to a researcher, as it visualises the 
overwhelming juxtaposition between the black and white subjects of  the 
asylum. While the white subjects are neatly dressed in fine clothing and 
handsomely groomed, the black subjects are dressed in clothing issued by 
the asylum. Unlike the distinguished dress and gentlemanly appearance of 
the white subjects, three of  the black subjects are demeaned and debased 
by being issued with clothing that are in varying degrees of  ruin and 
shamble.

68   Edwards (n 12) 39.
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Figure 7.5: Patients of  the OFS Asylum. Courtesy of  Carol Hardijzer

The differences in dress was only one part of  the story of  racial 
discrimination at the asylum. As already indicated, in the racially-
segregated OFS Asylum, black patients received a regimen that was marked 
by inequity and prejudice: Less food, care and attention was provided to 
them. Owing to the racial segregation implemented at the asylum, it is 
likely that there was very little contact between black and white patients, 
as well as almost no access for the black subjects to experience the spaces 
and regimen of  the asylum that were reserved for white patients. While 
Figure 7.5 visualises the contrasts between the black and white subjects, by 
adopting a haptic reading it is also possible to argue that the image brings 
into view a conception that the figures touch one another. Although the 
black subjects of  the asylum were barred from contact with white subjects, 
as well as excluded from the regimen and resources allocated to whites, 
the image allows us to conjure a different world: a world in which both 
race groups received equitable care, as well as bonded with one another. 
The image thus makes it possible to consider what it would have been 
like if  black subjects received ‘care of  the highest quality’ in order to 
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‘live a joyful and dignified life’.69 This envisaged world is a catalyst for 
levelling an acerbic critique against the actual world that the black patients 
encountered, where they received an inferior standard of  care compared 
to white subjects. In doing so, the asylum denigrated the humanity of  the 
black subjects: Their lives and well-being were of  less value than those of 
their white counterparts. 

For Kittay, it is through acknowledging and bestowing care that ‘we 
respond to the intrinsic value of  each individual’.70 In bestowing care, 
Kittay encourages us to understand that care is a

multifaceted term. It is a labor, an attitude, and a virtue. As labor, 
it is the work of  maintaining ourselves and others when we are in 
a condition of  need. It is most noticed in its absence, most needed 
when it can be least reciprocated. As an attitude, caring denotes 
a positive, affective bond and investment in another’s well-being. 
The labor can be done without the appropriate attitude. Yet without 
the attitude of  care, the open responsiveness to another that is so 
essential to understanding what another requires is not possible. 
That is, the labor unaccompanied by the attitude of  care cannot be 
good care.71

I reflect on Kittay’s thoughts and comprehend that my criticism no longer 
is based solely on the fact that black subjects received a substandard ‘labour 
of  care’72 that disrespected their right to equitable healthcare provision. 
Added to this, we must also consider that this diminished labour was 
likely undertaken without an apt ‘attitude of  care’.73 The black subjects 
must have palpably felt the absence of  this attitude. They likely observed 
the staff ’s disinterest in their hostile body language, castigatory tone of 
voice, and in their unkind touch. Some black subjects may have responded 
by flinching at the tone of  the staff ’s commands and winced at the staff ’s 

69   EF Kittay ‘The ethics of  care, dependence, and disability’ (2011) 24 Ratio Juris 52.

70   EF Kittay ‘Equality, dignity and disability’ in MA Lyons & F Waldron (eds) 

Perspectives on equality: The second Seamus Heaney lectures (2005) 113.

71   EF Kittay ‘When caring is just and justice is caring: Justice and mental retardation’ 

(2001) 13 Public Culture 560.

72   As above.

73   As above.
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unsympathetic touch. This is palpably visible in one of  the photographs 
where a staff  member’s hand is placed on the back of  a black male subject 
to keep him standing motionless before the camera’s shutter. The black 
subject responds to the hand of  the staff  by retracting his head into his 
shoulders and neck, as well as wrapping his body in a blanket so that it 
is only his one arm and face that is seized before the camera. Thus, the 
photograph allows us to witness some of  the ways in which black subjects 
responded in a corporeal manner to the staff ’s touch and commands. 
Although the content matter of  this photograph is ‘painful’ to witness, 
we are called to recognise that ‘painfulness’ marked the reality that many 
black subjects endured during their institutionalisation.74 While no written 
record offers a first-hand account of  the abuses suffered by black subjects, 
the photographs are a ‘truth-telling’75 of  the anguish expressed by the 
subjects.

4 Conclusion

This chapter sought to affirm the humanity of  the OFS Asylum’s patients 
by developing an interpretative strategy for the photographs. One of  the 
key characteristics of  the interpretative strategy was the adoption of  a 
haptic reading of  the photos that brought to the fore an exploration of 
the embodied experiences encountered by the subjects. This exploration 
entailed drawing upon my own personal history and affective responses 
to the images as a way to establish an empathetic and compassionate 
relation to the subjects. Thus, in spite of  the lack of  direct testimony 
authored by the black subjects of  the asylum, the chapter’s adoption of  the 
haptic reading offered a means by which we can attain a form or degree 
of  ‘recognition, understanding, and even empathy between historical 
patients and contemporary readers’.76 Although the deep historical 
injustices suffered by the asylum’s black subjects cannot be undone, the 
chapter’s interpretative strategy does offer a means for us to recognise that 

74   E Edwards Raw histories: Photographs, anthropology and museums (2001) 6.

75   As above.

76   K Rawling ‘Patient photographs, patient voices: Recovering patient experience in 

the nineteenth-century asylum’ in R Ellis, S Kendal & SJ Taylor (eds) Voices in 

the history of  madness: Personal and professional perspectives on mental health and illness 

(2021) 238.
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the ‘sufferer exists’ not as a ‘specimen from the social category labelled 
“unfortunate”, but as a [hu]man, exactly like we are, who was one day 
stamped with a special mark of  affliction’.77 To this end, the interpretative 
strategy can be framed as a ‘gesture of  care’78 to the black subjects as it 
aids in appreciating them as sacrosanct human subjects, as well as restores 
the sanctity of  their lives and avows that they are deserving of  dignity and 
respect.
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ATHI-PATRA RUGA’S POLITICS OF 
DISORIENTATION:  

QUEER(Y)ING THREADS

CHAPTER 8

Adéle Adendorff

1 Introduction 

Figure 8.1: Athi-Patra Ruga, Miss Congo, 2009. Digital video still. Courtesy 
of  the artist and Whatiftheworld. Photo credit: Kens Mukendi

One of  Ruga’s earliest references to embroidery – its implicit materiality, 
queer potential and relation to the body – coincides with the birth of  his 
first black, femme, queer avatar, Miss Congo. Born in 2004 in Berea, 
Johannesburg, Miss Congo is the ‘personification of  the Black Femme 
in Modernism’.1 Adorned in a bleached denim ensemble and a crimson 
headscarf  in one scene, her body was later staged in a series of  obscure and 
awkward poses. She is the protagonist in the three-channel video piece, 

1   For Ruga, Miss Congo parodies modernism’s primitivist gaze and valorisation of 

black bodies and ‘our complicity as African artists to it’. A-P Ruga ‘Preface’ in  

A-P Ruga Of  gods, rainbows and omissions (2019) 7 14.
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Miss Congo (2009) (Figure 8.1). Filmed as a series of  four performances or 
‘craft meditations’, as Ruga names these acts, the film depicts Miss Congo 
in four different, unspecified public locations on the fringes of  Kinshasa’s 
urban geography, unpicking embroidery’s silent, private, solo act.2 In 
one section, we see Miss Congo’s body draped over discarded objects in 
a garbage dump. In another, she reclines on a cold cement slab by an 
abandoned building. In yet another, Ruga’s avatar perches on a decrepit 
cement beam as her feet hover over a grimy waterway on a backstreet. 
We also see her focused on her embroidery cloth, stitching intently while 
sitting on a stool behind a microphone in a dimly-lit club. Miss Congo, 
Ruga urges, stands for ‘ideas of  displacement, of  not belonging’, qualifying 
her relegation to these unsavoury locations.3 Despite the abject nature of 
these spaces, Miss Congo appears unphased and calmly continues her 
task. She occupies these spaces by will. She pushes the thread back and 
forth, meditatively piercing the tapestry’s surface rhythmically.   

Ruga’s placements or, rather, displacements, of  Miss Congo’s body 
in spaces of  ruin, loss and abjection serve as ‘analogies for contextual 
breaks and ruptures’ proffering ‘an active forsaking or erasure of  place, 
rather than merely helpless loss’, as Buys writes.4 Here, the subject 
of  the tapestry itself  is barely visible, forcing our attention, instead, on 
the act of  embroidering rather than its objects. In some instances, Miss 
Congo’s peculiar positioning causes her discomfort. As I watch Miss 
Congo, my body jerks at her painful cries – intrusive shrieks echoed by her 
twitching muscles as they struggle to hold the pose. I realise that for Ruga, 
embroidery is not merely a loaded artistic medium or a craft with potential 
for opulence and theatre and subversion. Instead, ‘[t]hese [tapestries] 
are altars of  her making, blood lust and body as sacrifice’, as Nkosi so 
movingly responds to the video piece.5 Siegenthaler also hints at the carnal 
act associated with Ruga’s stitching in Miss Congo, noting that ‘the cloth 
accompanying Ruga’s acts’ is comparable to the Holy Mandylion6 as it 

2   ‘Athi-Patra Ruga’ 2022, https://thecubespace.com/en/uncategorized-en/athi-

patra-ruga/ (accessed 15 June 2022).

3   As above.

4   A Buys ‘Athi-Patra Ruga and the politics of  context’ (2010) 24 Critical Arts 480.

5   L Nkosi ‘All the women are white, all the blacks are men, but some of  us are brave’ 

in A-P Ruga (n 1) 35.

6   According to Christian convention, The Holy Mandylion, also known as the 
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both ‘represents and incorporates Jesus through the traces of  sweat’.7 She 
continues that ‘every stitch being part of  [Ruga’s] suffered moments … 
are in turn transformed into a physical texture’. In paying heed to my 
own bodily response to Ruga’s embroidery acts, I concur with Nkosi and 
Siegenthaler. I argue that Ruga’s performance with his tapestries carries 
the sign of  his bodily fleshly self. Alternatively, phrased differently, the 
artist’s embroilment of  body and thread renders embroidery for Ruga an 
embodied act.

In this chapter, I work from the assumption that Ruga’s tapestries are 
emblems of  his embodied acts of  stitching. I am guided by the French 
philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s understanding of  embodiment 
premised on the notion that our bodies are simultaneously biological 
and experiential entities – ‘I am my body’, he surmises.8 Embodiment 
encompasses the body as lived experience and the body as the context 
of  knowledge and experience. In exploring Miss Congo, I rely on 
phenomenological assessments that yield the self  as a subject that makes the 
world into objects through their activity, engagement and labour. I situate 
embodied consciousness in the world where meaning and materiality are 
inseparable, just like the body and mind – invariantly entwined and folded 
at every level from the corporeal to the philosophical.9

I embark on contextualising embroidery within Ruga’s practice. I 
untangle the artist’s dual process of  querying and queering by unpacking 
queerness via a brief  semantic, historical and etymological survey. I explore 
how Ruga’s queering exacts querying, too, as it engenders disorientation. 
I continue by unpicking the narratives the artist spins, focusing on the 
avatars and utopias he fabricates. I show how Ruga’s alter egos and 
mythical land queer(ie)s myths, histories and political ideals as he weaves 
intricate tales, laboriously engaging fact and fiction, past and present. 
Suffused in the artist’s woven narratives, I argue, is his embodied act of 

Image of  Edessa, is a piece of  cloth bearing an imprint of  Christ’s face. The relic 

is an acheiropoieton image, meaning ‘made without hand’ translated from Greek. 

See M Guscin The tradition of  the image of  Edessa (2016) 137. 

7   F Siegenthaler ‘Athi-Patra Ruga’s performances. Showing the invisible side of 

public space’ in Beyond every horizon there is another one: The Works 2006-2013 (2012) 

74.

8   M Merleau-Ponty Phenomenology of  perception (1962 [2005]) 202.

9   Merleau-Ponty (n 8) 247.
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embroidery, twisting and crossing to disorient our experience of  being in 
the world.

Building on Ruga’s and queerness’s tendency to disorientate, 
I introduce Ahmed’s politics of  disorientation as she interrogates 
phenomenological texts. I indicate how Ahmed’s ideas overlap and depart 
from traditional phenomenology and explore how her theorisation of 
queer subject positions, as differently oriented towards objects, may offer 
an insightful queer phenomenological reading of  Ruga’s embodied act of 
embroidering. I elaborate on Ahmed’s ideas as I explore the centrality 
of  the orientation devices of  the images of  the Victorian drawing room, 
investigating Miss Congo’s disorientation of  this space and the spaces’ 
disorientation or straightening devices it employs in return. 

2 Spinning tales and fashioning avatars

Figure 8.2: Athi-Patra Ruga, Miss Congo, 2007. Digital video still. Image 
courtesy of  the artist and Whatiftheworld. Photo credit: Kens Mukendi

Judith Butler writes that queerness provides ‘site[s] of  collective 
contestation, the point of  departure for a set of  historical reflections 
and future imaginings’.10 The space of  queerness is ‘redeployed, twisted, 

10   J Butler Bodies that matter: On the discursive limits of  ‘sex’ (1993) 228.
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queered … in the direction of  urgent and expanding political purposes’.11 
Sedgwick similarly notes in Tendencies (1994) that queer is a sustained 
moment, perpetual movement or a rationale marked by recurrent, 
spiralling and unnerving motion. She elaborates: ‘The word “queer” itself 
means across – it comes from the Indo-European root – twerkw, which 
also yields the German quer (transverse), Latin torquere (to twist), English 
athwart.’12 Queerness may then be understood as a tendency to move 
across boundaries, genders and ideas while maintaining a sense of  fluidity. 
I suggest that Ruga’s acts of  embroidery work in a similar way, twisting, 
knotting and navigating as the thread moves in and out of  the fibrous cloth. 
Probing at the limits of  boundaries is also Miss Congo’s modus operandi –
not only is she understood as queer in sexed and gendered terms; she is 
queer (Figure 8.2). She also embodies queerness by employing it as her 
act – she disrupts, warps and distorts through her deliberate displacement 
and subversion.

In Camp: Queer aesthetics and the performing subject (1999), Cleto 
augments queer, noting that it is an ‘indefinable issue and a vagrant entry, 
rich in implications and historico-theoretical nuances’.13 Cleto highlights 
that queer’s fluid grammatical functioning – the interchangeability of  the 
words as an adjective, noun and verb – reinforces the term’s inherent 
sense of  motion.14 During the eighteenth century, the English language’s 
seizing of  the term rendered it ‘oblique, bent, twisted, crooked’.15 The full 
force of  queer’s continuous motion and skewness also inform Ruga’s 
practice. As queer operates via ‘a spatial metaphor, twisting and bending 
straight principles … and the idea itself  of  normality’, as Cleto clarifies, 
Ruga’s queering of  narratives – his twisting of  history and bending of 
reality – is meant to confuse fixed orthodoxy. 16 The artist’s blurring of 
the boundaries of  normality displaces us. To come to terms with this 
sense of  bewilderment, we are compelled to interrogate our position.  

11   As above. 

12   EK Sedgwick Tendencies (1994) viii.

13   F Cleto ‘Introduction: Queering the camp’ in F Cleto (ed) Camp: Queer aesthetics 

and the performing subject (1999) 12.

14   As above.

15   As above.

16   Cleto (n 13) 13.
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We are prompted to query. Therefore, Ruga’s strategy is twofold: he  
queer(ie)s to disorientate us from the world as fixed by offering an ever-
changing conflation of  time and space. 

As the first in a long line of  Athi-Patra’s team of  black, queer, 
femme avatars, Miss Congo reiterates associations of  fabrication in her 
entanglement with embroidery. The sense of  fabricatedness extends from 
the avatars’ often-flamboyant costumery and tapestries’ crafted qualities 
to a tradition of  drag in South Africa (blanked out from local memory, 
too).17 Buys, drawing on Sontag, also highlights the importance of 
fabrication in Ruga’s practice, noting that camp functions as ‘an operation 
of  displacement and de-familiarisation’.18 Considering camp in this way, 
as Sontag notes, is to ‘understand Being-as-Playing-a-Role’ – a ‘metaphor 
of  life as theatre’ in the most extreme.19 Without delving into camp and 
its role in Ruga’s practice, camp’s exchange of  the original with its copy 
– the inherent sense of  fabrication at play in Ruga’s practice – displaces 
and disorients.  Here fabrication forges history differently, with forging 
understood as making and faking at play in the avatars and tapestries.

Ruga’s avatars also extend beyond the fixity of  sex, race and gender. 
Sparked into existence by the artist’s participation in the Johannesburg 
club scene of  the early 2000s and his background in fashion, Ruga’s 
avatars offer respite from the emotional and physical harm that may result 
from ‘communicating the meaty issues’, noting that they ensure ‘self-
preservation’.20 While protecting the artist, on the one hand, the avatars 
also aim to disrupt, expose and lay bare the seemingly ordinary atrocities 
evident in contemporary South African life. Hennlich elaborates: ‘The 
malleable nature of  the avatar exists as mythmaker, shaman, and trickster, 
while also serving an apotropaic function, protecting the artist from the 
damage of  traumas confronted in the work … In the words of  Walter 
Benjamin, the avatar “brush[es] history against the grain”.’21

17   See A Adendorff  ‘All that glitter is not gold: Counter penetrating in the name 

of  blackness and queerness, or, Athi-Patra Ruga’s camp act in the dirt’ (2021) 

Image & Text 35 for an elaborate discussion of  the intersection between queerness, 

blackness and camp in Ruga’s practice. 

18   Buys (n 4) 482.

19   S Sontag Against interpretation and other essays (2001) 280.

20   Ruga (n 1) 7.

21   AJ Hennlich ‘Nongqawuse Island’ in Ruga (n 1) 120.
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I argue that, by proxy, Ruga’s avatars queer(y) what Cleto refers 
to as ‘the rectitude, or straightness, of  orthodoxy.’22 Miss Congo, Ruga 
notes, ‘lives in a “perpetual other space”’.23 Although references to this 
other-worldly space only appeared in 2010, it is also now home to Miss 
Congo. The artist’s disrupting spatio-temporal narratives resonate with his 
utopian state, the Versatile Kingdom of  Azania.24 References to Azania 
first appeared in a body of  work embarked on in 2010. Initially unfolding 
around a series of  performances, Azania and its inhabitants were made 
tangible as tapestries, sculptures and photographs, later exhibited as The 
Future White Women of  Azania Saga (2013).25 Ruga’s saga spins a fable of  a 
mythical promised land where alternative identities may reign supreme – a 
tale that runs parallel to those ideas informing the rainbow nation myth – 
as a way to critique South Africa’s post-colonial political and social status 
quo. As an expression of  Ruga’s creative impulse, Azania is furnished with 
maps, rulers, history and tapestries bearing witness to tales of  conquest 
and paying tribute to those that shaped its history.26 Already here, Ruga’s 

22   Cleto (n 13) 13.

23   P Dlungwana & A-P Ruga ‘Interview’ in Ruga (n 1) 230.

24   Derived from ancient Greek, the Versatile Kingdom of  Azania (Azania) is ‘both 

real and fictional’, as Mary Corrigall notes. Inferring historical references to the 

remains of  a pre-colonial society submerged in the Kingdom of  Mapungubwe in 

the Limpopo province in South Africa to its role in the liberation narrative during 

the 1960s, Azania threads through historical, fictional and sociocultural contexts. 

For an excellent exploration of  Azanian narratives, see M Corrigall ‘Unpicking the 

Azanian seam’ in F.W.W.O.A. saga  (2014) 87.

25   The exhibition was held at Whatiftheworld, Cape Town, from 27 November 

2013 to 1 January 2014. The show, comprising a series of  tapestries, sculptures 

and performances, launched a squad of  new mythical avatars in the newfound 

kingdom of  Azania. In the narrative myths, failed promises and unrealised dreams 

posited as part of  the South Africa post-apartheid vision play out.

26   Queens in exile 2014 – 2017 was installed at Whatiftheworld in Cape Town from 

29 November 2017 to 7 February 2018. Showcasing an expansion on his 2014 

Future white woman of  Azania saga, the show includes a large-scale film projection 

and numerous large-scale exquisitely hand-embroidered petit point tapestries. Ruga 

exhibits several large-scale petit point tapestries to give substance to the Versatile 

Kingdom of  Azania by mapping its land. Mapping out each nation-state in all 

the colourful flamboyance his yarn can muster, Ruga’s large-scale tapestries plot, 

for example, the Venda and Gcakela Bantustans as islands inside the Oceans of 

Forgiveness and Redress, accompanied by the flags ‘of  each semi-autonomous 
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intent of  disorientation commences. A glance at the kindgom’s tapestries 
salutes the exiled Azanian’s ‘[e]xilor’ – their current ruler and monarch, 
the Versatile Queen Ivy; its ‘transhuman pageant queen’, Miss Azania 
in all her garish gloriousness; and the country’s first citizen, The Future 
White Woman of  Azania, ‘[m]ade from human breath, latex and gauze 
bandages’. 27 Along with The Walking Wounded – an exiled journalist 
(premised on Ruga’s father) who returned to the new South Africa to cover 
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, wrapped in linen bandages – 
and several others, Azania’s royalty are exiles, half-humans and Xhosa 
myths entwined in Ruga’s flamboyant imaginative characters.28 They do 
not conform to the importance and status for which state portraits and 
historical narratives were traditionally reserved. Ruga’s slant to the margin, 
his honouring those discarded by society due to sex, race or gender, bends 
our orientation towards history and those who write it, critiquing ‘the 
archive’s authority to proclaim history “as it really was”’, as Andrew J. 
Hennlich phrases it – he disorientates his audience.29 

Relying on his imaginative vision and exploiting his artistic licence, 
Ruga’s cartography is more than a graphic representation, offering 
disruptive potential. These maps are cross-referenced and deeply inscribed 
with historical and fictional references, deliberately poised to flummox. 
The artist’s fashioning of  this metaverse offers a territory where his bounty 
of  avatars reign supreme – ‘a difficult one to categorise under traditional 
definitions … At best, Azania is a semi-absolute monarchy whereby 
most authority is vested in the reigning monarch.’30 Despite cartographic 
attempts at pinpointing Azania, it remains slippery, elusive and utopian. 
Here ‘indexes of  race and gender are no longer relevant’ as Ruga’s Azania 
draws on numerous real and fictional narratives in its connotation to a 
time before colonialism and a period beyond it.31 Ruga’s fabled Azania 

(and fictive) nation state created by the apartheid regime’ to contain black 

individuals. Hennlich (n 21) 130.

27   The Versatile Queen Ivy is the current monarch and founder of  the New Azania, 

‘assumed by the artist’s grandmother, Nompuku Millie Ngalonkulu’. Ruga (n 1) 

10-14.

28   Ruga (n 1) 15.

29   Hennlich (n 21) 121.

30   A-P Ruga in Ruga (n 24) xi.

31   Corrigall (n 24) 87.
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is a counter-futurity conjured up to make the performance of  black queer 
identity feasible, contrasting against the post-apartheid backdrop as it 
continues to blossom with impotent rainbow politics and empty promises. 
Here, utopia offers a refuge for the ‘silencing of  black voices that extends 
back to the first moments of  colonial contact’, offering them a platform 
as the ‘ideologies of  forgiveness, reconciliation and redemption’ plays 
out.32 Azania, then, is an intricately woven polyvocal multimedia text 
with threads of  truth and myth to reveal radically alternative futurity as it 
simultaneously straddles the past and present. The contradictory charting 
of  this ‘bittersweet space’, as Ruga terms it, ‘bend[s] time and subvert[s] 
staid narratives’, offering a place that does not exist despite the feelings of 
familiarity it espouses.33 Ruga’s queer(y)ing of  history draws our attention to 
the omission of  queers, blacks and women from the constructed rainbow 
nation narrative of  hegemonic progress. In Ruga’s hands, ‘queerness’, 
‘questionable,’ ‘suspicious’ and ‘dubious’ qualifications are turned on the 
very institution responsible for casting queer in disrepute with its norms.34 
It is from the polyvocal cross-referenced context of  Ruga’s practice, 
marked by its perpetual queer(y)ing, that we lose our way. The avatars, 
narratives and utopias enable a spatial understanding, not of  this world. 
In the following sectio,n I consider how such a politics of  disorientation 
may offer an embodied understanding of  Ruga’s embroidery acts.  

3 The politics of disorientation

Considering Ruga’s impetus to disorientate us towards queerness, I 
engage phenomenology to offer an embodied material review of  the 
artist’s tapestry making. I embark on making sense of  Ruga’s orientation 
by unpacking Ahmed’s understanding of  queer phenomenology and 
explicating her critique of  traditional phenomenology. I review Ahmed’s 
theorisation of  queer subject positions as differently oriented towards 

32   AJ Hennlich ‘“Touched by an angel” (of  history) in Athi-Patra Ruga’s The 

future white women of  Azania’ in C Boulle & J Pather (eds) Acts of  transgression: 

Contemporary live art in South Africa (2019) 316.

33   A-P Ruga in N Moloi ‘Interior/exterior dramatis personae – A saga in two parts’ 

2020, https://bubblegumclub.co.za/art/interior-exterior-dramatis-personae-a-

saga-in-two-parts/ (accessed 1 June 2020).

34   Cleto (n 13) 13.
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objects, hoping that this insight may offer an enhanced understanding of 
Ruga’s act of  embroidery and queer status as I consider the orientation 
devices of  the Victorian drawing room. I consider Miss Congo in this 
space, applying Ahmed’s politics of  disorientation. 

3.1 Queer(y)ing phenomenology

As Ruga weaves a jarring and confusing metaverse, I argue that the artist’s 
queer(y)ing of  history, myth and politics offers queerness as a disorienting 
experience. In Queer phenomenology: Orientations, objects, others Ahmed 
explores the concept of  orientation – what it means for bodies to be situated 
in space and time – phenomenologically. As part of  her dedication to the 
queer project, the text reveals phenomenology’s productive use in the 
context of  queer studies. Rather than offering a queer phenomenology per 
se, Ahmed infuses her phenomenological exploration with queer angles 
to ‘redirect our attention toward different objects’.35 To be precise, Ahmed, 
like Ruga, queer(ie)s ‘the concept of  orientation in phenomenology’ as well 
as the ‘orientation of  phenomenology’ to answer the question, ‘[w]hat 
does it mean for sexuality to be lived as oriented?’36 Drawing on queer 
geography’s indication that space is sexualised and fronting the notion 
of  orientation, the text aims to ‘retheorize this sexualization of  space, as 
well as the spatiality of  sexual desire’.37 Thus, placing her emphasis on 
‘the orientation’ in ‘sexual orientation’ and the ‘orient’ in ‘orientalism’, 
Ahmed investigates what it means for (queer) bodies to be situated in 
space and time.38 Like Ruga fabricates his avatars from tales and threads, 
bodies take shape as they navigate the world, coordinating themselves 
amidst objects and others. Ahmed begins her excursion by asking what 
orientation entails – orientation toward and against objects in worlds for 

35   S Ahmed Queer phenomenology: Orientations, objects, others (2006) 3.

36   Ahmed (n 35) 1 3.

37   See D Bell & G Valentine (eds) Mapping desires: Geographies of  sexualities (1995);  

D Bell et al Pleasure zones: Bodies, cities, spaces (2001); F Browning A Queer geography: 

Journeys toward a sexual self  (1998), for example.

38   Although Ahmed’s phenomenological exploration of  bodies’ orientation in space 

and time considers these ideas in sexual, gendered and racial contexts, due to the 

scope and length of  this chapter, my focus is only on queerness. Ahmed (n 35) 1-3. 
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the queer self:39 

If  orientation is a matter of  how we reside in space, then sexual 
orientation might also be a matter of  residence; of  how we inhabit 
spaces as well as ‘who’ or ‘what’ we inhabit spaces with … If  we 
foreground the concept of  ‘orientation’, then we can retheorize this 
sexualization of  space, as well as the spatiality of  sexual desire. 
What would it mean for queer studies if  we were to pose the question 
of  ‘the orientation’ of  ‘sexual orientation’ as a phenomenological 
question?

Ahmed hosts an ‘encounter’ between queer studies and phenomenology 
(revisiting, in particular, the writings and spatial experiments of  Merleau-
Ponty) to uncover novel ways to conceive of  identity as she articulates 
how bodies are oriented towards the objects around them and how this 
‘direction’, in turn, shapes sexual orientation.40  Inhabiting a particular 
space with our bodies offers us ‘certain things, not others, depending on 
the objects that define it’.41 To be orientated, Ahmed suggests, is to know 
where we are as we navigate the world – it implies that we are ‘turned 
toward certain objects’ (both physical objects such as landmarks and 
abstract objects such as the experience of  happiness) that guide us along 
the way.42 She follows Lefebvre, suggesting that ‘space is always orientated’ 
and the occupying spaces determine what ‘comes into view’ simply as it 
is the thing in front of  us.43 Therefore, orientations affect what is close to 
the body – in view or at arm’s length. Considering that social relations are 
then arranged spatially – an idea Ahmed built on Lefebvre’s notion that 

39   Ahmed (n 35) 1.

40   The term ‘sexual orientation’ is understood as being clarified by the sex (same or 

opposite) of  the people to whom an individual is mentally and physically attracted. 

As such, sexuality has an orientation as it is ‘directed in one way or another’. 

Ahmed (n 35) 68. 

41   Ahmed (n 35) 4.

42   Ahmed (n 35) 1.

43   In The production of  space (1974), Lefebvre offers an analysis of  space and shows 

how our being in space impacts the ways we shape and conceive of  spatiality. 

Ahmed follows Lefebvre’s theorisation of  space, noting that ‘if  space is always 

orientated … then inhabiting spaces “decides” what comes into view’. Ahmed  

(n 35) 14.
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space, as knowledge and action, is a ‘locus of  social relations’ serving the 
‘establishment’ and ‘hegemony’ – the orientation of  sexuality may then be 
understood as (hetero)normative as the dominant orientation of  space.44 
Ahmed’s queer(y)ing sexual orientation phenomenologically reveals how 
queerness disrupts and reorders social relations; queerness is to challenge 
a latent sense that there is a linear or ‘straight’ orientation to the world – 
an orientation that renders non-normative bodies disoriented. 

As part of  her theorisation, Ahmed considers the significance of 
the objects that are visible to us and those that are not as evidence of 
orientation in phenomenological texts. Her development of  a queer model 
of  orientations relies on an intertwining of  readings of  phenomenological 
texts with insights drawn from queer studies, feminist theory, critical race 
theory, Marxism and psychoanalysis.45 Her argumentation queer(ie)s these 
texts by deliberately not orientating herself  towards hegemonic social 
relations. Instead, Ahmed offers a politics of  disorientation whereby bodies 
turn towards that which is outside the purview, excluded from view and 
not in line with the lines of  direction prompted by a space. Heterosexual 
orientation and the straight lines of  direction that orientation creates are 
invisible, suggesting them as the norm, orienting bodies that are not ‘in line’, 
deviant (and visible?).46 Ahmed offers queerness as an orientation towards 
objects that are ‘out of  line’ (such as a same-sex partner or the experience 
of  shame) with what is constructed as ‘natural’ or given within dominant 
sociocultural discourses – queerness unsettles and alters social relations by 
not following conventional paths.47 Put differently, queer desire, therefore, 
transforms one’s experience of  spatiality and embodiment as it orients 
the subject away from (hetero)normative objects, or ‘happy objects’, or 
disorients bodies purposefully.48 

44   H Lefebvre The production of  space ([1974] 1991) 11.

45   Ahmed (n 35) 4.

46   Ahmed (n 35) 19.

47   Ahmed (n 35) 1 2.

48   In The promise of  happiness, Ahmed explains that positive affect (the experience of 

happiness) ‘involves an orientation toward something as being good’. Happiness, 

therefore, is ‘intentional in the phenomenological sense (directed towards 

objects), as well as being affective (contact with objects)’. In this context of  sexual 

orientation, ‘happy objects’ may be understood as (hetero)normative objects. 

Orientation toward these ensures a life of  happiness. Put differently, when bodies 

orient themselves toward the norm, if  they align with what is accepted, their 
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3.2 Miss Congo and the table in the drawing-room

In navigating objects from Ahmed’s slanted perspective, I want to show 
how Ruga’s embodied embroidery-making queer(ie)s phenomenology’s 
apparent neutrality towards objects. In her text, Ahmed argues that to 
engage phenomenologically with objects in the world relies on the labour 
of  others, often forgotten by the white male philosophers she critiques. 
It is the overlooked others and objects that facilitate a queer perspective. 
In the same way, I argue, Ruga’s (via Miss Congo’s) engagement with 
embroidery also prompts an oblique angle from where sexual orientation 
may be queer(i)ed. 

Orientation for Ahmed not only fashions how we inhabit space but 
also points to how we understand the ‘world of  shared inhabitance’ by 
revealing which objects or others draw our attention.49 Our inclination 
towards certain objects informs our understanding of  orientation; objects, 
as they appear in phenomenological texts, then operate as ‘orientation 
devices’.50 Ahmed embarks by ‘showing how phenomenology faces a 
certain direction, which depends on the relegation of  other “things” to 
the background’.51 She examines phenomenology ‘gendered as a form 
of  occupation’ by considering a table, specifically Husserl’s writing table 
described in his first volume of  Ideas pertaining to a pure phenomenology and 
to a phenomenological philosophy.52 Ahmed probes this site as a place where 
Husserl’s ideas unfold to confront the seemingly invisible conditions that 
made this table available to him to pursue his writing. Husserl commences 
his thinking of  human beings as surrounded by a world of  objects and 
others by offering a first-person account of  his surroundings as ‘continually 
[being] “on hand” for [him]’:53 

I simply find the physical things in front of  me furnished not 
only with merely material determinations but also with value-

acquiescence is awarded in kind. S Ahmed The promise of  happiness (2010) 25.  

49   Ahmed (n 35) 3.

50   As above.

51   Ahmed (n 35) 27. 

52   Ahmed (n 35) 68.

53   E Husserl Ideas pertaining to a pure phenomenology and to a phenomenological philosophy: 

First book, general introduction to pure phenomenology ([1913] 1983) 53.
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characteristics, as beautiful and ugly, pleasant and unpleasant, 
agreeable and disagreeable, and the like. Immediately, physical 
things stand there as Objects of  use, the ‘table’ with its ‘books’, the 
‘drinking glass’, the ‘vase’, the ‘piano’, etc. 

Ahmed takes exception to Husserl’s lack of  engagement with these objects 
as they appear for his use. She critiques his unspoken privilege by drawing 
attention to his omission of  the labour that aided the table’s existence, 
noting that this object did not simply materialise for his use. Ahmed 
elaborates on the ‘domestic work that must have taken place for Husserl 
to turn to the writing table, and to be writing on the table, and to keep 
that table as the object of  his attention’.54 In the context of  the ‘family 
home’, Ahmed inflicts the ‘politics of  housework’, noting how women 
(wives and servants) are tasked to ‘keep such spaces available for men and 
the work they do’.55 Ahmed builds her argument on how objects, here the 
table, offer themselves as sites for phenomenological inquiries into their 
existence as domestic objects imbued with the history of  women’s labour. 

When placed at a writing table, ‘certain things, not others’ are available 
to us: Placing our bodies at this table would align us or allow us to inhabit 
space as a writer.56 Ahmed notes that despite Husserl’s calling upon the 
table’s existence, it remains in the background and operates as ‘an object 
“from” which to think and toward which we direct our attention’.57 Here, 
the writing table is brought forward to show ‘how “what” we think “from” 
is an orientation device’.58 Ahmed’s rearranging of  the furniture allows 
for a queer phenomenological lens by offering a new perspective on the 
notion of  orientation itself  – a stance particularly informed by that which 
is relegated to the ‘background’ of  traditional phenomenological inquiries. 
Ahmed’s queer(y)ing of  phenomenology indulges that which is ‘behind the 
philosopher’, the ‘background’, and that which is out of  the line of  sight. 

However, what if  we surrender to the queer path and orient ourselves 
towards objects that are out of  line as an expression of  our desire? ‘Desire 
lines’, Ahmed notes, are used in landscape architecture to ‘describe 

54   Ahmed (n 35) 30.

55   Ahmed (n 35) 31. 

56   Ahmed (n 35) 14.

57   Ahmed (n 35) 4.

58   Ahmed (n 35) 15.
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unofficial paths’ that appear because of  continuous journeying of  people 
deviating from main routes.59 Ahmed elaborates: ‘Deviation leaves its 
own marks on the ground, which can even help generate alternative lines, 
which cross the ground in unexpected ways. Such lines are indeed traces 
of  desire; where people have taken different routes to get to this point or 
to that point.’60

The oblique indentations on the ground, the imprints of  feet that 
mark obscure paths and the lines of  desire that slant, tilt or skew accepted 
routes become visible expressions of  the kind of  queer(y)ing of  orientation 
this may invoke. From this slanted location, I read the image of  the 
Victorian drawing room offered in Parker’s seminal text, The subversive 
stitch: Embroidery and the making of  the feminine. As Parker notes, ‘[t]he act 
of  embroidering came to be seen as correct drawingroom behaviour, and 
the content was expected to convey the special social and psychological 
attributes required of  a lady’.61 This social, semi-public domestic space 
is ornately designed as a space ordained to orientate bodies towards 
the ideals of  femininity, or the ‘index of  gentility’ as Parker refers to it, 
fulfilling its purpose in maintaining heterosexuality as the norm. Here, the 
orientation devices are the room’s objects (such as spools of  coloured yarn, 
embroidery hoops, scissors and needles) and others (Victorian women 
behaving per ladylike etiquette prescriptions of  the time). We assemble 
a selection of  objects in a particular space to create our bodies’ space to 
inhabit. Inhabiting one specific space with our bodies allows access to 
certain things and/or bodies while simultaneously denying others. The 
ornate floral decoration and neatly-organised decorative cabinets reiterate 
lines of  orientation that ‘evoke ... and inculcate ... femininity’.62 Here, we 
find women embroidering – an act that aligns with the feminine ideal. 
These white heterosexual women – their actions and objects – line up with 
the social and economic expectations of  the time. These bodies and their 
actions – their intentionality – then engender lines of  direction that shape 
our perception and determine how they orientate their bodies toward the 
assembled objects. The Victorian women, confined to the (with)drawing 

59   Ahmed (n 35) 19.

60   As above.

61   R Parker The subversive stitch: Embroidery and the making of  the feminine ([1984] 1996) 

152.

62   Parker (n 61) 11.
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room, embroidering cloth, ‘maint[aining] and creati[ng] the feminine 
ideal’.63 Parker notes that during the seventeenth century, young girls 
were trained in embroidery to ‘inculcate femininity’ as ‘innate’ womanly 
behaviour.64 Elaborating on this during the next century, ‘not working’ 
became the ‘hallmark of  femininity’; delicately, decorative stitches evoking 
associations of  royalty and nobility, offering ‘perfect proof  of  gentility and 
providing concrete evidence that a man was able to support a leisured 
woman’.65 In this setting, I propose that women’s embroidering reifies 
the lines of  direction that conform or orientate women toward the norms 
that privilege white, cisgender, heterosexual men. The direction lines are 
strengthened with each stitch, disguised in feminine decorum. Thus, as 
Parker notes, femininity – a sign of  ‘docility, obedience, love of  home, and 
a life without work’66 – is conflated with embroidery, a natural association. 
Put differently, the embodied act of  embroidery is in line with the things 
made available to women’s bodies in the context of  the Victorian drawing 
room, thereby shaping their perceptions and how these bodies orientate 
themselves towards the objects of  embroidery. 

Figure 8.3: The artist at work in his studio in Cape Town. Courtesy of  the 
artist and Whatiftheworld. Photo credit: Jarred Figgens

63   As above.

64   As above.

65   As above.

66   As above.
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Enter Miss Congo. Here, in the centre of  the Victorian drawing room, 
carefully-adorned surfaces bear evidence of  conventional femininity, and 
we encounter what Ahmed would recognise as a body that ‘appears “out of 
place”’.67 Amidst the agreeable muted palette of  the drawing room – its so-
called orderliness and tasteful ornamentation inscribed by the patriarchal 
desire of  women – we chance on her black, queer body. This body offers 
everything that this space is not. Contrasting the public urban area of 
Kinshasa with the private domestic space of  the Victorian drawing room, 
Miss Congo challenges conventional notions about femininity (Figure 
8.3). Her body, with its clear masculine structure, lying supine on the dirty 
concrete or reclining on a heap of  rubbish, contravenes the straightness of 
perfectly-poised female bodies. Her regalia’s jarring patterns and colours 
disrupt the congruous colours of  the English ladies’ robes as they blend 
into the decorated objects that fill the drawing room. 

Petit point (translated as a tiny point from the French) is a kind of 
embroidery comprising minuscule, decorative stitches on individual 
canvas, fine mesh or silk gauze. These exquisite, detailed tapestries 
originated in the French court during the Baroque and Rococo eras as 
a popular pastime for court ladies. As unpacked earlier, embroidery of 
this kind became the sign of  femininity par excellence during the Victorian 
period in the West. Intricate designs comprise delicate stitches in various 
colours to create pictorial motifs utilised to decorate the home in tasteful 
and distinguished ways or, in queer phenomenological terms, to orient 
bodies towards heteronormativity. 

When viewed up close, a single petit point stitch runs diagonally. Like 
Miss Congo’s queer desire, each stitch crosses over a single intersection 
of  the threads of  the warp and weft of  the canvas, thus making a slanted 
45-degree angled stitch (also known as a tent stitch). This is the method 
on which Ruga relies for embroidering his tapestries. Here, as Miss Congo 
casts her tiny, canted stitches, obscuring the straight horizontal and 
vertical canvas threads, the orientation of  her act of  queer(y)ing is clear. 
With each stitch, her queer desire is deliberate in its orientation away from 
the line of  heterosexuality. However, is it possible for bodies with a queer 
orientation to withstand the pull of  the hegemonic force? In this section 
following Ahmed, I show how Ruga queer(ie)s the act of  embroidery in 

67   Ahmed (n 35) 9.
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phenomenological terms. I focus on the tapestries’ tiny stitches – their 
appearance as they orientate themselves diagonally; their raised texture 
as each across marking evokes a sutured wound, a ‘desire line’ of  sorts. 

Her body is at odds with everything in this space – she is out of  line 
with feminine ideals and obscures the lines of  direction that emanate from 
white, patriarchal imaginations. What happens when our bodies are not 
aligned with the lines of  direction? Ahmed explains that from a queer 
stance, homosexuality is pitted against the background of  heteronormative 
sexual practice where the homosexual subject is ‘constituted as having an 
“orientation”’.68 In this unequal equation, heterosexuality is considered 
‘neutral’ with ‘“the homosexual” as a person who “deviates” from 
what is neutral’.69 Ahmed continues her argument by noting that sexual 
orientation becomes a state of  being that itself  becomes (sexually) 
orientated. Thus, in terms of  sexuality, ‘being orientated’ implies an 
alignment with normative (patriarchal, cisgender, heterosexual) practices. 
In turn, ‘being disorientated’ suggests that bodies not in line are deviant. 
While straight lines of  direction appear invisible in their toeing the line 
of  normativity in the Victorian drawing room, skewed lines, on the other 
hand, are highly noticeable. Slanted lines obscure the lines of  orientation; 
their oblique direction disturbs straightness. Miss Congo’s presence 
disrupts (and interrupts) the orientation of  this space; she tilts the lines 
of  orientation. The diagonal lines expressed by her queer desire queer(y) 
the grid of  heterosexuality, crossing it out and skewing it while casting its 
inevitability into question. In short, Miss Congo disorientates the drawing 
room and the neutral presumptions of  linear experience it prioritises; the 
‘straight’ lines of  femininity disorientate Miss Congo’s non-normative 
body rendering her deviant, out-of-line, queer.

I suggest then that Miss Congo’s petit point tapestry-making act 
denounces the objects of  embroidery, their intended endorsement of 
femininity and ultimately their perpetuation of  heterosexual desire 
and patriarchal inscription. Nevertheless, her playing around in this 
embroidery space extends beyond merely skewing the lines of  orientation 
constrained by the Victorian drawing room. As she queer(ie)s the space 
and its objects, Miss Congo’s slanted lines of  desire cross out the lines of 

68   Ahmed (n 35) 69.

69   As above.
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orientation pointing towards heterosexuality. In her different orientation 
towards objects – her queer desire – she embroiders tiny, oblique stitches 
bearing witness to her ‘effort, but also [her] manifestation’, as Siegenthaler 
notes.70 For Miss Congo, each stitch indicates the ‘suffered moments 
which are transformed into a physical texture’.71 

4 Casting off: Tying up loose threads

My consideration of  Ruga’s avatar, Miss Congo, and her embodied acts 
of  embroidering allowed me to engage with Ruga’s practice on material 
and phenomenological levels. Untangling Ruga’s spinning of  narratives, 
forging queer utopias and fabricating alter egos, I indicated how his 
praxis of  queer(y)ing engenders disorientation. Disorientation of  this kind, 
however, is political and by no means a passive exile. Via Miss Congo’s 
deliberate displacement, I showed how her disorientation denounces 
passive positions of  estrangement, instead inhabiting a ‘queer slant’ as ‘a 
matter of  everyday negotiation’.72 

I elaborated on the politics of  disorientation by engaging with Ahmed’s 
queer phenomenology to offer a sensual and spatial understanding of 
Ruga’s embodied act of  embroidery and sexual orientation. I elaborated 
on Ahmed’s theorisation of  sexual orientation as a ‘matter of  residence; of 
how we inhabit spaces as well as “who” or “what” we inhabit spaces with’.73 
Working from Ahmed’s premise of  queer phenomenology, she shows how 
queerness disrupts and reorders social relations, despite the certainty of 
the grid of  heterosexuality and the straightening devices employed to 
maintain its straightness. I showed how Miss Congo’s embroidering of 
her tapestry in abject spaces disrupts the harmonious lines of  orientation 
exerted by the drawing room, thereby obfuscating the craft’s application as 
a feminine reserve and its use in maintaining straightness and whiteness. In 
short, Miss Congo’s deviation from normativity unsettles heterosexuality 
as she crosses out the lines of  orientation. 

In the last part, I elaborated on her tendency to cross out or to work 
slantwise. I focused on the queer act of  cruising as an aimless kind of 

70   Siegenthaler (n 7) 14.

71   As above.

72   Ahmed (n 35) 107.

73   Ahmed (n 35) 1.
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wandering, crisscrossing between the lines of  the grid of  heterosexuality 
as other objects and bodies pull its subject. I explored how straightening 
devices and the inevitability of  heteronormativity aim to pull wandering 
subjects back. I also showed how Miss Congo going off  course is reinforced 
by her slanted, queer stitching. Miss Congo’s is not a tale that concludes 
with all living happily ever. After all, as Muñoz reminds us, queerness is 
not here yet.74 Queerness resides in Ruga’s fabricated world and alter egos 
– a future calling out to the present as he queer(ie)s normative narratives 
spun by history, society and politics. As Ruga strings his threads, he 
obscures the straightness of  the grid. He disorientates us. Through his act 
of  embroidery and politics of  disorientation, he encourages us to savour 
each queer moment, oblique glance and instance of  brushing up against 
those objects and bodies that are deemed out of  line. Ahmed, too, incites 
us to indulge in obscure(d) junctures, ‘to reinhabit the moment [rather 
than to] overcome the force of  the vertical’ by enduring the opinions of 
others, braving the straightening devices and bearing the violence that 
flows forth from such parochial views as they solidify into social forms.75 
Nevertheless, willingly choosing to be disoriented is not without injury, 
but the hope lies in an ongoing refusal to be pulled back or reorientated 
into the field of  heterosexuality. As Ahmed’s stirring voice reminds us,76

we are hailed; we are straightened as we direct our [queer] desire 
… For a … queer politics, the hope is to reinhabit the moment 
after such hailing … we hear the hail, and even feel its force on the 
surface of  the skin, but we do not turn around, even when those 
worlds are directed toward us. Having not turned around, who 
knows where we might turn. Not turning also affects what we can 
do. The contingency of  [queer] desire makes things happen.

Ahmed’s queer phenomenology enabled me to consider how our actions 
give form to our bodies and our orientation toward the objects and bodies 
we encounter. It allowed me to demonstrate how the activities of  Ruga’s 
and Miss Congo’s bodies crisscrossed contingent heterosexuality – a 

74   JE Muñoz Cruising utopia: The then and there of  queer futurity (2006) 1.

75   Ahmed (n 35) 107.

76   As above.
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slantedness expressed in the artist’s performances, narratives and tapestries. 
As Miss Congo follows the threads of  her desire, embroidering slantwise 
and suturing utopian futures, I hope that soon the sun may rise in a new 
direction to orient our desires towards acceptance and understanding. 
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CHAPTER 9

Sikho Siyotula 

1 Introduction

Images have a tendency of  not staying put for very long. They have a way 
of  slipping out of  the sight and grasp of  those that attempt to (be)hold 
them. When images wander off, they sometimes can be found in far-off 
places with no direct reference to the locations from which they came. My 
interest in this chapter is in images from academic contexts that go for long 
walks. I am particularly interested in images that step out of  academic texts 
because of  the power that such images wield in visualising the contested 
long Southern African past.1 With various ruptures and continuities, the 
Southern African past often is broken up into three moments, namely, the 
Khoisan complex; the Mapungubwe and Zimbabwe estate; and the Nguni 
estate or Shakan period which saw the rise of  the Zulu kingdom.2 The last 
period is well documented, and historians know quite a lot about it. The 
visuality of  the first two periods, materialised through rock paintings and 
the ruins of  rock settlements distributed across Southern Africa, primarily 
is the concern of  archaeologists.3

Visuality is understood here as a nineteenth century concept meaning 
the visualisation of  history. It is claimed as central to the legitimisation 
of  Western hegemony. Visuality according to this understanding includes 
not only the visual image but also the written text and all other apparatus 

1   The ‘long Southern African past’ is a term that has been used to describe a distant 

past before the advent of  European colonialism. This is a past about which not much 

is known, and which remains largely neglected due to its inaccessibility outside of 

the specialist discipline of  archaeology. See C  Hamilton & N Leibhammer (eds) 

Tribing and untribing the archive: Identity and the material record in southern KwaZulu-

Natal in the late independent and colonial periods (2016); C Hamilton The long Southern 

African past: Enfolded time and the challenges of  archive (2017).

2   Hamilton & Leibhammer (n 1).

3   As above.
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– maps, paintings, drawings, stories, infrastructure, and even laws – that 
may be used to order the world through the mind’s eye. I use the terms 
‘visualisation’ and ‘visuality’ following the work of  visual cultural theorist 
Nicholas Mirzoeff.4 Mirzoeff  understands visuality as significant to visual 
culture – as simultaneously a way of  representing imperiality and of 
resisting it, in what Mirzoeff  comes to theorise as countervisuality. 

Mirzoeff  insists and systematically shows that any analysis of 
visualisation and visuality should consider its multiple aspects as well as 
its peripheral terrain. He argues that it indeed is in small and peripheral 
activity on the outskirts of  historical accounts that substantial complexes 
of  order are challenged through countervisuality. In an attempt to create 
a framework to understand the visuality of  the modern past, Mirzoeff 
identifies three ‘complexes of  visuality’ across the modern world: 
plantation slavery (1660-1860); imperialism (1860-1945); and the present-
day military-industrial complex (1945 to present). For Mirzoeff, modernity 
and the thought patterns or paths it produces come into being through a 
constant negotiation between visuality and countervisuality within these 
complexes.5

The subject of  the chapter is Charlotte Firbank-King’s Ethnic map of 
Southern Africa (Figure 9.1) which currently hangs in the reception area 
of  the University of  Pretoria’s Africana collection.6 In a contemporary 
Southern African context hungry for countervisual moments in its own 
history, Ethnic map is seductive because of  its emancipatory potential 
of  addressing a disavowed African past. When first encountered, Ethnic 
map presents a vision of  belonging and the right to space and mobility 
for black bodies in a little known-about past from which black bodies 

4   See N Mirzoeff  ‘On visuality’ (2006) 5 Journal of  Visual Culture 53, N Mirzoeff 

The right to look: A counterhistory of  visuality (2011); N Mirzoeff  How to see the world 

(2016). 

5   As above. 

6   The African collection is a collection of  rare books of  interest to the Southern 

African continent. According to the University of  Pretoria’s library website, ‘[t]

he Africana collection consists of  books in all disciplines limited to Africa south 

of  the Sahara. Since 1980, the emphasis is on the Southern African region 

with a special interest in the material, published or unpublished, on Pretoria’ 

(Department of  Library Services (2020)). Seen alongside contextual historical 

developments, Figure 9.1 – fittingly for where it is placed – addresses this gap by 

referencing images from the visual archive of  Late Iron Age Settlements (LIAS). 

The image overtly displays what the published mission statement of  the Africana 

collection describes in nonchalant terms, namely, a shift towards addressing gaps 

in the collection concerning black African contributions to cultural and social life, 

safeguarded by the collection as a cultural institution. 
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have historically systematically been excluded. Resembling a collage, it 
uses decontextualised images with authority to achieve this. As shown 
throughout the chapter, the artist went to great lengths to research the 
detail of  the image. By meticulously drawing on known histories, the 
image acts as an authoritative visualisation of  the past it presents.

Figure 9.1: Charlotte Firbank-King Ethnic map of  Southern Africa, 1990. 
Digital Print of  original Gouache on paper, 150 x 150cm. Photograph by 
the author. Courtesy of  the artist

The chapter presents a post-apartheid reading of  Ethnic map of  Southern 
Africa by applying Mirzoeff ’s theoretical framework for understanding 
visuality across the modern world. In such a reading it becomes clear 
that the military-industrial complex in which Firbank-King’s Ethnic map 
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of  Southern Africa was created, and in which it still exists, differs from the 
imperial complex from which some of  the source material for the image 
emanates. Moreover, both the military-industrial complex within which 
the image was created and the imperial complex, from which some of  the 
source material for the image is drawn, are temporally distinct from the 
distant Southern African past Figure 9.1 attempts to visualise. 

Through a close analysis, this chapter demonstrates that Firbank-
King’s Ethnic map of  Southern Africa postures as a visualisation of  the 
Southern African long past. It uses iconic patterning to ascribe ethnicity 
and belonging. However, it is directly linked to colonial processes of 
tribalising and traditionalising Southern African societies.7 Thus, the 
space presented is an imaginary ideological one. It is neither an image 
of  the year 1990, when it was created, nor of  the distant pre-colonial – or 
‘long’ – Southern African past it plays at representing. It is underpinned by 
colonial administrative reasoning and brings to light the desire, in colonial 
visuality, to distil political identity into a single visual code or print. 
This is something that is achieved later in the visuality of  the military-
industrial complex using fingerprints in biometric forms of  identification 
in public administration.8 The chapter begins with a phenomenological 
description of  this military-industrial complex, proceeded by its analysis 
in the educational complex represented by the University of  Pretoria and 
encapsulated in the artwork hanging at the Africana collection. 

Figure 9.1 appears emancipatory, and only a closer look uncovers 
the contrary. Understanding Firbank-King’s Ethnic map as making visible 
colonial administrative reasoning – as opposed to solely a representation 
of  belonging and the right to space – exposes how visuality, following 
the downfall of  apartheid in South Africa, struggles to dream Southern 
African history anew without slipping into colonial tropes and reasoning. 
The image also demonstrates how, if  not reassessed appropriately, 
formative visualisations of  the Southern African past are uncritically 
reproduced and circulated into new contexts. 

The interpretation of  Figure 9.1 given here is intricately tied to the 
environment in which Ethnic map of  Southern Africa is experienced and 

7   Hamilton & Leibhammer (n 1).

8   K Breckenridge Biometric state: The global politics of  identification and surveillance in 

South Africa, 1850 to the present (2014).
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the body (my own) that experiences it. What was evident in my initial 
encounter with Firbank-King’s Ethnic map was my own body and my own 
histories; first, the context in which Figure 9.1 hangs, and only then its 
apparent subject matter – a history of  the people of  Southern Africa. An 
embodied account of  how to get to the image located in the main library 
at the University of  Pretoria, through what I refer to as Pretoria’s luscious 
educational complex fully engulfed by the military-industrial complex, 
interestingly illuminates this understanding.  

In an embodied account of  how to get to the image, I focus on myself 
as the viewer and the environment in which the image is experienced. 
I indulge the histories I bring to the image as well as those brought by 
the environment allowing those histories to shape my understanding. 
Thereafter, in a textual analysis, I ask who and what are being made 
visible in the image and what this means. By juxtaposing an embodied 
experience of  Pretoria’s academic block – fully engulfed by the military-
industrial complex with a textual analysis of  Figure 9.1 which I argue 
is underpinned by colonial administrative reasoning – the continuities 
between the two are made visible and broken. The meanings evoked by 
this illustration are thus shown as inextricably linked to the environment 
in which it hangs and the body that views it. 

2 The grass at the University of Pretoria’s gates 

In 2021 the University of  Pretoria, specifically the Mapungubwe Archive 
in collaboration with the Department of  Library’s Special Collections and 
Digital Scholarship Services, announced that due to multiple requests for 
access to the publication, a digitised copy of  historian and archaeologist 
Leo Fouché’s 1937 report,9 Mapungubwe, ancient Bantu civilization on the 
Limpopo: Reports on excavations at Mapungubwe (Northern Transvaal) from 
February 1933 to June 1935 is now available online.10 Three years before 

9   Leo Fouché was a South African historian. He was the first lecturer in history, 

political science and psychology to ever be appointed at the University of  Pretoria 

in 1909. Fouché played a key role in the archaeological excavations of  the 

Mapungubwe site from 1933 to 1935 (A Green A day in the life at the University of 

Pretoria 2021). 

10   Mapungubwe: An ancient civilisations 1937 full report available now online 

(2021).
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this announcement, I was one of  many researchers that made a long 
journey to the University of  Pretoria to access the physical copy. What 
is presented here is the long way around of  getting to the report, it is a 
personal account of  my own experience and observation; it represents 
my walking the University of  Pretoria’s main campus. Taking inspiration 
from Michel de Certeau,11 the emphasis is on an embodied experience and 
the practice of  everyday life. 

I am at the University of  Pretoria, South Africa, to conduct field 
research. As a former student of  the University of  Pretoria, I am well 
acquainted with the Merensky library at its main campus. As the current 
capital of  post-apartheid South Africa, Pretoria has a potent geographic 
and urban history. Its streets are coloured by this history making its 
presence inescapable. The grass at the University of  Pretoria is kept a lush 
green. This manicured look could fool unconscious visitors into believing 
that the present University and its histories were in perfect harmony. On the 
contrary, post-apartheid South African universities such as the University 
of  Pretoria, as many of  the country’s other institutions, have undergone 
massive transformation processes in line with post-apartheid South 
African policies. The shift in visuality that comes with the fall of  apartheid 
in recent years has pushed universities to reconsider the symbols and 
artworks on their campuses.12 Walking around the University of  Pretoria, 
I am aware of  the discourse around its political charge. The visuality of 
colonial order laced within the natural world – turning luscious lawns into 
cultural objects – makes that order inescapable.13

Moving around Pretoria and Johannesburg can at times be a curation 
of  movements between pockets of  ‘secure spaces’. This is visible in the 
number of  keys and cards related to a particular constellation of  activities. 
I have come to master my constellation and can pre-empt deviations. I 
know the difference between a car guard and a security guard; the security 
guard at the library gates; and the private guards that were added on 
campus at the height of  the #Feesmustfall movement in a bid to tighten 
university security. I can tell an ordinary police officer apart from an 
officer from the metro police. My sense of  alarm responds accordingly. In 

11   M de Certeau The practice of  everyday life (2011).

12   B Schmahmann Picturing change: Curating visual culture at post-apartheid universities 

(2013).

13   See JD Hunt Denatured visions: Landscape and culture in the twentieth century (2003). 
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the presence of  these two security guards, I feel relaxed. Having studied 
at this campus, I know them well, and they know me. They have been the 
security guards at this library for many years. They are part of  the life on 
campus and as non-threatening as all its other lives. 

The eyes of  the guards greet me with a phrase appropriate for such an 
encounter, Methl’amaDala!, ‘Old-eyes!’ for someone you have not seen in 
a long time. I return the exclamation and explain that I have been away. 
‘Germany!’, they repeat in excitement. My eyes have travelled with theirs, 
and in seeing me, they now see all that I have seen. I am now a part of  their 
story as they are a part of  these pages. ‘We’re so happy that we too can go 
to those faraway places,’ they agree as they release me from questioning. 
By the ‘we’ I know the guards to mean ‘we’ as black people on one level, 
and ‘we’ ‘the people’ on another.

I swipe my student card, presenting my identity to a set of  glass 
turnstiles and walk into the library. I walk through the second set of 
turnstiles, in place to detect stolen books. One sign reads ‘Quiet in the 
library please’; another tells me ‘This is a surveillance zone’, and I am 
being watched. I walk up to the Africana collection and arrive at an 
empty reception desk. While waiting for assistance, my eyes dart around 
the room. Hanging on the left of  the reception desk is a large painting of 
what, at a distance, seems to be just a map of  Southern Africa. Above it, 
four smaller works on paper of  ‘tribed’ figures are framed behind glass. 
The Africana collection holds some rare books, including the one I am 
after. Only the receptionist I am waiting for has access to its shelves. She 
arrives and takes my request. Then, as she disappears into the collection, I 
return to the map to my left.

At this moment it is bizarre, even to me, that in post-apartheid 
South Africa, I should work so hard to excavate some understanding of 
the Southern African past. It is bizarre that a quest for this distant past 
should send me through so many policed gates. An access-controlled 
world that monitors an individual’s movements from the monumental to 
the mundane; one which tells an inhabitant where to go and not to go is 
birthed by a colonial logic of  control and the control of  human capital 
in particular. Pretoria’s academic block is fully engulfed by the military-
industrial complex, underpinned by colonial administrative reasoning. 

This reasoning is both continued and broken in the embodied 
experience of  power I describe above. Colonial reasoning is made visible 
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by a gated and access-controlled world fortified by manicured lawns. It 
is broken in curious relationships with power exhibited in my interaction 
with the security guards at the Merensky library’s gate. In this instance, 
the guards are the protectors of  power, yet still see themselves and me (the 
policed) as ‘the people’. ‘We’ black people, they insinuated or recognised, 
did not belong or have not belonged to this place. Such presences and 
interactions disrupt the clear order that colonial power attempts to establish 
by clearly designating space, embodied in the apartness of  apartheid. The 
legacies of  this apartness continue through Pretoria’s and, indeed, the 
wider world’s built environment and organisational structures. I see all of 
this in the gates that confront me, but at this moment I am intrigued and 
continue to be drawn in by a world in an image to my left (Figure 9.1). 

The image in question is titled Ethnic map of  Southern Africa and 
was painted by South African artist, Charlotte Firbank-King, in 1990. 
Interestingly, the poster is not part of  the official UP art collection and it 
is unclear how the work ended up at the special collection.14 Although the 
original painting was not commissioned, it is the result of  multiple inputs.15 
Firbank-King explains that her intention with the original painting was 
to represent Southern Africa’s ‘indigenous tribes in the correct landscape 
with the correct animals’.16 Her source material drew from historical, 
anthropological and archaeological texts.17 To assist in explaining the 
subject matter of  the painting, it is accompanied by an Indication map as 
well as an Information booklet. In an attempt to bolster the authority of 
Ethnic map, both provide descriptions of  almost every detail of  the map. 

3 The world visualised in Ethnic map of Southern Africa 

The Fouché book I am at the University of  Pretoria’s Africana collection 
to find – that brought me to the world visualised by the ethnic map hanging 
to my left – is related to my study about the visualisation of  the Southern 
African past, with a particular interest in archaeological texts. The world 
in the image animates the contents of  the pages I am waiting to open. In 

14   E-mail from G de Kamper  on 4 September 2021. De Kamper in 2021 is the 

curator of  Collections at the University of  Pretoria.

15   C Firbank-King The ethnic map of  Southern Africa: Information booklet (1991) 1.

16   E-mail from C Firbank-King on 15 April 2021.

17   As above.
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Ethnic map of  Southern Africa, an archive of  material culture comes to life 
as a topological map. The image shows Southern Africa and its wider 
ocean borders populated by many figures both on land and in its seas. 

All across this image, ‘tribal’ figures are placed beside ‘tribal’ 
homesteads and fixed to particular geographic locations – that is, figures 
are represented in a manner that visually locates them as belonging to 
specific ethnic groups. Iconic patterns, symbolic of  a cultivated identity, 
are fixed to a particular geographic location and used as a key in the 
claiming of  visual space. In this way possession and belonging are claimed 
through visual codes. The dwelling space belongs to the figures around it, 
not only through proximity but also by means of  iconic patterning and 
marks. These marks have become iconic in the process of  ‘tribing and 
untribing the archive’.18

The phrase ‘tribing and untribing the archive’ is adopted from 
historians Carolyn Hamilton and Nessa Leibhammer, to describe the 
processes in which societies encountered by Europeans in Southern Africa 
were marked out as tribal and traditional and sharply distinguished from 
modernity.19 Hamilton and Leibhammer challenge the ways in which 
some societies were denied a changing history and archive, and attributed 
with a timeless culture instead. The term understands the combination of 
tribe and tradition as continuing to tie modern South Africans to ideas 
about the region’s remote past as primitive, timeless, and unchanging. 
By and large, knowledge or understanding of  the past before European 
colonialism remains unstated, even denied, in the face of  limited or 
narrowly-prescribed archives and resilient stereotypes. Hamilton and 
Leibhammer have encouraged the release of  images and other materials 
from the trap of  being looked at and understood only as tribal into settings 
that enable them to be used as resources for thinking critically about 
identity in the long past and the present.20 My initial bodily encounter 
with Ethnic map, along with an acknowledgment and contemplation 
of  the power exerted by the educational context in which the image is 
placed, moves towards applying the forward-looking strategy proposed by 
Hamilton and Leibhammer. 

18   Hamilton & Leibhammer (n 1).

19   As above. 

20   As above. 
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I turn now to the image itself. Whether it landed up on the walls of  the 
Africana collection by chance or was intentionally curated in conversation 
with the space in which it hangs, the consequences of  its presence at the 
reception of  this important collection direct its significance. Considered in 
the context of  the space in which it hangs, this illustration makes visible a 
particular logic, an inherent structure – its continuities and ruptures.

Ethnic map is framed by snippets of  design motifs that flow into one 
another: chevrons, crescents, circles, beaded pixel points, a giraffe, an 
eland, a shield, spears, handprints, combs, a headrest, and stylised figures 
on the hunt. By now, these motifs are iconic. Out of  time and with no 
context or meaning, seemingly all that is left is the ‘Africanness’ of  the 
images – a fictitious essence that connects them to an origin in Africa. 
The Africanness that frames this image works to Africanise its contents. 
Shapes jump out from one end of  the map and move the eye towards the 
other. On the bottom right-hand corner an Africanised compass, woven 
together with intricate motifs, orientates the viewer. A beaded knobkerrie 
points south and the arrow of  an iron spear-head north. 

As a topological map of  Southern Africa, Ethnic map presents an 
animation of  the material culture associated with an ‘indigenous Southern 
African aesthetic’.21 It references an early genre of  cartography typical of 
the age of  exploration of  which the maps often included drawings in its 
margins of  notable elements related to them. While in earlier depictions 
of  Africa, the interior was not well known and ‘tribed’ figures often waited 
patiently on the border, in Ethnic map such figures are meticulously and 
confidently located. In this way, the map unifies the large territory of 
Southern Africa but nevertheless insists on the uniqueness of  the various 
ethnic tribes depicted. Thus, it links ethnicity to place, and fixes ethnicity 
in place. 

In Southern Africa, where political identity is and has historically 
been linked to ethnic identity, the association between ethnicity and 
particular spaces directly speaks to contested questions of  land and land 
rights.22 Ethnic map defines and fixes a staged political identity in the 
form of  ethnicity. Drawing on ethnographic visual conventions, Ethnic 

21   Hamilton & Leibhammer (n 1) 58.

22   M Buthelezi & D Skosana Traditional leaders in a democracy: Resources, respect and 

resistance (2019); M Mamdani Define and rule: Native as political identity (2012); 

B Cousins & C Walker (eds) Land divided land restored (2015). 
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map portrays Southern Africa as a patchwork of  distinct ethnicities with 
clear features and distinct boundaries. As such, the painting silences the 
complex and often contested histories of  ethnicity in Southern Africa 
even while claiming to do the opposite.23 While Figure 9.1 visualises a 
well-categorised Southern Africa all at once, the history of  that place and 
the development of  ethnic identity into political identity progressed over 
centuries.24

Not surprisingly, ethnicity is a contested term in this context. 
Archaeologist Thomas Huffman – who holds a prominent and 
controversial place in Southern African archaeology 25 – has described 
ethnicity as involving 

the interplay between minorities and dominant groups within the 
same political system. The ethnic groups themselves consist of 
people who form a limited social and historical entity, distinct from 
other similar entities through such aspects as customs, beliefs and 
material culture.26 

Because Figure 9.1 primarily depicts the black peoples of  Southern Africa, 
who under late colonial rule had a differentiated political system governed 
by customary or traditional law, Huffman’s view, which defines ethnicity 
based on membership to the same political system, is relevant to this 
argument. 

Anthropologists John and Jean Comaroff  further complicate 
Huffman’s idea, by highlighting ethnicity as socially engineered and used 
during apartheid. Moreover, the Comaroffs distinguish between ‘ethnicity’ 
and ‘ethnicism’. In an analysis of  the commodification of  human identity 
in contemporary South Africa, they explain that ‘[e]thnicity refers here 

23   Firbank-King (n 15). 

24   P Landau Popular politics in the history of  South Africa 1400–1948 (2010).

25   Although Thomas Huffman is deeply engaged in formative interpretations of  late 

iron age settlements, such as Mapungubwe, he has been accused of  depending 

on problematic colonially-inscribed ethnography, inappropriate theoretical 

frameworks, and speculative positions. See PJ Lane The use and abuse of  ethnography 

in the study of  the Southern African iron age (1994) DN Beach Reviewed work: Snakes 

and crocodiles: Power and symbolism in ancient Zimbabwe by Thomas N Huffman (1997).

26   TN Huffman Mapungubwe: Ancient African civilisation on the Limpopo (2001) 28. 
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to membership in a culturally constituted “people”, one with customary 
ways and means that it takes to be distinctive and to which it is affectively 
attached; ethnicism alludes, negatively to “tribalism” ... as propagation of 
apartheid.’27 

4 Visualising the Nguni estate or Shakan period

The development of  ethnic identity into a political identity is a cornerstone 
in colonial administration. To facilitate the colonial administration of 
the mid-nineteenth century and later apartheid, ethnic units in Southern 
Africa were developed through various processes of  tribing peoples and 
groups.28 The definition of  precise ethnic units would form a crucial part 
in a governing structure designed for races and ethnicities. This structure 
slowly tightened its grip over the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It 
created and methodically perpetuated deeply-ingrained social, political 
and economic inequalities.29 In the long list of  racial laws that developed 
in Southern Africa from 1760 to the fall of  apartheid, a few directly involve 
the legal definition of  ethnic units.30

In the technology of  race used to administrate a growing Southern 
African population during this period, classification was determined 
according to physical appearance and social acceptability, including 
linguistic skills. Over time, curated racial and ethnic identities were 
developed and officiated into political identities by inscribing these 
into law.31 In the 1990s these very categories became the basis for post-
apartheid claims to land rights, as illustrated in the surge in traditional 

27   JL Comaroff  & J Comaroff  Ethnicity, inc (2009) 10. 

28   See Buthelezi & Skosana (n 22); CC Crais White supremacy and black resistance in 

pre-industrial South Africa: The making of  the colonial order in the Eastern Cape, 1770-

1865 (1992); D Dyzenhaus Hard cases in wicked legal systems South African law in the 

perspective of  legal philosophy (1991).

29   M Mamdani Beyond settler and native as political identities: Overcoming the political 

legacy of  colonialism (2001); M Mamdani Define and rule: Native as political identity 

(2012); M Mamdani Citizen and subject: Contemporary Africa and the legacy of  late 

colonialism (2018).

30   The ‘Caledon Code’ of  1809 (B Lapping Apartheid: A history  (1986) 36)); the 

‘Kaffir Pass Act’ of  1857 (Crais (n 28) 212); ‘The Population Registration Act’ of 

1950 (Dyzenhaus (n 28) 40).

31   Mamdani Beyond settler (n 29); Mamdani Define and rule (n 29); Mamdani Citizen 

and subject (n 29).
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leadership claims alongside insistence on land rights and land restitution.32 
Firbank-King’s illustration visualises the right to land as claimed through 
visualised ethnicity. In using tribed bodies as visual tropes to claim 
belonging, the image turns ethnic identity into political identity. Distinct 
and distinguishable patterns and markers become critical differentiators 
of  this identity. For those fluent in identifying the ethnographic units of 
Southern Africa, determining who is who in the map is an easy task. Tribal 
units are signified by dress code, hairstyles, building style and geographic 
location. 

In Ethnic map the Xhosa figure with a baby on her back is placed on 
the south-east coast of  the map (Figure 9.2). The Zulu figure holding a 
large shield is positioned in the east (Figure 9.3). The cloaked Sotho figure 
on horseback is placed up in the Drakensberg (Figure 9.4), and so on. 
The image visually fulfils the desires of  one of  the first racial and pass 
laws of  Southern Africa, which ordered every member of  the Khoikhoi 
community to have a fixed ‘place of  abode’ and to obtain a pass in the 
event that any member wanted to move.33 Ethnic map fixes bodies to their 
geographical place of  abode in line with visualised ethnic identities. Using 
a similar logic of  control to the logic used in pass systems, ethnic identity 
becomes the visual tool through which access to space is claimed. 

A dwelling space may be considered as belonging to the tribe of  a 
woman with a baby on her back, not only because of  the proximity of  that 
women to that dwelling, but also through the recognition of  named and 
catalogued patterns and marks (Figure 9.2). A plane of  colour overlaid 
with horizontal lines gravitating toward its bottom appears on clothing, on 
flesh, and on the built environment (Figure 9.2). This pattern has become 
symbolic of  and synonymous with the identity of  the Xhosa people. 
A quick Google image search of  ‘Xhosa people’ or ‘Xhosa clothing’ 
confirms this. Post-apartheid South Africa has been noted as coinciding 
with the commodification of  human identity.34 In this context, patterns 
marking identity have become iconic. The Comaroffs have described 
the economy linked to the practices of  claiming belonging through an 

32   Buthelezi & Skosana (n 22); Cousins & Walker (n 22).

33   W Dooling The origins and aftermath of  the Cape Colony’s Hottentot Code of  1809 

(2005).

34   Comaroff  & Comaroff  (n 27). 
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Figure 9.2: Woman and child: Detail of  Charlotte Firbank-King’s Ethnic 
map of  Southern Africa. Photograph by the author. Courtesy of  the artist
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embracing of  ethnicity as ‘the affective economy of  belonging’.35 This 
economy is popularly corroborated by Heritage Day celebrations in South 
Africa. On this day South Africans are encouraged to don their ‘traditional 
dress’ as an honouring of  their heritage. Ethnic identity here is linked to 
an adornment of  iconic pattern marking identity, a practice which, in 
an economy of  belonging, inevitably replicates and refines the fixity and 
authority claimed by Ethnic map.   

The research undertaken by Firbank-King is encapsulated by the 
Indication map and Information booklet which were originally designed to 
accompany the painting. The desire of  the artist to present an authoritative 
ethnic map of  Southern Africa using academic sources is made clear in 
the booklet’s introduction. According to this introduction:36

The richest source of  pictorial information was the Africana 
Museum (now the Museum of  Africa) in Johannesburg. Charlotte 
got her information about Botswana from reading early explorers’ 
accounts, studying the early etchings, and building up a mental 
image of  their dress … the map does not just focus on the people of 
Southern Africa; it includes some of  the flora and fauna …When 
the map was completed, a number of  academics were brought in 
to check the validity of  Charlotte’s work; they could find no fault. 

The desire of  the artist to present an authoritative ethnic map of  Southern 
Africa is closely linked to the fixity of  identity which I argue is perpetuated 
by the image. Statements in the booklet, such as ‘the traditional Herero 
are depicted alongside the more modern Herero, whose dress was 
influenced by early German missionaries’, acknowledge the changing 
nature of  culture. The booklet, however, also constantly contradicts this 
acknowledgment. For example, it states that ‘[s]ome of  the costumes may 
be considered transitional, however cultures are not static objects. They 
respond and grow with new influences. Thus it is difficult to say exactly 
what is “traditional” and what is “transitional”’.37 Such a statement, along 
with a verbalised intention to represent Southern Africa’s ‘indigenous 
tribes in the correct landscape with the correct animal’,38 clearly attempts 

35   As above. 

36   Firbank-King (n 15) 1.

37   As above.

38   E-mail from C Firbank-King on 15 April 2021.
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Figure 9.3: Man holding cow hide shield: Detail of  Charlotte Firbank-
King’s Ethnic map of  Southern Africa. Photograph by the author. Courtesy 
of  the artist
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to find the ‘traditional’ in the ‘transitional’ as opposed to embarrassing the 
permanent status of  the latter.39 

The word ‘pattern’ appears three times in the Information booklet 
designed to accompany Ethnic map. Each time, ‘pattern’ and the idea of 
pattern are linked to identity. Describing Great Zimbabwe the booklet 
notes that 

[t]he Temple consists of  more than 900 000 fragments and it 
was probably the residence of  the King. The chevron patterns of 
black and white fragments on the walls may be indicative of  his 
importance.40 

Notes on the Sotho read ‘Basotho blankets, while beautifully patterned, 
are also functional as the mountain kingdom is bitterly cold in winter’.41 
Of  the Tswana it is noted: ‘The Tswana shield is hourglass shaped. The 
Tswana woman is wearing a marriage ceremony hairstyle … Before it is 
fully set, patterns are drawn into it using a mielie (maize) stalk; it is then 
decorated with beads and topped with an ostrich plume.’42 

In other sections of  the booklet, while the word ‘pattern’ is not 
explicitly used, it nevertheless is referred to in some way as a marker of 
identity. Of  what is described as the ‘Gcaleka (a Xhosa clan)’ (Figure 9.2) 
it is noted:43 

The woman’s white painted face indicates she is nursing a child. 
Her legs and arms are encased in brass and bead bangles. She 
wears a wide flared skirt made from coarse white cloth. The skirt is 
braided from hip to hem … The choice of  bead colours of  this clan 
is very distinctive; turquoise, scarlet, navy and white. Older people 
replace scarlet with pink beads. 

Seemingly never changing, the patterns visualised by Firbank-King are 
fixed in time. In the cases of  Figures 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4, an iconic pattern 
is fixed to the south-east coast, the east coast, and the Drakensberg 

39   As above. 

40   Firbank-King (n 15) 11.

41   Firbank-King (n 15) 23.

42   Firbank-King (n 15) 24.

43   Firbank-King (n 15) 18.
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Figure 9.4: Cloaked man on horseback: Detail of  Charlotte Firbank-
King’s Ethnic map of  Southern Africa. Photograph by the author. Courtesy 
of  the artist
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mountains of  Southern Africa respectively. In this illustration, belonging 
is claimed by means of  a graphic visual code. 

Standing alone, Firbank-King’s Ethnic map of  Southern Africa could 
be read as avoiding the complicated textured and coloured history of 
Southern Africa. It is devoid of  the grapevines that populate the Western 
Cape of  contemporary Southern Africa; of  Jacaranda trees; and Indian 
myna birds so present in Pretoria. Based on a careful study of  the image 
itself, the Indication map and Information booklet as well as from discussions 
with the artist, it is evident that ‘indigenous’ vegetation and animal life are 
prioritised. It is meticulous about the regional specificity of  the fauna and 
flora it represents. African daisies flower in the Karoo; aloes grow along the 
south-east coast; baobabs around Zimbabwe; and flat-top acacias north of 
where Pretoria would be. Two blue crane birds – culturally significant to 
the Xhosa people – are pictured above the heads of  the figures established 
as Xhosa.44 By setting up a relationship between indigenous vegetation 
and wildlife in this way, the quality of  ‘indigenousness’ and uniqueness 
assumed by these species is transferred onto the tribed figures and built 
environment around them so that their tribed state is also implied as 
indigenous, unique and natural. 

5 Visualising the Mapungubwe and Zimbabwe estate 

As I already pointed out, Ethnic map represents three moments in the 
long Southern African past: the Khoisan complex; the Mapungubwe and 
Zimbabwe estate; and the Nguni estate or Shakan period. It thus folds 
thousands of  years neatly into one another with few or no overlaps in 
geographic space or physical movement.45 Relying on the image alone, 

44   Adrian Koopman explores a number of  archival sources that point to the wearing 

of  crane feathers as culturally significant to the Xhosa and Zulu culture. See A 

Koopman ‘Isithwalandwe: The wearing of  crane feathers’ (2017) Natalia 47. 

45   The length of  the chapter does not allow me to discuss at great length the overlap 

in time presented by the image. However, there are two instances of  this overlap 

that I would like to briefly point out here. At the top of  the map, in the northern 

section of  the Southern African landscape depicted, two men are pictured as 

either in battle or sparring. The men hold shields made of  cow hide echoing the 

cow hides of  the Zulu in the south. The placement of  the group of  men’s bodies 

overlap unnamed stone wall ruins. This overlap points to the historical migration 

of  Southern African peoples during the ‘Shakan wars’, also referred to as iMfecane. 
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what is implied is a version of  the Southern African distant past devoid of 
movement, displacement or conflict. 

A good example of  this is the visualisation of  the Mapungubwe 
and Zimbabwe Estate. In the north-east of  the Ethnic map lies the Great 
Enclosure at Great Zimbabwe (Figure 9.5). The visualisation of  the 
Mapungubwe and Zimbabwe estate or, very broadly, the visualisation of 
Southern African late iron age settlements (LIAS) has multiple meanings 
and uses in contemporary Southern Africa. LIAS here refers to settlements 
‘discovered’ in Southern Africa from the late nineteenth century onwards. 
Stone wall architecture has come to characterise such settlements. As 
ancient capitals, Mapungubwe and Great Zimbabwe, in particular, 
symbolise past political power and pre-colonial African presence in 
Southern Africa. As a tool in nationalist rhetoric, such visuals are used to 
destabilise colonial power, and that of  the apartheid state, particularly its 
hold on the writing and framing of  Southern African history.46

As the only explicit inclusion of  the Mapungubwe and Zimbabwe 
Estate, the Great Enclosure at Great Zimbabwe in Figure 9.5, by extension, 
becomes a metonym for the entire estate. The great enclosure here is 
pictured as overgrown and abandoned. An assemblage of  scenes depicting 
battle, dance, and other social activity all happen around the stone-walled 
settlement. A body hovers uncomfortably above the enclosure, legs cut 
off, so as not to cause an overlap. The enclosure is devoid of  bodies. By 
acknowledging the existence of  Great Zimbabwe but showing this space as 
empty and overgrown in a visualisation of  the long Southern African past, 
Ethnic map echoes the central ideas propagated by early archaeological 
excavation of  Great Zimbabwe. 

See J Wright Beyond the ‘Zulu aftermath’: Migrations, identities, histories (2006) and 

Khumalo-Seegelken John Wright: iMfecane? (1995), for an account of  the making 

of  the history of  the ‘Shakan wars’. In the Indication map, the two men are labelled 

‘Matabele’. See Firbank-King (n 15) 12. The ‘Matabele’ are currently referred to 

as the Ndebele people of  Zimbabwe. Another group that was displaced by the 

‘Shakan wars’ or iMfecane are the Shangan, who are described in the information 

booklet as ‘a part of  the Ndwandwe tribe governed by the Gasa family … In 1819 

they were conquered by Shaka and the chief  Soshangane fled with his people into 

Mocambique. Here he founded a new tribe that became known after him as the 

Shangaans.’ Firbank-King (n 15) 15. 

46   AS Mlambo Becoming Zimbabwe or becoming Zimbabwean: Identity, nationalism and 

state-building  (2013); T Mbeki The African renaissance, South Africa and the world 

(1998). 
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Great Zimbabwe was the first LIAS to be excavated in Southern Africa.47 
Its early excavation was led by James Theodore Bent and documented 
in The ruined cities of  Mashonaland.48 The excavation of  Great Zimbabwe 
laid the pretext to which all early LIAS archaeological findings lean on or 
against and form the basis for a war of  Southern African visuality – or the 
visualisation of  Southern African history – was spearheaded. Although 
the Zimbabwe ruins were widely accepted as being of  African origin in 
the scientific community as early as 1914, a large number of  the settler 
population, including the government of  what then was Rhodesia, along 

47   See JT Bent & RMW Swan The ruined cities of  Mashonaland: Being a record of 

excavation and exploration in 1891. With a chapter on the orientation and mensuration of 

the temples (1892).

48   James Theodore Bent was an English explorer, archaeologist, and author of  the 

The ruined cities of  Mashonaland (1892) documenting the earliest known excavation 

of  Great Zimbabwe.

Figure 9.5: The Great Enclosure at Great Zimbabwe: Detail of  Charlotte 
Firbank-King’s Ethnic map of  Southern Africa. Photograph by the author. 
Courtesy of  the artist
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with individuals in the scientific community, chose to perpetuate earlier 
findings claiming otherwise.49 Archaeological findings such as Bent’s 
rejecting a ‘black race’ as the builders of  Great Zimbabwe justified the 
sanctioning of  the black population around the ruins as subservient. 
Funded archaeological research alongside biblical legend had lasting 
value in the visual arena.50 

In early visualisations of  Great Zimbabwe, the Great Enclosure 
at Great Zimbabwe is primarily visualised as unidentified or in ruin, 
overgrown, and uninhabited. Such visualisations include John Speed’s 
1627 Map of  Africa capturing ‘Zimbaos’, identified today as Great 
Zimbabwe;51 Karl Mauch’s 1872 Sketch of  Great Zimbabwe, recording the 
first-known documented sighting of  Great Zimbabwe;52 and Theodore 
Bent’s 1891 depiction of  Great Zimbabwe made during the first excavation 
of  a LIAS in Southern Africa.53 The visualisation of  Great Zimbabwe in 
ruin, overgrown and uninhabited continues well into the colonial era. It is 
only in the 1970s, with a shift in the politics towards and the anticipation 
of  freedom from colonial rule, that archaeologists such as Peter Garlake 
begin to insist on reimagining Great Zimbabwe as inhabited by black 
bodies. This shift is best exhibited in the 1983 cover of  Garlake’s Life at 
Great Zimbabwe. Here Great Zimbabwe is reimagined as inhabited by a 
black people.54 

The omission of  black bodies from inside the Great Enclosure in 
Ethnic map implies that black bodies do not belong in that space. In the 
language of  image as a whole, they do not come from that space and thus 
cannot claim to belong to it. By all indications of  the artist and literature 
connected to the image, this is contrary to what the image intended to do 
or how it was immediately received after the fall of  apartheid.55 This non-

49   PS Garlake Great Zimbabwe: New aspects in archaeology (1973); C Kloof  On two eras 

of  African archaeology: Colonial and national (1997).

50   As above. 

51   Garlake (n 49) 94.

52   I Pikirayi The Zimbabwe culture: Origins and decline of  Southern Zambezian states 

(2001) 2.

53   See Bent & Swan (n 47) 91.

54   PS Garlake Life at Great Zimbabwe: devised and written by Peter Garlake; illustrated by 

Zimbabwe Cooperative Craft Workshop Ltd (1983). 

55   As previously stated, the Ethnic map was created in 1990 during the fall of  apartheid. 

In this context it arguably exuded an enthusiasm about the rightfulness of  black 
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belonging arguably has little to do with the intent of  the image but is a slip 
in the archive. It arguably is a logic passed on from the source material it 
references. Small moments such as this expose the dangers in the uncritical 
reproduction of  sources. Moreover, they expose how visuality, following 
the immediate downfall of  apartheid in South Africa, struggled to dream 
Southern African history anew without slipping into colonial tropes and 
reasoning.

6 Conclusion 

The omissions in the Ethnic map of  Southern Africa and the way in which the 
image is presented overtly make clear its source material in some instances. 
In other instances the images on which it draws for its visualisation of  the 
distant South African past are only slightly hinted at. Figure 9.1 represents 
the violence of  colonial visual practices, which violence is inherited from 
the map’s source material. As in the case of  the older images, it references 
– those that tribe the peoples of  Southern Africa and those that perpetuate 
LIAS such as Great Zimbabwe as built by ‘an outsider race’ – Ethnic map 
of  Southern Africa becomes a weapon for authority. The space presented is 
an imaginary ideological one.

Figure 9.1 attempts to present a compartmentalised pre-colonial 
visualisation of  Southern Africa where everything is in place as it should 
be. It encourages participants to piece this past back together. Identities in 
the map are presented authoritatively, as natural and naturally in place. 
Moreover, the image relies on colonially-inscribed ethnographies entangled 
with colonial administrative ideas about black bodies and their place in 
space to visualise a pre-colonial Southern Africa. Principles such as the 
development of  ethnic identity into a political identity, the distillation of 
identity into a graphic pattern, the naturalisation of  a linkage between 
ethnic and political identity, and the use of  a distilled pattern of  reference 
as a key to access space, are mastered in the colonial administration of 
Africa and other regions. This is the core subject of  Figure 9.1. 

bodies in the African context. In the early 1990s the South African government 

had a copy of  the image hanging in every South African embassy around the world 

(e-mail from C Firbank-King on 15 April 2021).
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It is important at this point to emphasise the fact that the analysis 
given in this chapter should neither be seen as criticism of  the individual 
artist, nor should the analysis be understood as consciously motivating the 
making of  Figure 9.1. The aim of  the chapter was rather to examine how 
assemblages of  images assist in propping up colonial constructs. What 
is ultimately highlighted in this context is that an artist’s intention is not 
immune from the waves of  centuries of  oppressive visuality. 

Retrospectively, where Ethnic map fails in reifying a precolonial 
past or a present with racial bodies at bay, it succeeds in reifying a set 
of  principals underlying the arrangement of  elements in the biometric 
forms of  identification of  the military-industrial complex it hangs in. 
On the surface, the image at the reception of  the University of  Pretoria’s 
Africana collection claims a presentation of  belonging and the right to 
space and mobility in the distant Southern African past. The image hangs 
as a celebration of  a democratic South Africa where all of  its cultures 
are celebrated and given a place under the sun. This is in line with the 
rhetoric of  the era in which the shift towards addressing gaps in the 
Africana collection concerning black African contributions to cultural 
and social life took place. Far from merely celebrating the cultures of 
Southern Africa, however, the image highlights and is underpinned by the 
colonial administrative reasoning, which gave birth to apartheid and the 
contemporary military-industrial complex. 

Although my interpretation of  Figure 9.1, hanging in the reception 
area of  the University of  Pretoria’s Africana collection, is the long way 
round of  getting to the image, the acknowledgment of  embodiment is an 
intervention integral to coming to this conclusion. The strategy links all 
understandings of  the image to the viewing body, as well as the space in 
which the image is experienced. Although a viewer does eventually get 
to the image itself, the bodily encounter with the artwork (or getting to 
it) affects the way in which meanings are made and becomes inextricably 
linked to the meaning of  the image itself. The context in which Ethnic 
map of  Southern Africa hangs, the gates crossed to get to it, the body 
that encounters it, as well as the image itself  all affect the way in which 
meanings are made. An approach that acknowledges this could usefully 
shed light on other similar images. 

So inescapable is the modality of  visuality produced by the image at 
the entrance of  the Africana collection that it matters little what actually is 
inside the Fouché book documenting the first archaeological excavations 
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of  Mapungubwe that brought me to the collection and, by coincidence, 
the image. What lives in the imagination of  Southern Africans and the 
world at large are the images that the Fouché book and similar books 
produce and make space for. As exhibited by Firbank-King’s Ethnic map, 
the images that appear in archaeological findings, particularly ‘artistic 
impressions’ projecting the past, travel to new unforeseeable contexts.  

In some ways Ethnic map of  Southern Africa’s location at the reception 
area of  the University of  Pretoria’s Africana collection acts as a symbol 
of  this archive’s reformation. Contrary to reformation from colonial 
prescriptions, however, the image tribes the Southern African past using a 
limited or narrowly-prescribed archive. The image primarily visualises the 
right to land as claimed through visualised ethnicity. Ironically embedded 
within the labyrinth spun by the military-industrial complex, the image 
sits quietly perched within the everydayness of  a highly-manicured and 
surveyed complex of  order at the University of  Pretoria. 

What is most curious about the image is the way in which it hides in 
plain sight. To contemporary Southern African viewers the image holds 
an emancipatory potential of  addressing a disavowed African past. Only 
a closer look entraps a viewer and confronts them with a logic that is alive 
and well in the complex of  order in which they find themselves. What 
contributes to giving the image the guise of  freedom from an oppressive, 
exclusionary past is the seemingly explicit nature of  the image. Black 
bodies are literally positioned in place. In the process of  making meaning, 
the questioning of  what the consequences of  this placement in relation to 
the histories that the image presents comes only secondary, if  at all. 
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CHAPTER 10

Èmil Haarhoff, Marth Munro & Marié-Heleen Coetzee 

1 Introduction

This chapter sets out to create an embodied approach for responsibly 
navigating actor-character dissonance in performance. Actors attempt 
to enflesh characters in performance. Enfleshment is the subjective, 
deliberate and in-the-moment embodiment of  the performance intent in 
context. Characters are constructed through clues in the playtext, the craft 
of  acting, the conventions and aesthetic vision of  the production, as well 
as the multi-modal, bodyminded sense of  self  shaped by and through the 
lived experiences of  actors. To deliver and maintain congruent, nuanced, 
and consistent performances, actors need to make embodied shifts. 
These shifts can be explained by Zarrilli’s concept of  the four bodies 
in/of  performance, namely, (i) the surface body; (ii) the recessive body; 
(iii) the aesthetic inner body; and (iv) the aesthetic outer or performance 
body.1 These bodies necessarily intersect and are simultaneously present 
in, and navigated, during performance. This embodied navigation 
requires heightened awareness. The first three bodies relate to the actor’s 
bodyminded self. The fourth body enfleshes the character in performance. 
Optimally navigating the shift between the third and fourth bodies creates 
congruence between actor and character. This navigation results in the 
perceived believability of  the character. Non-congruence results in actor-
character dissonance. This dissonance impacts on effective character 
representation and can impact actors’ well-being if  not managed 
responsibly. 

1   Zarrilli’s work, in this regard, is based on and expands D Leder The absent body 

(1990); PB Zarrilli ‘Towards a phenomenological model of  the actor’s embodied 

modes of  experience’ (2004) 56 Theatre Journal 664.

NAVIGATING DISSONANCE:  
BODYMIND AND CHARACTER  

CONGRUENCY IN ACTING
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The human species is shaped to seek pleasure and avoid harm, 
forming a pattern of  human congruency across cultures.2 How this pattern 
manifests in the idiosyncratic being is deeply influenced by cultural 
contexts, socialisation, lived experiences and habituation that informs 
humans’ presentations of  ‘Self ’. South Africa’s multiplicitous cultural 
landscape sees varied manifestations of  presences of  Self  and responses 
to harm avoidance and pleasure seeking. While we acknowledge the 
importance of  this awareness in dealing with performers in this chapter, 
we focus on human congruency in avoiding harm and in seeking actor-
character congruency.

Actors (irrelevant of  their process or acting style) require strategies 
to navigate the shift between their bodymind and the enfleshment of 
characters without compromising personal well-being. Performance 
strategies anchored in a multi-layered, embodied approach can do so. 
We use theories of  embodiment to position the bodymind as the locus 
of  the actor’s craft and well-being, as tending towards avoiding harm. 
We use a social constructionist approach to embodiment to emphasise 
the construction of  meaning in varied socio-cultural contexts and a 
phenomenological approach to explain how the subjectivity of  lived 
experiences creates embodied meaning.3 Our discussion on how the 
bodymind functions to create actor-character congruence is influenced 
by neurocognitive principles. We draw on multi-level experiential and 
bodymind-focused processes to theorise how heightened bodymind 
awareness can circumvent dissonance. We propose that deliberate and 
embodied performance strategies that activate motor-intentionality may 
assist in navigating the shift between Zarrilli’s third and fourth bodies, 
thereby creating congruent characters while safeguarding actors’ well-
being. 

2 Bodymind and embodiment

In conceptualising embodiment, within the bodymind, we understand 
the body as simultaneously corporeal (acknowledging the problematics 

2   KL Davis & C Montag Selected principles of  Pankseppian affective neuroscience (2019); 

T Carr Motivating by the pain pleasure principle (2016).

3   Zarrilli (n 1) 665.
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around the assumption of  the supposedly fixed corporeality of  the body) 
and as a performative, conceptual and discursive construct (thus subject). 
Body encapsulates subjectivity, time, history and culture which, in turn, 
encapsulates body (as culturally elaborated).4 Following prior research, 
mind results from and affects brain. Phenomena related to mind arise from 
brain as part of, and from, body. Experiences associated with the mind and 
sensory responses related to such experiences, can alter the physiological 
and anatomical structure of  the brain.5 Brain (never in direct contact 
with the environment) relates to the environment via the nervous system 
throughout the body. Mind results from a body-brain intersect. Mind thus 
is ‘embrained’ and embodied,6 resulting in the intersect of  bodymind. 

Humans are bodyminded beings, multimodal and embodied in and 
through action, shaped by experiences and continuously presenting and 
performing in constructed realities, while continually navigating the 
internal, and the interface between internal and external environments. 
Bodymind is an understanding and performance of  self, established through 
the coalescence of  multimodal, interrelated systems simultaneously 
present and operative.7 Bodymind is the primary connection to, and agent 
of, being-in-the-world.8 The bodymind accumulates lived experiences 
through a continuous process of  becoming9 – being-in-the-world.10 This 
process fosters subject formation in developing selfhood and identity in/
through participation in multi-modal bodymind-world connections. It 
is culturally elaborated in that all ‘experience takes place within a vast 
background of  cultural presuppositions’,11 subjecting it to hegemony and 
post-memory. Socio-cultural paradigms determine individuals’ ways of 
being-in-the-world and influence meaning-making, as derived from their 

4   N Piran Journeys of  embodiment at the intersection of  body and culture: The developmental 

theory of  embodiment (2017) 2.

5   L Thurman & G Welch Bodymind and voice: Foundation of  voice education (1997) 15.

6   A Damasio Descartes’ error: Emotion, reason and the human brain (1994) 118.

7   B Allegranti Embodied performance: Sexuality, gender, bodies (2015) 2.

8   MR Dawson Mind, body, world: Foundations of  cognitive science (2013) 220.

9   N Piran Journeys of  embodiment at the intersection of  body and culture: The developmental 

theory of  embodiment (2017) xiii.

10   Being-in-the-world may be defined as an intertwining and active engagement, 

existence and experience with the animate sensual world and its multiple entities. 

See M Merleau-Ponty Phenomenology of  perception (1962) xii.

11   G Lakoff  & M Johnsen Metaphors we live by (1980) 57.
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experiences with, and in, these paradigms. Bodymind is the ‘sole mediator 
of  human experience’,12 defining what is meaningful and determining 
ways of  making and understanding meaning.13 This mediation happens 
through embodiment. 

Although embodiment has been studied in varied contexts and 
disciplines, and has been positioned as a paradigm,14 it has no unified lens. 
Embodiment, broadly speaking, is ‘the physical and mental experience of 
our existence’ that is also the ‘the condition of  possibility for our relating’ 
to others and the environment.15 Three key tiers exist: embodiment as 
enfleshment, manifesting or giving form to abstractions – foregrounding 
human agency and imagination; embodiment as becoming ‘part of  a 
body’ – the ‘incorporation’ that draws attention to ideological and socio-
cultural dimensions of  subject formation;16 and embodiment as ontological 
presence.17 Embodiment is dynamic and continuous, framing past, present 
and future, informing contexts, relationships, behaviours, perspectives, 
mental models, and so forth, through the lens of  the embodied processes 
of  becoming and cultural elaboration. These experiences become a 
constitutive part of  the experiencer, constructing subjectivity.18 Subjectivity, 
in this context, is the multiple, emergent bodyminded self, influenced by 
self-world relations, impacting on identity. Identity and selfhood, however 
shifting, is experienced as stable. Ruptures in this experience create 
dissonance and impacts embodiment on an ontological level.

Procedural memory, or our implicit memory system, maintains 
embodiment. This system is a long-term memory system that leads the 
encoding, storing, controlling, and retrieving procedures underlying 

12   L Marshall The body speaks: Performance and physical expression (2008) vii.

13   ZA Maalej & N Yu (eds) Embodiment via body parts: Studies from various languages 

and cultures (2011) 6.

14   TJ Csordas Embodiment and experience: The existential ground of  culture and self 

(1994).

15   K Cregan The sociology of  the body: Mapping the abstraction of  embodiment (2006) 3 4.

16   A Sen & L Silverman (eds) Making place: Space and embodiment in the city (2014) 4.

17   B Spatz Performance Philosophy ‘Embodiment as first affordance: Tinkering, 

tuning, tracking’, https://www.performancephilosophy.org/journal/article/

view/61/135 (accessed 7 July 2021).

18   RJ Velásquez ‘Materialism and the subjectivity of  experience’ (2011) 39 Philosophia 

45-46.
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habituated motor, verbal and cognitive skills.19 This process generally is 
subconscious and plays a part in embodiment towards enfleshment and 
preservation of  Self  during stressful experiences. Repeated reinforcement 
of  actions leads to embodied and patterned habit formation through 
procedural memories. The reinforcement of  procedural memories and 
the subjectivities created by lived experiences form habitual bodymind 
patterns.20 This pattern making allows the relatively automatic activation 
of  behaviour organisation and a pre-reflective grasp of  meaning and 
principles within the parameters of  both foreign and familiar circumstances 
through these patterns. This sustains bodyminded homeostasis and self-
preservation impulses. Bodyminded homeostasis is an internal balance 
towards well-being, restoration, and equilibrium within the autonomic 
nervous system (ANS), based on embodied subjectivities.21 Habitual 
patterning assists in coping with the inner and outer environments.22 

Lived experiences inform symbolic cognitive representations, or mental 
models. Mental models are subjective knowledge that steers and shapes 
bodymindedness via an embodied interweaving of  habitual patterns and 
procedural memories, resulting in internal conceptual representations, 
assumptions and schemas of  meaning and external systems. Mental 
models aid in learning, recall and transference that not only allow for 
meaningful representations and communication of  subjective experiences, 
thoughts and feelings, but also activate interpretation networks through 
activating schema and pattern making, creating expectations, predicting 
outcomes and modelling possible actions mentally.23 This allows 
individuals to respond increasingly competently to harm-avoidance and 

19   N Bier et al ‘Relying on procedural memory to enhance independence in daily 

living activities: Smartphone use in a case of  semantic dementia’ (2015) 25 

Neuropsychological Rehabilitation 915.

20   D Abbott & G Wilson The lived experience of  climate change knowledge, science and 

public action (2015) 58; D Henriksen, W Cain & P Mishra ‘Making sense of  what 

you see: Patterning as a trans-disciplinary habit of  mind’ (2014) 58 TechTrends 4.

21   D Dana The polyvagal theory in therapy: Engaging the rhythm of  regulation (2018) 60; 

SW Porges The pocket guide to the polyvagal theory: The transformative power of  feeling 

safe (2017) 20.

22   R O’Gorman ‘The ontogenetic body: An exploration based on body-mind 

centering’ in S Reeve (ed) Body and performance: Ways of  being a body (2013) 18 20.

23   R Bhalwankar & J Treur ‘Modeling the development of  internal mental models by 

an adaptive network model’ (2021) 190 Procedia Computer Science 91.
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pleasure-seeking responses. These form the foundation of  bodyminded 
subjectivity and identity.24 

The actor as bodyminded being may adversely respond to the 
character’s imagined bodymindedness, stemming from its imagined 
identity and mental models that may clash with that of  the actor resulting 
in actor-character dissonance. Navigating actor-character dissonance 
demands heightened bodyminded awareness as representing a character 
is an act grounded in the actor’s bodymind and the means through which 
the enfleshment of  character takes place.  

3 Acting as an embodied craft

Acting is a process of  ‘embodying the several bodies one encounters in 
everyday experience’ through ‘specialized modes of  non-everyday … 
bodies of  practices’.25 This is expressed through Zarrilli’s four bodies. 
Zarrilli relied on Leder in proposing the surface (first) and the recessive 
(second) bodies. The surface body is corporeal and interacts with the 
external environment via exteroception and proprioception.26 The recessive 
body relates to the internal viscera accessed through interoception. The 
experience of  this body is recessive (not constantly surfacing in awareness) 
except when survival sensations bring it into awareness.27 

Zarrilli applies Leder’s bodies to actor training and adds the aesthetic 
inner (third) body and the aesthetic outer (fourth) body. The third body 
involves heightened perception and experience moulded and shaped by 
means of  long-term, extra-daily practice (such as the craft of  acting). It 
involves attunement to, and navigating, exteroception, proprioception and 
interoception. The third body is termed ‘aesthetic’, because experience 
is progressively refined to more nuanced levels of  awareness. The fourth 

24   T Hinterecker, M Knauff  & PN Johnson-Laird ‘Modality, probability, and mental 

models’ (2016) 42 Journal of  Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and 

Cognition 1608; C Richert et al ‘Testing the consistency between goals and policies 

for sustainable development: mental models of  how the world works today are 

inconsistent with mental models of  how the world will work in the future’ (2017) 

12 Sustainability Science 4.

25   Zarrilli (n 1) 655.

26   Zarrilli (n 1) 657.

27   Leder (n 1) 11 66.
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body is established through the imagined actions of  a character,  generating 
an enfleshed representation and imagined lived experience thereof  during 
performance.28 

Navigating the above modes of  awareness enables renegotiation of  ‘the 
terms and quality of  engagement of  the lived bodymind in its encounter 
with itself  in the world’.29 The actor’s awareness is simultaneously 
engaged with reality (first three bodies) and the imaginary (fourth body). 
Heightened awareness of  the shifts between these bodies necessitates a 
dual consciousness in the constant interplay between function in action (as 
character) and self-reflection (actor bodymindedness). The simultaneous, 
embodied presence in both reality and fantasy create the illusion of 
the actor disappearing into the enfleshed character: ‘the body conceals 
itself  precisely in the act of  revealing what is Other’.30 Here, the idea 
of  embodiment as incorporation is foregrounded. The aim of  character 
representation is the illusion of  disappearance of  the first three bodies 
(thus the actor’s bodymind). When the actors’ bodymindedness clashes 
with the character’s, disappearance is compromised. 

4 Actor-character dissonance and heightened awareness

Character creation often necessitates exploring the unknown or ‘other-
ness’. Yet, the bodymind finds stability, comfort and homeostasis in 
the familiar (selfhood and identity). Engaging with the unknown or 
discomforting aspects might illicit internal conflicts, causing a sense of 
instability that activates self-preservation and performance-restricting 
systems (anxiety, confusion, tension, stress, frustration). This instability 
can destabilise selfhood to varying extents and stimulates protective self-
preservation responses. Fuelled by a sense of  ‘other-ness’, it limits access 
to internal resources that could facilitate homeostasis and embrace the 
unknown.31 Actors’ mental models determine habitual patterning and 
approach or avoidance impulses, hindering embodied responses toward 

28   Zarrilli (n 1) 661 665.

29   Zarrilli (n 1) 661.

30   Leder (n 1) 22.

31   MK Anderson The wisdom of  lived experience: Views from psychoanalysis, neuroscience, 

philosophy, and metaphysics (2016) 3; D Molden & P Hutchinson Brilliant NLP: What 

the most successful people know, do and say (2010) 39.
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character enfleshment. 
Actor-character dissonance activates protection responses related 

to actors’ selfhood, undermines dual consciousness, compromises shifts 
between bodies (following Zarrilli) and inhibits the congruent and sustained 
enfleshment of  characters. Actor-character dissonance is complex in its 
interweaving with the actor’s perception of  possible loss of  self; social 
potential; cultural acceptance and recognition; and meanings related to 
the familiar. Protection impulses result from sympathetic nervous system 
(SNS) activation, which anchors actors in the present and safeguards them 
from perceived harm. 

Such perceptions heighten the need for control, emotion regulation 
and conflict avoidance. Creative shifts within character creation 
and non-habitual behavioural patterning may then feel difficult and 
uncomfortable, 32 as if  selfhood is compromised or identity ruptured. A 
need for concealment, suppression and restriction might arise, activating 
the SNS. SNS activation also controls harm avoidance responses (such as 
fight-flight-or-freeze), mobilising and preparing the bodymind to handle 
perceived threats.33 SNS activation manifests, among others, heart-rate 
elevation; respiratory increase; sweat secretion; and pupil dilation.34 SNS 
activation is counteracted by parasympathetic nervous system (PSNS) 
responses.

The PSNS maintains and conserves the bodymind through energy 
preservation and controls the rest-and-digest processes in homeostasis. The 
SNS and PSNS generally pendulates to ensure bodymind homeostasis, 
except for freeze or fear states, in which both systems are low.35 The PSNS 
is key in the orchestration of  regulation, inhibition, retraction, shutdown, 
collapse and dissociation during aversion and threat management.36 The 
inherent fight-flight-or-freeze system (FFFS) is behavioural and mediates 

32   C Noland Agency and embodiment: Performing gestures/producing culture (2009) 214.

33   Dana (n 21) 35.

34   FM Corrigan, D Grand & R Raju ‘Brainspotting: Sustained attention, 

spinothalamic tracts, thalamocortical processing, and the healing of  adaptive 

orientation truncated by traumatic experience’ (2015) 84 Medical Hypotheses 386.

35   H Lövheim ‘A new perspective on the autonomic nervous system’ (2013) 81 

Medical Hypotheses 356.

36   Dana (n 21) 33; Porges (n 21) 92; SW Porges The polyvagal theory: Neurophysiological 

foundations of  emotions, attachment, communication, and self-regulation (2011) 16.
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responses to aversive stimuli and subjective, cognitive dissonances.37 
Cognitive dissonance is enhanced by habitual patterns and familiar 

mental models38 that clash with the imagined ones of  the character. It is an 
‘aversive psychological drive state’ affected by cultural mores, opinions and 
lived experiences.39 It actualises through inconsistencies or discrepancies 
between two or more simultaneous cognitions (knowledge, opinion, 
mental model, belief) and manifests as internal discomfort, distress, or 
tension. Cognitive dissonance may further SNS activation; aversive 
emotions; internal conflict and attentional motor control. Cognitive 
dissonance motivates actions towards reducing cognitive or behavioural 
inconsistencies.40 Cognitive dissonance peaks when the discrepancies 
relate to selfhood, for example when a character threatens the actor’s 
perception of  self. Cognitive dissonance motivates individuals to actively 
reduce dissonance and to avoid similar situations in the future,41 resulting 
in approach or avoidance impulses. 

Such protective impulses aim to sustain bodyminded homeostasis, 
engaging higher cognitive processes to minimise destruction.42 It 
comprises of  multiple processes, including arousal and valence, which 
originate from primitive reflexes to cortical processes.43 Approach or 
avoidance impulses, formed through habituated signals and conditioning, 
are linked to limbic system activation.44 The limbic system includes several 

37   J Studer et al ‘Factor structure and psychometric properties of  a French and 

German shortened version of  the Behavioural Inhibition System/Behavioural 

Activation System scales’ (2016) 25 International Journal of  Methods in Psychiatric 

Research 54.

38   L Festinger A theory of  cognitive dissonance (1957).

39   BM McKimmie ‘Cognitive dissonance in groups’ (2015) 9 Social and Personality 

Psychology Compass 202.

40   J de Vries, M Byrne & E Kehoe ‘Cognitive dissonance induction in everyday life: 

An fMRI study’ (2015) 10 Social Neuroscience 269.

41   Festinger (n 38) 2.

42   T Poppa & A Bechara ‘The somatic marker hypothesis: Revisiting the role of  the 

“body-loop” in decision-making’ (2018) 19 Current Opinion in Behavioural Sciences 

64.

43   MW Schlund et al ‘The tipping point: Value differences and parallel dorsal-

ventral frontal circuits gating human approach-avoidance behaviour’ (2016) 136 

NeuroImage 94-95.

44   N McNaughton, CG DeYoung & PJ Corr ‘Approach/avoidance’ in JR Absher & 

J Cloutier (eds) Neuroimaging personality, social cognition, and character (2016) 33.
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brain control networks and relates to emotion and reward processing.45 
These are embodied through somatic markers – an anticipatory habitual 
bodymind activation providing an embodied summary of  lived experiences 
when responding to a stimulus.46 Through subconsciously applying the 
parameters established by mental models, cognitive dissonance and 
somatic markers, the workload of  the working memory is alleviated, 
unless an inconsistency overrules it.47 Optimal functioning is thus 
achieved through the organisation, compartmentalisation and structuring 
of  information in a manner that requires balanced output48 and reliance 
on habitual patterning.

Habitual patterning, and protective reactions to stimuli, can enhance 
actor-character dissonance. This may result in incongruent, forced or 
unfocused performances but, most importantly, might lead to the actor 
experiencing tension or distress. Therefore, deliberate strategies toward 
navigating actor-character dissonance are required.

5 Navigating actor-character dissonance

We now discuss bodymind concepts that might enable such strategies, 
namely, heightened bodymind awareness, reappraisal, choice, and 
facilitating motor intentionality. 49 These foreground the actor’s choice to 
regain bodyminded homeostasis by re-establishing a sense of  control and 
re-activating consciousness, navigating discomforts while enhancing well-
being. Such strategies are multimodal, drawing from the adaptive capacity 
of  the bodymind to engage with the unknown. Adaptability enables the 
actor to (re)negotiate bodymind responses in relation to a sense of  ‘other-

45   A Bari, TS Kellermann & B Studer ‘Impulsiveness and inhibitory mechanisms’ in 

JR Absher & J Cloutier (eds) Neuroimaging personality, social cognition, and character 

(2016) 125.

46   Poppa & Bechara (n 42) 61.

47   PN Johnson-Laird ‘Mental models, sentential reasoning, and illusory inferences’ 

in C Held, M Knauff  & G Vosgerau (eds) Mental models and the mind: Current 

developments in cognitive psychology, neuroscience, and philosophy of  mind (2006) 28 34.

48   PH Werhane et al Obstacles to ethical decision-making mental models, milgram and the 

problem of  obedience (2013) 4.

49   See Lee’s concept of  ‘pause … listen … choose’. T Lee ‘Alexander Technique and 

the integrated actor: Applying the principles of  the Alexander Technique to actor 

preparation’ in N Potter (ed) Movement for actors (2002) 71.
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ness’. The strategies invite actors to give themselves permission to shift 
through multimodal approaches that employ both top-down and bottom-
up processing,50 acknowledging the actor’s bodyminded subjectivity, 
selfhood, lived experiences, procedural memories, and habitual patterning, 
yet, honouring the self-preservation functions. Such shifts are dependent 
on the actor’s choice and consent.

5.1 Choice and reappraisal

Choice is a higher-order function centred on resistance or acceptance of 
many variables within a variety of  contexts.51 It is a critical component of 
the efficacy of  higher-order cognitive skills (planning, creative problem 
solving, spontaneous thought).52 The pre-frontal cortex (PFC) is key to 
the selection and exclusion of  choice as it facilitates critical cognitive 
engagement, higher-end learning and decision making.53 This occurs 
through the bodymind’s conscious considerations of  choice in relation 
to the actor’s inner and outer environments,54 lived experiences and 
embodied mental models.55 Through processes such as reappraisal, the 
actor can reflect upon their mental models and reinterpret anticipated 
consequences of  choice.

Reappraisal is a top-down strategy implying a cognitive decision to 
change perspective through reframing mental models, meaning-identifiers 
and subjective thought processes in stressful situations, reducing tension.56 

50   Top-down processing refers to how cognitive structures impact and inquire on 

emotional and instinctive systems; bottom-up processing refers to the impact 

on cognitions due to regulations in the nervous system, sensations and body 

experience information processing. See Porges (n 21) 35.

51   Marshall (n 12) 5.

52   O Vartanian & DR Mandel ‘Introduction’ in O Vartanian & DR Mandel (eds) 

Neuroscience of  decision making (2011) 3.

53   M Graziano Epistemology of  decision rational choice, neuroscience and biological 

approaches (2013) 36.

54   JM Fuster The prefrontal cortex (2008) xii; S Otani ‘Preface’ in S Otani (ed) Prefrontal 

cortex: From synaptic plasticity to cognition (2004) xi xii.

55   Graziano (n 53) 4.

56   JP Forsyth, V Barrios & DT Acheson ‘Exposure therapy and cognitive interventions 

for the anxiety disorders: Overview and newer third-generation perspectives’ in 

DC Richard & D Lauterbach (eds) Handbook of  exposure therapies (2007) 83.
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Tension reduction can also be achieved through suppression, a situation-
focused reinterpretation, or self-focused distancing. Distancing and 
suppression are short-term solutions to threatening circumstances. In 
cases where experiential and physiological modulation are not effective, 
these can result in long-term harm. 

Reappraisal facilitates thinking about, interrogating, disassembling and 
reassembling responses to experiences or stimuli. The root of  discomfort, 
inconsistencies in mental models and habituated action strategies can so 
be identified, reframed and altered. Reappraisal reduces amygdala and 
anterior insula activation,57 modifies and diffuses the internal context of 
the experience of  dissonance and subdues the intensity of  external displays 
of  negative affects. Reappraisal enhances behavioural control and stress 
management, potentially shifting the actor from harm avoidance to seeking 
pleasure.58 Strategies such as interrogation (identifying), experimentation 
and expansion (reasoning) and imaginative transformation (shifting) can 
assist in navigating habits of  the bodymind59 and alleviate tension or 
discomfort, for example, reappraising dissonance from a self-preservation 
force that fundamentally facilitates avoidance, to a source of  energy that 
becomes a driving force in the shifting process.60 Alternative perspectives 
or conclusions may surface through self-reflection, self-inquiry, and self-
dialogue between conflicting mental models,61 increasing available choices. 

Lived experiences are pre-reflective and temporal, preceding cognitive 
engagement. Yet, processes of  reflection, reasoning and interpretation 
can illuminate their constructed meanings and encourage reappraisal. 
Heightened bodymind awareness enables reappraisal and choice which, 
in turn, offers a wider range of  possible action.

57   E Johnston & L Olson The feeling brain: The biology and psychology of  emotions (2015) 

290.

58   Y Suchy Clinical neuropsychology of  emotion (2011) 150.

59   R Ross ‘Mental models’ (2004) 35 Association for Computing Machinery Special 

Interest Group on Algorithms and Computation Theory 80.

60   TA Sisemore The clinician’s guide to exposure therapies for anxiety spectrum disorders: 

Integrating techniques and applications from CBT, DBT, and ACT (2012) 13.

61   Werhane et al (n 48) 4, 22, 41.
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5.2 Actively applying heightened bodymind awareness

Heightened bodymind awareness contributes to a sense of  self  and 
identity. The awareness of  embodied internal responses allows meaning 
to be perceived through (often) unconscious gestural, affective, and 
related expressions (due to SNS activation). Awareness of  pre-reflective 
connections allows the actor to become reflexively conscious of  bodymind 
expressions that enflesh cognitive dissonance. This allows the actor the 
option to actively negotiate, renegotiate and influence their habitual 
tensions and embodied interactions during the enfleshment of  the 
character – enhancing dual consciousness that in turn enhances shifts 
between bodies (following Zarrilli). 

Heightened bodymind awareness allows the acknowledgment of 
habitual patterns, a state of  mobility, plasticity and relaxation. This 
leads to the ability to respond to modalities within bodymind that may 
operate subconsciously and contribute to well-being.62 The emphasis is 
on navigating of  bodyminded self-preservation tendencies, protective and 
habitual patterns, and the choice to manage SNS activation within the 
bodymind. 

Such awareness may encourage willingness to explore unfamiliar 
experiences and a sense of  release and pleasure in actions,63 reframing 
uncertainty and unfamiliarity and the associated temporary loss of 
bodyminded homeostasis, as assets rather than threats.64 Such reframing 
through the actor’s choice to activate heightened bodyminded awareness 
focuses on growth, adaptability and recovery.65 By actively heightening 
bodymind awareness, actors may navigate dissonance in a manner that 
allows for shifting, choosing and taking action towards responsibly 
enfleshing characters without compromising well-being. The following 
strategies may facilitate heightened bodymind awareness navigating 
embodied performance-restrictors.

62   E Batdorf  ‘Mind-body juggling for the camera’ in N Potter (ed) Movement for actors 

(2002) 230.

63   K Bloom & R Shreeves Moves: A sourcebook of  ideas for body awareness and creative 

movement (2004) 34.

64   Marshall (n 12) 11.

65   C Edinborough ‘The resilient body: Developing resilience and presence using the 

Feldenkrais method’ in S Reeve (ed) Body and performance: Ways of  being a body 

(2013) 119.
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5.2.1 Equanimity

Equanimity – ‘evenness of  [body]mind especially under stress’ – 
relates to relaxation, a motor intentional act to be harnessed when 
encountering dissonance inducing stimuli.66 Equanimity soothes anxiety, 
enhances decision making and choice. Relaxation improves wilful 
bodymind flexibility; activates motor control; enhances conscious motor 
intentionality; and acts as a gateway toward heightened bodymind 
awareness.67 

Equanimity in this context refers to applying relaxer-energisers,68 which 
are idiosyncratic, pleasure-seeking familiar activities that in combination 
contribute to well-being, facilitating equilibrium and action-readiness to 
shift between bodies three and four. Action-readiness indicates the intent to 
shift – to move toward change.69 This is achieved through acknowledging, 
and subsequently diffusing and reducing the effects of  SNS activation;70 
inhibiting tensions; hampering movements; affected breathing; forced 
voice production; and the startle-reflex through relaxation.71 Active 
relaxation heightens bodymind adaptability and supports the choice to 
shift, while engaging the imagination towards actor-character congruency. 

Tension is energy seeking an outlet (twitches, eyebrow wiggles or hand 
wringing).72 Suppressing this energy does not mean that it disappears, 
rather it is dispersed in the totality of  the bodymind. Bodymind awareness 
enables the reappraisal of  tension-energy, possibly transforming it into 
anticipation, curiosity or empathy. The actor’s ability to choose, adapt 
and shift diminishes when the bodymind is in survival mode, therefore, 

66   DC Richard, D Lauterbach & AT Gloster ‘Description, mechanisms of  action, 

and assessment’ in DC Richard & D Lauterbach (eds) Handbook of  exposure 

therapies (2007) 14.

67   Johnston & Olson (n 57) 298-300.

68   A Lessac & D Kinghorn Essential Lessac: Honouring the familiar in body, mind, spirit 

(2014) 22; D Kinghorn et al ‘Vocal traditions: Lessac kinesensics’ (2017) 11 Voice 

and Speech Review 93.

69   J Kiverstein & M Miller ‘The embodied brain: Towards a radical embodied 

cognitive neuroscience’ (2015) 9 Frontiers in Human Neuroscience 8.

70   Porges (n 21) 34.

71   M Davis, ER Eshelman & M McKay The relaxation and stress reduction workbook 

(2008) 41.

72   Marshall (n 12) 16-17.
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equanimity assists in understanding why change might be necessary and 
enhances receptivity towards change and shifts. This may be achieved 
through breath.

5.2.2 Breath 

Breath enhances equanimity. Respiration is the most accessible visceral 
process of  the recessive body. Breath influences the entire bodymind 
and attunes the inner-outer balance. Engagement with effective breath 
may facilitate neuromuscular repatterning of  habits. Effective breath 
alters emotional states, decreases tension through increasing PSNS and 
decreasing SNS activation steering towards an ANS balance and thus 
homeostasis. 73 Effective breath positively enhances embodied selfhood.74 
The actor can thus choose to affect SNS activation, muscle tension, 
oxygen consumption and heart rate variability that generate shifts in the 
nervous system, through active engagement with breath.75 This mediates 
self-preservation responses and emotional survival strategies, allowing 
reappraisal, decision making and clear motor intentionality. 

The effective use of  breath can enhance expressivity due to its 
equanimity, can increase energy and motor intentionality,76 as well as 
facilitate the congruence between the third and fourth bodies that requires 
a dual consciousness. Breath fosters relaxation and centring.

5.2.3 Centring 

Centring is the perceived experience of  bodymind homoeostasis, balance, 
grounding and control necessary for shifting between the third and 
fourth bodies and to navigate dissonance. The purpose of  centring not 
only is to achieve bodymind homeostasis, but it also prepares the actor 
to receive and process the influx of  information from both the internal 
and external environments through cultivating a sense of  stability. This 

73   E Franklin Breathing for peak performance: Functional exercises for dance, yoga, and 

pilates (2019) 44.

74   PB Zarrilli Psychophysical acting: An intercultural approach after Stanislavski (2009) 25.

75   S Blakeslee & M Blakeslee The body has a mind of  its own: How body maps in your 

brain help you do (almost) everything better (2007) 162.

76   J Free & N Ramsay Holistic bodywork for performers: A practical guide (2004) 134.
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sense of  stability heightens bodymind awareness that allows for choice 
and shifts. When not attuned to bodymind responses, impulses, and the 
origin of  these impulses in the internal environment, the actor cannot 
make considered choices regarding strategic action77 to navigate character 
incongruency. The strategic action of  centring can and should be applied 
at any moment of  character creation and performance. Strategic actions 
are achieved through motor intentionality.

5.2.4 Motor intentionality

All intentional movement does not lead to change. The ability to discern 
between relevant and irrelevant bodymind activity optimises adaptability. 
The actor can choose to inhibit (not suppress) unwanted or subconscious 
contradictions inhibiting bodymind responses and purposeful action, 
through motor intentionality.78 Motor intentionality is the intentional 
mobilisation of  motor-skills in relation to the actor’s inner-outer interweave, 
initiated by bodymind awareness.79 Motor intentionality influences the 
amygdala response (in the brain), resulting in the activation of  prefrontal 
control systems, potentially diminishing activity in areas responsible for 
emotional responses.80 Motor intentionality assists with the diffusion 
of  harm avoidance through consciously interrogating and changing 
embodied perceptions and sensations, and so self-regulates protective 
responses when engaging with Zarrilli’s third and  fourth bodies. 

This intentionality, then, has the capability to facilitate the necessary 
shifts between the third and fourth bodies to enflesh characters congruently. 
Through motor intentionality, actors can respond to their internal 
environments, modify habitual patterns and impulses, or have the freedom 
to follow an impulse, or the ability to re-establish bodymind homeostasis. 
Motor intentionality can gently and playfully redirect the tension-energy 
in a manner that leads to its constructive use and expression through 
physical actions towards enfleshing a character. 

77   Marshall (n 12) 35.

78   M Feldenkrais The potent self: A guide to spontaneity (2002) 85.

79   HL Dreyfus ‘Merleau-Ponty and recent cognitive science’ in T Carman & 

MB Hansen (eds) The Cambridge companion to Merleau-Ponty (2005) 138. 

80   Johnston & Olson (n 57) 297.
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Through purposefully activating the PSNS, subsequently diminishing 
or suspending SNS activation by means of  motor intentionality, relaxer-
energisers, breath and centring, habitual responses are mediated. This 
relieves tension and anxiety. Awareness, choice and action thus are 
interdependent concepts, allowing the actor not only to acknowledge their 
embodied objections, but consciously to move beyond their subjective 
restrictions and perspective of  debilitating ‘other-ness’. 

6 Conclusion

Actors, multimodally present in their bodyminded being-in-the world, draw 
on their bodyminds to enflesh the imagined bodymind of  the character. 
Congruency in performance is achieved when the actors’ enfleshment of 
characters integrates the actor’s bodymind (Zarrilli’s first three bodies) 
with the aesthetic outer body (Zarrilli’s fourth body). Actor-character 
dissonance is rooted in mental models and suppressed dissonance that 
inhibit bodymind homeostasis, activating self-preservation strategies. This 
activation negates dual consciousness in performance and foregrounds 
the first three bodies, limiting the actors’ disappearance into the enfleshed 
character. This impacts the believability, nuance, and congruency of 
character representation. Heightened dissonance can compromise the 
actor’s well-being. 

Multimodal bodyminded performance strategies support actors to 
responsibly navigate the embodiment of  characters without compromising 
their ontological presence encapsulated by experiences of  selfhood. These 
strategies are rooted in heightened bodymind awareness to engage mental 
models and comprise of  choice and reappraisal, equanimity, breath, 
centring and motor intentionality. They encourage actors to draw on their 
bodymindedness to responsibly choose how to engage with perceived 
threats and become receptive to the embodied shifts necessary to enflesh 
the fourth body with congruency. Identifying subjective performance-
restricting responses, activated by actor-character dissonance, and applying 
the proposed embodied performance strategies allow for intentional, and 
strategic, management of  SNS activation. 
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CHAPTER 11

Elri Wium & Janine Lewis

1 Introduction 

Communicating and decoding thoughts, feelings and emotions are at the 
essence of  the human condition.1 In acting this condition is repetitively 
recreated and serves as a form of  enhanced communication both in the 
context of  the performance and to communicate with the spectators. 
However, the concept of  language often influences perception when 
considering the term ‘communication’. Direct communication through 
language is restricted to the sender-receiver transmission model, where 
a common and shared dialect is required for the communication to be 
successful, whereas performance can simultaneously communicate stories 
to multiple receivers with various personal-cultural and socio-cultural 
backgrounds, ethnicities and races.2 To not embrace the inclusivity of  all 
communication modes not only neglects the ontology of  an embodied 
mind and body interconnectivity but also disregards the inherent human 
ability to communicate thought, feeling and emotion through nonverbal 
behaviouristic features such as physical movements, gestures, postures, 
acoustic sound and facial expressions.3 

In South African theatre training contexts, the actor training 
emphasises Western constructs of  imagination, recall, characterisation 

1   E Nel Embodied acting: The portrayal of  emotion through nonverbal communication 

(2016) 39.

2   H Ndou & J Lewis ‘Disseminating folklore through cultural dance in South 

African contemporary theatre: A case of  Siva (Seven) Dance Production’ (2018) 

28 Southern African Journal for Folklore Studies 1-2; A Bogart And then, you act: making 

art in an unpredictable world (2007). 

3   JK Burgoon, LK Guerrero & K Floyed Nonverbal communication (2016) xiii;  

L Sonneborn Nonverbal communication: The art of  body language (2012) 8; Ndou & 

Lewis (n 2) 1-2.

ADVOCATING THE IMPORTANCE OF 
NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION IN 

MULTIMODAL ACTOR TRAINING
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and interpretation.4 Such training in predominant cognitive acting 
methods include Method Acting, and text-based theatre principles found 
in Strasberg and Stanislavski’s training courses. The sole implementation 
of  these psychologically-inclined actor training practices not only increases 
the actor’s mental and emotional fatiguing through repeated stimulus, but 
also hinders the actor’s ability to holistically embody fictional characters 
from a blended psychological and behavioural perspective. Ravengai5 
similarly indicates that the socially-learnt or cultural expressiveness of 
the African performer may also ‘hinder the psychological character in 
a Western sense’. Training for South African acting students, therefore, 
should include a syncretic combination of  behavioural and psychophysical 
techniques. Moreover, the ‘anthropology of  the actor’6 should be inclusive 
of  the knowledge and cultural traits that the performer already brings to 
their acting to be enhanced through vocational training.7

Many South African university theatre departments already 
include diversity in their acting training programmes and include both 
psychological and physical approaches and methodologies.8 For example, 
in the Department of  Performing Arts at the Tshwane University of 
Technology (TUT) acting training includes the psychological and physical 
– or psychophysical – approaches of  Stanislavski, Chekhov, Grotowski, 
Bogart (Viewpoints), Bloch, and Suzuki. Prior to 2020 actor training in 
the Department of  Drama was also supplemented through performance 
training in voice and movement, inclusive of  all the embodiment aspects 
pertaining to the expressive development of  the diverse student. Since 
2020 the implementation of  the SA Higher Education Qualifications 
Framework9 has led to changes being actioned in the acting training 
modules and new multi-disciplinary programmes being developed in the 

4   S Ravengai ‘The dilemma of  the African body as a site of  performance in the 

context of  Western training’ (2011) Trends in twenty-first century African theatre and 

performance 35.

5   As above.

6   P Pavis Analyzing performance: Theater, dance and film (2003) 65. 

7   E Fischer-Lichte The semiotics of  theatre (1992) 87.

8   Physical actions as primary focus in acting training, include methods from 

Chekhov, Brook, and Grotowski. 

9   RSA Government Gazette (2013) South African Qualifications Authority Vol 578 

August, No 36797. 
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Department of  Performing Arts. The acting modules now no longer offer 
the compulsory performer supplemental support in independent voice 
and movement training. Instead, in conjunction with acting, students 
can currently elect to either specialise in voice and media studies, or 
physical theatre10 in their second year of  the diploma. For their final 
(third) year elective module, each student needs to select only one elective, 
namely, Acting, or Voice and Media, or Physical Theatre. These elective 
prescriptions have serious implications for supplementing performance 
skills within the acting modules. This chapter therefore argues for 
and encourages more inclusivity in acting modules which takes into 
consideration performance skills related to nonverbal communication, 
nonverbal behaviour, and which are attentive to cultural diversity. To 
this end, the chapter re-evaluates the outcomes of  a case control study 
undertaken at TUT in 2016 towards identifying embodied acting training 
that advocates the inclusion of  nonverbal communication techniques. 

An embodied approach to actor training combines pre-existing 
psychophysical actor training methods with scientific knowledge about 
nonverbal communication. Considering that there has been an increasing 
interest and continuous awareness of  nonverbal communication in 
domains such as neurobiology, anthropology and psychology, it has been 
established that nonverbal cues are more reliable and effective than verbal 
cues in communicating, expressing and stimulating emotion, thought, 
and feeling.11 As a result, this chapter argues that contemporary actor 
training should integrate the scientific knowledge of  nonverbal behaviour 
to enhance the actor’s inherent understanding and portrayal of  human 
emotions and behaviour patterns.   

2   Case control study

With the aim of  advocating more inclusive embodied actor training at 
the Tshwane University of  Technology, a mixed methods case control 

10   Or any one of  the other electives, https://www.tut.ac.za/faculties/arts-design/

departments/performing-arts/about (accessed 8 April 2022). For purposes of  this 

chapter only voice and movement-based modules have been referenced. 

11   R Kemp Embodied acting: What neuroscience tells us about performance (2012) 21;  

D Leathers & MH Eaves Successful nonverbal communication: Principles and 

applications (2016) 17.
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study12 was conducted in 2016. The study determined the corresponding 
and causal relationships between the selection of  combined specialisation 
modules and the stimulation and communication of  emotional and 
behavioural embodied nonverbal communication. The study investigated 
how a combination of  the learned psychophysical techniques13 and 
the scientific knowledge of  nonverbal communication components 
of  kinesics (posture and gesture), proxemics (spatial relationship) and 
breathing patterns (body) can stimulate an emotional response in the 
actor. The emotional response should be stimulated while simultaneously 
communicating conceptual thought and meaning through the creation 
and interpretation of  a fictional character. To examine this phenomenon, 
the study primarily focused on a sample group of  TUT BTech14 drama 
students15 who participated in the 2016 departmental productions directed 
by staff  members. The diverse group of  participant actors in training are 
all national citizens of  South Africa and embrace a diversity of  gender 
and cultures. The ethnicity and gender of  the participants were not 
prerequisites for participation in this study. 

All students participated voluntarily and signed ethical consent 

12   Nel (n 1) 81.

13   Rudolf  Laban (1879-1958) was a choreographer, artist and scientist who 

developed a movement analysis framework termed ‘Effort’ which refers to the 

dynamic energy and quality of  movement expression and consists of  the four 

Effort qualities of  flow, time, space, and weight; JK Amighi et al The meaning 

of  movement: Developmental and clinical perspectives of  the Kestenberg Movement Profile 

(1999) 89; C Baron ‘The modern entertainment marketplace’ in C Springer & 

J Levinson (eds) Acting (2015) 143. Alba Emoting is a system created by Susana 

Bloch which allows actors to stimulate emotions by using different breathing 

patterns, gestures, habitual patterns, and facial expressions. S Bloch ‘Alba Emoting: 

A psychophysical technique to help actors create and control real emotions’ (1993) 

3 Theatre Topics 121. Viewpoints refers to an improvised actor training techniques 

which allows the actor to use different principles of  time, space, duration, and 

tempo to communicate emotion and intention on stage; Nel (n 1) 71.

14   BTech is a Bachelor of  Technology that was offered as a one additional year 

academic degree conferred after the completion of  a three-year diploma at TUT. 

The RSA HE has done away with BTech qualifications nationally and replaced 

these with an Advanced Diploma option implemented since 2020. 

15   The case control study was conducted in the Department of  Drama & Film which 

since 2019 has amalgamated with other performing departments within the TUT 

Faculty of  Arts and Design. 
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forms acknowledging their awareness of, and providing permission 
for, their performance being included in the study (ethical clearance 
reference REC/2015/12/015). Alongside acting, each participant actor 
was additionally enrolled in two elective modules as areas of  discipline 
specialisation. The director-staff  were also involved as performance and 
acting trainers towards inculcating and exposing the student actors to a 
knowledgeable, intuitive and constitutional training environment during 
the production processes. These assorted lecturers’ productions were 
directly observed in the public domain, for data gathering purposes. The 
data was analysed and coded to adequately determine the way in which 
each actor utilised and embodied nonverbal behaviour and psychophysical 
acting techniques to communicate emotion, thought and feeling in 
fictional circumstances.  

The participants were further required to participate in semi-structured 
interviews in order to eliminate bias and substantiate what was configured 
by the observation study. Moreover, because Hatch16 asserts that some 
individuals are more comfortable expressing thoughts and feelings 
verbally, the interviews provided an opportunity for the participants to 
verbally describe their emotional and physical character creation process 
for the performances. The data accumulated from these semi-structured 
interviews was also coded to analyse and determine which combination 
of  participants relied more on the syncretic combination of  nonverbal 
communication elements (referred to as behaviours) and learned 
psychophysical acting techniques to perform an embodied interpretation 
of  a character. 

3   Nonverbal communication as an analysis model

The embodied expression of  nonverbal behaviour is essentially inherent 
and, therefore, frequently occurs instinctively and below the level of 
consciousness.17 As a result, Dale Leathers’ codification system for 
Nonverbal Behaviour was used as a lens through which each participant’s 

16   JA Hatch Doing qualitative research in education settings (2002) 141-142.

17   MS Remland Nonverbal communication in everyday life (2016) 6; D Matsumoto,  

MG Frank & HS Hwang Nonverbal communication: Science and applications (2013) 

vii; V Manusov & ML Patterson The SAGE handbook of  nonverbal communication 

(2006) xv.
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nonverbal behaviour could be identified and analysed to establish that 
various emotions can deliberately be generated and embodied for fictional 
purposes.18

Figure 11.1: A conceptual framework depicting the complete human 
communication network and nonverbal systems as proposed by Dr Dale 
Leathers

This codification system (Figure 11.1) depicts the complete human 
communication network which consists of  three interconnecting systems, 
namely, the visual system, the auditory system and the invisible system. 
These interconnecting systems are further integrated with the verbal 
communication system which, consequently, reinforces the intent and 

18   D Leathers & MH Eaves Successful nonverbal communication: Principles and 

applications (2016) 13; D Leathers & MH Eaves Successful nonverbal communication: 

Principles and applications (2008) 12; Kemp (n 11) 26.
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understanding of  conceptual meaning, emotion and thought through a 
combination of  both verbal and behavioural expressions.19 This suggests 
that the utilisation and embodiment of  vocal and behavioural expressions 
interact with each other, rather than function independently, to convey 
meaning and emotion. 

The study acknowledged the significance and validity of  the invisible, 
verbal, artefactual and auditory systems, and subsystems within the 
overall transmission of  human communication. However, the primary 
focus was placed on the affecting nonverbal behavioural systems and 
subsystems which activate an intuitive emotional response within the 
actor and character. Dr Leathers’s conceptual framework encompassing 
the nonverbal communication behaviours of  kinesics, proxemics and 
breathing patterns was therefore utilised as the lens. These nonverbal 
communication behaviours (referenced in the study as ‘behaviours’) 
were further investigated in the study along with the university’s 
original drama programme’s voice and movement coursework offerings 
of  Bloch’s Alba Effector Patterns and Laban’s Effort qualities and 
elements.20 These methods are integral as an intervention to establish a 
meta-communication21 system through which the overall creation and 
expression of  emotion and meaning can be communicated, embodied and 
analysed. Moreover, the interconnection between these performance skills 
and nonverbal communication principles will further support the aim of 
promoting a holistic multimodal acting training environment through 
embodied learning22 where actors embody human behaviour in a more 

19   Leathers & Eaves (2016) (n 18) 7.

20   In 2016 the methods of  Bloch and Laban were compulsory topics taught within 

the voice and movement modules in the TUT undergraduate Diploma: Drama 

programme. These methods are not currently taught as a compulsory element 

to all Theatre Arts and Design students within the Diploma: Performing Arts. 

Instead, they are included only within the elective of  Voice & Media from the 

second year. Therefore, for the purpose of  this chapter Bloch and Laban’s methods 

are vital in advocating a holistic embodied acting training. 

21   J Lewis & K Lemmer ‘Re atumela phetogo: Africanisation in embodied actor-training 

performance platforms incorporating multimodal learning’ (2018) Alternation: 

Interdisciplinary Journal for the Study of  the Arts and Humanities in Southern Africa 

DOI:10.29086/2519-5476/2018/v25n2a6.

22   M Munro ‘Principles for embodied learning approaches’ (2018) 31 South African 
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applied syncretic cultural and authentic manner for application in both 
film and theatre.23 

4    Discussion of syncretic behavioural communication  
design 

The study primarily focused on a sample group of  BTech drama students 
who participated in the following lecturer’s productions:24 Ubulution, 
performed from 24 to 27 February 2016; Mosioua, performed from 15 to 18 
March 2016; and Bremen Freedom, performed from 11 to 14 May 2016. Due 
to a cancellation on 13 May, Bremen Freedom only performed for three days. 
Therefore, only the first three performances of  Ubulution and Mosioua were 
considered for observation and data analysis. Moreover, there were only 
17 BTech drama students who were cast by the lecturer directors among 
larger casts inclusive of  performers from all undergraduate year groups.25 
From this estimated sample group of  17 the casting was represented in the 
following division. 

Theatre Journal 14.

23   Acting methods can successfully be applied to both stage and onscreen acting 

modes requiring only a differentiation between the application intensity and 

portrayal of  character.  

24   Ubulution was performed in the Breytenbach Theatre in February 2016. Ubulution 

speaks to the continuation and recurrence of  the Ubu tales as started by Alfred 

Jarry (1896) and referenced in such seminal pieces as Ubu and the Truth Commission 

by Jane Taylor (1997). This new twenty-first century South African version of 

the Ubu tradition was devised and directed by Prof  Janine Lewis (dramaturgy), 

Katlego Chale (playwright) and the cast. Mosioua, an African adaptation of 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet performed at the Breytenbach Theatre in March 2016, was 

directed by Dr Karina Lemmer.

25   The Tshwane University of  Technology performing arts programme has a colour-

blind, open casting policy for all their annual student productions. This results in a 

simulated workplace practice exercise akin to where everyone has an equal chance 

at an audition in the industry. The actors or performers deemed most appropriate 

are therefore selected on their ability and suitability to the production. This may 

result in a conglomeration of  students from various levels pitted together in one 

cast. The process hereby acknowledges adult students’ prior knowledge, and 

further enriches the peer-learning where students in practice learn from working in 

conjunction with other performers with a variety of  skills.
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Title of production
Number of participants from sample 

group

Ubulution 6

Mosioua 4

Bremen Freedom 7

Total participants in sample group 17

Table 11.1: An illustration of  the study’s sample group of  BTech drama 
participants who participated within the 2016 departmental productions

As BTech Drama students, each participant in this sample group was 
required to enrol for compulsory modules in Acting, Arts Administration, 
Performance Techniques and Research Methodology. In addition to these 
compulsory modules, they were required to take two elective modules that 
were indicative of  their discipline specialisation. Therefore, the focus group 
in the sample group comprised of  students who had enrolled for Acting 
and the additional performance-orientated specialisation disciplines of 
voice and physical theatre or had taken a combination of  both. All other 
sample group members were designated to the control group, as they 
each had enrolled for Acting and two other discipline specialisations (this 
selection is inclusive of  Directing, Scriptwriting, Applied Theatre and 
Children’s Theatre).26 

However, during the data collection process it was disclosed that two 
participants from Ubulution were additionally cast in Bremen Freedom. 
Also, in Bremen Freedom another two participants merely served as voiced 
figures and extras who occasionally appeared throughout the performance 
process. Therefore, considering that only three performances of  each 
production were meticulously observed and analysed, the data gathered 
from the two cast participants in both Ubulution and Bremen Freedom proved 

26   This bouquet of  specialisation elective modules was offered within the BTech 

Drama programme, which has since been replaced by the AdvDip Performing 

Arts since 2020 (refer to n 14). Whilst these listed discipline areas of  specialisation 

are within the gambit of  theatre, they are focused more on the making of  or the 

application of  theatre and acting principles. Here, the knowledge of  acting serves 

as a creative tool as opposed to the performative intention. Specifically of  interest 

to this study were the students electing to take voice performance and physical 

theatrical performance modalities towards themselves being well-rounded actor-

performers. 
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problematic to compare with the remaining sample group. Moreover, no 
characteristically relevant data pertaining to the nonverbal communication 
components other than breathing patterns could have been documented 
and observed from the two participants who participated as extras in 
Bremen Freedom. As a result, these four participants were not considered 
for the study as the data gathered would have deteriorated and it would 
be impossible to correlate said data with the remaining sample group. 
The sampling framework of  the study, therefore, primarily focused on the 
following BTech drama student distribution across these electives. 

Acting and specialisation 

 combination

Participants specialising in the  

indicated combination

Voice and Physical Theatre U1; M1

Voice and x27 B3; M2; M3; U3

Physical Theatre and x U4; M4

Control Group B1; B2; B4; B5; U2

Total participants in sample group 13

Table 11.2: An illustration of  the sample group categorised according 
to their individual electives. Each participant was coded to correlate to 
their role (for example U1 for Ubulution participant 1 and B2 for Bremen 
Freedom participant 2). 

The sample description above (Table 11.2) illustrates that from the 
comprehensive sample group of  13, only two participants specialised in a 
combination of  both the performative specialisation disciplines voice28 and 
physical theatre.29 The quantity of  participants who specialised in at least 
one of  the performative electives is two in physical theatre and x; and two 

27   For the study, the mathematical variable ‘x’ represents an unknown number(s) of 

additional elective modules. 

28   Voice is a didactic module in which can be specialised at the Tshwane University 

of  Technology and focuses on various voice acing principles embedded within 

actor training techniques. Within the new Diploma: Performing Arts, this module 

has been renamed as Voice & Media Studies. 

29   Physical Theatre is a didactic module in which can be specialised at the Tshwane 

University of  Technology and focuses on a variety of  contemporary dance, 

mime, puppetry, and acrobatic principles that can be used to create theatrical 

performances. 
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in voice and x. The remaining five participants primarily specialised in the 
undetermined combination of  specialisation modules. To further ensure 
the participant’s anonymity, the modules were identified according to the 
departmental production in which they engaged, for example, participants 
who participated in Ubulution were identified by distinct codified systems 
such as U1, U2 and U3.

The study’s purpose in focusing on performance-orientated modules 
as the essential instruments through which the data was accumulated 
and measured is because of  the orientation towards behavioural 
communication and emotional stimulation that may serve as supplemental 
training for actors. These aspects form the crux of  the training found in the 
performance-oriented modules where the methodologies and techniques 
embraced feature nonverbal behaviour such as breathing patterns, gestures, 
spatial orientation, dynamics and posture that are essentially inherent 
in the overall communication of  emotion and meaning in interpersonal 
relationships.30 Moreover, the combination of  verbal and physical actions 
reinforce the overall communication, expression and stimulation of 
meaning and emotion. This is affirmed through neurological research that 
the neural networks for both physicality and cognition overlap through 
interconnectivity between cortical and subcortical neural activations, 
emotion and embodiment.31 

The speciality of  performance voice, for example, enables the actor 
not only to achieve a thorough understanding of  bodily awareness and 
integration, but also to explore the interconnection between movement 
and voice, prosodic elements, breathing patterns, the Alba Effector 

30   Remland (n 17) 6; Matsumoto et al (n 17) VII; Manusov & Patterson (n 17) xv.

31   Schlegel et al ‘Network structure and dynamics of  the mental workspace’ (2013) 

110 Psychological and Cognitive Sciences 16277; MD Lewis ‘Bridging emotion 

theory and neurobiology through dynamic systems modeling’ (2005) 28 

Behavioural and Brain Sciences 169; J LeDoux The emotional brain: The mysterious 

underpinnings of  emotional life (1996); AR Damasio Descartes error: Emotion, reason 

and the human brain (1994); JM Fuster The prefrontal cortex (2015); V Nedelko et al 

‘Age-independent activation in areas of  the mirror neuron system during action 

observation and action imagery: A FMRI study’ (2010) 28 Restorative Neurology and 

Neuroscience 737; N Marshal, M Andric & S Small ‘Motor and nonmotor language 

representations in the brain’ (2012) The handbook of  the neuropsychology of  language 

276;  D Kemmerer Cognitive neuroscience of  language (2015). 
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Patterns32 and how the actor can combine this understanding to embody 
the words of  a text. Correspondingly, the discipline of  physical theatre 
enables the actor to physically form, morph and shape the body into a 
variety of  narrative styles and fictional characters by deploying the 
movement principles of  the likes of  Paxton, Lecoq, Bogart, Suzuki, 
Marceau and an array of  different postures, gestures, spatial relationships 
and weight distribution. The explored combination of  these physical 
principles and components not only enable the actor to create a variety of 
distinct fictional characters imaginatively and physically, but also actuates 
a biological stimulus of  emotion throughout the entire human organism. 
As a result, the data gathered from each participant’s combined utilisation 
of  embodied techniques was analysed and investigated to determine which 
participants depended more on a syncretic combination of  nonverbal and 
psychophysical techniques to embody and communicate emotion, thought 
and meaning in fictional circumstances.

5    Data collection and analysis through a mixed-methods 
approach

A sequential mixed-methods approach was utilised, indicating that the 
data gathered from qualitative methods was obtained and analysed before 
quantitative data methods were employed to compare, evaluate and 
validate all data gathered during the research process. The qualitative 
methods that were utilised for data gathering consisted of  a comprehensive 
observational case study by the researcher of  each participant actor. The 
narrative recordings of  the participant’s personal habitual embodiment33 
within the characterisation, alongside the data gathered from the semi-
structured interviews with each participant, served to determine the way 
in which the actor embodied behavioural and emotional responses in the 
fictional circumstances of  the production. 

32   Bloch (n 13).

33   Habitual embodiment aligns with Bourdieu’s (1993) notion of  habitus which is 

a term that he uses to refer to dispositions that generate and structure human 

actions, behaviours, and practices. Further, habitus develops through a long process 

of  conscious and unconscious learning from childhood and becomes second 

nature thus allowing the body to act in particular ways. This presupposes those 

performers act out of  habitus; Ravengai (n 30).
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The data gathered from these qualitative methods was further 
integrated and analysed through quantitative data methods to determine 
the corresponding and causal relationships between specialisation modules 
and behavioural embodiment. This served not only to summarise the 
qualitative data gathered and analysed from each participant who engaged 
in the study, but also to strengthen the validity of  the data gathered and 
provide a thorough understanding of  the phenomenon being studied.

5.1  Observation study

The observation study occurred during the public performances and 
encompassed comprehensive descriptions of  the way in which each 
individual actor participant utilised a syncretic combination of  behavioural 
and psychophysical techniques to embody emotion and communicate 
thought and meaning in fictional circumstances. This suggests that the 
physical behaviour of  each participant embodying a fictional character 
was analysed and investigated to determine the way ‘internal’ thoughts, 
meaning and emotions were communicated under fictional circumstances. 
To analyse this phenomenon and diminish researcher subjectivity, a 
systematic codified rubric was utilised, drawing from the psychological, 
behavioural, and theatrical research and practices of  Dale Leathers’ 
Codification of  nonverbal behaviour, Susana Bloch’s Alba emoting and 
Rudolf  Laban’s Effort life practices.34 This codified rubric further enabled 
the researcher35 to focus on several gestural, postural, spatial and breath 
pattern behaviours and categories graded by a numerical grid which 
fluctuated from 0 (not present at all during performance) to 5 (constantly 
present). However, it is imperative to acknowledge that the performance 
aspects of  each kinesics, proxemics and breath pattern category were 
further integrated with Laban’s Effort elements of  space, time, weight and 
flow to illustrate and describe the way in which the embodied gesture, 
posture, breathing pattern and spatial relationship were executed.36 This 
specific codification system, therefore, not only reduced the probability 

34   Refer to codified rubrics in the study by Nel (n 1) 72.

35   The case-control study used for the purpose of  this chapter was conducted by an 

independent Master’s student, who was neither teaching nor involved with the 

training of  the BTech student participants at the time.  

36   Nel (n 1) 72-77.
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of  subjectivity in the data analysis, but also disclosed which participants 
depended more on the syncretic combination of  behavioural and 
psychophysical acting components to embody human behaviour on stage, 
thus encouraging the argument of  incorporating nonverbal disciplines in 
embodied  multimodal actor training practices.  

5.1.1 Analysis of data 

After analysing the data gathered from the observation study, the mode 
was calculated for each nonverbal communication component from the 
three individually-observed departmental productions. Subsequently, the 
average of  the determined modes was calculated to categorise, analyse 
and present the extensive amount of  data gathered in a controllable 
manner. The calculated average of  each nonverbal component from each 
individual participant was then projected in a clustered column chart (refer 
to Figure 11.2). The calculated average determined which participants 
and adjoining combination of  elective modules depended more on a 
syncretic combination of  psychophysical and behavioural techniques to 
portray and embody emotion and communicate thought and meaning 
in fictional circumstances. This, therefore, will then provide proof  to 
support the advocating for the importance of  nonverbal communication 
in multimodal actor training. 

Figure 11.2: The average nonverbal components embodied by each 
individual participant
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It is evident that the two participants, M1 and U1, who specialised in 
the combined performance-orientated specialisation modules of  voice 
and physical theatre, mostly depended on the syncretic combination 
of  psychophysical and behavioural techniques to embody emotion and 
communicate thought and meaning in fictional circumstances. However, 
the data further exhibited an exceptional increased demonstration of 
gestures embodied by participant U2 who primarily specialised in the 
analytical theatre-orientated modules of  directing and script writing. It 
is important to note that Ubulution was directed by the physical theatre 
lecturer whose disciplines advocate a synthesis between physicality and 
the communication of  thought in performance circumstances. Therefore, 
the exceptional increase in kinesics activity embodied by U2 could 
be determined by both the habitual embodiment and undergraduate 
training, as well as the physical performative departure through which the 
lecturer directed the production. This ontology could further validate the 
increase in data gathered from the average breathing patterns embodied 
by participants U3, M2, and B3 who specialised in voice, as the lecturer 
directing Mosioua exclusively focuses on the academic disciplines of  voice 
production and vocal performance. The overall average of  nonverbal 
components embodied by each participant, therefore, effectively 
revealed the differentiation of  combined specialisation modules and the 
participant’s dependence on a syncretic combination of  behavioural and 
psychophysical techniques (refer to Figure 11.3).

Figure 11.3: A clustered column chart depicting the overall average of 
syncretic components embodied by each participant
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5.1.2  Case control study results

The data analysed and delineated from the observation study (refer to 
Figure 11.2 and Figure 11.3) comprehensively demonstrates that the 
participants U1 and M1 who specialised in the two performance-orientated 
elective modules of  voice and physical theatre depended more on the 
syncretic combination of  behavioural and physical techniques to stimulate 
emotion, and communicate thought, feeling and meaning in fictional 
circumstances. Moreover, the data further revealed that the participants 
who specialised in at least one of  the two performative modules (such as B3, 
M2, M3, U3, U4, and M4) predominantly depended on either breathing 
patterns or physicality rather than a combination of  behavioural and 
psychophysical acting techniques to communicate thought and emotion 
in performance. Additionally, the data illustrated that the participants who 
primarily specialised in analytical theatre practices (such as B2, B4 and 
B5) occasionally depended on behavioural and psychophysical techniques 
to stimulate emotion and communicate thought and meaning in fictional 
circumstances. However, an exceptional increase in the overall average of 
behavioural and psychophysical techniques embodied by participant U2 
was established. As a result, this would suggest that either participant U2’s 
embodied characterisation was influenced by the physical perspective 
through which Ubulution was directed, or that participant U2 was 
subconsciously and invariably engaging both mind and body in the overall 
expression of  meaning and human emotion. This in turn would imply 
that participant U2 made use of  embodiment characterisation principles 
obtained in her undergraduate studies to present the fictional character. 

5.2  Analysis of habitual characterisation  
(coded narrative recordings)

Considering that an individual’s habitual embodiment affects the entire 
manner through which the human body shapes itself  around the spine 
and expresses emotion and meaning through behavioural patterns 
(kinesics, proxemics and breathing patterns) the habitual embodiment 
of  each fictional character was meticulously recorded. These narrative 
recordings proved to be problematic, not only because each character 
was directly observed by a single researcher which, therefore, could have 
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entailed some subjectivity or prejudice, but also because the fictional 
characters embodied by the actor participants had different temperaments, 
personalities, emotional reactions, backgrounds and motives. Therefore, 
these characters each communicated emotion, thought and feelings in 
various ways. This suggests that the syncretic combination of  preferred 
and utilised behavioural and psychophysical techniques depended on the 
fictional character’s temperamental personalities. However, because every 
human being (and, therefore, every fictional character) communicates 
and experiences an infinite number of  emotional reactions and feelings 
towards other individuals and objects within the environment,37 the 
syncretic amount of  utilised Laban’s Effort qualities was identified.

The coded data accumulated from the narrative recordings and 
estimated embodiment of  Laban’s Effort qualities illustrated that the 
participants who specialised in at least one of  the performance-orientated 
modules utilised more effort qualities to communicate emotion, thought 
and meaning through the nonverbal communication components 
of  kinesics, proxemics and breathing patterns. Specifically, M1, who 
specialises in the combination of  voice and physical theatre, utilised and 
depended on all the Effort qualities of  flow, weight and time in space to 
communicate meaning and emotion in fictional circumstances. However, 
the data further revealed an exceptional embodiment of  all four Effort 
qualities utilised by B2 who specialised in the analytic theatre-orientated 
modules of  directing and scriptwriting (refer to Figure 11.4). 

37   AR Damasio ‘A second chance for emotion’ (2000) Cognitive neuroscience of  emotion: 

Series in affective science 16-17; S Heshmat Addiction: A behavioural economic perspective 

(2015) 79; T Nishida ‘Modeling machine emotions for realizing intelligence: 

An introduction’ in T Nishida Modeling machine emotions for realizing intelligence: 

Foundations and applications (2010) 7; D Sander & KR Scherer The Oxford companion 

to emotion and the affective science (2009) 395.
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Figure 11.4: A clustered column chart depicting the estimated Effort 
qualities embodied by each participant

The data depicted in Figure 11.4 illustrates that participants M1 and B2 
mostly depended on the Effort qualities to communicate intent and emotion, 
whereas participants U2, B1, B5 and M4 depended the least on the Effort 
qualities to communicate meaning and emotion in fictional circumstances. 
This implies that the participants who specialised in a combination, or at 
least one of  the two performance-orientated specialisation modules, utilised 
and depended more on the Effort qualities within fictional circumstances as 
opposed to the participants who specialised in analytical theatre orientated 
modules. However, participant B2 who also specialised in two analytical 
theatre orientated modules illustrated an increased embodiment of  all four 
Effort qualities. Considering that participant B2 has severe scoliosis and is 
physically restricted, this exceptional increase in embodied Effort qualities 
could suggest that participant B2 distanced himself  from their habitual 
embodiment boundaries and rather explored alternative actor training 
techniques reinforced by the undergraduate disciplines of  movement and 
voice.38 This hybrid combination of  actor training techniques explored in 
the undergraduate modules of  movement and voice would have enabled 

38   Both movement and voice training were compulsory modules for all undergraduate 

drama students within the TUT Diploma in Drama, which has been phased out 

since 2020. 
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participant B2 to utilise alternative psychophysical approaches to embody 
and explore with different weight distribution, spatial relationships, time 
and flow qualities to create and embody various distinct characters. 
Moreover, compared to the average of  nonverbal components embodied 
in the 2016 departmental productions (refer to Figure 11.2) B2 did not 
essentially utilise or depend on a syncretic combination of  psychophysical 
and behavioural patterns to embody emotion, thought and meaning in 
fictional circumstances. The data, therefore, reinforces the view that 
because of  habitual embodiment participant B2 solely depended on 
psychophysical approaches as opposed to habitual patterning to embody 
thought and emotion in fictional circumstances.  

Figure 11.5: A comparison between the average nonverbal components 
embodied by participant M1 and participant B2

The data illustrated in the clustered column charts (refer to Figure 11.4 
and Figure 11.5) consequently suggests that although a combination of 
Effort elements was utilised and embodied, participant B2 infrequently 
depended on a synthesis of  habitual embodiment and psychophysical 
elements to convey emotions and meaning through the behavioural aspects 
(kinesics, proxemics and breathing patterns). Contrariwise, participant M1 
depended both on the encompassing Effort qualities of  flow, weight, time 
and space and a synthesis of  behavioural and psychophysical techniques 
to embody and communicate emotion, thought and meaning in fictional 
circumstances. This not only suggests that the meaning and emotion 
conveyed and embodied by participant M1 were more transparent 
and effective to observe, but also that it is imperative for the actor to 
acknowledge, explore and implement a synthesis of  embodied approaches 
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to effectively stimulate and communicate emotion, thought and meaning 
in fictional circumstances.

5.3  Assessing the semi-structured interviews

The data gathered from the semi-structured interviews was audio-
recorded on the TUT arts campus after the concluded performances of 
all three productions. After the semi-structured interviews with each 
individual participant had been conducted, all audio-recorded data was 
transcribed and coded. This served not only to validate the knowledge and 
data gathered from the observation study, but also to meticulously code 
the information obtained for further analysis.39 The data gathered from 
each participant’s audio-recorded description of  their fictional character’s 
personality and temperament validated the systematic data gathered 
from the observed behavioural embodiment of  the characters portrayed 
and analysed through Laban’s Effort elements. Moreover, the coded data 
obtained and analysed from each audio-recording of  the semi-structured 
interviews further illustrated which participant actors depended more on a 
syncretic combination of  embodied approaches to stimulate emotion and 
communicate thought and meaning in fictional circumstances. 

Figure 11.6: The embodied techniques utilised to generate emotion in 
fictional circumstances

39   Nel (n 1) 111.
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The coded data gathered from the semi-structured interviews affirmed 
that six of  the 13 participants consciously utilised and explored more than 
one psychophysical technique to generate emotion, whereas five of  the 
13 participants depended on their personal emotions and experiences to 
generate emotion in fictional circumstances. The data further illustrated 
that only two participants explored a combination of  psychophysical 
and emotional recall techniques to stimulate the required emotion for 
the performance. This suggests that 11 of  the 13 participants essentially 
depended either on emotional recall or psychophysical acting techniques 
to generate, express and embody emotion for a fictional character. From 
this sample group of  13 participants, the data further clarified which 
participants encountered difficulties when generating emotion in the 
overall creation and embodiment of  a fictional character (refer to Table 
11.3).

Emotional stimulus difficulty: Yes Emotional stimulus difficulty: No

Participant Specialisation module Participant Specialisation  
module

U3 Voice and x U1 Physical theatre and voice

M2 Voice and x U2 Control group

M4 Physical theatre and x U4 Physical theatre and x

B1 Control group M1 Physical theatre and voice

B3 Voice and x M3 Voice and x

B4 Control group B2 Control group

B5 Control group

Table 11.3: An illustration of  the estimated number of  participants who 
encounter difficulties when generating emotion for performance

The data demonstrates that seven of  the 13 participants encountered 
difficulties with generating emotional responses for performance, 
whereas six of  the 13 participants expressed their ability to effectively 
and comfortably embody, articulate and generate emotion for fictional 
characterisation. From these six participants, it is evident that the majority 
(four) of  them primarily specialised in either physical theatre or voice, or 
the combination of  the two specialisation modules. However, participants 
U2 and B2, who functioned as part of  the control group, exhibited an 
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exceptional emotional stimulus during characterisation and performance. 
This would suggest the way in which both participant U2 and B2 embodied 
a syncretic combination of  psychophysical and behavioural techniques. 
This combination enabled both participant actors to effectively stimulate, 
express and embody emotion in fictional circumstances (refer to Figure 
11.3, Figure 11.4, Figure 11.5, and Table 11.3). The data, therefore, 
validates and reinforces the synthesis of  embodied approaches towards the 
importance of  nonverbal communication in multimodal actor training. 

6 Conclusion

To determine the efficacy of  performance skills-transfer and behavioural 
embodiment for multimodal actor training, the 2016 case control study 
results discussed in this chapter advocates to underscore the importance 
of  integrating nonverbal communication in multimodal actor training. 
The case control study codified nonverbal communication systems 
of  kinesics, proxemics and breathing patterns that were observed in 
performance in conjunction with the applied psychophysical actor training 
techniques. The quantitative and qualitative data accumulated from 
both the observation and semi-structured interviews illustrated that the 
participants who specialised in the two performance-orientated electives 
of  voice or physical theatre depended more on a syncretic combination 
of  behavioural and psychophysical techniques, rather than predominant 
cognitive acting methods to embody and stimulate meaning on stage. 
The data further affirmed that the two participants who specialised in 
the combination of  voice and physical theatre significantly utilised and 
embodied a greater variety of  psychophysical and behavioural techniques. 
This suggests that the embodiment of  nonverbal behaviour reinforces the 
actor’s psychophysical ability to embody and affectively portray human 
behaviour in character portrayal. Therefore, this study recommends that 
actors should be provided training in both psychophysical acting methods 
as well as nonverbal communication principles, as this would not only 
serve to enhance the actor’s inherent understanding of  emotions and 
human behaviour, but also enable the actor to design and establish an 
embodied syncretic vocabulary of  nonverbal behaviours that will reinforce 
the actors’ technical repertoire of  behavioural skills. These, in turn, will 
support the actors in their ability to embody an infinite number of  distinct 
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fictional characters which repeatedly express a variety of  emotions in 
performance.

Lutterbie40 and Munro41 affirm this recommendation and explain that 
technique should be considered as a hybridity of  theatrical methodologies, 
rather than a single entity explored and utilised in isolation in performance. 
Therefore, the chapter advocates the introduction and combination 
of  Leathers’s nonverbal communication systems with the current 
implementation of  psychophysical actor training methods explored 
in the TUT praxis training environment and various performance art 
and acting courses in a multicultural South African theatre training 
context. By integrating these approaches, the actor would be enabled to 
fundamentally understand and decode human behaviour and emotions 
in advance. Understanding these systems (exploring and developing the 
actor’s sensibility to proxemics, kinesics and breathing patterns within 
performance) in conjunction with acting methods will further ensure 
that the student employs and embodies believable gestures, postures, and 
mannerisms for character creation. 

An inclusive multimodal acting training approach acknowledges the 
habitual embodiment the student brings into the training environment. By 
combining this multimodal training with the student’s tacit and formal 
knowledge implies that they themselves will be able to take responsibility 
for building their unique syncretic embodied practice. The actor would 
further master the ability to express and stimulate believable emotions 
repeatedly throughout a performance process without experiencing 
mental and emotional fatiguing and exhaustion.

Multimodal acting training incorporating nonverbal interconnecting 
communication approach serves as a guide to evaluate current actor 
training applications, more specifically within TUT’s Department of 
Performing Arts. It advocates bridging the gap between theatrical art and 
contemporary scientific discoveries to enable the actor to create holistic 
embodied characters that emulate human behaviour and emotion in a 
sustained authentic manner in fictional circumstances, while retaining 
their unique offering as a performing artist. 

40  J Lutterbie Towards a general theory of  acting: Cognitive science and performance (2011) 

132. 

41   Munro (n 22).
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CHAPTER 12

Miles Warrington 

1 Introduction 

Music as an art form, just like drawing, painting, photography and many 
others, finds itself  at the interface of  human beings and some form of 
technology. The humble pen, brush and drum are all forms of  technologies 
and have origins in the most ancient periods of  human history. Our desire, 
passion and creative inspiration have helped develop, mould, invent and 
modify these and many other tools over aeons of  artistic evolution and are 
a fundamental part of  our creative practice. It is not surprising then that 
in the twenty-first century we find artistic thinking, practice, innovation 
and, indeed, creativity itself  reliant – perhaps purposefully so –on some 
form of  technology of  the age. Today these are digital technologies, and 
as artists our craft becomes more and more integrated with them. We see 
visual artists making extensive use of  computer systems for digital media, 
photographers using advanced digital techniques to shape their craft, and 
musicians relying on computer technology, to such an extent that some 
cannot complete their creative processes without it. 

Since the early 1960s human-computer-interaction (HCI) has been 
at the forefront of  the growing need for human beings to integrate and 
interact with technology.1 This need was driven by the necessity to expand 
the human-machine potential and over the years grew from basic input 
systems to far more complex, multi-modal recognition systems. Today, 
these systems and innovations use the latest technologies and are capable 
of  everything from human gesture recognition, interactive communication 

1   B Myers ‘A brief  history of  human computer interaction technology’ (1998) 5 

ACM Interactions 44-54.

EMBODIED COMPOSITION  
ONTOLOGIES, PROCESS AND  
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and adaptability in the form of  machine learning and artificial intelligence.2

As a composer primarily of  electroacoustic music, I find myself  in 
the group of  artists where the reliance on digital technology is essential 
to my craft. This is because electroacoustic music hails from a tradition 
of  recording and manipulating sound. The basics have been around for a 
long time, such as producing works for loudspeakers with no instruments, 
on the one hand, and works combined with fixed accompaniment in 
the form of  a ‘tape’ track and instrument(s), on the other. However, 
this relationship has not remained stagnant at all. On the contrary, live 
electroacoustic music has over the years undergone a rather meteoric 
set of  morphologies, with particularly exciting changes since the early 
2000s. This is directly proportional to the steady and sure advancement of 
computer technologies and our ability as artists to take advantage of  that 
unstoppable phenomenon. 

This chapter is dedicated to analysing various components of 
compositional approach and compositional process in order to bring to 
light how the development of  HCI has contributed to our understanding of 
musical ontology through application and integration, thus contributing 
to artistic output. A theoretical framework is established to argue that with 
specific methods of  sound, object and mental imagery modelling, tracing 
and analysis, the embodiment of  sound in musical gesture spaces can 
create enormous creative potential for composers, performers and sound 
artists alike. What follows from here is a discussion of  various models 
established in order to help outline the processes involved in compositional 
idea where the adoption of  gesture-centred HCI is an essential element.

2 Creative spaces

Artworks across disciplines are the direct result of  several key processes 
that are intimately intertwined. Ideation (cognition), poiesis (creation) and 
esthesis (reception) are the three fundamental human-centred arts-based 
activities that synthesise into what has been referred to as an ‘aesthetic 
complex’.3 This aesthetic complex is something artists, by this definition, 

2   See KL Norman (ed) The Wiley handbook of  human computer interaction set (2018).

3   PF Bundgaard & F Stjernfelt (eds) Investigations into the phenomenology and the 

ontology of  the work of  art: Contributions to phenomenology (2015) 1 (my emphasis).
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are constantly engaged with and defines and inhabits the creative space 
of  which the artwork being produced is a part. Put another way, the 
artistic process produces objects that are subject to ‘ideation, judgment, 
feeling and desire’.4 As with any art form, thinking about music to make 
music is an essential part of  a composer’s process. Understanding how 
these abstract concepts can become embodied and what information 
these embodiments contain is a critical part of  the technology-human-
interface puzzle because it is where creative thought becomes embodied 
that unique possibilities lie in connecting technology to our thoughts in 
direct ways. It is at this crossing point that we have witnessed technology’s 
osmosis into forms of  both poiesis and esthesis. As Atau Tanaka puts it, 
‘embodiment denotes forms of  participation, and the settings in which 
interactions occur’.5 However, it is not as simple a task to take advantage of 
syncretic technology-art forms of  praxis, simply because more often than 
not, learning the techniques involved and understanding how to process 
the information is difficult and time consuming and many composers and 
performing artists find this an enormous challenge. 

In musical composition this process (from ideation with technology 
integration and eventual reception) undergoes several important stages, 
and whilst it is certainly impossible to clearly define this for every composer, 
there perhaps is a general sort of  one-size-fits-all model or method that can 
attempt to describe the inner workings of  the creative space. In the early 
1990s a modern approach in the form of  a general theory of  ontological 
representations of  art (music in this case), and specifically where the work 
and some form of  technology are integrated was put forward. It alludes to 
a paradigm whereby our understanding of  artistic process and, therefore 
creative spaces, have become emancipated from the traditional approaches 
to art where it exists for the ‘metaphysical objective of  expressing truth’. 
Instead, it approaches this where ‘concentration has shifted to specific 
aspects of  art, like the aesthetic use of  signs, schematisation modes, or the 
message of  art, and thus the metaphysical construct art has been separated 
into definable, explainable components’.6

4   C Siewert ‘Consciousness and intentionality’ in E Zalta (ed) The Stanford 

encyclopedia of  philosophy (2011). 

5   A Tanaka ‘Embodied musical interaction’ in S Holland et al New directions in music 

and human-computer interaction (2019) 137. 

6   B Becker & G Eckel ‘On the relationship between art and technology in 
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First, we can consider that musical thought generally begins as 
disorganised and disembodied and without form that can be externally 
represented. This is because it originates as priming in one’s mind. The 
electroacoustic composer-theorist, Horacio Vaggione, made this clear, 
intimating that the raw musical ideas in the early stages of  compositional 
thought are quite far removed from their organisation that comes later.7 

After this initial process, the assembly of  this abstract material takes on 
form once it is represented in sound.8 The creation of  this sound, or 
what can be referred to as either a ‘sonic gesture’9 or, more generally, as 
a ‘musical gesture’,10 can also be described as a sort of  sign or ‘musical 
semiosis’.11 Essentially, the model supposes that a creative space exists 
when the components of  idea/ontology, signs and their gesture-sound 
relationship occur together. Summarising this so far, we have the following:

contemporary music’ (1994), http://iem.at/~eckel/publications/becker94c.html 

(accessed 7 July 2021).

7   H Vaggione ‘Some ontological remarks about music composition processes’ 

(2001) 25 Computer Music Journal 54-61.

8   M Warrington ‘The composer as technologist: An investigation into compositional 

process’ DMus thesis, University of  Cape Town, 2015 29, https://open.uct.ac.za/

handle/11427/20787 (accessed 7 July 2021). 

9   R Hatten ‘A Theory of  Musical Gesture and its Application to Beethoven and 

Schubert’ in Gritten & King Music and Gesture (2006) 1.

10   M Leman & RI Godøy ‘Why study musical gestures?’ in Godøy & Leman Musical 

Gestures Sound, Movement, and Meaning (2010) 3.

11  J Nattiez Music and discourse : toward a semiology of  music (1990) 3.

Figure 12.1: General model for creative space, idea, semiosis and sound
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In terms of  compositional process, sound is a product of  a creative 
space where an ontology/idea through a process of  gesture and semiosis12 
produces that sound. It can be internalised (heard-in-the-head) or 
auditioned (played back on an instrument or a computer). Therefore, at 
this point this sound can be externally represented and can take the form 
of  a performance (live or recorded), or distributed in digital format (score 
file, digital audio content such as mp3, wav or other) or notated/depicted/
described in hard copy. It is here that technology can play a significant 
role in shaping the aesthetic complex and where HCI takes on a leading 
and supporting role. The advantages of  understanding this process are 
numerous and many highly-innovative and well-supported projects since 
the 1990s around the world have been growing this important aspect 
of  music making. HCI has done this by taking advantage of  further 
segmented features of  the gesture-semiosis-sound relationship. However, 
we first need to discuss in more detail compositional models as the process 
of  composition eventually produces sound. Once we have seen these 
models in more detail, it will become clearer how it is the sound and its 
relationship with gesture and semiosis that gives rise to embodiment. 

3 Compositional approaches, processes and models

My view, along with others in music compositional theory, is that the 
process of  composition is a ‘task environment’13 and ‘problem-solving’14 
practice. The adoption, creation and use of  models greatly assist in defining 
the parameters of  such problem-solving activities, especially where the 
intention of  the artist/composer is to use electronic forms of  technology 
embedded in an aesthetic complex. Composer-theorist Herbert Brün (1918-
2000) summarised this succinctly, stating that ‘the construction of  models 
for problem-solving in the broadest and most general sense is the goal 
which technology and composition have in common’,15 and also where 

12  The specific components of  gesture and semiosis are discussed in more detail in 

subsequent sections.

13   J Tabor ‘A pioneer in composition and research’ in J Tabor (ed) Otto Laske: 

Navigating new musical horizons (1999) 7 (my emphasis).

14   B Truax ‘Sonology: A questionable science revisited’ in Tabor (n 9) 27 (my 

emphasis).

15   H Brün ‘Technology and the composer’(1971) 9, https://sites.evergreen.edu/
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‘the composer now defines technology as the science and art of  applying 
knowledge to the desire for problem solving’.16 In this sense, applications 
of  HCI and general computer-driven sound and music analysis have 
generously helped shape our understanding of  compositional thought and 
also the embodied semiotics of  sonic imagery in musical performance.  
Analysis is an important aspect of  composition approached in this way 
because the relationship between sound and the information it contains 
requires a dissection if  you will of  the sound in order to contextualise 
aspects of  the sound be it by timbre, frequency spectra, duration, 
dynamic, and so forth. These aspects can then be used as compositional 
parameters in HCI-music/sound applications and are extremely useful in 
understanding the movement/embodied/sound-energy associations we 
have when dealing with sonic imagery. 

I should think that for obvious reasons, modelling creative approaches 
is a tricky affair. However, if  we describe approaches where they outline 
artistic freedom, choice and expression, then we have definitions worthy 
of  attention. Generally, there are two ways of  defining compositional 
approaches or paradigms and where strong semasiological tendencies with 
artistic thought and procedure are possible. On the one hand, looking for 
ideas, innovation and technique through mimesis and adoption of  existing 
artistic procedures and parameters gives us a ‘model-based approach’.17 
On the other hand, composition can be approached by independent 
choices, unhinged from existing artistic ideas. Here, the composer chooses 
‘his/her own processes to conform with the musical idea’.18 Each of  these 
approaches can be visualised as follows:

arunchandra/wp-content/uploads/sites/395/2018/05/techcomp.pdf  (accessed 

9 July 2021).

16   Brün (n 11) 2.

17   Tabor (n 13) 3.

18   Tabor (n 13) 4.
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Figure 12.2a: Model-based compositional approach

Figure 12.2b: Rule-based compositional approach19

Both these approaches define links between ideation, problem identification 
(either own method or adopted from existing technique), tool and 
technological requirements, musical elements and, finally, composition. 
Generally speaking, most compositional processes are not undertaken 
where either of  these approaches (or variations thereof) occur in strict 
isolation from one another. On the contrary, creative spaces benefit from 
both innovation and technical adoption and a syncretic approach yields 
powerful results. Indeed, the history of  music making, certainly from a 
Western perspective, has greatly demonstrated powerful links to both the 
approaches shown. Model-based approaches were significant prior to 

19   Sources: Adapted from Warrington (n 8) 8.
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the emergence of  electronic forms of  music; and since the mid-twentieth 
century, rule-based approaches have become ever-more important.20 This 
is very much the case since the option for technological embedding in 
the aesthetic complex became possible, and certainly an intrinsic part of  the 
general discussion in this chapter – that musical thought, compositional 
process and ideation can be informed by technologies where they assist in 
extending our artistic practice. 

Factually evident is the realisation that understanding specific kinds 
of  technology and their processes can be an important part of  musical 
poiesis. The composer who wishes to take advantage of  either rules-
based or model-based creative approaches cannot ignore technology. 
This is not only applicable to the act of  music making (composition and 
performance) but also to analysis and research. Certainly, these paradigms 
of  compositional thought and process are among the most fruitful in 
cutting-edge research output and this is given strong backing by numerous 
publications dealing with this domain, such as that of  Holland et al,21 

Cadoz,22 Godøy23 and many others. 

3.1 Gesture schemas and embodiment of sound

Gestural forms and semiosis in human communication are ancient, 
persistent, wide-ranging and ubiquitous across domains, communications 
modes, languages and cultures. Vast amounts of  studies from disparate 
disciplines exist that explore all of  these individually and where they cross-
pollinate. In the music domain, gesture studies have gained significant 
ground in the last 20 to 30 years with an accelerated impetus and 
epistemological output in the last ten years. However, before this growth, 
our understanding of  components24 of  gesture and the space it occupies 
in music making was limited to sonic forms – where exploring phrases, 

20   Tabor (n 13) 4.

21   Holland et al (n 5).

22   C Cadoz Instrumental gesture and composition. Proceedings of  the 1988 International 

Computer Music Conference (1988).

23   RI Godøy ‘Gestural imagery in the service of  musical imagery’ in A Camurri & 

G Volpe (eds) Gesture-based communication in human-computer interaction (2004) 55. 

24   See section 3.3, Figure 12.6., for more details of  gesture spaces and their 

components. 
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tropes and musical organisation in discernible packets of  information 
was undertaken.25  This has meant that on the whole, and until fairly 
recently, the links between ontology, embodiment and expression as 
part of  our understanding of  gesture in music and sound were a lot less 
understood; less understood because gesture is such a vast subject and 
the association with music often is quite abstract, even non-figurative. In 
a simple example, one could think of  a falling sonic line that appears to 
stumble over itself  – here the overall contour and trajectory of  the sound 
could intimate a downward movement of  an object such as a ball rolling 
down an uneven sloped surface. The sound’s energies and the rate of  their 
changes of  inflection, dynamic and duration outline the general trajectory 
of  the ball. In electroacoustic music, one of  the more successful theories 
that describe sound and it’s changing energies over time is that of  Denis 
Smalley’s spectromorphology26 and is related to Pierre Schaeffer’s concept 
of  the musical object discussed later. The theory is concerned with how a 
sound’s spectra morph (change) over time and the sonic image or footprint 
that is perceived by these changes. Scholars Bridges and Graham27 have 
to some degree explored links between Smalley’s theories and those of 
embodiment, however on the whole they remain only partially understood, 
particularly where the subtle tendencies for particular actions associated 
with corporeal intentionality are concerned. Corporeal intentionality is a 
system where ontologies are morphed into ‘action-relevant’ and ‘action-
intended’28 expressions. A result of  this lack of  understanding is that sonic 
embodiment is not often incorporated into processes related to the aesthetic 
complex. Accordingly, studies aimed at understanding the workings of  this 
system have thus far revealed two spaces as part of  what has been referred 
to as an ‘intentionality engine’.29 These spaces form a coupled system of 
actions and perception that bridge the divide between outer and inner 

25   For more information, the reader is directed to RS Hatten Interpreting musical 

gestures, topics, and tropes: Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert (2004). 

26   D Smalley ‘Spectromorphology: Explaining sound-shapes’ (1997) Organised Sound 

107-126.

27   B Bridges & R Graham Electroacoustic Music as Embodied Cognitive Praxis: Denis 

Smalley’s theory of  spectromorphology as an implicit theory of  embodied cognition (2015), 

http://brianbridges.net/?p=851 (accessed 10 July 2021).

28   M Leman Embodied music cognition and mediation technology (2008) 84.

29   Leman (n 20) 85.
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spaces; between ‘movement’ and ‘sensory perception’.30 
For musicians, this is what describes the complex interaction between 

sonic image, its corporeal intentionality (or articulation), and resulting 
action that produces sound. More specifically, it is the critical idea that 
ideation/ontology, as presented by a sonic image through a semiotic 
form, gives rise to action that establishes a perception-action cycle31 which 
is the ‘transformation of  perceived patterns into co-ordinated patterns of 
movement’.32 

It has been through performance-based requirements of  some rather 
interesting compositional ideas, and not the other way around, that have, at 
least in the music domain, produced some of  the more interesting research 
discoveries in this field. This is so because developing tools and techniques 
to overcome the problems of  interface and to mediate between humans 
and machines as expressive constructs of  the aesthetic complex, requires a 
deep understanding of  the perception-action cycle. For example, capturing 
the movement of  a violinist’s bow, analysing it in real-time through image 
capture and using the information to control various musical parameters 
via a computer through live sound manipulation/processing. Figure 12.3 
gives an outline of  such a possible example in model-form, where a device 
is used to capture specific gestural data – the information contained is 
gestural in nature (movement of  the bow) – this is processed and then 
applied in a work in whichever way the composer/artists chooses. In music, 
this is where ‘perception is largely based on auditory image representation 
and gesture representation rather than attribute representations’.33 

30   Leman (n 20) 89.

31   The perception-action cycle is a well-understood, ecologically-driven mechanism 

between cognition and body function. The resources defining, describing and 

discussing the term are numerous. 

32   EE Smith & SM Kosslyn Cognitive psychology: Mind and brain (2006) 453.

33   M Leman ‘Adequacy criteria for models of  musical cognition’ in Tabor (n 9) 115.
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Figure 12.3: Mediation Technology Model34

Where the coupling of  the perception-action cycle and the study of  gesture 
occurs in music, we are assisted in better understanding what we hear and 
the resulting action behind it.35 The HCI systems that take advantage of 
this fall into a category of  technology-driven forms of  musical expression 
and have collectively been referred to as the ‘gestural control of  music’36 or 
gesture heuristics. 

Schemas on the whole can help elucidate this further and the models 
can take advantage of  musical semiotics and cognition. Cognitive 
musicologist and composer-performer Ole Kühl elucidates: ‘The most 
important, stable element in musical semantics is the primary signification 
from musical phrase to gesture and from musical gesture to emotional 
content and social belongingness.’37 Notation or the depiction of  musical 
information plays an important role here because it acts as a system 
of  information transmission. This is significant since in ‘this context, 
notation may be seen as a form of  semiosis – a signifier that conveys 
information’.38  Thus, finally, we can generally posit that in both the 
cognition and poeisis stages of  the aesthetic complex, compositional process 
– the amalgamation of  ideation and the act of  transforming the idea 
into material – has elements that form semantics in the shape of  musical 

34   Source: Warrington (n 8) 85.

35   RI Godøy ‘Gestural affordances of  musical sound’ in RI Godøy & M Leman (eds) 

Musical gestures: Sound, movement, and meaning (2010) 119. 

36   M Wanderley & M Battier (eds) Trends in gestural control of  music (2000), http://

www-new.idmil.org/publication/trends-in-gestural-control-of-music/ (accessed  

9 July 2021).

37   O Kühl ‘The semiotic gesture’ in A Gritten & E King (eds) New perspectives on music 

and gesture: SEMPRE studies in the psychology of  music (2011) 123.

38   Warrington (n 8) 58.
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gestures. It is in the performance space that follows where HCI can further 
integrate in the aesthetic complex and become a form of  both poeisis and 
esthesis. Support for this is wide ranging and has been around for some 
time, including examples from discussions by Hamman,39 Tabor,40 Laske,41 
Roads,42 Xenakis43 and many others. The gesture study schema model 
that follows outlines the various associations discussed here between the 
differing areas of  investigation/study and their interdisciplinary nature 
where they are concerned with using gesture as a means for mediating 
human-centred embodied cognition in an aesthetic complex. In summary, 
the overall container is the ‘Gesture Study Schema’ and working from the 
bottom-up it eventually leads to the production of  musical material be it a 
score, computer programme and/or sound output.   

Figure 12.4: Gesture study schema44

39   M Hamman ‘From technical to technological: The imperative of  technology in 

experimental music composition’ (2002) 40 Perspectives of  New Music 92-120.

40   Tabor (n 12) 7.

41   O Laske ‘Toward the Schoenberg Centenary, III: In search of  a generative 

grammar for music’ (1973) 12 Perspectives of  New Music 351.

42   C Roads The music machine: Selected readings from computer music journal (1989).

43   M Bischof  et al Xenakis: Combining tangible interaction with probability-based musical 

composition (2008).

44   Source: Warrington (n 8) 62.
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3.2	 Gesture	signification	

Apart from a general approach to studying gesture in music, it is possible 
to devise methods for how the information is signified and processed. So 
far, we have explored gesture and musical idea as containers of  musical 
information, semiotics and images. But how is this mechanism represented? 
We have seen the broader context of  gesture in compositional process and 
how this articulates with resultant gestures through musical performance 
and where a heuristic would be necessarily placed within such a study/
work creation to take advantage of  that information. 

What follows now is an outline of  the signification of  gesture from 
musical idea to gestural unit. This is a very important step in the overall 
framework of  gesture embodiment in musical works. Below are two 
Gesture Signification Models45 (A & B) devised to outline the process from 
compositional ideation to sound and gesture with two possible pathways:

45   Source: Warrington (n 8) 66, 68.

Figure 12.5a: Gesture Signification Model A
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Figure 12.5b: Gesture Signification Model B

In Model A the compositional process begins with a musical element in 
mind consisting primarily of  an already intact, somewhat completed, 
musical element. The composer imagines the completed phrase. What 
happens is that an ontology leads to a musical idea which in turn leads 
to the production of  a phrase or element and then by using gesture spaces 
to obtain further information, a sound is created (as indicated) by an 
instrument; but this of  course can also be loudspeaker(s). 

In Model B the composer starts with the sound and ends with the 
musical gesture – in essence a reverse process of  Model A, except that 
‘sound-tracing’46  is introduced to depict the associated sonic image in some 
form of  notated paradigm, be it a score (as indicated) or text, drawing, 
instruction or physical mode of  interaction. Godøy points out that 
‘musical sound has great power to make us move or to create sensations of 

46   Godøy (n 26) 117 (my emphasis).
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movements in our minds’.47 Of  particular interest here is the last section 
of  this statement, ‘sensations of  movements in our minds’, which often 
takes the form of  mental images as part of  initial ontological processes 
during compositional ideation. The phrase ‘sensations of  movements in 
our minds’ is particularly germane since it describes how ontologies of 
compositional ideation can take the form of  mental images of  movement. 
In a sense, ‘the composer “hears” the movement cognitively and then 
outlines this movement in the form of  a musical gesture’.48  Sound-tracing 
in this mode is describing a process of  auditory perception that is an 
internal process, occurring without any external auditory stimulus. 

Model B could then latch onto the second half  of  Model A, where 
musical gesture translates into instrumental gesture and eventually sound. 
Here we can see a gesture-loop in action. In performance, the result often is 
a feedback loop of  gestural information from the system to the performer 
and vice versa. A circle of  hermeneutic gestures,49 both of  sonic images 
(musical gestures) and the physical (movements) is occurring.

In both cases the boundary of  translation of  sonic image into gestural 
information and, thus, corporeal intention of  embodied gestures, is where 
the musical gesture is read. Part 3.3 which follows details how this can be 
achieved. 

Gesture studies in music, as thus far contextualised in this chapter, 
can give us a formal representation of  the relationships discussed up to 
this point between musical thought, compositional process, gesture and 
technology. This is a necessary part of  understanding compositional 
processes. Any musical meaning that is intended as part of  the embodiment 
of  sonic images generated in compositional thought through gesture, and 
to be used by machines such as computers, should include this type of 
approach. The representation shown in Figure 12.4 is devised out of  all of 
these relationships to signify their articulations and connections with one 
another. It stands to reason then that this approach covers all the necessary 
aspects of  the entire process in order to arrive at the point where some 
form of  gesture-heuristic technology can be integrally used in a musical 
work and thus be partnered with the embodied musical semiosis. 

47   Godøy (n 26) 103.

48   Warrington (n 8) 67.

49   Godøy (n 26) 119. 
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3.3 Problem solving and gesture models

In order to derive anything out of  this discussion, models of  interaction, 
analysis and processing of  information are required. If  we consider the 
outline of  the basic nature of  gesture in relation to musical thought as 
discussed so far, then the premise is that the sonic image contains all the 
information we need to initiate translation with systems outside of  the 
‘intentionality engine’.50 

The model in Figure 12.1 was a broad representation of  creative 
activities that produce a sonic image. More detail can now be given, 
particularly to the gesture/semiosis section, where the gestural qualities 
and components can be defined and used in mediation technology 
systems or gesture-heuristics. Musical gesture studies have given us 
definable components of  the entire gesture space associated with the 
generation of  sound in music performance environments. The discussion 
up to this point has relied somewhat on the transformation of  the sonic 
image into corporeal energies, but this is not where the limits of  using 
musical gesture spaces end. Music for loudspeakers only (acousmatic 
music/musique concrète) also contains gestural qualities and can equally 
viably be incorporated into a gesture recognition system for procedural51 
processing. Godøy has placed this succinctly and eloquently within the 
framework of  Pierre Schaeffer’s ground-breaking concept of  the sonorous 
object,52 by stating that ‘[t]he sonorous object can be inspected, explored, 
and progressively differentiated with regards to features, features which 
often evolve or have various envelopes which can be traced, hence in my 
opinion actually becoming more like what I would call a gestural object’.53

It is clear from this that the human perception system can recognise 
musical gestures in fixed or procedural music for loudspeakers and engage 
with them in real time through either improvisation or compositional 
instructions in live performance. However, I am adopting the paradigm 

50   Leman (n 20) 85. 

51   By ‘procedural’ I mean that a system produces musical information in real-time 

based on a set of  criteria or programmed instructions that are integrated into the 

composition either as part of  a score, set of  instructions or aesthetic decisions. 

52   The reader is directed to Schaeffer’s monumental work, P Schaeffer Treatise on 

musical objects: An essay across disciplines (2017) trans C North & J Dack.

53   R Godøy ‘Gestural-sonorous objects: Embodied extensions of  Schaeffer’s 

conceptual apparatus’ (2006) 11 Organised Sound 149.
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of  live music for the combination of  electronics and any instrument here 
because this perhaps is an easier-to-understand, more familiar music 
archetype that helps to explain embodiment and the possibilities for 
machine communication more readily. 

Because gestural components are physical manifestations of  parts of 
the interpretative/performance framework of  music systems (notation, 
instruction, improvisation), the actions are extremely specific and are 
based entirely on the information required to produce the sound associated 
with the semiosis. Thus, we can formally categorise these components 
into gestural units. Figure 12.6 is a summary of  information gleaned from 
studies of  gestural components of  the gesture space in instrumental music. 
In the model we can see that the gesture space supports various categories 
of  gesture functions. In turn, each of  these then have components that are 
action-centred modes that relate to how sound is produced, modified or 
supported. 

Figure 12.6: From musical gesture to instrumental gesture54 

54   Source: adapted from A Jensenius et al ‘Musical gestures: Concepts and methods 

in research’ in Godøy & Leman (n 24) 23-28.
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Out of  all the unit categories shown, gestural control systems and 
HCI have generally made use of  sound-producing, modification and 
sound-facilitating gesture functions as sources of  information to control, 
manipulate and integrate computer music systems in live music making. 
Composers can make aesthetic judgments and base choices of  which 
gestural unit to use based on the design and intention of  the gestural control 
system adopted. The effectiveness of  the system to capture more than just 
sound-producing gestural units depends on the degree to which it can 
simultaneously analyse and process more complex gestural information. 
Until roughly ten years ago, the ability for computers and motion capture 
to process complex gestural information from musical contexts in gesture-
scene analysis was severely limited.55 The situation today is improved 
and numerous applications of  advanced motion capture assist composers 
and performers alike.56 These more often than not take on the form of  a 
hyperinstrument when used in a music aesthetic complex, and are discussed 
in the next part. 

The application of  these systems has also historically been developed, 
used and applied in most cases within the Western art-music aesthetic, 
and particularly that of  experimental music and electroacoustic music 
practices and research. The lack of  published articles, chapters and 
other sources on this subject speaks to the general infancy of  this area 
of  research in South Africa. Unpublished works include those  those 
by Van Tonder57 and Crossley.58 A further three unpublished degree 
documents exist on this subject I am familiar with, namely, those by 

55   M Leman & RI Godøy ‘Why study musical gestures?’ in Godøy & Leman (n 27) 

3.

56   Because of  limitations of  this chapter to discuss all the current projects, the reader 

is directed to the following resource as a point of  departure: J Malloch et al ‘A 

design workbench for interactive music systems’ in Holland et al (n 5) 23. 

57   C van Tonder ‘Music composition and performance in interactive human 

systems’ (2004), https://www.academia.edu/1215332/Music_Composition_

and_Performance_in_Interactive_Computer_Human_Systems (accessed 10 July 

2021). 

58   J Crossley & J Braamfontein ‘The cyber-guitar system: Nuance in instrumental 

practice as a motivation for immediacy within gestural controllers’ (2016), 

https://ler.letras.up.pt/uploads/ficheiros/14056.pdf  (accessed 10 July 2021).
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Cronje,59 Warrington60 and another by Crossley.61 It therefore is clear that 
the application and general use of  procedural-based gesture heuristics in 
performance, composition and research in the musical arts remains a very 
modest arts-based speciality in South Africa. There is enormous scope for 
development of  this field with co-articulations in indigenous knowledge 
systems and ethnomusicology. 

3.4 Hyperinstruments

Pursuant to various aspects of  these models and schemas shown so far, 
at some point the composer has to deal with problem solving by the 
use of  or adoption/creation of  technology. In creative spaces this more 
often than not requires the composer to be highly innovative and develop 
solutions or heuristics in the form of  technology to solve these problems.62 

The idea of  the composer-technologist has been explored extensively 
by various scholars and contributors to the field, but particularly where 
the application of  gesture-heuristic(s) and real-time music processing 
is required as part of  an integrated work. The context of  this becomes 
obvious in terms of  what has been discussed so far in this chapter. 
More often than not, this integration of  technology into a work of  art 
(other than a musical instrument) has generally resulted in systems that 
extend the acoustic instrument(s) and enhance their timbre or sonic 
abilities. There are many examples that cross both the haptic and non-
haptic interface categories. These are referred to as hyperinstruments. Tod 
Machover of  the Massachusetts Institute of  Technology Media Lab (MIT 
Media Lab) describes such acoustic instrument extension systems as tools 
that ‘transcend the traditional limits of  amplifying human gestuality, and 
become stimulants and facilitators to the creative process itself ’.63 In the 

59   M Cronje ‘Designing a hyperinstrument with gesture interface for musical 

performance’ (2005), http://scholar.sun.ac.za/handle/10019.1/16602 (accessed 

10 July 2021). 

60   Warrington (n 8). 

61   J Crossley ‘The Cyber-Guitar System: A Study in Technologically Enabled Per-

formance Practice’ (2017), https://wiredspace.wits.ac.za/handle/10539/24601 

(accessed 10 July 2021).

62   Warrington (n 8) 16.

63   T Machover ‘Hyperinstruments: A progress report, 1987-1991’ MIT Media Lab 
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most basic description, a computer system with some sort of  programme 
takes information from a performance space and processes it in real time 
to generate a musical result. More or less then, hyperinstruments are gesture-
heuristics. 

The heuristic-creative process is an ideal vehicle for augmented 
musical works. Computer-driven technology integrated into music by 
adopting models of  approach to composition and gesture gives technology 
the ability to act as a simultaneous agent of  both poiesis and esthesis 
in the aesthetic complex. At this point there are two distinct pathways 
to achieving this: On the one hand we are dealing with compositional 
aesthetics and, on the other, technological processes. Composers should 
be aware of  these possibilities at the outset when creating works that deal 
with the embodiment of  sonic images through interaction. This is because 
there is an important relationship between the musical gestures as part 
of  that composition, and the resulting instrumental gestural units from 
the interpretation of  that composition, either from a score or instructions 
or other forms of  musical communication. Musicologists have noted this 
and iterated that ‘Western musical thinking often tends to ignore the fact 
that any sonic event is actually included in a sound-producing gesture, a 
gesture that starts before and often ends after, the sonic event of  any single 
tone or group of  tones’.64 

Hyperinstruments come in many different guises and, as mentioned, 
these systems can be separated into two broad categories, namely, haptic 
and non-haptic. Haptic refers to the ‘designating or involving technology 
(for entertainment, communication, and so forth) that provides a user 
interface based on stimulation of  the senses of  touch and movement 
(kinaesthesia)’,65 whereas non-haptic refers to this process of  interacting, 
but where there is no direct link between the senses of  touch or movement, 
such as signal following or video tracking. The choice to use either of 
these or even a combination again is dependent on the desired result, the 
compositional process and the nature of  the gesture control. In summation, 
the overall model for the generation of  a hyperinstrument that uses gesture 
and compositional process in an aesthetic complex is shown below:

(1992) 13, https://dam-prod.media.mit.edu/x/files/publications/machover_

hyperinstruments_progress_report.pdf  (accessed 8 July 2021).

64   Godøy (n 26) 110.

65   ‘haptic, n.’ OED Online. Oxford: Oxford University Press (2021). 
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Figure 12.7: Aesthetic complex summary and compositional process with 
gesture heuristics66

4 Conclusion

Gesture heuristics, composition and music performance at best are a 
difficult journey for most practitioners. To this day, most of  the systems 
developed are done so at university level research spaces and projects, with 
only a handful developed in the commercial environment that are usually 
not sound/music-specific. 

In the music aesthetic complex, sonic interaction and the embodiment 
of  gestures are a fascinating, challenging and technically-exciting domain 
of  music making both from a compositional and performance perspective. 

66   Source: adapted from Warrington (n 8) 187.
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The possibilities for creative output, research and development are 
astonishing. This has become more so the case today as recent technologies, 
systems and computing capability have shifted many of  the problems 
out of  the way that, to a large extent, were prohibitive hurdles to artistic 
idea. The problem is that the choice of  paths offered in the compositional 
approaches and models discussed – the development and implementation 
of  HCI systems to process and generate effective results in the sonic-image 
embodiment space – is completely reliant on how the composer/performer 
approaches the work. Composers and performing musicians who want 
to work in this space have to work very hard to mould the conceptual 
apparatus of  a gesture controller around their creative thinking and, of 
course, this creates a proportional increase in the workload. However, 
these should not be regarded as prohibitive factors, but rather as unique 
and exciting challenges because the results speak for themselves. The 
embodiment of  sound in musical gesture spaces and human-computer-
interaction can and does create enormous creative potential for composers, 
performers and sound artists alike.
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